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Simulations and Measurements
of Pressure Oscillations Caused
by Vortex Ropes
Pressure oscillations caused by vortex rope were measured in the draft tube of a proto-
type Francis turbine. The three-dimensional, unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
equations with the RNG �−� turbulence model were solved to model the flow within the
entire flow path of the prototype hydraulic unit including the guide vanes, the runner, and
the draft tube. The model was able to predict the pressure fluctuations that occur when
operating at 67–83% of the optimum opening. The calculated frequencies and amplitudes
of the oscillation show reasonable agreement with the experiment data. However, the
results at 50% opening were not satisfactory. Pressure oscillations on the runner blades
were found to be related to the precession of vortex ropes which caused pressure on the
blades to fluctuate with frequencies of −fn+ fd (fn is the rotational frequency and fd is
vortex procession frequency). The peak-to-peak amplitudes of the pressure oscillations on
the blades at the lower load conditions (67% opening) were higher than at higher load
conditions (83% opening). Fluctuations on the suction side tended to be stronger than on
the pressure side. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2201631�

Introduction
Francis turbines usually experience unsteady flow fluctuations

at partial loads, due to a strong helical vortex rotating like a whirl-
ing rope in the center of the draft tube. The precession of the
vortex rope causes pressure fluctuations in the draft tube which
sometimes can lead to variations in the power output or vibrations
of the shaft and damage to the runner blades. Extensive investi-
gations have been done on the phenomenon through in situ mea-
surements. The results have included frequencies and amplitudes
of the fluctuations caused by the vortex rope precession as well as
system resonance �1,2�. Computational fluid dynamics simulations
and improved measurement techniques have provided more re-
sults. Ruprecht et al. �3�, Sick et al. �4� and Arpe and Avellan �5�
compared calculated results with experimental data from the
model tests to show that the amplitudes and frequencies agreed
quite well before the elbow. Skoták et al. �6�, Zhou and Wang �7�
and Wu and Dai �8� investigated the influence of the draft tube
inlet condition on the vortex rope behavior; Wang and Zhou �9�
related the pressure oscillations to the operating conditions. Re-
cently Lowys et al. �10� reported measurements of the pressure
fluctuations on a Francis runner blade and gave a primary analysis
and a simple relationship between fluctuation amplitude and the
power load. However, few comparisons have been made between
simulation results and experimental data for prototypes, because
the blade profile cannot be easily obtained and the pressures on
the runner blades can not be easily measured. Experimental mea-
surements are difficult since lots of flow paths are buried in con-
crete so transducers cannot be easily installed. For prototypes the
available experimental data are limited. Numerical simulations
can be used to interpret the complex flow phenomena in coopera-
tion with limited experimental information. For example, many
simulations �even for models� and measurements have focused on
the draft tube itself because of the difficulty in performing mea-
surements in rotating flow channels. For practical engineering de-
signs, more information is needed about how the vortex rope in
the draft tube affects the dynamic loads on the runner blades.

The present paper describes simulation of a prototype water

turbine with comparison to experimental results. The main flow
features are then analyzed based on the simulation results, with a
detailed analysis of the pressure oscillations on the runner blades.

Experimential Prototype
The pressures were measured in a Francis turbine with a non-

dimensional specific speed of 10.93. The runner had 13 blades
with 20 guide vanes. The rotational speed of the runner was
100 rpm. A meridian view of the runner and a cross section of the
draft tube are shown in Fig. 1. The draft tube cross section gradu-
ally changed from circular to rectangular in the elbow. A splitter
was installed in the diffusion part of the draft tube.

The operating conditions for the simulation are listed in Table
1. In the table the number after “g” indicates the guide vane open-
ing, for example, “g8” means guide vane angle of 8 deg. The
number after “H” indicates head. For example, “H68” means an
operating head of 68 m. Column a /ao is the relative opening
where ao represents the optimum opening at the operating head.
For the selected operating conditions, the Reynolds number Re
was estimated to range from 6�106 to 1.2�107.

Another case with a non-dimensional specific speed of 12.075
was also analyzed with 53–78% openings with the results com-
pared with the experimental data. The results were similar so they
are not presented here.

Computational Domain and Recording Points
The runner and the draft tube were both included in the calcu-

lation to include the hydrodynamic coupling between the runner
and the draft tube. The spiral case and stay vanes were not in-
cluded to reduce calculation time. The inlet velocity direction was
calculated using a steady flow analysis which included the spiral
case, stay vanes, and guide vanes. This simplification was too
coarse if the efficiency was to be evaluated, but practical experi-
ence shows that the main flow features were captured by the
analysis.

The final mesh had about 250,000 nodes, with 56,000–60,000
nodes inside the guide vanes �depending on the operating condi-
tions�, 105,436 nodes insider the runner and 88,191 nodes inside
the draft tube. A mesh with about 350,000 nodes was also tested
and showed no evident improvement. Further increases in the
number of nodes made the iteration too slow.

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division of ASME for publication in the
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Recording Points
During the calculations, data were saved at 27 specific points

inside the one channel between two blades. Among them, 9 were
on the blade pressure side as shown in Fig. 2 �namely bp-1–bp-9�,
9 were on the suction side arranged in the same order �namely
bs-1–bs-9�, and 9 were between the two blades. These points ro-
tated with the runner. In this way, the data reflect the pressures on
the blade during operation. Data points were also set in four sec-
tions �namely, s1, s2, s3 and s4, see Fig. 1� in the draft tube as

shown in Fig. 2. These points were in the stationary frame of
reference. Among them, s1 was near the draft tube inlet, s2 was
located at the height of measuring point in the draft tube, s3 was
in the middle of the elbow and s4 was after the elbow. The ar-
rangement of points is shown in Fig. 2. Point 1 on the s2 plane
was named s21 and point C on the s1 plane was named s1C with
the other points named in the same way. Point s21 was the mea-
suring point which was near the entrance hole of the draft tube
�also shown in Fig. 1�.

Numeric Method

Turbulence Model. The computer’s capacity limited the mesh
size and the selection of the turbulence model. For the flow field
inside the prototype turbine, the large eddy simulation method
requires a very fine mesh near the wall and in areas with high
shear which would require extremely long calculation times.
Therefore, a Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes �RANS� simula-
tion was performed with combination of the RNG �−� turbulence
model with model constants c1�=1.42, c2�=1.68, C�=0.0845, �
=0.012, a=1.39, and �0=4.38 �11,12�. Log-law wall condition
was adopted.

Discretization. An unstructured mesh was used so that the cell
density could be controlled manually based on the flow features.
The water was considered to be incompressible. The time-
dependent RANS model was discretized using the control-volume
technique with the SIMPLEC scheme and a collocated grid com-
bined with momentum interpolation. A second-order upwind
scheme was used for the convection terms with a central differ-
ence scheme for the diffusion terms in the momentum equations.
The time step was 0.008333 s, which was 1/72 of runner rota-
tional period.

Boundary Condition. With the guide vanes included in the
calculational domain, the inlet boundary conditions were the natu-
ral flow conditions. The total pressure and the turbulence condi-

Fig. 1 Francis turbine geometry „unit in mm…: „a… side view of the draft tube; „b… planform of the draft
tube; „c… meridian view of the runner; „d… cross section of the draft tube

Table 1 Operating conditions for simulations

Operating conditions a /ao Operating conditions a /ao

g12-H68 50% g20-H68 83%
g16-H68 67% g20-H75 83%
g16-H75 67% g24-H68 100%

Fig. 2 Recording points: „a… on the blade surface; „b… on sec-
tion s1 and s2; „c… on section s3; „d… on section s4
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tion were set at the inlet of the guide vanes with the inlet velocity
direction defined from a steady flow calculation including the spi-
ral case �with about 63,400 nodes�, stay vanes �with about 39,600
nodes�, and guide vanes �with 56,000–60,000 nodes�. The inlet
turbulence kinetic energy and dissipation rate were set to be
0.0655 and 0.0052. The model including the guide vanes was
expected to capture the pressure oscillations caused by the rotor-
stator interaction. The outlet static pressure condition was set
based on the downstream water level when the measurements
were taken. The interfaces between the guide vanes, the runner,
and the draft tube were modeled with a sliding interface to model
the rotating mesh in the runner domain. The upstream variables
were passed to the downstream locations by interpolation at the
interfaces.

Experimental Measurements
A pressure transducer was installed near the draft tube entrance

�Point s21 in Fig. 1�, since this was the only point that accessible.
The transducer measurement range was −100–500 kPa with a
precision of ±0.2%FS. The sampling frequency was 204.8 Hz
with samples recorded to 20 s. The calculations were compared
with the experimental results only at this point.

Results and Comparison
Of the various operating conditions simulated in this study,

g24-H68 was closest to the optimum conditions. Both the calcu-
lated and measurement results showed no obvious pressure oscil-
lations at this point. So the pressure waves were not compared for
this condition. The calculated and measured results then were
compared here for the other conditions.

Measurement Results. The experimental results show that as
the flow rate is reduced, the pressure oscillations changed from
regular waves to signals with much turbulence at a specific oper-
ating head. The low frequency rotation and precession of the vor-
tex core was most significant at 83% and 67% openings �Fig. 3,
conditions g20-H68 and g16-H68�. However, much turbulence
also appeared at 50% opening �Fig. 3, g12-H68� whose low fre-
quencies were no longer obvious. The pressure fluctuations
showed the same tendencies at high heads �H=75 m� with the
openings of 83% and 67%.

Comparison of Calculations and Measurements. After about
2 s �3–4 rotational periods�, the pressure fluctuations of the moni-
tored points became quite regular. The pressures for all the se-
lected points were then recorded. The calculated pressure oscilla-
tions at point s21 are plotted in Fig. 4 for comparison. The

measured signals were filtered for comparison with the calculated
data. For all conditions, the dominant frequency and its amplitude
calculated using fast Fourier transform �FFT� analysis and mea-
sured signals is listed in Table 2. The low frequencies for mea-
sured g12-H68 signal were within a wide band so the band range
was given in Table 2.

The calculated pressure oscillations agree reasonably well with
the experimental data at the 67% and 83% opening. The lower
frequencies were reasonably well predicted, but all the calculated
waves were relatively smooth while the measured waves con-
tained various high frequencies. This was especially obvious for
the g12-H68 case where the predicted pressure fluctuations were
far from acceptable. The data in Table 2 show that the amplitudes
for the dominant frequencies were slightly overestimated, espe-
cially for the smaller openings �67% and 50%�.

Flow Patterns in the Draft Tube. The flow patterns inside the
draft tube are presented in Fig. 5 for two typical conditions. The
vorticity magnitude iso-surface in the draft tube appears like the

Fig. 3 Measured pressure fluctuations at point s21 „without
filtering…

Fig. 4 Comparison of experimental data and calculated pres-
sure fluctuations at point s21 „The measured pressure fluctua-
tions were filtered with cutoff frequencies of 30 Hz for g20-H68
and g16-H68, 8 Hz for g12-H68 and g16-H75 and 10 Hz for
g20-H75.…

Table 2 Comparison of predicted and measured low fre-
quency and amplitude

Calculated Measured

Operating
condition f / fn �Hz� A �Pa� f / fn �Hz� A �Pa�

g12-H68 0.499 6748.2 0.09–0.874 1241.0
g16-H68 0.224 5220.1 0.27 3315.8
g20-H68 0.327 4914.8 0.33 4728.4
g16-H75 0.245 6172.3 0.266 4689.2
g20-H75 0.333 2635.0 0.293 2226.9
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vortex rope observed in the model test. The results show that an
organized vortex rope was usually accompanied by a regular
wave. In Fig. 5 the g20-H68 case �83% opening� had a very regu-
lar vortex rope in the draft tube. With decreasing flow rate, the
vortex core gradually expanded �g16-H68, 67% opening� and the
turbulence increased �Fig. 5�e��. With further decreases in the
opening, the vortex breaking induced more instabilities and turbu-
lence in the draft tube with the vortex rope was then no longer
obvious.

The vorticity at any point on the helical vortex rope has two
main components. One is the tangential component which is seen
in the middle plane of the draft tube �Figs 5�b� and 5�e��. The
other component is the axial component which is shown in Figs.
5�c� and 5�f�. The angle of the helix rope depends on the ratio of
the tangential and axial vorticities. For example, the ratio for the
g20-H68 case was larger than for the g16-H68 case, so the vortex
rope for g20-H68 has more twist than for g16-H68. Near the
center of the hub the flow is reversed because of the tangential
vortex �Figs. 5�b� and 5�e��. The reversed flow greatly affected the
flow field inside the runner as will be discussed later. Figure 5
clearly shows the differences in the vortex rope behavior for the
different operating conditions with the vortex rope for g16-H68
thicker than for g20-H68. Near the hub the reversed flow area for
g16-H68 is also wider than for g20-H68.

Discussion of Results
Generally, the calculated waves were smoother than the experi-

mental measurements. So the high frequencies were not well pre-
dicted perhaps due to the inherent limitations in the �−� turbu-
lence model and the relatively coarse mesh. The �−� model is
based on the ensemble averaged Navier-Stokes equations. For

67% and 83% opening the predictions gave a very regular vortex
rope �Fig. 5�. In such cases the pressure field was dominated by
the periodic rotating and precession of the vortex rope, so the
solution of the unsteady RANS with a relatively coarse mesh can
reflect these averaged pressure fluctuations. For the small 50%
opening, the vortex was broken and the pressure field was more
affected by small scale turbulence. However, the RNG �−� model
with a coarse mesh cannot reveal the detailed information of the
turbulence at all scales, so the calculated results were not satisfac-
tory for 50% opening.

The overestimation of the amplitudes at the smaller opening
may also be due to the single phase assumption. At smaller open-
ing, the pressure in the vortex core was very low with cavitation,
thus the real vortex core contained a large amount of vapor. The
vapor changes the wave speed which was not considered in the
present calculations since the fluid was assumed to be incompress-
ible water. Vapor in the liquid will increase the fluid compressibil-
ity and reduce the pressure oscillation amplitudes. Future calcula-
tion will include cavitation.

Pressure Fluctuations at Various Points Inside the Draft
Tube

Generally in a power plant, pressure measurement locations in
the draft tube are very limited because the draft tube is buried in
concrete. The draft tube entrance was the only accessible location
in this case, so only the predictions at entrance �s21� can be com-
pared with measurements. The flow conditions for which the pre-
dicted results agree well with the measurements were chosen for
further analysis of the pressure amplitudes at various locations in
the draft tube. The peak-to-peak amplitudes of the pressure fluc-
tuations at these points are plotted in Fig. 6.

On s1 and s2 point 0 always has the highest amplitude while
point C has the lowest amplitude compared with the other points
because point 0 is located very near the vortex core while point C
is at the center of the section. Point 3 on s3 always had higher
amplitude than points 1, 2, and 4. This phenomenon was also
observed in some model experiments �9� which found that fluc-
tuations near the inner surface of the elbow were higher than near
the outer surface due to the influence of the curved elbow.

Figure 6 also shows that the pressure amplitudes gradually de-
crease along the draft tube. The pressure fluctuations on the s4
section were always much lower than on the other sections mainly
due to the splitter wall which breaks up the vortex rope. Due to
the combined effect of curved elbow and the splitter wall, the
averaged pressure amplitudes on the s3 section were also much
lower than on the s2 section.

Pressure Fluctuations Inside the Runner

Pressure Fluctuation Frequencies. At first glance the pressure
waves inside the runner seem to not correlate with those inside the
draft tube. As shown Fig. 7 the pressure waves on runner blades

Fig. 5 Flow features in the draft tube. Parts a-c are for g20-
H68, „a… vortex rope; „b… velocity vectors on the middle plane of
the draft tube; „c… velocity vectors in section A-A in part b.
Parts d-e are for g16-H68; „d… vortex rope; „e… velocity vectors
on the middle plane of the draft tube; „f… velocity vectors in
section A-A in part e.

Fig. 6 Pressure amplitudes at various locations in the draft
tube
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do not have the same main frequency as those inside the draft
tube.

For the case shown in Fig. 7, the basic fluctuation frequencies
in the draft tube were 0.224 fn and its harmonic 0.448 fn, while
inside the runner the dominant frequency was 0.769 fn. However,
since the recording points inside the runner were fixed in a rotat-
ing reference frame, in view of these points, the draft tube was
rotating at a reversed frequency of −fn. Therefore, the vortex rope
precessing at a frequency of 0.224 fn relative to the draft tube
would be seen as a frequency of −fn+0.224fn=−0.776fn at re-
cording points inside the runner, as seen in Fig. 7. The small
difference between 0.776 fn and 0.769 fn was due to FFT analysis
error since the length for the FFT analysis was not exactly an
integer number of the oscillation periods.

Further proof to this relationship is given in Table 3 which lists
statistics for the various operating conditions with two other cases
with specific speeds of 12.07 and 10.35. The results are also listed

in Table 3. For all cases, the sum of fr / fn and fd / fn is almost 1.
For the 67% opening, the pressure fluctuations inside the runner

had a dominant low frequency of fn− fd as shown in Fig. 7 and
Figs. 8�a�–8�d� due to the influence of the vortex rope. For all the
calculated cases, the oscillations at this frequency had higher am-
plitudes near the outlet than near the inlet because the outlet was
closer to the draft tube. However, for higher partial load �83%
opening�, other frequencies besides fn− fd, such as rotational fre-
quency and its second-, third-, and fourth-order harmonics were
also observed at some points and even became dominant, espe-
cially near the runner band and the inlet �Fig. 8�f��. As noted

Table 3 Frequencies inside the runner and inside the draft
tube caused by the vortex rope

Operating condition fr / fn fd / fn �fr+ fd� / fn

Present case g16-H68 0.769 0.224 0.993
ns=10.93 g16-H75 0.762 0.245 1.007

g20-H68 0.663 0.327 0.990
g20-H75 0.667 0.333 1.000

Case with g200-H68 0.764 0.243 1.007
ns=12.07 g200-H78 0.736 0.285 1.021

g240-H68 0.666 0.328 0.994

Case with g14-H114 0.759 0.248 1.007
ns=10.35 g14-H137 0.743 0.254 0.997

g16-H137 0.729 0.277 1.006

fr: frequency in the runner caused by the vortex rope; fd: rotating
frequency of the vortex rope in the draft tube; fn: rotational frequency of
the runner.

Fig. 8 Examples of pressure fluctuation spectra on the blades

Fig. 7 Pressure fluctuations inside the runner and the draft
tube for case g16-H68
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earlier, the vortex rope for g16-H68 was thicker than for g20-H68
and the reversed flow area near the hub for g16-H68 was larger
than for g20-H68. The thicker vortex rope should have a great
effect on the flow field in the runner than thinner vortex rope, so
the amplitudes of the fn− fd oscillations should be greater at 67%
opening than at 83% opening.

In some cases, a high frequency of Ng� fn was observed
�where Ng is the number of the guide vanes�, especially near the
band inlet which is obviously related to the guide vane blade
passing. The distance between the guide vanes and the runner
blades thus greatly influences the amplitude of these oscillations
at the blade passing frequency. These oscillations had higher am-
plitudes near the band than near the crown.

Peak-to-Peak Amplitudes of Pressure Oscillations in the
Runner. From a practical point of view, the peak-to-peak ampli-
tudes �AP−P� of the pressure oscillations in the runner are very
important since the pressure oscillations in the runner apply dy-
namic load to the blades which create dynamic stresses and seri-
ous fatigue damage to the blades. In all the cases studied the
overall peak-peak amplitudes on the suction side were higher than
on the pressure side perhaps because the suction side of the blade
faces the draft tube inlet while the pressure side faces away from
the draft tube. Thus, the suction side is affected more by the vor-
tex precession.

Figure 9 shows that at smaller 67% opening, the peak-to-peak
amplitude of the pressure oscillations was usually higher than at
the larger 83% opening.

The phenomena similar to those shown in Fig. 9 were observed
in all the other calculated cases listed in Table 3. Unfortunately,
measurements could not be obtained inside the runner for com-
parison. However, these phenomena have been observed in many
other prototypes. Figure 10 and Table 4 show the measured dy-
namic stresses near the outlet of a Francies runner blade close to
the crown and the pressure fluctuations in the draft tube. The

non-dimensional specific speed of the runner was 11.93, close to
the studied cases. The dynamic stresses in the runner blade vary
with a frequency of fn− fd. For the lower partial load �54–69%
opening� the frequency of fn− fd was dominant. For the higher
partial loads �76% and 83% opening� besides the fn− fd frequency,
the rotational frequency was also obvious. Table 4 also shows that
the peak-to-peak amplitude of dynamic stresses in the blade and
the pressure fluctuations in the draft tube changed with the load,
with the amplitude of the dynamic stresses increasing as the load
decreased from 83% to 54%. This result was also observed in the
calculated results as was shown in Figs. 5 and 9. The relatively
lower peak-to-peak amplitude at the higher partial loads inside the
runner corresponds to a thin vortex rope, while relatively higher
peak-to-peak amplitudes at lower partial loads usually corre-
sponds to a thicker, expanded vortex rope. The reversed flow near
the center of the hub also greatly influences the pressure field in
the runner.

Conclusions
Comparison of the calculated results and measured results has

shown that:
The RANS equation with the RNG �−� turbulence model can

predict the vortex rotating frequency and amplitude reasonably
well at relatively larger 67–83% of optimum openings. The low
frequency vortex precession was reasonably well predicted but the
high frequency flow turbulence is not seen in calculated results.
This may due to the inherent limitation in the �−� model. With
small openings �67% opening�, the amplitudes of the dominant
low frequency waves are not well predicted because cavitation is
not included in the model.

Since the runner was rotating relative to the draft tube, the
pressure oscillations inside the runner at partial loads had frequen-
cies of −fn+ fd, which indicates their relationship to the precession
of the vortex rope in the draft tube. In the runner this frequency is
usually more obvious at lower loads than at higher loads, and is
more obvious near the exit than near leading edge. For higher

Fig. 9 Peak-to-peak amplitudes of pressure fluctuations on
blades

Fig. 10 The measured dynamic stress in the blade and the pressure fluctuations in the draft tube.
Sg3 was measuring point near the conjunction of the blade outlet and the crown.

Table 4 Measured stresses in the runner and pressure oscil-
lations in the draft tube

In the runner In the draft tube
a /ao AP-P �MPa� fr / fn AP-P�m� /H fd / fn

54% 37.38 0.71 12.47% 0.28
57% 37.38 0.73 12.15% 0.27
60% 36.31 0.71 12.02% 0.27
69% 30.98 0.63 15.13% 0.36
76% 27.78 0.99 10.55% 0.36
83% 24.57 0.99 5.17% 0.35
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loads, the rotating frequency and its harmonics are observed in
addition to the oscillations at the frequency of −fn+ fd.

The peak-to-peak amplitudes of the pressure oscillations in the
runner at small lower 67% opening were usually higher than that
at higher 83% opening. Oscillations at small openings are associ-
ated with a thicker vortex rope while larger openings have a thin
vortex rope. The peak-to-peak amplitudes on the suction side are
always higher than on the pressure side because the suction side
faces the draft tube inlet.

Nomenclature
AP-P � Peak-to-peak amplitude �Pa�

A � amplitude of a frequency component f �Pa�
a � guide vane opening �mm�

a0 � optimum guide vane opening �mm�
f � frequency �Hz�

fn � runner rotational frequency �Hz�
fd � vortex rope precession frequency in the draft

tube �Hz�
H � operating head �m�
ns � non-dimensional specific speed defined as

n�Q / �gH�0.75, where n is the rotational speed,
Q is the flow rate, g is the gravity acceleration

Ng � the number of the guide vanes
P � pressure �kPa�

Re � the Reynolds number defined as VavgD1 /	,
where Vavg is the averaged velocity, D1 is the
runner diameter, and 	 is the water viscosity
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Experimental Validation
of the Addition Principle for
Pulsating Flow in Close-Coupled
Catalyst Manifolds
Designing an exhaust manifold with close-coupled catalyst (CCC) relies heavily on time-
consuming transient computional fluid dynamics. The current paper provides experimen-
tal validation of the addition principle for pulsating flow in CCC manifolds. The addition
principle states that the time-averaged catalyst velocity distribution in pulsating flow
equals a linear combination of velocity distributions obtained for steady flow through
each of the exhaust runners. A charged motored engine flow rig provides cold pulsating
flow in the exhaust manifold featuring blow down and displacement phases, typical of
fired engine conditions. Oscillating hot-wire anemometry is used to measure the bidirec-
tional velocity, with a maximum measurable negative velocity of −1 m/s. In part load
and zero load conditions, instantaneous reverse flow occurs following the blow-down
phase. The two-stage nature of the exhaust stroke combined with strong Helmholtz reso-
nances results in strong fluctuations of the time-resolved mean catalyst velocity. The
validity of the addition principle is quantified based on the shape and magnitude simi-
larity between steady and pulsating flow distributions. Appropriate nondimensional
groups are used to characterize the flow and quantify the similarity. Statistical signifi-
cances are provided for the addition principle’s validity. The addition principle is valid
when the nondimensional scavenging number S exceeds a critical value Scrit, correspond-
ing to cases of low engine speed and/or high flow rate. This study suggests that the CCC
manifold efficiency with respect to catalyst flow uniformity could be quantified using a
single scalar parameter, i.e., Scrit. The results from the current study are discussed with
respect to previously reported results. The combined results are in good agreement and
provide a thorough statistically founded experimental validation of the addition principle,
based on a broad applicability range. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2201646�

Keywords: exhaust system, close-coupled catalyst, pulsating flow, addition principle,
oscillating hot-wire anemometry, bidirectional velocity

1 Introduction
Designing a modern automotive exhaust system requires ad-

vanced knowledge on transient fluid dynamics and heat transfer.
The exhaust system “hot end” consists of the exhaust manifold
with an integrated close-coupled �CC� catalyst. The manifold typi-
cally features three to four exhaust runners that converge in a
diffuser volume upstream of the catalyst. Downstream of the cata-
lyst, the gas flows through the exit cone and downpipe into the
“cold end” of the exhaust system. The CC catalyst is subjected to
pulsating flow, alternating between each of the exhaust runners.

The distance between exhaust ports and CC catalyst is prefer-
ably as small as possible, to ensure rapid catalyst warm up, thus
reducing cold start emissions. However, this requires exhaust run-
ners with small ratios of length and curvature radius to diameter.
On the other hand, obtaining high catalyst flow uniformity is cru-
cial for guaranteeing a low pressure drop �and consequently, low
engine fuel consumption�, high pollutant conversion rate, and long
catalyst lifetime. Designing such a manifold while ensuring flow
uniformity is a formidable task, requiring state-of-the-art knowl-
edge of fluid dynamics and heat transfer in transient internal
flows.

Computational fluid dynamics �CFD� simulation of such tran-

sient three-dimensional flow is difficult using the Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes �RANS� approach in combination with a
traditional turbulence model. The highly curved runners produce
strong secondary flows. Separation and recirculation occurs in ex-
haust runners and diffuser. The flow is characterized by noniso-
tropic turbulence and three-dimensional boundary layers.

The objective of this research is to provide accurate experimen-
tal data for the catalyst velocity distribution. The data should fea-
ture a high spatial and temporal resolution to allow validation of
CFD simulations.

Persoons et al. �1� discuss previous research by the present
authors, using an isothermal flow rig for generating cold pulsating
flow in two types of exhaust manifolds. The present paper dis-
cusses results obtained on a charged motored engine �CME� flow
rig. The pulsating flow is cold, which enables the use of hot-wire
anemometry �HWA�. Unlike the isothermal flow rig however, the
CME flow rig features pulsating exhaust flow with blow-down
and displacement phases, typical of fired engine conditions.

1.1 Addition Principle. The main contribution of Persoons et
al. �1� is the experimental validation of the addition principle on
an isothermal flow rig. The addition principle states that the time-
averaged velocity distribution in pulsating flow can be predicted
by a linear combination of velocity distributions that results from
stationary flow through each of the exhaust runners. The linear
combination of stationary distributions may be thought of as the
limit case for zero-engine speed. If the principle is valid, it implies
that transient computational fluid dynamics �CFD� is not required
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for designing a manifold with close-coupled �CC� catalyst with
respect to the catalyst flow distribution and that steady state CFD
simulations suffice.

Two nondimensional similarity measures rS ��� and rM ��� are
used to quantify the correlation between pulsating and stationary
velocity distributions. Both scalars are correlated to the nondi-
mensional scavenging number S ��� �see Secs. 2.3 and 3.3�. S
equals the ratio of flow pulsation period to diffuser residence time.
The scavenging number S increases for decreasing engine speed
and increasing flow rate. In that case, flow pulses from each of the
runners interact only slightly, and there is a good correspondence
between pulsating and stationary distributions. When S is suffi-
ciently large, the addition principle is expected to be valid. S
decreases for increasing engine speed and decreasing flow rate. In
that case, flow pulses interact to a higher degree, which results in
a bad correlation between pulsating and stationary distributions.

Persoons et al. �1� have validated the addition principle for two
types of exhaust manifolds: One with and one without exhaust
valve overlap. Pulsating flow is generated using two different pul-
sators: A rotating valve and a motored cylinder head, both of
which are mounted on an isothermal flow rig. The isothermal flow
rig consists of a large buffer vessel designed to maintain a quasi-
constant pressure, which is fed by a compressor and flow rate
measuring device. The flow generated by the isothermal flow rig
is quite different from fired engine conditions, although time-
averaged Reynolds and Mach number are roughly in accordance.

The findings in Persoons et al. �1� concerning the addition prin-
ciple are confirmed to some extent by other sources in literature.
Benjamin et al. �2� discuss experimental results on an axisymmet-
ric manifold with catalyst, mounted on an isothermal flow bench
with rotating disk pulsator. Although no comparison is made be-
tween pulsating and stationary flow patterns, the authors also de-
fine a nondimensional number as the ratio of pulsation period to
diffuser residence time, based on the runner velocity. A good cor-
relation exists between a nonuniformity measure and the nondi-
mensional number.

From the same research group, Liu et al. �3� use the same
experimental setup, but with more overlapping inlet velocity pulse
shapes. Liu et al. �3� do not refer to any nondimensional correla-
tion, however the authors report a lower uniformity due to over-
lapping inlet flow pulses when compared to the results of Ben-
jamin et al. �2� featuring nonoverlapping pulses. According to Fig.
7 in Liu et al. �3�, as the pulsation frequency increases, nonuni-
formity decreases, i.e., uniformity increases. This is in agreement
with our findings. From the same figure, overlapping inlet flow
pulses seem to result in a much lower uniformity when compared
to nonoverlapping pulses. Our research confirms a slightly lower
uniformity in the presence of overlap between exhaust valve
openings.

Bressler et al. �4� provide qualitative confirmation of the addi-
tion principle’s validity. The authors present results obtained using
phase-locked laser-Doppler anemometry �LDA� in a four-runner
manifold with CC catalyst, mounted on an isothermal flow rig. A
nondimensional ratio is proposed of exhausted gas volume per
cylinder and per cycle to the diffuser volume. This ratio is actually
identical to the scavenging number S used in the current paper and
the dimensional number used by Benjamin et al. �2�. Although no
correlation is presented, their results indicate that the flow unifor-
mity is unaffected by engine speed as long as dimensionless ratio
remains constant.

Tsinoglou and Koltsakis �5� present a numerical study of cata-
lyst hydrocarbon conversion efficiency in pulsating flow. The au-
thors nondimensionalize the pulsation frequency with the catalyst
residence time. This so-called “pulsation index” is used to plot the
conversion efficiency for different pulse shapes. For a high pulsa-
tion index, the conversion efficiency reaches unity and becomes
independent of the pulsation index. For a low pulsation index,
conversion efficiency is well predicted by a quasi-steady model.
The pulsation index is inversely proportional to the scavenging

number used in the current paper.
The present research extends the conclusions of Persoons et al.

�1� using a CME flow rig. Section 3.3 discusses the new experi-
mental data with respect to the addition principle.

1.2 Reverse Flow. The occurrence of reverse flow in large
portions of the engine operating range may be surprising, with
regard to the considerable pressure drop generated by the CC
catalyst. The current research uses exhaust manifolds with free
discharge into the atmosphere, i.e., without exit cone and cold end
exhaust pipe. Liu et al. �6�, Park et al. �7�, and Kim et al. �8�
present experimental or numerical results showing reverse flow in
the CC catalyst monolith including an outlet section, in fired con-
ditions. Reverse flow consistently occurs after blow down. In the
absence of blow down, reverse flow is not likely to occur. This is
confirmed by phase-locked LDA results by Hwang et al. �9�, ob-
tained on an isothermal flow rig.

Obtaining high-quality experimental data that include reverse
flow is not straightforward. Optical measurement techniques, such
as LDA, are able to measure phase-locked velocity including
negative velocities, however they require optical access and ad-
equate seeding. LDA-based research in CC catalyst systems is
often plagued with areas of low seeding concentration. This
makes it very difficult to obtain a sufficiently high data rate for
measuring full catalyst cross-section velocity distributions. Most
studies using LDA only measure velocity in a single point or
along a single straight line through the manifold.

On the other hand, hot-wire anemometry �HWA� requires nei-
ther optical access nor seeding, although obviously, physical ac-
cess for the hot-wire probe is required. HWA features a number of
advantages including high bandwidth, continuous output signal,
and good spatial resolution. The main disadvantage of HWA is its
inability to discern flow reversal.

A reference work on thermal anemometry by Bruun �10� con-
tains an overview of techniques for measuring velocity in revers-
ing flows using HWA. On the one hand, thermal wake probes
relate the time of flight of a small heated amount of fluid to local
velocity. This approach is characterized by low bandwidth and is
better suited for near-wall measurements. On the other hand, fly-
ing HWA is used for measuring free-stream reversing flows. If the
hot-wire probe moves at a sufficiently high velocity counter to the
normal flow velocity, the relative velocity seen by the probe can
remain positive. Traditional flying HWA devices, such as the sys-
tem described by Thompson and Whitelaw �11�, are quite large
and cumbersome, making it impossible to use in confined geom-
etries such as exhaust systems.

Persoons et al. �12� describe the calibration of an oscillating
hot-wire anemometer �OHW� device, which is used in the current
research. The OHW principle is explained in Sec. 2.2. The device
is calibrated using phase-locked LDA as reference velocity mea-
surement. It is compact enough to measure velocity distributions
in the CC catalyst. The OHW features a maximum measurable
negative velocity of −1.0 m/s, which is sufficient for the current
research. This value is comparable to other flying and oscillating
HWA devices.

2 Experimental Setup

2.1 CME. CME flow rig consists of a four-cylinder double
overhead camshaft gasoline engine with four valves per cylinder,
mounted on a dynamic engine test stand with an electric dc dyno.
The engine is motored at a constant speed. To enable charging the
engine with compressed air, the original intake system has been
replaced by a reinforced intake system with identical manifold
volume and runner dimensions. The engine is run without com-
bustion and fuel injection, to obtain cold clean pulsating flow in
the exhaust system. The original exhaust valve timing is un-
changed �see Table 1�. However, the intake camshaft is retarded
by 30° crankshaft angle to avoid unphysical blow-through from
the high-pressure intake to the low-pressure exhaust system dur-
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ing intake/exhaust valve overlap.
The engine is mounted without vibration dampers onto the rigid

test stand frame. An automated positioning system is fixed onto
the lab floor adjacent to the test stand, taking care to avoid any
relative motion between engine exhaust system and velocity
probe. The OHW is mounted on the positioning system and tra-
versed automatically through the measurement grid.

Figure 1 �left� schematically depicts the CME flow rig. The
compressed air is produced using a screw compressor, which de-
livers a maximum flow rate of 320 kg/h at 8 atm. A pressure
regulator maintains a constant pressure in the engine intake sys-
tem, varying between 1.00 atm to 2.25 atm in the current study.
The screw compressor’s maximum flow rate has limited the en-
gine speed in the current measurements to 3000 rpm.

The intake system flow rate is measured using a laminar flow
meter. Partly because of the altered intake timing, the intake flow
rate is highly pulsatile with periods of backflow. Although the
laminar flow meter is designed for such flows, the intake system
flow rate is further verified using a piezoelectric cylinder pressure
sensor. The pressure rise during the compression stroke is used to
determine the mass flow rate. The intake flow rate reading is ac-
curate to within 5% to 10%, and serves as a reference flow rate for
the flow rate obtained by integration of the catalyst velocity
distribution.

Persoons et al. �1� contains details concerning the isothermal
dynamic flow rig used in the previous measurement campaign.
Out of manifold Types A and B investigated in Persoons et al. �1�,
only manifold Type B depicted in Fig. 1 �right� is used in the
current research.

The cold pulsating flow generated by the CME flow rig in the

exhaust system is quite different from the isothermal flow rig. By
controlling the intake system pressure, the residual cylinder pres-
sure at exhaust valve opening can be adjusted. This results in a
two-stage exhaust stroke with blow down and displacement
phases, typical of fired engine conditions.

For an engine speed of 1800 rpm and an exhaust flow rate of
100 m3/h, Figure 2 shows the time-resolved nondimensional ve-
locity inside Runner 1 of Manifold B. Simulations performed us-
ing a filling-and-emptying engine model �see, e.g., Watson and
Janota �13�� result in the solid and dashed lines, for the CME and
isothermal flow rig, respectively. The markers indicate the runner
velocity measured in the CME flow rig. The nondimensional ex-
haust valve lift is plotted in grey.

The isothermal flow rig produces a single-stage exhaust pulse,
resulting in four quasi-sinusoidal pulses per engine cycle. The
CME flow rig produces a pulsating flow that better resembles fired
engine conditions. The flow similarity between CME and fired
conditions is not complete. In fired conditions, the peak blow-
down flow rate is higher and the displacement flow rate is lower.
In spite of the incomplete similarity, the CME flow rig features
two-stage exhaust pulses, resulting in a pulsating flow with
higher-frequency content. Strong Helmholtz resonances �see Sec.
3.2� are observed of the same magnitude as observed in fired
engines �6–8�. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 discuss the implications of the
increased frequency content of the pulsating flow on the valida-
tion of the addition principle.

2.2 OHW. To measure bidirectional phase-locked velocity in
the exhaust manifold, the current research uses a OHW, which is
described in detail in Persoons et al. �12�. The system uses a

Table 1 Manifold specifications

Manifold A
�Persoons et al. �1��

Manifold B
�Current research and Persoons et al. �1��

Engine/cylinder
head �valve timing�

3.0l V-6/DOHC 24 valves �−12�+242�
−246 � +10�

1.2l I-4/DOHC 16 valves �+17�+250�
−220 � +13�

Runners �31.5 mm, lengths: �1� 150 mm, �2� 90
mm, �3� 120 mm

�28 mm, lengths: �1� 160 mm, �2� 80
mm, �3� 160 mm, �4� 80 mm

Diffuser volume Vd=141.4 cm3 volume Vd=390.2 cm3

Catalyst Ceramic 600 cpsi/3 mil, square
channels, unwashcoated

Ceramic 600 cpsi/3 mil, square
channels, washcoated

Circular cross-section ��63 mm�,
length 52 mm

Oval cross-section ��151�101 mm�,
length 137 mm

Fig. 1 CME flow rig overview „left… and Manifold B „right…
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slider-crank mechanism to oscillate a hot-wire probe with an am-
plitude xo=5.5 mm, at a frequency fo from 30 to 40 Hz. A speed-
controlled dc motor maintains the oscillation frequency fo propor-
tional to the engine speed N �rpm�. The nondimensional
oscillation frequency Rf is defined as Rf = fo / �N /120�=�o / �� /2�.

The positive direction of flow is indicated in Fig. 3, and Fig. 4
indicates the nomenclature. The measured OHW velocity U� is
defined as U�=Urel+Up, where Urel=relative velocity as seen by
the probe �m/s� and Up=probe velocity �m/s�. The relative veloc-
ity Urel is determined from the anemometer bridge output voltage,
whereas the probe velocity Up is determined from the oscillator
driveshaft position.

In reverse flow when U�0, the OHW provides a valid mea-
surement U� if the relative velocity Urel�0, thus if the probe
velocity Up�U�0. As the probe oscillates, measurements are
accepted in a window around the maximal negative probe velocity
Up, or symbolically when Up�−2�foxo�=−�oxo�. Approximat-
ing the probe motion as purely sinusoidal �xCR	xo�, this corre-
sponds to −arccos ���ot+2�n�arccos ��n�Z�. The tolerance
factor � is chosen arbitrarily as �=cos�� /4��0.71.

When the nondimensional OHW frequency Rf is a whole num-
ber, the OHW moves in synchronization with the engine’s crank-

shaft. In that case, the OHW measurements are taken in the same
crankshaft angle intervals in consecutive engine cycles. In order to
cover the entire crankshaft position range from 0° to 720°, the
OHW motion slightly lags or leads the engine rotation. As such,
Rf is chosen as Rf =n±1/4�n�Z�. The value 1/4 corresponds to
�=cos�� /4��0.71.

Figure 5 shows the OHW probe velocity versus crankshaft po-
sition for a particular engine speed. The whole number n is maxi-
mized, limited by the maximum oscillator frequency of 40 Hz.
For the case of N=2400 rpm, this results in fo=35 Hz for n=2 or
Rf =2−1/4=1.75. In this case, it takes four engine cycles to ob-
tain measurements for the entire range of crankshaft position from
0° to 720°. Decreasing the value from 1/4 to 1/8 increases the
mean probe velocity magnitude during OHW measurements, thus
increasing resolution in the negative velocity range. However, in-
stead of four, eight engine cycles are required to complete mea-

Fig. 2 Comparison of exhaust runner velocity for CME and
isothermal flow rig

Fig. 3 OHW used to measure bidirectional velocity

Fig. 4 OHW nomenclature

Fig. 5 OHW probe velocity, phase-locked with engine crank-
shaft position
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surements for one engine cycle. Obtaining valid measurements for
one complete engine cycle �i.e., one ensemble� thus takes four
engine cycles. Therefore, several hundred cycles are required to
ensure sufficient accuracy after ensemble averaging the velocity
data.

A Dantec StreamLine HWA system with Dantec type 90C10
constant temperature anemometer bridge modules has been used
for the current research. A Dantec 55P11 probe with extended
prongs is used, as described in Persoons et al. �12�. Calibration of
the anemometer bridge output voltage to a reference velocity is
performed using a Dantec-type 90H02 automated free jet
calibrator.

The following nondimensional correlation is used to convert the
OHW velocity reading U� to the actual reference velocity This
correlation is obtained during the calibration in steady flow, with
negative velocity −1.5�U�0 m/s, and positive velocity 0�U
�10 m/s

u� = �u + a���u + 1�2 + b2 − u − �1 + b2� �u � 0�
u �u 
 0� ,

	 �1�

where u�=U� /�oxo, u=U /�oxo, a and b are nondimensional pa-
rameters. a determines the slope �=1−2a� of the function as u
→−� and b�0 yields a smooth transition around u=U /�oxo=
−1. The values are determined as a=0.736 and b=0.5, with a
coefficient of determination R2=0.952 �12�.

Figure 6 shows the nondimensional calibration chart. The solid
line represents the correlation fit of Eq. �1�. The markers represent
measurements at varying oscillation frequency between 10 and
40 Hz. The OHW enables the measurement of negative velocity
for −1�U /�oxo. For an oscillation frequency between 30 and
40 Hz, this corresponds to a maximum measurable negative ve-
locity of −1 m/s. In the positive velocity range, the OHW veloc-
ity U� equals the reference velocity.

To obtain the catalyst velocity distribution, consecutive mea-
surements are performed in roughly 400 locations in a measure-
ment plane 25 mm downstream of the catalyst outlet face, within
a shrouded section to avoid entrainment. Figure 1 �right� shows
the coordinate system in the measurement plane. The OHW de-
vice is mounted on a Dantec type 41T50 automated positioning
system, which features a positioning accuracy better than
0.25 mm.

A personal computer equipped with a dSpace DS1103 data ac-

quisition board is used to trigger the velocity measurement and
control the oscillator frequency fo with the fixed proportionality
factor Rf to the engine speed. The dSpace system reads the engine
crankshaft position using a high-resolution incremental encoder
�angular error below 0.1°�, and the oscillator driveshaft angle us-
ing an optical encoder.

2.3 Data Reduction. Ensemble averaging is applied to obtain
the phase-locked velocity distributions. As described in Sec. 2.2,
one ensemble is constructed from data obtained during crankshaft
angle windows of valid OHW measurements in several consecu-
tive engine cycles. Valid OHW measurements are possible when
the relative velocity Urel seen by the moving hot-wire probe is
positive, or during −arccos ���ot+2�n�arccos ��n�Z�. The
obtained instantaneous OHW velocity in one particular point
�xi ,yi� is Uije� �xi ,yi ,� j ,e�=Urel+Up, where subscripts i=grid point
index, j=crankshaft angle index, and e=ensemble index. Uije� is
converted to Uije using the calibration function defined in Eq. �1�
and the appropriate parameters a and b.

The resulting complete ensembles of Uije�xi ,yi ,� j ,e� are
ensemble-averaged to obtain the time-resolved velocity
Uij�xi ,yi ,� j�:

Uij�xi,yi,� j� =
1

E

e=1

E

Uije�xi,yi,� j,e� , �2�

where E=number of ensembles. Approximately 100 ensembles
yield sufficient accuracy on the time-resolved velocity. More en-
sembles are needed when compared to the previous measurements
on the isothermal flow rig. This is due to cycle-by-cycle variation,
a phenomenon typical of internal combustion engine flows. Be-
cause of the absence of a combustion process, the CME flow rig is
less affected by cyclic variation than a fired engine. Nevertheless,
four times more ensembles are required when compared to the
isothermal flow rig experiments to obtain an accuracy of 1% on
the time-averaged mean velocity.

The time-averaged velocity Ui�xi ,yi� is defined as

Ui�xi,yi� =
1

J
j=1

J

Uij�xi,yi,� j� , �3�

where J=number of crankshaft positions, which is determined by
the sampling frequency. 256 samples are taken in each engine
cycle, regardless of engine speed. For instance at 2400 rpm, this
requires a sampling frequency of 5120 Hz. Roughly 2.5 times
more samples per engine cycle are taken when compared to pre-
vious measurements, due to the presence of blow down and Helm-
holtz fluctuations �see Sec. 3.2�, causing strong transients in the
time-resolved velocity.

The mean �or spatial averaged� velocity Umj�� j� is defined as

Umj�� j� =
1

A

i=1

I

Uij�xi,yi,� j�Ai�xi,yi� , �4�

where I=number of grid points, Ai=cross-sectional area of grid
cell i �m2�, A=total cross-sectional area=
i=1

I Ai �m2�. The time-
averaged mean velocity Um is defined as

Um =
1

J
j=1

J

Umj�� j� =
Q

A
, �5�

where Q is the volumetric flow rate through the catalyst �m3/s�. In
all subsequent figures of velocity distributions, the nondimen-

sional velocity Ũ ��� is plotted, defined as Ũ=U /Um. The tilde
�̃ � is omitted from Figs. 11–15.

The validity of the addition principle discussed in Sec. 3.3 is
based on two nondimensional similarity measures rS ��� and rM
���. rS quantifies the correspondence in shape of two velocity
distributions, whereas rM quantifies the correspondence in magni-

Fig. 6 Nondimensional OHW calibration chart at varying oscil-
lation frequency
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tude. rM equals the ratio of a uniformity measure for pulsating and
stationary flow. The uniformity measure used is the mean-to-
maximum velocity ratio Um /Umax. This scalar equals unity for an
ideally uniform distribution and varies between zero and unity
otherwise.

rM =
�Um/Umax�puls

�Um/Umax�stat
=

�1/Ũmax�puls

�1/Ũmax�stat

=
�Ũmax�stat

�Ũmax�puls

. �6�

rM expresses the relative increase in flow uniformity in pulsating
flow, when compared to the averaged stationary distribution. rM
�1 means that the pulsating flow has a better flow uniformity
than the stationary averaged flow.

rS equals the Pearson correlation coefficient:

rS =

i=1

I
�Ui,puls − Um,puls��Ui,stat − Um,stat�

�
i=1

I
�Ui,puls − Um,puls�2 · 
i=1

I
�Ui,stat − Um,stat�2

. �7�

The definitions in Eqs. �6� and �7� ensure that rM is insensitive to
differences in shape of the two velocity distributions, and rS is
insensitive to differences in magnitude.

The statistical significance of rS or the Pearson correlation co-
efficient is based on Eqs. �19.12.4� through �19.12.7� in Hald �14�.
These equations describe the transformation of the correlation co-
efficient to a Gaussian distributed variable. The number of degrees
of freedom corresponds to the largest number of spatially inde-
pendent points in the velocity distributions. Spatial dependence is
quantified using Moran’s index, defined by Eq. �1.44� in Cliff and

Ord �15�. Based on a 95% confidence level, one can derive that
two velocity distributions are significantly correlated when

�rS � 0.317 �manifold A�
rS � 0.254 �manifold B� .

	 �8�

The different limits are due to the different spatial dependence of
the distributions of manifolds A and B.

The statistical significance is quantified by the P-value PS ���
to a hypothesis test. When PS is smaller than the significance level
0.05, the null hypothesis representing no correlation �rS=0� is
rejected. In other words, when PS�0.05, the velocity distributions
are significantly correlated.

The statistical significance of rM is based on Eq. �12.4.1� in
Hald �14� and the Mellin convolution, described by Eq. �4.1.7� in
Springer �16�. The P-value PM ��� quantifies the statistical sig-
nificance for a hypothesis test where the null hypothesis repre-
sents similarity �rM =1�. Contrary to the P-value PS, when PM

�0.05, the null hypothesis is not rejected meaning the velocity
distributions are significantly similar in magnitude. Values for PS
and PM are given in the summarized results in Tables 2 and 3.

The pulsating flow in the exhaust manifold with CC catalyst
enforces a periodic scavenging of the diffuser or precat chamber.
The scavenging process is determined by the diffuser volume Vd
�m3�, the exhausted gas volume per cylinder and per cycle, the
number and layout of the exhaust runners issuing into the mani-
fold, and the flow pulsation period Tp �s�.

A nondimensional group S ��� is formed to characterize the
scavenging process. The scavenging number S is used in Sec. 3.3

Table 2 Summary of experiments on the isothermal flow riga

Geometry
N

�rpm�
pi

�atm�
Qref

�m3/h�
S�old�

���
S

���
rS

���
PS

���
rM
���

PM
���

Isothermal flow 1450 — 70.8 4.186 4.221 0.965 0.000 1.126 0.096
rig, manifold A, 2130 — 69.1 2.887 2.921 0.965 0.000 1.126 0.104
rotating valve 2820 — 66.7 2.107 2.091 0.962 0.000 1.113 0.122

Isothermal flow 1330 — 68.4 4.569 4.656 0.964 0.000 1.145 0.231
rig, manifold A, 2000 — 71.2 3.021 3.094 0.956 0.000 1.191 0.172
cylinder head 2800 — 67.7 2.154 2.180 0.944 0.000 1.282 0.025

Isothermal flow 600 — 43.5 1.543 1.529 0.880 0.000 1.058 0.673
rig, manifold B, 610 — 62.2 2.660 2.666 0.884 0.000 1.154 0.548
cylinder head 600 — 97.2 3.864 3.822 0.965 0.000 1.058 0.844

600 — 115.0 4.556 4.514 0.974 0.000 1.092 0.720
1200 — 42.9 0.761 0.754 0.738 0.000 1.208 0.142
1200 — 68.6 1.336 1.339 0.782 0.000 1.233 0.400
1200 — 98.5 1.903 1.886 0.956 0.000 1.071 0.778
1200 — 115.9 2.270 2.249 0.965 0.000 1.079 0.763
2000 — 67.9 0.794 0.805 0.725 0.000 1.445 0.165
2800 — 65.1 0.583 0.295 0.628 0.000 1.600 0.111
3600 — 74.7 0.455 0.230 0.437 0.001 1.629 0.071
4400 — 71.6 0.351 0.346 0.445 0.001 1.633 0.052

aSee �1�.

Table 3 Summary of experiments on the CME flow rig

Geometry
N

�rpm�
pi

�atm�
Qref

�m3/h�
S�old�

���
S

���
rS

���
PS

���
rM
���

PM
���

CME flow rig, 1200 1.00 46.6 0.830 0.170 0.109 0.238 1.169 0.221
manifold B 1200 1.55 67.7 1.205 0.300 0.317 0.017 1.212 0.452

1800 1.00 75.1 0.891 0.444 0.319 0.016 1.240 0.411
1200 2.23 93.3 1.661 0.552 0.550 0.000 1.194 0.542
1800 1.58 97.4 1.255 0.417 0.516 0.000 1.235 0.466
1800 1.57 97.4 1.184 0.393 0.526 0.000 1.234 0.461
1800 2.23 136.6 1.672 0.833 0.649 0.000 0.998 0.990
1800 2.15 132.5 1.565 0.779 0.661 0.000 1.206 0.355
2400 1.55 192.1 1.709 0.851 0.615 0.000 1.147 0.449
2400 2.03 238.8 2.125 1.058 0.646 0.000 1.252 0.240
3000 1.55 255.2 1.817 0.905 0.598 0.000 1.267 0.236
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to correlate the similarity measures rS and rM. S is defined as the
ratio of two time scales involved in the scavenging process:

S =
Tp

Ts
, �9�

where Ts is scavenging time scale �s�, defined as the ratio of
diffuser volume to time-averaged volumetric flow rate Q �m3/s�
through the catalyst:

Ts =
Vd

Q
. �10�

Q can be calculated from the time-averaged velocity distribution
or a reference flow rate reading, which is a standardized orifice for
the isothermal flow rig and a laminar flow meter for the CME flow
rig. In Persoons et al. �1�, the pulsation period Tp �s� was defined
as

Tp
�old� =

120

N

1

nr
, �11�

where nr is the number of runners issuing into the catalyst. The
true flow period is one engine cycle �i.e., two crankshaft revolu-
tions� or 120/N. Each engine cycle features nr exhaust pulses.
Thus, Tp represents the apparent flow pulsation period experi-
enced by the manifold.

The exhaust stroke in the CME flow rig consists of blow-down
and displacement phases. This two-stage nature in combination
with strong Helmholtz resonances during the displacement phase
results in a smaller apparent flow pulsation period. Therefore, the
following new definition of Tp is introduced:

Tp
�new� =

1

fPSD,max
�12�

where fPSD,max=frequency �Hz� corresponding to the maximum in
the power spectral density of the time-resolved mean velocity
Um���. The apparent flow pulsation period experienced by the
catalyst is better described by Eq. �12� than by the old definition
in Eq. �11�. This is further discussed in Sec. 3.2.

A high scavenging number S �e.g. low engine speed and/or high
flow rate� means the diffuser scavenging occurs faster than the
flow pulsation period, therefore the catalyst flow distribution
should be relatively unaffected by changes in S, or indeed changes
in engine speed or flow rate. A low scavenging number S �e.g.

high engine speed or low flow rate� results in the opposite, mean-
ing more interference of exhaust flow pulses from individual run-
ners. Consequently, the flow distribution should be more sensitive
to changes in S.

3 Experimental Results
The experimental results discussed in this section are obtained

on the charged motored engine �CME� flow rig. These results are
compared to the results discussed in Persoons et al. �1�, obtained
on the isothermal flow rig.

3.1 OHW. To assess the effectiveness of the OHW system, a
number of engine operating points that feature reverse flow are
selected. In these operating points, the oscillator frequency ratio
Rf is increased from zero for a stationary probe to the maximum
frequency attainable with the oscillator. As Rf increases, so does
the resolution in the negative velocity range, and consequently the
correspondence should improve between the exhaust flow rate cal-
culated as the area-averaged OHW velocity distribution and the
intake flow rate measured using a laminar flow meter.

Figure 7 �left� shows the nondimensional flow rate deviation
Q=Q /Qref−1 ���. The reference exhaust flow rate Qref �m3/s� is
calculated as Qref=�s�Qs,in−Qs,bb� /�, where �s and � are the den-
sity of air at standard conditions �0°C, 1 atm� and exhaust condi-
tions. The intake standard flow rate Qs,in �Nm3/s� is determined
by means of a laminar flow meter in the intake system. This mea-
surement is further verified using a cylinder pressure sensor, by
calculating the cylinder charge per cycle from the pressure rise
during the compression stroke. The blow-by leakage standard flow
rate Qs,bb �Nm3/s� is estimated based on a correlation as a func-
tion of engine speed, time-averaged cylinder pressure and tem-
perature. This correlation is based on previous measurements. At
most, blow-by leakage amounts to 5% of intake flow rate, for full
load at low engine speed.

The markers in Fig. 7 �left� represent experiments at engine
speeds of 600, 1200, and 1800 rpm. At low engine load �pi

=1.0 atm� strong backflow occurs. This situation is not physically
possible with fired engine conditions. However, local occasional
backflow occurs also at a higher engine load �pi=1.5. . .2.2 atm�.

Figure 7 �left� shows that for increasing OHW oscillation

Fig. 7 Influence of OHW frequency Rf on flow rate deviation „left… and time-resolved mean velocity „right…
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frequency Rf, the velocity measurement becomes increasingly
more accurate. Traditional HWA using a stationary probe corre-
sponds in Fig. 7 �left� to the points at Rf =0. The flow rate error
amounts to anywhere between 0 and 50%. The OHW approach
reduces the flow rate error to within the accuracy margins on Qref
�5 to 10%�, represented by the dashed lines in Fig. 7 �left�.

Figure 7 �right� shows the influence of using the OHW on the
time-resolved mean velocity Um��� �m/s�. The dashed line uses a
stationary probe �Rf =0�, whereas the solid line uses an oscillating
probe at Rf =6.75. This experiment corresponds to the rightmost
circular marker in Fig. 7 �left�. The mean velocity using tradi-
tional HWA �Rf =0� exhibits the typical rectification or folding,
since HWA is only sensitive to velocity magnitude, not to direc-
tion.

3.2 Time-Resolved Velocity. The time-resolved mean veloc-
ity Um��� features strong fluctuations when compared to previous
measurements on the isothermal flow rig. This is due to the two-
stage nature of the exhaust stroke, combined with the Helmholtz

resonance effect. Figure 8 show a comparison at equal engine
speed and flow rate �100 m3/h between the pulsating mean ve-
locity on the CME �left� and isothermal �right� flow rig. Dashed
lines in Figs. 8 �left� and 9 �left� represent the time-resolved ve-
locity at the inlet to runner 1 U�r=1����. Since 0° corresponds to
top dead center of Cylinder 1 and considering the engine’s firing
order, the time-resolved plots show the exhaust stroke of Cylin-
ders 3, 4, 2, and 1.

The mean velocity fluctuations in Figs. 7–9 during the displace-
ment phases are due to a Helmholtz resonance in the exhaust
runners and collector volume. This phenomenon has been ob-
served previously on an isothermal flow rig and is discussed in
Persoons et al. �1�. A pipe connected to a volume V is called a
Helmholtz resonator. Its zeroth-order gas dynamic resonance fre-
quency is called the Helmholtz resonance frequency fh �Hz�.
When in resonance, the gas in the pipe behaves as an incompress-
ible oscillating mass and the gas in the volume as a compressible
spring. The resonance frequency fh equals:

Fig. 8 Time-resolved velocity on CME „left… and isothermal „right… flow rig, for comparable engine speed and flow
rate, corresponding to full load

Fig. 9 Time-resolved velocity in part „left… and zero „right… load conditions on CME flow rig
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fh =
1

2�

c

L
�AL

V
, �13�

where c is the speed of sound �m/s�, A and L is the cross-sectional
area �m2� and length �m� of the pipe. The observed fluctuation
frequencies �200 to 300 Hz� correspond to Eq. �13�, where the
pipe is the open runner, and the volume is the diffuser combined
with the closed runners.

Figures 8 �left� and 9 represent experiments at an engine speed
of 1200 rpm, with varying intake system pressure corresponding
to full, part, and zero load, respectively. Even for full load condi-
tions, the mean velocity attains near-zero values. The OHW mea-
surement technique shows strong periodic backflow occurring
throughout the catalyst cross section for part and zero load
conditions.

�Near� reverse flow is most pronounced immediately following
the blow-down phase. During the displacement phase, strong
Helmholtz-related fluctuations may also cause negative mean ve-
locities, as can be seen in Fig. 9 �right� for zero-load conditions.

As appears from Figs. 8 �left� and 9, the entire manifold gas
volume comes to a standstill at certain instants. The flow pulsation
period apparent to the manifold is therefore not determined by the
engine speed alone, as is the case with the isothermal flow rig
experiments. This leads to the introduction in Sec. 2.3 of a new
definition of the flow pulsation period Tp in Eq. 12, for use in the
addition principle’s validation in Sec. 3.3. The new definition is
based on the peak frequency in the power spectral density of the
mean velocity.

Figure 10 shows the power spectral density plots for two cases
of identical engine speed and flow rate, on the CME �left� and
isothermal �right� flow rig. For the isothermal flow rig �Fig. 10
�right��, the peak frequency corresponds to 1/Tp

�old�=nrN /120. For
the CME flow rig �Fig. 10 �left��, the pulsating flow is character-
ized by a higher-frequency content.

3.3 Addition Principle. The addition principle states that the
time-averaged catalyst velocity distribution in pulsating flow cor-
responds to a linear combination of velocity distributions, ob-
tained for stationary flow through each individual runner. For the
current manifold, four stationary velocity distributions are consid-
ered, one for each runner. The stationary distributions are obtained
on the isothermal flow rig, with the exhaust valves in the position
of maximum lift.

The linear combination is defined as the arithmetical average of

the nondimensional velocity distributions Ũstat
�r� for each runner r:

Ũstat�x,y� =
1

nr


r=1

nr

Ũstat
�r� �x,y� , �14�

where r is the exhaust runner index.
The addition principle is verified by examining the similarity

between the combined stationary distribution Ũstat defined by Eq.
�14� and the time-averaged velocity distribution obtained in pul-
sating flow, for the same flow rate.

Figure 11 shows an example of the stationary velocity distribu-

tions Ũstat
�r� �top and middle� for roughly 130 m3/h. Figure 12

shows the corresponding stationary averaged distribution Ũstat ob-
tained using Eq. �14� �left�, and the time-averaged velocity distri-

bution Ũ �right� in pulsating flow on the CME flow rig, at a
comparable volumetric flow rate. Note that the plot of the station-
ary averaged distribution mentions an engine speed N=0, since
this case could be regarded as the limit for infinitely slow
pulsation.

Figures 13–15 show similar combinations of stationary aver-
aged distribution and time-averaged distribution in pulsating flow,
for various experimental conditions. Figures 12 and 13 both rep-
resent experiments on the CME flow rig. Figure 12 is a result at
high scavenging number �S=0.779� corresponding to full engine
load, and Fig. 13 is a result at low scavenging number �S
=0.300�. The correspondence between steady and pulsating distri-
butions in Fig. 13 is much worse when compared to Fig. 12.

Figures 14 and 15 both represent experiments on the isothermal
flow rig, for the same manifold �Type B� and cylinder head as
used on the CME flow rig. Figure 14 shows the result of an
experiment at a scavenging number �S=0.754� comparable to Fig.
12. Both experiments are performed in completely different pul-
sating flows, at different flow rate and engine speed. Nevertheless,
the shape similarity measures are quite comparable, rS=0.661 for
Fig. 12 and rS=0.738 for Fig. 14.

Figure 15 is the result for a very high scavenging number S
=2.249, obtained on the isothermal flow rig. This case is obtained
for high flow rate at relatively low engine speed. Correlation be-
tween steady and pulsating distributions is very good, with rS

Fig. 10 Spectra of time-resolved mean velocity on CME „left… and isothermal „right… flow rig, for N=1200 rpm and
Q·100 m3/h
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=0.965.
The results presented in Figs. 12–15 indicate that the scaveng-

ing number is correlated to the degree of similarity between
steady and pulsating distributions, and thus to the addition princi-
ple’s validity. Upon comparing the steady and pulsating distribu-
tions in Figs. 12–15, it shows that the flow uniformity is consis-
tently higher for pulsating than for stationary flow. The
quantification and statistical significance of the similarity based on
shape �rS� and magnitude �rM� is presented in Table 2 for the
isothermal flow rig �1� and Table 3 for the CME flow rig.

Tables 2 and 3 list the scavenging number S�old� using the old
definition of Tp �Eq. �11��. Since the isothermal flow rig lacks
blow-down and features weaker Helmholtz resonance-induced
fluctuations, the new and old definitions of Tp yield nearly iden-
tical results in Table 2. The deviation is on S is below 0.1, except
in two cases featuring strong Helmholtz resonances. Since the
CME flow rig features a two-stage �instead of a single pulse�
exhaust stroke, the new definition of Tp �Eq. �12�� is typically
one-half of the old value, which explains the approximate differ-
ence by a factor two between S�old� and S in Table 3.

The scavenging number in the CME flow rig experiments var-

ies between 0.17 and 1.06, whereas the scavenging number in the
isothermal flow rig experiments �1� varies between 0.23 and 4.66.
For a fired engine and the CME flow rig, the catalyst flow rate Q
increases linearly with the engine speed N, the intake manifold
density and the exhaust gas temperature, at least as a first approxi-
mation. Combining Q�N · pi ·Texh with Eqs. �9�–�11� yields that S
is nearly independent of N and varies mainly with engine load. S
increases for a variation from zero to full engine load. By contrast,
an isothermal flow rig allows the pulsation frequency �i.e., engine
speed� and flow rate �i.e., engine load� to be controlled indepen-
dently, enabling a wider range of scavenging number. The scav-
enging number does not differ significantly between fired engine
conditions and the CME flow rig.

Figure 16 shows the nondimensional correlation of both simi-
larity measures versus the old definition of the scavenging number
using Eq. �11�. The CME flow rig experiments are plotted as
crosses, whereas the other markers represent experiments on the
isothermal flow rig. In the figure legends, “A” and “B” denote
manifold types A and B, and “RV” and “CH” denote rotating
valve or cylinder head as pulsator. The exponential correlation fits
rS�=1−cS� exp�−S /Scrit,S� � and rM� =rM,�� +cM� exp�−S /Scrit,M� � are

Fig. 11 Stationary velocity distributions for flow through each runner „r=1 through 4 from top left to bottom right…
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least-squares fitted to the isothermal flow rig experiments. The
values in Table 2 and the fit constants shown in Fig. 16 deviate
slightly from Persoons et al. �1�, due to an updated data process-
ing. The values of Scrit,S� and Scrit,M� differ, due to the greater un-
certainty on rM.

Figure 17 shows the correlation versus the new definition of the
scavenging number using Eq. �12�. The points corresponding to
the isothermal flow rig experiments remain roughly unchanged
with respect to Fig. 16. However, the crosses representing the
CME flow rig experiments now correlate very well with the iso-
thermal flow rig experiments. Correspondence is good for rS yet
only moderate for rM. In Fig. 17 �right�, the crosses representing
the CME flow rig cases appear to deviate from the isothermal flow
rig cases. Due to the greater uncertainty on rM and the limited
range of S obtained of the CME flow rig, the deviation is insig-
nificant. The form of the exponential correlation fits is altered into

rS�=1−exp�−S /Scrit� and rM� =rM,�� +cM� exp�−S /Scrit�.
The resulting correlations for the similarity measures versus

scavenging number are:

�rS� = 1 − exp�− S/0.709�; R2 = 0.89

rM� = 1.124 + 0.338 exp�− S/0.709�; R2 = 0.34.
	 �15�

Note that these correlations combine the CME flow rig experi-
ments with the isothermal flow rig experiments from Persoons et
al. �1�, obtained for two types of exhaust manifolds with and
without an exhaust valve overlap, and for a rotating valve and
cylinder head as a pulsator.

Regarding the statistical significance of rS, the limits in Eq. �8�
for significant similarity hold for most experiments. Indeed, the
P-values PS for the rS hypothesis test described in Sec. 2.3 are

Fig. 12 Stationary averaged distribution according to Eq. „14… „left… and time-averaged distribution on CME
„right…, for scavenging number S=0.779

Fig. 13 Stationary averaged distribution according to Eq. „14… „left… and time-averaged distribution on CME
„right…, for scavenging number S=0.300
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smaller than the significance level 0.05, with one exception.
As discussed in Sec. 2.3, the P value PM behaves differently

from PS. A value of PM greater than 0.05 indicates statistically
significant similarity based on the rM hypothesis test. In Tables 2
and 3, values for PM are mostly greater than 0.05, with one ex-
ception. rM is consistently larger than unity, indicating that the
flow uniformity is higher in pulsating than in steady flow. Never-
theless, the rM hypothesis test does not indicate a significant dif-
ference between steady and pulsating flow distributions.

The evidence based on rM is weaker when compared to rS. Yet
strictly statistically speaking, the addition principle is valid for
almost the entire range of S. Taking into account Eq. �15�, it seems
however more appropriate to state that the addition principle is
valid when S exceeds the critical value Scrit=0.71, corresponding
roughly to rS��0.5 and rM� �1.25.

Figure 17 and the correlations in Eq. �15� provide substantial
evidence that the addition principle remains valid under various

conditions. The elegance of Eq. �15�, at least for rS�, further sup-
ports that the scavenging number is the correct choice of nondi-
mensional group to describe this flow. An analogy holds between
the current problem and the scavenging of a volume with a scalar
quantity such as a concentration. For instance, assume incom-
pressible flow through a perfectly stirred volume V �m3� with one
inlet and one outlet, containing a volumetric concentration �
�vol %� of some compound. The following equation and corre-
sponding transfer function describe the concentration evolution in
time:

�

�t
�V�� = V

��

�t
= Q�i − Q� Û �s

��

�t
+ � = �i, �16�

where Q is the volumetric flow rate �m3/s�, �i is the inlet con-
centration �vol %�, and �s is the scavenging time constant �s�,
defined as �s=V /Q. Assuming a stepwise change in the inlet con-

Fig. 14 Stationary averaged distribution according to Eq. „14… „left… and time-averaged distribution on isothermal
flow rig „right…, for scavenging number S=0.754

Fig. 15 Stationary averaged distribution according to Eq. „14… „left… and time-averaged distribution on isothermal
flow rig „right…, for scavenging number S=2.249
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centration �i at time t=0, and initial concentration ��t=0�=0, the
solution to Eq. �16� becomes

�

�i
�t� = 1 − exp�− t/�s� . �17�

Equation �17� expresses to what extent the volume is scavenged,
as a function of the nondimensional time t /�s. If t /�s is suffi-
ciently large, the solution becomes independent of t /�s. The non-
dimensional time t /�s corresponds to the scavenging number S
=Tp /Ts used in this study. The remarkable correlation fit in Eq.
�15� for rS� suggests that this complex multidimensional flow be-
haves essentially like a first order zero-dimensional scavenging
process of a scalar quantity.

In light of this analogy, the critical scavenging number Scrit
=0.709�1 suggests that only part of the diffuser volume may be
active during the scavenging process. From the introduction of an
alternate scavenging number S�=S /Scrit=S /0.709=TpQ / �ScritVd�
=TpQ /Vd,eff follows an effective diffuser volume Vd,eff=ScritVd

=0.709Vd. The velocity distributions in Figs. 12–15 indeed indi-
cate that some parts of the catalyst are subject to a very low flow
rate, particularly the leftmost and central areas. Since rM increases
for decreasing S and S is inversely proportional to the diffuser
volume Vd, the flow uniformity in pulsating flow increases for an
increasing diffuser volume. As such, the ratio of the effective to
actual diffuser volume Vd,eff /Vd=Scrit=0.709 could be seen as the
CC catalyst manifold efficiency with respect to flow uniformity.
The higher the critical scavenging number, the more efficiently the
diffuser distributes the exhaust gas throughout the catalyst cross
section.

With regard to the generality of the above discussion, some
comments can be made. For instance, one may consider the influ-
ence of the catalyst pressure drop on the addition principle, for a
given collector geometry. The pressure drop can be altered by,
e.g., changing the cell density and wall thickness, without altering
the catalyst’s outer dimensions. An increased catalyst pressure
drop affects the velocity distributions, both in stationary and pul-

Fig. 16 Correlations of similarity measures rS „left… and rM „right… versus scavenging number, using old definition
of Tp „Eq. „11……

Fig. 17 Correlations of similarity measures rS „left… and rM „right… versus scavenging number, using new defini-
tion of Tp „Eq. „12……
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sating flow conditions. It is not within the scope of this paper to
determine the quantitative influence on the velocity distribution,
yet it is clear that the flow uniformity will increase.

The validity of the addition principle is assessed based entirely
on nondimensional numbers. The scavenging number �Eqs. �9�
and �12�� is not directly affected by changing the pressure drop.
Indirectly, the frequency spectrum will be affected by the attenu-
ation of high-frequency fluctuations. The definition of rM �Eq. �6��
ensures that equal scalar changes of the uniformity measure
Um /Umax in stationary and pulsating conditions do not affect the
value of rM. Equally, rS is defined as a correlation coefficient �Eq.
�7��. Thus, it is unaffected by changes in the mean value or vari-
ance of the velocity distributions in stationary and pulsating
conditions.

Some influence is expected on the critical scavenging number.
According to the mixing process analogy, Scrit corresponds to a
collector efficiency, defined as the ratio of effective to actual dif-
fuser volume. As the catalyst pressure drop increases, so does the
flow uniformity. Therefore, Scrit is expected to increase as well.
This merits further research.

In summary, the validity of the addition principle is, at least in
first approximation, unaffected by particular changes in the cata-
lyst flow resistance characteristics.

4 Conclusion
The current paper investigates the validity of the addition prin-

ciple for pulsating flow in a typical close-coupled catalyst mani-
fold. The addition principle states that the time-averaged catalyst
velocity distribution in pulsating flow equals a linear combination
of velocity distributions obtained for steady flow through each of
the exhaust runners �Eq. �14��.

The results complement previous research on an isothermal
flow rig �1�. The CME flow rig generates cold pulsating flow that
better resembles fired engine conditions, featuring a two-stage ex-
haust stroke consisting of blow-down and displacement phases.
The flow similarity between CME and fired conditions is not com-
plete. Nevertheless, combined with Helmholtz resonances intrin-
sic to the manifold, the pulsating flow features a similar frequency
content to fired engines �6–8�. The increased frequency content
compared to the isothermal flow rig leads to a new definition of
the apparent flow pulsation period Tp in Eq. �12�.

An OHW is used to measure bidirectional velocity, with a
maximum measurable negative velocity of −1 m/s. The effect of
the OHW is demonstrated in Sec. 3.1. The time resolved velocity
results presented in Sec. 3.2 indicate strong velocity fluctuations,
including reverse flow typically following the blow-down phase.

The scavenging number S defined in Eq. �9� uses the new flow
pulsation period definition, and provides the appropriate nondi-
mensional number to characterize the flow. The nondimensional
measures rS and rM quantify similarity between steady and pul-
sating flow distributions based on shape and magnitude, respec-
tively. These measures are used to quantify the validity of the
addition principle.

Results from the current and previous research are combined in
Fig. 17 and Tables 2 and 3. Figure 17 shows the good correlation
between the similarity measures rS and rM and the scavenging
number S.

The validity of the addition principle is quantified in terms of
the statistical significance of rS and rM in Tables 2 and 3. The
correlations for rS and rM in Eq. �15� are:

�rS� = 1 − exp�− S/0.709�; R2 = 0.89

rM� = 1.124 + 0.338 exp�− S/0.709�; R2 = 0.34.
	

Strong statistical evidence is given in support of the addition prin-
ciple, for nearly the entire range of S. However, no validity limit
can be derived based on the statistical significance of rS and rM.
Therefore, the practical limit of the addition principle’s validity is

when S exceeds the critical scavenging number Scrit=0.71, corre-
sponding roughly to rS��0.5 and rM� �1.25.

Some manifold design criteria may be formulated based on Fig.
17 and Eq. �15�. Based on the correlation for rS, good correspon-
dence between stationary flow simulations or measurements and
pulsating flow is obtained for a high scavenging number. Thus, for
a given engine geometry and operating range, decreasing the dif-
fuser volume increases the scavenging number, thereby improving
the correspondence between stationary and pulsating flow. In the
validity region of the addition principle, steady-state CFD simu-
lations can be used instead of time-consuming transient simula-
tions for the design of a CC catalyst manifold, resulting in a
significantly shorter development time.

Based on the correlation for rM, flow uniformity is always
higher in pulsating flow compared to stationary flow. A manifold
that is designed based on stationary CFD simulations, and that
satisfies the preset criteria for flow uniformity, will likely feature a
better flow uniformity in pulsating flow conditions.

Flow uniformity in a pulsating flow is higher for a small scav-
enging number. Increasing the diffuser volume decreases the scav-
enging number, thereby increasing flow uniformity. This expected
conclusion will be subject to compromise in terms of underhood
packaging constraints.

Based on the elegance of the rS correlation in Eq. �15�, this
complex multidimensional flow behaves essentially like a zero-
dimensional scalar mixing process. In that respect, the critical
scavenging number Scrit=0.71 equals the ratio of the effective to
actual diffuser volume. Scrit can be considered the manifold effi-
ciency with respect to catalyst flow uniformity. Indeed, by maxi-
mizing the manifold efficiency, flow uniformity is optimized, and
consequently so is the catalyst durability, conversion efficiency,
and exhaust system backpressure. The correlations in Eq. �15� are
valid for two different exhaust manifolds. Further investigations
would be required to determine to what extent the critical scav-
enging number depends on the manifold geometry.

Figure 17 and the correlations above are based on the results for
CME and isothermal flow rig, for two exhaust manifolds �Types B
and A, respectively, with and without exhaust valve overlap� and
for two pulsator devices �rotating valve and cylinder head with
poppet valves�. Based on the excellent agreement of current and
previous results, the addition principle’s validity is established
through nondimensional correlations and statistical analysis in a
broad range of applicability.
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Nomenclature
A � cross-sectional area, m2

f0 � OHW oscillation frequency, Hz
N � engine speed, rpm
nr � number of runners ���

PS , PM � P-value for the shape and magnitude similarity
hypothesis test ���

pi � intake system pressure, atm, absolute
Q � volumetric flow rate, m3/s

R2 � coefficient of determination ���
Rf � OHW dimensionless oscillation frequency ���,

Rf = f0 / �N /120�
rS ,rM � shape and magnitude similarity measure ���

S � scavenging number ���, S=Tp /Ts
Tp � flow pulsation period, s, Tp

�old�= �120/N� /nr and
Tp

�new�=1/ fPSD,max
Ts � diffuser scavenging time scale, s, Ts=Vd /Q
U � axial velocity, m/s
V � volume, m3
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x ,y � coordinates in the measurement plane, m
x ,y � coordinates in the measurement plane, m

x0 � OHW oscillation amplitude, m

Greek symbols
� � OHW tolerance factor on maximal negative

probe velocity ���
� � engine crankshaft position, °
� � density, kg/m3

� � engine speed, rad/s
�0 � OHW oscillation speed, rad/s

Subscripts
d � diffuser
e � phase-locked ensemble index
i � measurement point index
j � crankshaft position index

M � magnitude similarity
m � mean �spatial�

max � maximum �spatial�
p � hot-wire probe

puls � pulsating conditions
ref � reference flow rate measurement in the intake

system
rel � relative to hot-wire probe

S � shape similarity
stat � stationary conditions

Superscripts
�old�, �new� � old and new definition of the flow pulsation

period Tp, Eqs. �11� and �12�
�r� � runner index
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Bifurcation Characteristics of
Flows in Rectangular Sudden
Expansion Channels
The effect of three dimensionality on low Reynolds number flows past a symmetric sudden
expansion in a channel was investigated. The geometric expansion ratio in the current
study was 2:1 and the aspect ratio was 6:1. Both experimental velocity measurements and
two- and three-dimensional simulations for the flow along the centerplane of the rectan-
gular duct are presented for Reynolds numbers in the range of 150 to 600. Comparison
of the two-dimensional simulations with the experiments revealed that the simulations
failed to capture completely the total expansion effect on the flow, which is influenced by
both geometric and hydrodynamic effects. To properly do so requires the definition of an
effective expansion ratio, which is the ratio of the downstream and upstream hydraulic
diameters and is therefore a function of both the expansion and aspect ratios. When
two-dimensional simulations were performed using the effective expansion ratio, the new
results agreed well with the three-dimensional simulations and the experiments. Further-
more, in the range of Reynolds numbers investigated, the laminar flow through the ex-
pansion underwent a symmetry-breaking bifurcation. The critical Reynolds number
evaluated from the experiments and the simulations were compared to other values re-
ported in the literature. Overall, side-wall proximity was found to enhance flow stability,
thus sustaining laminar flow symmetry to higher Reynolds numbers. Last, and most
important, when the logarithm of the critical Reynolds number was plotted against the
reciprocal of the effective expansion ratio, a linear trend emerged that uniquely captured
the bifurcation dynamics of all symmetric double-sided planar expansions.
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Introduction
Considerable work has been reported in the past on two-

dimensional, or nominally two-dimensional flow past planar
double-sided expansions, both at low Reynolds numbers where
the separating flow is laminar and for moderately high Reynolds
numbers where the separating flow is turbulent. The double-sided
expansion is characterized by an expansion ratio, defined as the
downstream-to-upstream channel height. A significant conclusion
of these studies has been that while the geometry is symmetric,
asymmetric flow develops under certain Reynolds number and
geometric conditions. At low Reynolds numbers the flow remains
symmetric with separation regions of equal length on either side
of the expanding channel. The length of the separation regions is
observed to increase with increasing Reynolds number. At higher
Reynolds numbers, however, separation regions of unequal length
develop and the asymmetry remains in the flow even up to turbu-
lent flow conditions. The conditions of asymmetry and the value
of the transition critical Reynolds number have been reported in
the literature both experimentally and numerically.

Experimental investigations of suddenly expanding flows for
low Reynolds numbers include the work of Durst et al. �1�,
Cherdron et al. �2� and Ouwa et al. �3�. In general, the experimen-
tal results indicated that the jet produced by the sudden expansion
remained symmetric, but became asymmetric with increasing
Reynolds number, whereby the asymmetric jet attached to one of

the walls in the downstream section. The early experiments of
Durst et al. �1� were for a channel expansion of 3:1, and were
revisited by Cherdron et al. �2� for expansion ratios of 3:1 and 2:1.

The two dimensionality of a water jet in a rectangular channel
for low Reynolds numbers was investigated by Ouwa et al. �3�.
They observed that the formation of the downstream vortex con-
tinued to grow with increasing Reynolds number. Eventually, the
flow became unstable destroying the two dimensionality of the
large vortex downstream of the expansion plane, where the vortex
became less discernible due to random fluctuations of the flow.
Ouwa et al. �4� used numerical simulations to confirm their ex-
periments, and found both studies to be in agreement.

Experiments for turbulent flow past symmetric double-sided ex-
pansions �5–8� indicated that symmetric and asymmetric zones
developed depending on the expansion ratio. For small expansion
ratios, the flow on each expanding wall section develops indepen-
dently, similar to a local backward-facing flow. Hence, under the
same inflow conditions the regions of separation on each wall are
the same and the double-sided expansion exhibits a symmetric
flow field. However, above some critical value the double-sided
flow pattern becomes asymmetric, and remains asymmetric there-
after. In recent investigations by Papadopoulos and Ötügen �9�
and Papadopoulos et al. �10�, an effective expansion ratio was
introduced to capture the three-dimensional effects of side-wall
proximity, in addition to expansion ratio effects. The effective
expansion ratio was then used to scale expansion characteristics,
such as the reattachment length, for all possible geometries �10�.

The instability of low Reynolds number expanding planar flows
led to several numerical studies that investigated the symmetry-
breaking bifurcation using a linear stability approach to locate
bifurcation points of the transition between symmetric and asym-
metric flows. One of the original studies was by Sobey and Drazin
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�11� for analyses of a flow in symmetric two-dimensional chan-
nels with smooth �gradual� expansions. Corresponding experi-
ments were performed to verify the numerical simulations but the
experiments did not produce the hysteresis effects on the bifurca-
tion as predicted by the numerical simulations. A similar study by
Shapira et al. �12� investigated flows in both smooth and sudden
expansion. A linear stability analysis showed that the velocity dis-
turbances were due to the instability of a vortex core along the
centerline. Shapira et al. found good agreement between their re-
sults and Sobey �13� for the critical Reynolds number. A compari-
son between the results of Shapira et al. and the experiments by
Cherdron et al. �2� showed a disparity in the value of the Reynolds
number at which the flow became unstable. Shapira et al. sug-
gested the possibility that disturbances were generated by the ex-
periments due to imperfections with the apparatus or slight asym-
metries in the geometry.

Another study of particular interest was performed by Fearn et
al. �14� that included comparisons of bifurcation calculations with
experiments. Results indicated that as the Reynolds number was
increased above a critical value, the symmetric flow lost stability
and transitioned to an asymmetric flow forming a pitchfork bifur-
cation. Fearn et al. concluded that the transition to nonsymmetri-
cal flow was abrupt, which disagreed with claims by Shapira et al.
�12� that the transition was smooth. Durst et al. �15� used numeri-
cal predictions to confirm previous experimental findings �1,2�
and found that the pitchfork bifurcation had a smooth transition
from symmetric to asymmetric flow. Albeit the findings on the
transition characteristics for the symmetry-breaking bifurcation
were not all in agreement, recent literature reports similar values
for the critical Reynolds number �16–19� for a range of expansion
ratios.

While two-dimensional asymmetric flow has been extensively
investigated, little has been reported on the characteristics of the
asymmetry based on three-dimensional effects. A truly two-
dimensional flow past a symmetric double-sided expansion is not
plausible experimentally; hence, results are based on a nominally
two-dimensional analysis at the centerplane of a ducted test sec-
tion with a large aspect ratio �step span to step height�. Perhaps
that is why recent numerical simulations show discrepancies in
the value of the critical Reynolds number when compared with
earlier experimental studies. The most recent comprehensive nu-
merical studies that report bifurcation calculations are by Battaglia
et al. �17� and Drikakis �19�. Other recent studies include Refs.
�20–25�. Given the limitation of experimental verification of the
asymmetry, some effort has been spent on looking at the effects of
geometry, such as expansion ratio and aspect ratio, on the critical
Reynolds number. These investigations establish no systematic
dependencies but report that in general the value of the critical
Reynolds number decreases with increasing expansion ratio and
increasing aspect ratio.

Recently, Papadopoulos et al. �26� began investigating the ef-
fects of three dimensionality on low Reynolds number flows past
a symmetric sudden expansion in a rectangular channel. Particle
image velocimetry �PIV� was used to obtain whole field data at
various planes in the duct. The proximity of the side walls was
found to enhance flow stability, helping sustain flow symmetry to
higher Reynolds numbers in comparison to nominally two-
dimensional double-expansion geometries, which were investi-
gated numerically. In the current work, the effective expansion
ratio formulation will provide a means to capture the significant
role of the geometry in the bifurcation process.

The current paper builds on the recent effort reported by Papa-
dopoulos et al. �26� by presenting three-dimensional numerical
simulations for the double-sided expansion in a duct with an ex-
pansion ratio of 2:1 and an aspect ratio of 6:1. The flow is nu-
merically predicted using a time-marching finite difference proce-
dure to investigate the three-dimensional flow field characteristics
of the bifurcating phenomenon. It will be shown that discrepan-
cies in the literature for computational fluid dynamics �CFD�

simulations using a two-dimensional domain were because the
models did not account for the three-dimensional geometry. Al-
though linear stability theory can accurately and efficiently predict
bifurcation behavior, CFD is used to demonstrate that two-
dimensional simulations can predict the correct behavior using a
proper geometric relationship. Therefore, if one is restricted to
two-dimensional simulations, the effective expansion ratio will
ensure more accurate predictions. The results will compare nu-
merical simulations with particle image velocimetry measure-
ments over a range of symmetric flows. The validation confirms
the concept that the effective expansion ratio completely captures
the effects of the geometry on the expanding flow, and subse-
quently leads the authors to propose an empirical formulation that
captures the dynamics of the bifurcation process.

Formulation of the Problem

Geometry. A schematic of the expanding channel geometry
under consideration is shown in Fig. 1. The geometry is symmet-
ric about the x-y and x-z planes through an origin placed in the
center of the plane of expansion. The geometry is typically char-
acterized by the expansion ratio ER=D2 /D1 and the aspect ratio
AR=S /h where h= �D2−D1� /2. To account for the rectangular,
three-dimensional behavior of a fluid passing through the channel,
an appropriate single measure of the expansion effect is given by
the effective expansion ratio �9,10�

�h = ER
2 + AR�ER − 1�

2 · ER + AR�ER − 1�
�1�

The lengths of the entrance and outflow regions L1 and L2, respec-
tively, are chosen sufficiently long so that the flow profiles far
upstream and downstream can be regarded as fully developed.
This means that for low Reynolds number flows, the profiles are
parabolic at the vertical and horizontal centerplanes, for both in-
flow and outflow. The Reynolds number is defined as Re
=u0D1 /�, where u0 is the maximum velocity at the inlet and � is
the kinematic viscosity.

Experimental Setup. A Plexiglas model of the geometry �refer
to Fig. 1� was constructed for easy optical access. The dimensions
of the model are listed in Table 1. The working fluid was air at
ambient conditions �typically at 24°C and 1 atm�. Changes in the
ambient temperature and pressure over the duration of each ex-

Fig. 1 Schematic of the geometric configuration and coordi-
nate system

Table 1 Values for characteristic parameters of the experi-
mental model geometry

Parameter Magnitude

L1 757.2±0.5 mm
L2 767.0±0.5 mm
h 12.3±0.3 mm

D1=D2−2h 24.5±0.9 mm
D2 49.1±0.5 mm
S 75.8±0.5 mm

ER 2.00±0.07
AR 6.16±0.20
�h 1.61±0.10
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perimentation phase were small, resulting in less than 1% uncer-
tainty in the flow Reynolds number. The test section was operated
in the suction mode, open to the laboratory environment. Air en-
tered the inlet section via a bellmouth entry, which featured a
honeycomb section for flow conditioning. The length of the inlet
section was long enough to ensure fully developed flow condi-
tions prior to expansion, in the range of Reynolds numbers inves-
tigated. The flow rate, hence flow Reynolds number, was con-
trolled using a Variac to set the speed on a fan located downstream
of the test section.

Measurement Methods. Two optical measurement techniques
were used during the investigation, one for acquiring a reference
velocity upstream of the expansion and another for acquiring the
velocity of the flow past the expansion. For the former measure-
ment, a one component laser Doppler anemometer �LDA� system
was used, while for the latter, a two-dimensional �2D� particle
image velocimetry system was used. Smoke generated from a
theatrical fog generator was used for seeding, with a typical par-
ticle size of about 3–5 �m. In order to disperse the smoke evenly
into the test section, the generator was placed far from the entry to
the duct and allowed to fill the lab room before commencing the
measurement.

The LDA system �Dantec FlowLite LDA� consisted of a
10-mW He–Ne laser source ��=632.8 nm� along with LDA elec-
tronics �including a 40-MHz Bragg cell for frequency shifting� in
a turn-key style enclosure, which featured a 5-m long fiber optic
connection to a 60-mm diameter probe housing the sending and
receiving optics �backward-scatter mode�. The focal length of the
probe was 160 mm, while the beam diameter and spacing was
1.35 mm and 38 mm, respectively. This optical arrangement re-
sulted in a measurement volume of 96 �m in diameter and
810 �m in length. The Doppler signal was processed using a fast
Fourier transform �FFT�-based processor featuring 4-bit signal
quantization and 14-bit frequency resolution at each selected
bandwidth. A frequency bandwidth corresponding to a velocity
range of −0.2 m/s to 0.7 m/s was used during the duration of the
investigation. Processor control and recording of signal was done
via software running on a personal computer.

The LDA probe volume was placed in the center of the duct
cross section, 65-mm upstream of the plane of separation. The
beams were oriented so as to measure the streamwise component
of velocity at that location. The velocity obtained from this point
measurement served as reference for normalizing out minor flow
variations during the course of each experimental run.

The PIV system �Dantec FlowMap PIV2100� consisted of a
50-mJ, double-cavity Nd:Yag laser system operating at �
=532 nm, an 8-bit double-frame charge-coupled device �CCD�
camera having a resolution of 1008�1018 pixels, a hardware-
based FFT processor for performing on-line cross-correlation
analysis of acquired particle images, and software for data-
acquisition control, data storage, and postanalysis. The PIV sys-
tem was mounted on a three-dimensional computer-controlled
traverse having a resolution of 0.01 mm on all axes.

Sheet forming optics mounted on the exit portal of the double-
cavity laser system were used to form a 1-mm thick light sheet,
which defined the measurement plane. Following proper align-
ment of the light sheet with respect to the test section, the CCD
camera was focused in order to clearly image smoke particles
illuminated by the sheet. A 50-mm Nikon lens was used, set at
f −2.8 to achieve a narrow depth of field. The CCD field of view
was set so as to capture the entire duct cross section.

A 16�16 pixel interrogation area was used for the cross-
correlation analysis between image pairs, at 25% overlap, yielding
a field of 83�84 vectors. The spatial resolution was 0.93 mm2.
The timing between laser pulses, hence between image pairs, was
such that seeding particles moving with velocity u0 traveled, on
the average, 30% to 35% of the interrogation area size. This re-
sulted in an estimated velocity magnitude resolution of better than

0.5% of u0 for each measurement.
At each measurement location, 200 PIV acquisitions were per-

formed in order to obtain a statistical average of the separated
flow. Long time scales, on the order of 0.2 s to 0.4 s, required that
sampling rates are kept low, hence a PIV acquisition rate of
1.5 Hz was used. Vector validation was performed using a 20%
primary-to-secondary correlation peak signal-to-noise criteria test,
and a local continuity check with a 3�3 moving average tech-
nique. The percentage of invalid vectors was typically low, less
than 2%, and only the valid vectors after postanalysis using the
aforementioned validation criteria were sampled to construct the
average vector field. The statistical uncertainty of this field in the
mean was estimated at less than 1%.

Measurements along the centerplane of the channel at low Rey-
nolds numbers were conducted to quantify the flow conditions
using the two experimental techniques. Velocity profiles are
shown in Fig. 2 upstream of the expansion �x /D2=−0.163� for
Reynolds number of 171, based on PIV measurements. The
u-velocity profile demonstrates a parabolic shape and the maxi-
mum velocity measured is 106 mm/s. This value compares well
with an average velocity of 104 mm/s measured with LDA at the
location of x /D2=−1.328. The v-velocity profile is relatively flat,
exhibiting a very minor negative velocity tendency that is within
the estimated 2% to 3% absolute uncertainty of the measurements.

Numerical Methods
The incompressible three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations

for a Cartesian coordinate system �x ,y ,z� are expressed in conser-
vative vector form as

�Q
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+
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=

�E�
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+
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In this form, Q is a vector of conservative dependent variables.
The velocity field corresponds to the streamwise velocity u, trans-
verse velocity v, and spanwise velocity w. The pressure field ap-
pearing in Eqs. �2� is modified to account for the density and � is
the kinematic viscosity. The incompressible equations form a set

Fig. 2 Velocity profiles along the x-y plane at z=0 measured
with PIV at x /D2=−0.163 for Re=171: Streamwise mean velocity
u shown as �; solid line is parabolic fit; transverse mean ve-
locity v shown as �.
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of parabolic-elliptic partial differential equations; however, the
pressure does not appear explicitly in the continuity equation. In
particular, the conservative variables vector Q does not constitute
a complete set of variables for the incompressible problem. Thus,
the vector Q creates a system of Eqs.�2� that has a singularity due
to the missing time derivative term in the continuity equation. To
circumvent this, the vector quantity inside the time derivative can
be changed from the conservative to the primitive variable set.
Then, preconditioning techniques can be used, which have been
shown to improve convergence for time-marching methods �27�
and therefore make the system well posed for numerical solution.

The preferred choice of dependent variables for vector Q is the
viscous variable set Q�, which includes all of the primitive vari-
ables, where Q�= �p ,u ,v ,w�T and is incorporated into Eqs. �2�
using the chain rule

�Q

�Q�

�Q�

�t
+

�E

�x
+

�F

�y
+

�G

�z
=

�E�

�x
+

�F�

�y
+

�G�

�z
�3�

Overall, the new system of Eqs. �3� have the same form as Eqs.
�2� but an additional term is present, the Jacobian matrix �Q /�Q�.
Computing the Jacobian results in the form

� =�
0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1
�

where �Q /�Q� has been replaced with the notation �. The true
transient formulation is restored when the time derivative is mul-
tiplied by the matrix �. The form of Eqs. �3� can be conveniently
solved for steady-state solutions using the artificial compressibil-
ity method, which is a special case of preconditioning for incom-
pressible flows �28�.

Equations �3� are converted to the artificial compressibility for-
mulation by changing the physical time t to a pseudotime � and
replacing matrix � with matrix �p

�p =�
1/� 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1
�

where � is the artificial compressibility parameter. The value of �
is chosen such that the eigenvalues are approximately the same
order of magnitude for efficient convergence �refer to �29� for
more details�. The Euler portion of Eqs. �3� becomes fully hyper-
bolic so that time-marching schemes can be used for either the
Euler or Navier-Stokes equations. The matrix �p however, implies
that the equations are no longer physically correct for transients,
but they regain meaning in the steady-state limit. Time accuracy
can be recovered by combining the artificial compressibility for-
mulation with a dual-time stepping scheme �30� in which the
pseudotime derivative �p�Q� /�� is added to the physical time
derivative already appearing in Eqs. �3� such that

�p
�Q�

��
+ �

�Q�

�t
+

�

�x
�E − E�� +

�

�y
�F − F�� +

�

�y
�G − G�� = 0

�4�

The real time solution is then obtained by iterating in pseudotime
until �Q� /��→0.

The set of equations shown in Eq. �4� are discretized using an
implicit three-point, second-order finite-differencing scheme for
the physical time. A fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is used for
the pseudo-time and a second-order central finite-differencing
scheme is used for all spatial terms. The inflow boundary condi-
tions were specified for parallel flow with a parabolic streamwise
velocity profile and the outflow pressure was set to 0 gauge. The
no-slip velocity boundary was enforced at all surfaces.

Numerical tests were performed to determine the grid size re-
quired to adequately resolve the flow field. The simulations were
based on a geometry of L1=10D1 and L2=30D1. As in the study
of Battaglia et al. �17�, a rectangular grid with clustering close to
the channel walls and expansion was continually refined until so-
lutions were relatively grid insensitive. Solutions on three grid
sizes were examined: 384�32 cells, 384�64 cells and 512�64
cells, and the grid aspect ratio ��x /�y� was maintained in the
range of 1.5–3.5. The grid convergence index method �31� was
used to quantify the discretization error and numerical uncertainty.
Table 2 shows the grid convergence studies based on the stream-
wise velocity and indicates that the numerical uncertainty is ap-
proximately 0.1% for the fine grid. In order to use CFD to predict
the symmetry-breaking bifurcation, a numerical procedure was
used akin to experimental procedures. Symmetric and asymmetric
flows were simulated, whereby the Reynolds number was gradu-
ally increased for each symmetric flow and decreased for each
asymmetric flow. Eventually, the simulations provide a small
range of Reynolds numbers in which the bifurcation must occur.
An interesting point is that a more stringent convergence criterion
was used in order to numerically predict the range of Reynolds
numbers that capture the symmetry-breaking bifurcation. When
the flow Reynolds number is very close to the critical Reynolds
number for the symmetry-breaking bifurcation, the numerical
simulations are more sensitive to round-off error. Also, the small
expansion ratio produces a highly stable flow that is sensitive to
numerical precision. Thus, a root mean square error tolerance
smaller than 10−12 was necessary for successive pseudotime itera-
tions to ensure residuals dropped 6–8 orders of magnitude.

Results

Symmetric Flow. Detailed particle image velocimetry mea-
surements were obtained for fully developed flow past the double-
sided expansion with ER=2 and AR=6. At a low Reynolds num-
bers, such as Re=171, the flow along the centerplane is observed
to develop symmetrically downstream of the expansion. Of par-
ticular interest is the effect of geometry on the flow field when
assuming two-dimensional flow for numerical simulations. His-
torically, a two-dimensional assumption is used when the span-
wise channel length is sufficiently large so that wall effects are
negligible at the centerplane. Thus, a two-dimensional flow im-
plies that the aspect ratio is infinite.

In order to determine the effects of geometry, a two-
dimensional numerical simulation was performed for ER=2. The
simulations also predicted a symmetric flow for Re=171. The
resulting flow patterns downstream of the expansion plane are
shown in Fig. 3 for the normalized streamwise velocity profiles at
various nondimensional streamwise locations to demonstrate how
the flow expands. The velocity profiles show that the flow devel-
ops symmetrically downstream of the expanding section for both

Table 2 Grid convergence studies for a coarse „3…, medium „2…
and fine „1… grid comparing reattachment position. Superscript
notation refers to a comparison between two grids

Grid size �N cells� xR /D2

12,592 1.537
25,184 1.046
33,600 1.047

Approximate �a� relative error
ea

32 4.496%

ea
21 0.172%

Extrapolated �ext� relative error
eext

32 0.18%

eext
21 0.06%

Grid convergence index
GCImedium

32 0.226%

GCIfine
21 0.075%
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the experiments and simulations. However, the numerical simula-
tion for ER=2 underpredicts the velocity field. The deviation be-
tween experiments and simulations is more pronounced with in-
creasing streamwise distance, as shown in Fig. 4 for x /D2=1.75
and 2.75. The average error between the simulation and experi-
mental data is 12%.

In view of these shortcomings of the numerical simulations,

new simulations were performed for a two-dimensional flow using
ER=1.61 to match the effective expansion ratio �h=1.61 �based
on ER=2 and AR=6�. Furthermore, three-dimensional numerical
simulations were performed for ER=2 and AR=6. Figure 4 com-
pares data for all the simulations with the experiments. It is evi-
dent that the two-dimensional simulations using the effective ex-
pansion ratio ER=1.61 are in excellent agreement with the three-
dimensional simulations and PIV data; all three data sets virtually
collapse. Thus, based on the results, we conclude it is possible to
use two-dimensional numerical simulations to predict three-
dimensional flow behavior along the centerplane of a rectangular
channel provided an effective expansion ratio is used.

The flow fields for the streamwise velocity contours at the
channel centerplane �x−y plane at z=0 for three dimensions� are
shown in Fig. 5 for =171. Note that only a portion of the channel

Fig. 4 Normalized streamwise velocity profiles u /u0 at x /D2
=1.75 and 2.75 along the centerplane of the channel for Re
=171: Symbols are PIV measurements „every other measure-
ment shown for clarity…; various lines represent numerical
simulations

Fig. 3 Normalized streamwise velocity u /u0 profiles shown
relative to channel positions x /D2 along the centerplane for
Re=171: Symbols are PIV measurements „every other mea-
surement shown for clarity…; dashed line represents numerical
simulations for ER=2

Fig. 5 Normalized streamwise velocity u /u0 contours along
the channel centerplane for Re=171: „a… measured using PIV
for ER=2; and numerically predicted by two-dimensional simu-
lations for „b… ER=2, „c… ER=1.61, and three-dimensional simu-
lations for „d… ER=2
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is shown downstream of the expansion for 0	x /D2	3. The PIV
data is compared with the numerical simulations for two and
three-dimensional flows. The streamwise velocity is primarily
positive in the direction of flow except for the two small recircu-
lation regions that form immediately downstream of the expand-
ing channel where the jet attaches to the upper and lower walls. A
noteworthy point is that the transverse velocities are zero along
the centerline �y=0�. Elsewhere, the transverse velocities are very
small as expected for a symmetric jet. It is the reattachment point
xR that elucidates the discrepancy with the two-dimensional nu-
merical solution using ER=2. The nondimensional reattachment
position xR /D2 as measured using PIV is 1.027. The predictions
from the two-dimensional numerical simulations for ER=2 and
1.61 are xR /D2=2.154 and 1.028, respectively; the three-

dimensional predictions �ER=2� give a value of 1.076. Except for
the two-dimensional simulations using ER=2, the numerical data
are in excellent agreement with the experiments.

Asymmetric Flow. As discussed previously, low Reynolds
number flows develop symmetrically downstream of the sudden
expansion. However, symmetry disappears as the flow rate in-
creases. To illustrate the asymmetric behavior of the flow, Fig. 6
shows the flow fields for the normalized streamwise velocity con-
tours at the channel centerplane �x−y plane at z=0� as measured
using PIV and predicted by the numerical simulations for Re
=585. The streamwise velocities demonstrate that the jet develops
asymmetrically and attaches along the upper wall forming a small
recirculation zone.

An additional effect of the larger expansion ratio for two-
dimensional simulations �e.g., ER=2 versus 1.61� is that it causes
the flow to become more unstable at lower Reynolds numbers.
The consequence is that predictions of the bifurcation will be
significantly in error, as will be presented next. As a final note,
because the transverse velocity is distinctly nonzero at y=0 due to
the lack of symmetry immediately downstream of the expansion,
the transverse velocity field can be exploited to provide a means
to determine the bifurcation behavior.

Critical Reynolds Number. The transition from a symmetric
to an asymmetric jet is marked by a bifurcation at a critical Rey-
nolds number. The critical Reynolds number was determined by
performing PIV measurements of the transverse velocity magni-
tude at the centerline �y=0 and z=0� and x /D2=0.877 for each
flow rate. The critical Reynolds number at which asymmetry en-
sues was found experimentally in the range of Recr=320 to 380.
The two-dimensional numerical simulations for ER=2 predict a
critical value of Recr=217. This value is lower than the minimum
value determined by the experiments, since significant flow three-
dimensionality due to side-wall proximity has the tendency to
stabilize the flow, delaying the onset of bifurcation until higher
Reynolds numbers. Two-dimensional simulations for ER=1.61
and three-dimensional simulations for ER=2 and AR=6 predict
the same Reynolds number range within which the flow bifur-
cates. Figure 7 compares the bifurcation trends between the three-
dimensional numerical simulations and PIV measurements and
shows that there is very good agreement. The numerical simula-
tions predict that the bifurcation occurs between Recr=340 and
345 which is within the range measured experimentally. Error
between the numerical simulations and PIV is expected to be large
near the critical Reynolds number, which is historically difficult to
measure. However, for well developed symmetric and asymmetric

Fig. 6 Normalized streamwise velocity u /u0 contours along
the channel centerplane for Re=585: „a… Measured using PIV
for ER=2, and numerically predicted by two-dimensional simu-
lations for „b… ER=2, „c… ER=1.61, and three-dimensional simu-
lations for „d… ER=2

Fig. 7 Symmetry-breaking pitchfork bifurcation measured at
the channel centerline at x /D2=0.877 for ER=2 and AR=6:
Symbols are PIV measurements; solid line represents numeri-
cal simulations
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flows away from the critical Reynolds number, the error is signifi-
cantly less.

The critical Reynolds number for the symmetry-breaking bifur-
cation is a function of the expansion geometry, as numerous in-
vestigations have shown. Although most researchers have focused
only on the expansion ratio, the aspect ratio also influences the
value of the critical Reynolds number, as first reported by
Cherdron et al. �2�. They found that for a fixed expansion ratio the
critical Reynolds number increased as the aspect ratio of the
double-sided expansion decreased. A tabulation of this data along
with other experimental data on the double-sided planar expansion
is shown in Table 3. In all these cases the upstream velocity con-
ditions were reported as being fully developed.

Numerical simulations and bifurcation theory analyses have for
the most part dealt with the two-dimensional �AR=
� expansion
geometry, and thus reported only on the effect of expansion ratio.
Results for Recr from such numerical studies are summarized in
Table 4, including the current two- and three-dimensional simula-
tions. In all the cases listed in Table 4, a fully developed Poiseuille
flow �parabolic profile� was reported as the initial condition up-
stream of the sudden expansion.

In practical applications, however, the geometry is three dimen-
sional, and the influence of aspect ratio needs to be incorporated
to fully capture the hydrodynamic effects of the planar expansion.
As realized earlier in the comparisons of the centerplane velocity
profiles, this is accomplished through the definition of the expan-
sion downstream-to-upstream hydraulic diameter ratio �h which
captures both the geometric effect of the expansion, as well as, the
hydrodynamic effect of the rectangular channel. The parameter �h
therefore can be considered to uniquely define the expansion
problem, as indicated in Fig. 8. In the figure, the influence of the
aspect ratio is shown in terms of �h /ER, this latter quantity iden-
tifying the relative �or effective� reduction in the geometric expan-
sion parameter that is produced as the aspect ratio decreases from
infinity to a value of unity. The three-dimensional surface indi-
cates that as the values of AR→1 and ER→
, �h /ER=1/3.
Thus, for the same expansion ratio ER, the effective expansion
ratio �h decreases as aspect ratio AR decreases, pointing to an
increasingly stabilizing flow scenario resulting in higher attainable
Reynolds numbers before the flow becomes asymmetric. Figure 8
encompasses all symmetric two-sided planar expansions, all de-
fined by the single parameter �h, as previously reported by Papa-
dopoulos et al. �10�. All experimental geometries �Table 3� and
three-dimensional simulations found in the literature and reported
in the current paper are plotted on the surface and projected on the
ER−1−AR−1 plane to identify their relative departure from the
two-dimensional expansion concept �AR−1=0 line�.

The experimental data along with the results from the three-
dimensional simulations are shown graphically in Fig. 9 �top�. The
plot shows clearly the inappropriateness of ER in regards to cap-
turing the total effects of the planar expansion. When the same
data is plotted in Fig. 9 �bottom� against the reciprocal of �h, a
nice collapse of all the data is observed. Slight differences in
observation methods and facility preparation between experimen-
tal investigations can have significant influence on the reported
values for the critical Reynolds number, but even so, a unique
trend is apparent. This gives credence to the currently proposed
idea of using �h to define geometric expansion ratio effects for
planar symmetric expansions.

Taking all the experimental and numerical data from Tables 3
and 4 and re-plotting the critical Reynolds numbers logarithmi-
cally versus the reciprocal of the hydraulic diameter ratio reveals
a linear trend

log10�Recr� = ��h
−1 + � �5�

where �=2.21±0.22 and �=1.12±0.09. Figure 10 demonstrates
the logarithmic relationship, with the dashed-dot lines designating
the statistical bounds of the empirical fit to 95% confidence.

The validity of Eq. �5� is confirmed by the results reported in a

Table 3 Critical Reynolds numbers for bifurcation determined
using experimental methods

Reference ER AR �h Recr

Cherdron et al. �2� 2 4 1.50 368
2 8 1.67 267
2 16 1.80 194
2 32 1.89 153
3 4 2.14 112
3 8 2.45 65
3 16 2.68 40.5
3 32 2.83 35

Durst et al. �1� 3 27.6 2.80 56–114

Durst et al. �15� 2 32 1.89 120–200

Fearn et al. �14� 3 24 2.78 70

Ouwa et al. �3� 5 12.5 4.33 45

Present results 2 6 1.60 320–380

Table 4 Critical Reynolds numbers for bifurcation determined
using numerical methods

Reference ER AR �h Recr

Alleborn et al. �16� 2 
 2 218
3 3 80
5 5 42.5

1000 1000 8.5

Battaglia et al. �17� 2 
 2 225–233
3 3 85–87
4 4 52–60
5 5 40–45

Battaglia et al. �17� 1.5 
 1.5 446
2 2 215
3 3 81
4 4 54
5 5 43
7 7 16

Drikakis et al. �19� 2 
 2 216
3 3 80
4 4 53
5 5 41
6 6 33
8 8 28

10 10 26

Durst et al. �15� 2 
 2 125–200

Fearn et al. �14� 3 
 3 80.9

Hawa and Rusak �18� 3 
 3 80.7

Kadja and Touzopoulos �25� 2 
 2 200

Kudela �21� 3 
 3 84–187

Luo �20� 3 
 3 92.4

Manica and de Bortoli �24� 3 
 3 80–100

Shapira et al. �12� 2 
 2 215
3 3 82.6

Schreck and Schäfer �22� 3 
 3 81
3 2 1.8 113
3 5 2.25 91

Present results 1.61 
 1.61 340–345
2 
 2 217
2 6 1.60 340–345
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recent paper by Chiang et al. �33� for three-dimensional compu-
tations performed for a single Reynolds number �Re=120 based
on the maximum velocity and upstream channel height� and for a
single expansion ratio, ER=3. The results of the computations
over a wide range of aspect ratios show that for AR�3.5 the flow
is symmetric, while for AR3.5 the flow past the sudden expan-
sion is asymmetric. If this critical AR value is taken along with
ER=3, then the current empirical relationship of Eq. �5� yields
Recr in the range of 97.3 to 240 with Recr=152.7 being the median
value. The value determined by Chiang et al. falls well within the
range estimated by the current empirical relationship.

Last, reviewing the trends shown in Fig. 10 more closely yields
a couple of interesting findings. First, we can conclude that when
the flow Reynolds number is less than that indicated by the lower
95% dashed-dot line, the flow past the double-sided expansion
will be, in most likelihood, symmetric, while flow Reynolds num-
bers higher than the upper 95% dashed-dot line will be, in most
likelihood, asymmetric. Second, as �h

−1→1, the critical Reynolds
number is observed to approach the range of Recr�2200–2300.
The parameter �h

−1=1 represents flow in a duct in the absence of
any expansion, and it is well known that the value of 2300 is the
traditionally accepted point of transition from laminar to turbulent
flow that occurs in pipes and ducts when the flow is fully devel-
oped �32�.

Conclusions
The flow past a symmetric double-sided sudden expansion in a

rectangular duct was investigated for Reynolds numbers in the
range of 150 to 600. The small aspect ratio of the expanding
geometry introduced effects of side-wall proximity that tend to
increase the three-dimensionality of the expanding flow. In the
past, the effects of expansion and aspect ratio have been qualita-
tively reported in the literature, mostly as a means to compare
experimental and numerical work. In the present paper, the expan-
sion and aspect ratios were used to form an effective expansion
ratio which is equal to the ratio of the hydraulic diameters be-
tween the upstream and downstream channel sections. Compari-
sons for both two- and three-dimensional simulations with experi-
ments were presented to identify the importance of aspect ratio on
the stability of the flow.

It was shown that two-dimensional numerical simulations fail
to capture the effect of the expansion when the geometry is de-
fined by expansion ratio only. However, when the effective expan-

Fig. 9 Critical Reynolds number variation comparison for ex-
perimental data reporting influence of aspect ratio: Versus ex-
pansion ratio „top… and versus hydraulic diameter ratio
„bottom…

Fig. 10 Critical Reynolds number as a function of the hydrau-
lic diameter ratio for the double-sided planar expansion

Fig. 8 Aspect ratio influence on the effective expansion ratio
for the double-sided planar expansion: Symbols denote experi-
mental and 3D numerical investigations involving finite ER and
AR parameters
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sion ratio is used to model the geometry for a two-dimensional
simulation, the geometric and hydrodynamic effects are identical
to three-dimensional numerical simulations and experiments. The
phenomenon of a symmetry-breaking bifurcation was presented
for both experiments and three-dimensional calculations, which
agreed well. The critical Reynolds number which marks the bifur-
cation transition was compared to values reported in the literature.
Of particular importance was the analysis that demonstrated a
linear trend between the logarithm of the critical Reynolds num-
ber versus the reciprocal of the effective expansion ratio. Overall,
this paper demonstrates that proper specification of geometric pa-
rameters will capture the bifurcation dynamics of all symmetric
double-sided planar expansions.
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Identification of Transition to
Turbulence in a Highly
Accelerated Start-Up Pipe Flow
The transition from a laminar to a turbulent flow in highly accelerated start-up pipe flows
is described. In these flows, turbulence springs up simultaneously over the entire length
of the pipe near the wall. The unsteady boundary layer in the pipe was analyzed theo-
retically with the Laplace transformation method and the asymptotic method for small
values of time. From the experimental results available, relationships between the flow
parameters and the transition time were derived. These relationships are characterized
by the analytical forms. A physical explanation for the regularities in the turbulence
spring-up time is proposed. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2201640�

1 Introduction
An abrupt transition from the laminar to the turbulent flow in

pipes is common for start-up flows at high acceleration. This tran-
sition process is distinguished by a regularity upon repetitive ex-
periments. In addition, the transition to turbulence is delayed up to
the supercritical Reynolds number. In some dynamic systems, the
delay in the transition can be important for the dynamic control of
a pipe flow. The study of start-up pipe flows will also provide
information that can lead to a better understanding of the mecha-
nism of spring-up turbulence in other types of flows.

The unsteady pipe flows fall into two groups: the periodic pul-
sating flows and the nonperiodic transient flows. Pulsating flows
have received a marked attention because of their practical impor-
tance, whereas studies concerning transient pipe flows have been
relatively rarely reported.

Accelerating flows are one of the types of frequently occurring
nonperiodic transient flows. Leutheusser and Lam �1� and Koppel
and Liiv �2� showed experimentally that the transition to turbu-
lence in accelerating pipe flows is delayed. Maruyama et al. �3�
studied the transition to turbulence in pipe flows, started impul-
sively with the supercritical Reynolds number. The authors show
that a turbulent-laminar interface propagates downstream by en-
tering the region where the laminar boundary layer is developing
in time. Ainola et al. �4� analyzed the start-up flow in the pipe and
reported experimental results on the transition from a laminar to a
turbulent flow at a relatively high acceleration. The critical thick-
ness of the dynamical boundary layer was used to characterize the
transition moment. Kurakawa and Tanagi �5� have established that
two types of flow transitions from laminar to turbulent exist in an
accelerated flow. In the case of a relatively high acceleration flow,
transition to turbulence takes place simultaneously over the entire
length of the pipe. On the contrary, at a relatively low acceleration
flow, transition occurs near the pipe inlet and forms a transition
surface propagating downstream at a velocity higher than the
mean flow velocity. The same problem was reported by Moss �6�,
based on the experiments carried out in a vertical tube. Lefebre
and White �7� conducted an experimental study on the transition
to turbulence in pipe flows started from rest at constant accelera-
tions. Their experimental facility was equipped with advanced in-
strumentation, including six hot-film sensors, vibration and noise
isolators, and flow straightening. Thirty-seven runs were made in
a 50 mm dia and 30 m pipe at mean-flow accelerations varying
from 1.85 m/s2 to 11.8 m/s2. In order to describe the transition

moment to turbulence, several different parameters were used.
Moss and da Silva �8� focused on the evolution of the unstable
region in the impulsively started pipe entrance flows. They de-
fined a dimensionless wall shear parameter and adopted a quasi-
steady approach to establish the neutral stability curve. Das and
Arakeri �9� and Greenblatt and Moss �10� have studied the stabil-
ity and transition to the turbulence of wall-bounded unsteady ve-
locity profiles with a reverse flow. In �9�, the pipe flows were
accelerated from rest with a simple trapezoidal piston motion
maintained at a constant velocity, with a subsequent deceleration
to rest. In �10�, a similar technique for inducing a rapid transition
to turbulence was employed, but the flow in the pipe was decel-
erated to a nonzero Re value. In these experiments, the decelera-
tion generates an inflectional velocity profile with a subsequent
transition to turbulence. A detailed investigation of a ram-type
transient turbulent flow in the pipe, with flow rates linearly in-
creasing or decreasing, was carried out by He and Jackson �11�.
Three different delays in responses of the turbulent field to the
imposed excursions of the flow rate were identified. The first re-
sponse of turbulence was found to occur near the wall, at which
the axial component of turbulence responds earlier than the other
two components and builds up faster. Ghidaoui and Kolyshkin
�12� have described the stability of unsteady axisymmetrical lami-
nar flow in a pipe subjected to a rapid deceleration and accelera-
tion. The base flow solutions for an unsteady one-dimensional
laminar flow were derived by the method of matched asymptotic
expansions. The linear stability of the base flow solutions to a
three-dimensional perturbation was investigated and the results
were used to reinterpret the experimental results of �9�.

In this paper, the experimental results available on the transition
to turbulence in start-up flows at high acceleration in a pipe are
presented in the analytical form. At high acceleration, turbulence
springs up simultaneously over the entire length of the pipe, near
the wall, henceforth spreading to the center. Therefore, the un-
steady boundary layer in an infinite pipe was studied theoretically
at small values of time. The potential dimensionless transition
parameters are defined, and their interrelationship explained. The
experimental results of �4� are used to determine the transition
curve. An analytical expression for this curve with a physical
explanation for its form is proposed.

2 Unsteady Boundary Layer for Small Time
We consider the flow of the incompressible Newtonian fluid in

an infinite circular pipe, which is governed by the equations
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The initial and boundary conditions for the problem of the
start-up flow of a fluid initially at rest are

u��,0� = 0 �3�

and
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Applying the Laplace transformation to the governing equation
�1� with the initial condition �3�, we obtain
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Accordingly, boundary conditions �4� take the form
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The solution of Eqs. �5� and �6� becomes
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Here I0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order
zero.

2.1 Impulsively Started Flow. First, let us consider the im-
pulsively started flow. Although we cannot realize this motion
using the pressure gradient �P /�z, it allows us to simplify the
mathematical formulation of the boundary layer theory.

Thus, let a= I���, where I��� is the unit impulse function �Dirac
� function�. Then ā=1 and Eq. �7� takes the form of

ūI��,s� = K̄��,s� �9�
Now, if we use the theorem of residues, from Eqs. �8� and �9�

we obtain the velocity in the time domain as a sum

uI��,�� = 2

k=1

�
J0��k��
�kJ1��k�

e−�k
2� �10�

Here J0 and J1 are Bessel functions of order zero and one,
respectively, and �k is zeros of function J0���.

Let us consider the flow in a pipe immediately after the start of
motion at small values of time �. For these values of time, it is
difficult to analyze the velocities with Eq. �10�. The asymptotic
expansion for s→� of the Laplacean solution ū gives us a small
time limit �→0 for u. Therefore, let us proceed here from the
asymptotic expansions of Bessel functions for s→�.

The modified Bessel function for large values of s can be ex-
pressed as

In�s� =
es

�2�s
�1 −

4n2 − 1

8s
+

�4n2 − 1��4n2 − 9�
2 ! �8s�2 − ¯ 	 �11�

From Eqs. �8�, �9�, and �11� we obtain

ūI��,s� =
1

s�1 −
e−�s�1−��

��
�1 +

1 − �

8�

1
�s

+
9�1 − �2� − 2��1 − ��

128�2

1

s

+ ¯ 	� �12�

Here we assume that 0	�	1.
The inverse Laplace transformation for Eq. �12� can be written

as

uI��,�� = 1 −
1

��
�1 −

�1 − ��2

8�
erfc 
 −

1 − �

4�3/2� �

�
e−
2

+ ¯ 	
�13�

where erfc 
 is the complimentary error function and


 =
1 − �

2��
�14�

For �=0 at small values of �, we have, respectively,

ūI�0,s� =
I0��s� − 1

sI0��s�
�15�

ūI�0,s� =
1

s
−

�2�

s3/4 e−�s + ¯ �16�

and

uI�0,�� = 1 −
�2

��1/4�
0

�
e−�1/4���

��2�� − ���3d�� + ¯ �17�

From Eq. �17� it follows that at the beginning of an impulsively
started flow, the velocity is not constant even at the center of the
pipe.

We define the distance from the wall of the pipe as

� = 1 − � �18�

and assume that

uI��,�� = uI���,�� �19�

Using Eqs. �18� and �19�, Eq. �13� takes the form

uI���,�� = 1 −
1

�1 − �
�1 −

�2

8�1 − ��
erfc 
� −

�

4�1 − ��3/2� �

�
e−
�2

+ ¯ 	 �20�

where


� =
�

2��
�21�

Commonly, the thickness of the boundary layer on a flat plate is
defined as the distance from the wall where the velocity differs by
a predefined percent from the external velocity. To define the
thickness of the boundary layer in the pipe, we proceed here from
the velocity of an ideal fluid flow, which is equal to one. As a
predefinition we use the 1% difference of velocities and determine
the thickness of the boundary layer �I from the condition
uI��I ,��=0.99.

Now, in the first approximation from Eq. �20� we obtain for the
thickness of the boundary layer equation

erfc 
I +
1

4
�I�2 erfc 
I +� �

�
e−
I

2� = 0.01 �22�

where
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I =
�I

2��
�23�

If we preserve only the first term in the left part of Eq. �22�, then
we have

�I � 3.64�� �24�
This result coincides with the thickness of the boundary of the

Rayleigh’s problem where the impulsive flow is considered over
an infinitely flat plate �13�.

2.2 Heaviside Pressure Gradient. Now let us consider the
start-up flow caused by the applied constant pressure gradient in
time. From Eqs. �7� and �9�, it follows that the velocity of the flow
for an arbitrary function a��� can be expressed as

u���,�� =
0

�

a�� − ���uI���,���d�� �25�

Let a���=H���, where H��� is the Heaviside function. Substi-
tuting Eq. �20� into Eq. �25�, we obtain

uH� ��,�� = ��1 −
1

�1 − �
��1 + 2
�2�erfc 
� −

2
��


�e−
�2
+ ¯ 	�

�26�
Respectively, for the constant pressure gradient, the thickness

of the boundary layer �H is determined by the equation

�1 + 2
H
2 �erfc 
H −

2
��


He−
H
2

= 0.01�1 − �H �27�

where


H =
�H

2��
�28�

The variation of the thickness of the boundary layer �H versus
time � obtained from Eq. �27� is shown in Fig. 1.

From Eq. �27�, it follows that in the time interval 0��
�0.0018 within 1% accuracy we can take

�H � 2.90�� �29�

3 Mean and Friction Velocities for Small Time
Averaging Eq. �1� over the cross section of a circular pipe with

the aid of the operator, we obtain

�U

��
− 20 − a = 0 �30�

where

U = 2
0

1

u�d�, 0 = − � �u

��
�

�=1

�31�

For an impulsively started flow, the Laplace transformation of
Eq. �30� takes the form

sŪI + 2̄0I − 1 = 0 �32�
From Eqs. �8�, �9�, and �32�, we have

ŪI�s� =
I2��s�

sI0��s�
�33�

Using the asymptotic expansion for s→� in Eq. �33� for small
values of �, i.e., Eq. �11�, we obtain

ŪI�s� =
1

s
−

2

s3/2 +
1

s2 + ¯ �34�

Respectively, the mean velocity at the beginning of motion can be
written as

UI��� = 1 −
4

�
�� + � + ¯ �35�

Now, from Eqs. �30� and �35� it follows that

0I��� =
1

2�I��� −
2

���
− 1 + ¯ 	 �36�

For an arbitrary a���, the mean velocity can be expressed as

Fig. 1 Development of the thickness of the boundary layer in start-up flows at the constant pressure gradients
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U��� =
0

�

a�� − ���UI���d�� �37�

Therefore, for a���=�H��� from Eqs. �35� and �37� it follows that

UH��� = ��� −
8

3�
�3/2 +

1

2
�2 + ¯ � �38�

Respectively, we obtain

0H��� = �� 2

�
�� −

1

2
� + ¯ � �39�

The dimensionless friction velocity at the pipe wall is defined as

uf =��0

�

R

�
�40�

or in a dimensionless form

uf = �0 �41�

Here �0 is the shear stress at the wall.
Now for �	1 from Eqs. �39� and �41�, we obtain

ufH��� =� 2

�
����1/4 −

�

8
�3/4 + ¯ � �42�

4 Experimental Results
In �4�, Ainola et al. report the results of experiments conducted

to determine the transition from a laminar to a turbulent flow in
the start-up flow with a constant pressure gradient in time. The
layout of the experimental facility is shown in Fig. 2 �2�.

An unsteady flow was produced by a quick-opening valve in
the 61 mm dia test section of a 19.35 m long pipe. The transition
to turbulence was monitored by the hot-film shear stress sensor
�DISA 55A91�. The probes were flush mounted, while the film of
the probe extended up to the flow at a depth of 0.09 mm.

Table 1 shows the experimental results for the spring-up turbu-
lence of 32 runs with different pressure gradients. Figure 3 shows
the data of Table 1 in the logarithmic coordinates. Based on Fig. 3,
almost linear dependence between log �* and log � can be con-
cluded.

Using the least-squares fitting to the data in Table 1 for the
determination of the respective function, we obtain

log �* = 1.80 − 0.62 log � . �43�
For the time of the spring-up turbulence in a pipe from Eq. �43�,

we have

�* = 63.1�−0.620 �44�
A qualitatively similar result was obtained by Lefebre and

White �7�. Their conclusion in our notations can be written as

�* = 404�−0.666 �45�

We can see that the exponents of � in Eqs. �44� and �45� are
close, but the coefficients are essentially different. Evidently, this
is induced by different experimental conditions, since in the ex-
periments of Lefebre and White �7� most obvious side effects
were eliminated.

To characterize the condition of the transition to turbulence in
other parameters, �H, UH, and ufH, Eqs. �29�, �38�, and �42� can be
used. Substituting Eq. �44� into these equations in the first ap-
proximation, we obtain

log �H* = 1.42 − 0.310 log �

log UH* = 1.80 + 0.380 log �

Fig. 2 Layout of the experimental hydraulic system: 1–pump, 2–upper pressure
tank „0.85 m3

…, 3–cross sections for pressure measurements, 4–lower open tank
„0.70 m3

…, 5–quick-opening valve, 6–electromagnetic flowmeter, 7–cross section
for wall shear stress measurements, and 8–cooling system

Table 1 Experimental results from †4‡

Experiment ��10−8 �*�103 log � log �*

1 3.43 0.356 8.535 −3.446
2 2.86 0.374 8.456 −3.427
3 2.87 0.376 8.458 −3.425
4 2.86 0.377 8.456 −3.424
5 2.64 0.392 8.422 −3.407
6 2.54 0.398 8.405 −3.400
7 2.32 0.415 8.365 −3.382
8 2.32 0.416 8.365 −3.381
9 2.32 0.420 8.365 −3.377
10 2.04 0.447 8.310 −3.350
11 1.98 0.464 8.290 −3.333
12 1.75 0.487 8.243 −3.312
13 1.72 0.491 8.236 −3.309
14 1.75 0.500 8.243 −3.301
15 1.43 0.535 8.155 −3.272
16 1.43 0.541 8.155 −3.267
17 1.20 0.610 8.079 −3.215
18 0.874 0.713 7.942 −3.147
19 0.872 0.717 7.941 −3.144
20 0.788 0.800 7.897 −3.097
21 0.643 0.922 7.808 −3.035
22 0.587 0.929 7.769 −3.032
23 0.587 0.935 7.769 −3.029
24 0.601 0.936 7.779 −3.029
25 0.585 0.936 7.767 −3.029
26 0.457 1.134 7.660 −2.945
27 0.457 1.144 7.660 −2.942
28 0.444 1.200 7.647 −2.921
29 0.414 1.249 7.617 −2.903
30 0.301 1.558 7.479 −2.807
31 0.271 1.749 7.433 −2.757
32 0.271 1.546 7.433 −2.811
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log ufH* = 0.35 + 0.354 log � �46�

The functions log UH• and log ufH• are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
In start-up pipe flows, all the dimensionless parameters �*, �H*,
UH*, and ufH* as the functions of acceleration � are equivalent to
the description of the transition moment.

5 Discussion
In Eq. �30� at an early stage of an unsteady flow, the magnitude

of the pressure gradient force a and the inertia force �U /�� are
both much larger than the shear stress force 20, being approxi-
mately equal. Further on, the contribution of the shear force be-
comes more significant. The buildup of the shear force starts in
the wall region and extends toward the center. At the beginning of
the imposed pressure gradient, the shear force is confined to a
very thin layer of the fluid near the wall and the velocity of the
fluid in the core region responds to the pressure gradient almost as
in a slug flow. Therefore, steep velocity gradients are generated in
the wall region. The important feature of the transient flow is that

the turbulence springs up in very close proximity to the wall.
Thereafter, the turbulence, originating from the wall region,
propagates into the core region of the pipe.

It is suggested that at the start, the turbulence propagation to-
ward the center of the pipe is associated with the turbulent diffu-
sion and the turbulence propagates with the friction velocity �11�.
Let us assume that the region for the turbulent diffusion is the
boundary layer and the time of turbulence spring-up determined in
the experiments is equal to the time of the dissipation through the
unsteady boundary layer.

The friction velocity is associated with the moment �0 of tur-
bulence spring-up near the wall of the pipe. As time proceeds, the
turbulence at the wall is generated all the time. This turbulence
has the friction velocity, which controls its spring-up time. Let the
turbulence, which is generated at the time �0, pass through the
boundary layer � at the time �*. Then,

���*� = uf��0���* − �0� �47�
Substituting Eqs. �29� and �42� into Eq. �47�, we have

Fig. 3 Variation of the dimensionless transition time versus the dimensionless
pressure gradient in a start-up flow at high acceleration

Fig. 4 Regions of laminar and turbulent flows in a highly accelerated start-up flow in the plane of
the dimensionless mean velocity and the pressure gradient
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2.90��* =� 2

�
���4 �0��* − �0� �48�

Using Eq. �48�, we can consider the time �* as the function of
the time �0

��* =
m

�4 �0

+� m2

��0

+ �0 �49�

Here,

m =
2.90��

2�2��
�50�

Let us now determine the time �0 from a condition at which the
time �* has the minimal value, i.e.,

d��*

d�0
= 0 �51�

From Eqs. �49� and �51�, we obtain

m2�−3/2�1 +
1

m2�0
−3/2 + m2�0

−3/2 − 2 = 0 �52�

or

�0 = � 4
5�−2/3m4/3 �53�

Substituting Eq. �53� into Eq. �49�, we obtain for the minimal
value of the time �*

�*min = �� 4
5�1/6 + �� 4

5�1/3 + � 4
5�−2/3�2

m4/3 �54�

From Eqs. �50� and �54�, we have

�*min = 12.9�−2/3 �55�
Comparing Eqs. �44� and �45� with Eq. �55�, we can see that

their structures are quite similar and the exponents of � are very
close. Consequently, the interdependence between the transition
time and the flow acceleration can result from the different time
interval of the turbulent dissipation through the unsteady bound-
ary layer.

6 Conclusions
In a highly accelerated start-up pipe flow, the transition from a

laminar to a turbulent flow occurs first in the unsteady boundary
layer near the wall. The unsteady boundary layer was analyzed
with the Laplace transformation method using the small-time
asymptotic approximation. The dimensionless time, the pressure
gradient, the mean, and friction velocities were defined and their
interrelationship for small time determined. Available experimen-
tal results were used to derive the variations of these parameters at
the transition time versus the pressure gradient. From experimen-
tal results, it follows that the logarithms of the time of transition,
the mean, and friction velocities are the linear functions of the
logarithm of the pressure gradient. It was shown that the similar
linear functions can be obtained, theoretically, based on the turbu-
lence spreading through the unsteady boundary layer at the fric-
tion velocity. The different time interval, which allows for the
turbulence to dissipate through the unsteady boundary layer, de-
termines the differences in the delay in the transition time
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Nomenclature
a � dimensionless pressure gradient

erfc � complementary error function
H � Heaviside function
I � unit impulse function

In � modified Bessel function of the first kind of
order n

Jn � Bessel function of order n
p � fluid pressure
r � axial coordinate
R � pipe radius
s � Laplace parameter
t � time

T0 � reference value of time
u � dimensionless velocity

uf � dimensionless shear velocity

Fig. 5 Regions of laminar and turbulent flows in a highly accelerated start-up flow in the plane of
the dimensionless friction velocity and the pressure gradient
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U � dimensionless mean velocity
U0 � reference value of velocity
V � velocity vector
z � axial coordinate

�k � zeros of J0���
� � boundary layer thickness
� � dimensionless radial coordinate

0 � dimensionless wall shear stress
� � kinematic viscosity
� � fluid density
� � dimensionless time

Subscripts
I � values for the impulse-accelerated flow

H � values for the constant-accelerated flow
* � values at the moment of transition
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Optimal Yaw Regulation and
Trajectory Control of Biorobotic
AUV Using Mechanical Fins
Based on CFD Parametrization1

This paper treats the question of control of a biorobotic autonomous undersea vehicle
(BAUV) in the yaw plane using a biomimetic mechanism resembling the pectoral fins of
fish. These fins are assumed to undergo a combined sway-yaw motion and the bias angle
is treated as a control input, which is varied in time to accomplish the maneuver in the
yaw-plane. The forces and moments produced by the flapping foil are parametrized using
computational fluid dynamics. A finite-difference-based, Cartesian grid immersed bound-
ary solver is used to simulate flow past the flapping foils. The periodic forces and mo-
ments are expanded as a Fourier series and a discrete-time model of the BAUV is
developed for the purpose of control. An optimal control system for the set point control
of the yaw angle and an inverse control law for the tracking of time-varying yaw angle
trajectories are designed. Simulation results show that in the closed-loop system, the yaw
angle follows commanded sinusoidal trajectories and the segments of the intersample
yaw trajectory remain close to the discrete-time reference trajectory. It is also found that
the fins suitably located near the center of mass of the vehicle provide better
maneuverability. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2201634�

Keywords: biorobotic AUV, yaw-plane control, CFD, pectoral fins

1 Introduction
Aquatic animals present a wide diversity of maneuvering be-

haviors and hydrodynamic mechanisms for their locomotion. Fish
use a variety of fins �dorsal, caudal, pectoral, pelvic fins, etc.� for
maneuvering and propulsion �1,2�. Biological studies is motivat-
ing researchers to design biorobotic autonomous underwater ve-
hicles �BAUVs� actuated by oscillating fins for naval applications
�3,4�. Readers may refer to a special issue of IEEE Journal of
Oceanic Engineering on biologically inspired science and tech-
nology for autonomous underwater vehicles �AUVs� for excellent
review articles and related research �5–9�.

Detailed studies have been conducted on fish morphology
�4,5,10–13� and locomotion based on which mechanical fins have
been designed. Extensive work has been conducted on the mea-
surement of the forces and moments produced by the oscillating
fins in various laboratory experiments �10–12,14,15�. Fin move-
ments, such as lead-lag, feathering, and flapping, are identified as
the basic oscillating patterns responsible for producing large lift,
side force, and thrust, which can be used for the control and pro-
pulsion of BAUVs �12,15–17�. Forces and moments associated
with the fin movements have also been extracted from computa-
tional fluid dynamic �CFD� simulations �18–29�, where a number
of different fin movement patterns have been considered.

Considerable research has been done for controlling AUVs us-
ing traditional control surfaces �31�. A sliding mode control sys-
tem has been designed for the dive plane control of BAUVs by
continuous cambering of dorsal fins �11�. However for fishlike
maneuvering, control system design using oscillating fins is essen-
tial. Experimental results and CFD simulations of oscillating pec-
toral fins indicate that these fins produce periodic forces and mo-

ments, and the oscillating parameters �the amplitude of oscillation,
frequency, bias angle, phase angle, etc.� can be used as control
variables for maneuvering BAUVs �12–14�. Recently, control of
AUVs using pectoral fins have been attempted �15–17�.

An inverse controller has been designed to maneuver BAUVs
in the dive plane using pectoral fins �32�. Although, the character-
ization of forces and moments generated by oscillating fins, when
the chosen control inputs �oscillation parameters� vary in a con-
tinuous manner, is important; it seems from literature that this
kind of research remains yet to be done. For simplicity, usually
numerical simulations using CFD are obtained for a set of fixed
oscillation parameters. Thus, for a meaningful utilization of the
data obtained using CFD for modeling the forces and moments of
the oscillating fins for the purpose of control, it is apparent that
the control input �the oscillation parameters� should be changed at
discrete intervals only after the completion of a few cycles of the
fin motion. Such an attempt to parametrize the forces and mo-
ments of a plunging and pitching foil for the dive-plane control of
an AUV by switching the bias angle at discrete intervals has been
done in �32�. Two-dimensional foil and low Reynolds number
flow conditions were chosen for the CFD simulations. The control
system designed in �32� is only applicable for the control in the
dive plane. Thus, it is of interest to explore the applicability of the
pectoral fin control system in the yaw-plane as well. Moreover,
the development of parametrizations of the fin forces and mo-
ments using new CFD algorithms is certainly desirable for the
precision in control.

The contribution of the current paper lies in the parametrization
of forces and moments of oscillating pectoral-like fins using CFD;
and the design of an optimal control system for the regulation of
the yaw angle and an inverse control system for the time-varying
yaw trajectory tracking of the AUV. The mechanical foils are as-
sumed to undergo a combined yaw-sway mode of oscillation with
the bias angle of the foil as the key control parameter, which is
altered at discrete intervals for maneuvering the AUV. For the
computation of the fin force and moment, a finite-difference-
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based, Cartesian grid immersed boundary solver for simulating
the flow past the flapping foils is used. Three-dimensional foils
with finite aspect ratio as well as high Reynolds number flow
conditions are chosen in the CFD studies. This makes the simula-
tions more realistic. Moreover, large eddy simulations �LES� are
also implemented in current simulations to resolve the turbulence
structures. The periodic force and moment obtained using CFD
are represented by Fourier series, and a discrete-time AUV model
is constructed for the design of two control systems. First, an
optimal control law is designed for the control of the yaw �head-
ing� angle by minimizing an appropriate quadratic performance
index. The choice of performance criterion gives flexibility in
shaping the transient responses. This is followed by the design of
an inverse control system for the trajectory control of the yaw
angle. It is seen that the number of unstable zeros of the transfer
function of the AUV is a function of the position of the pectoral
fins on the AUV and the sampling rate. Since the AUV model
considered is nonminimum phase, an approximate discrete-time
system is obtained by eliminating the unstable zeros from the
pulse transfer function of the BAUV. Then an inverse control law
is derived for the trajectory tracking based on the approximate
minimum phase representation of the transfer function. Simulation
results are obtained for the optimal control of the yaw angle and
for the tracking of sinusoidal reference yaw angle trajectories us-
ing the inverse controller.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes
the mathematical model of the BAUV. The CFD-based parametri-
zation and discrete-time representation are obtained in Sec. 3.
Sections 4 and 5 present the optimal control law derivation and
the inverse controller design, respectively. The simulation results
and conclusion are provided in Secs. 6 and 7, respectively.

2 Yaw-Plane Dynamics
Let the vehicle be moving in the yaw plane �XI−YI plane�

where OIXIYI is an inertial coordinate system. OBXBYB is a body-
fixed coordinate system, XB is in the forward direction, and YB
points to the right. In the moving coordinate frame OBXBYB fixed
at the vehicle’s geometric center, the dynamics for neutrally buoy-
ant vehicle in the yaw plane are given by �33�

m�v̇ + Ur + XGṙ − YGr2� = Yṙṙ + �Y v̇v̇ + YrUr� + YvUv + Fy

Izṙ + m�XGv̇ + XGUr + YGvr� = Nṙṙ + �Nv̇v̇ + NrUr� + NvUv + My

�̇ = r �1�

where � is the heading angle, r= �̇ is the yaw rate, v is the lateral
velocity, xGB=xG−xB, YGB=YG−YB=0, l=body length, �
=density, m is the mass of the AUV, and Iz is the moment of
inertia. Y v̇, Nṙ, Yṙ, etc., are the hydrodynamic coefficients. Fy and
My denote the net lateral �sway� force and yawing moment acting
on the vehicle due to the pectoral fins. Here, ��XB ,YB�=0� and
�XG ,YG� denote the coordinates of the center of buoyancy and
center of gravity �cg�, respectively. Although, the design approach
considered in this paper can be used for speed control, here for
simplicity, it is assumed that the forward velocity is held steady
�u=U� by a control mechanism and only lateral maneuvers are
considered. In this study, only small maneuvers of the vehicle are
considered. As such linearizing the equations of motion about v
=0, r=0, �=0, one obtains

� m − Y v̇ mXG − Yṙ 0

mXG − Nv̇ Iz − Nṙ 0

0 0 1
�� v̇

ṙ

�̇
� = �YvU YrU − mU 0

NvU NrU − mXGU 0

0 1 0
��v

r

�
�

+ �Fy

My

0
� �2�

Defining the state vector x= �v ,r ,��T�R3, solving Eq. �2�, one
obtains a state variable representation of the form

ẋ = Ax + Bv� Fy

My
�

�3�
y = �0,0,1�x

for appropriate matrices A�R3�3 and Bv�R3�2, where y �head-
ing angle� is the controlled output variable.

We are interested in developing �i� an optimal control system
for the heading angle regulation to given set points and �ii� an
inverse controller for tracking time-varying reference trajectories,
yr�t�.

3 Parametrization Based on CFD and Discrete State
Variable Representation

It is assumed that the BAUV model has one pair of pectoral fins
that are arranged symmetrically around the body of the AUV.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of a typical AUV. Each fin is assumed
to undergo a combined sway-yaw motion described as follows:

s�t� = s1 sin�� ft�
�4�

��t� = � + �1 sin�� ft + �1�

where s and � correspond to the sway and yaw angle of the os-
cillating fin, respectively. The swaying is assumed to occur about
the center-chord location. Furthermore, wf, s1, and �1 are the fre-
quency and amplitudes of oscillations, � is yaw bias angle, and �1
is the phase difference between the yawing and swaying motions.

As a result of this flapping motion, each fin experiences a time-
varying hydrodynamic force that can be resolved into a sway
force component fy and yawing moment my. The pectoral fin can
be suitably attached to the vehicle to produce rolling and yawing
moments on the BAUV, which affect its dynamics. However,
since yaw-plane dynamics and maneuvering is assumed to be af-
fected by the sway force and yawing moment only, we limit our
discussion to these components.

Fig. 1 Model of the underwater vehicle with the pectoral fins
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Since fy�t� and my�t� produced by each fin are periodic func-
tions, they can be represented by the Fourier series

fy = 	
n=0

N

�fn
s sin�nwft� + fn

c cos�nwft��

�5�

my = 	
n=0

N

�mn
s sin�nwft� + mn

c cos�nwft��

where it is assumed that the fins produce dominant N harmoni-
cally related components and the harmonics of higher frequencies
are negligible. The Fourier coefficients fn

a and mn
a, a� 
s ,c�, cap-

ture the characteristics of the time-varying signals fy�t� and my�t�.
Parametrization of these coefficients is therefore needed in order
to complete the equations that govern the motion of the BAUV in
the yaw plane.

3.1 CFD Based Parametrization. A finite-difference-based,
Cartesian grid immersed boundary solver �22� has been used to
simulate the flow past flapping foils in the current study. The key
feature of this method is that simulations with complex moving
bodies can be carried out on stationary nonbody conformal Car-
tesian grids, and this eliminates the need for complicated remesh-
ing algorithms that are usually employed with conventional La-
grangian body-conformal methods. The Eulerian form of the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations is discretized on a Carte-
sian mesh and boundary conditions on the immersed boundary are
imposed through a “ghost-cell” procedure �19�. The method em-
ploys a second-order center-difference scheme in space and a
second-order accurate fractional-step method for time advance-
ment. The code employs the large-eddy simulation �LES� ap-
proach in order to account for the effect of the small subgrid flow
scales on the large resolved scales. A Lagrangian dynamic model
�27� is used to estimate the subgrid-scale eddy viscosity. The de-
tails of the numerical method and validation of the code can be
found in �28�.

Thin ellipsoidal foils are employed in the current study. The
geometry of the foil is defined by its three major axes denoted by
ax, ay, and az, as shown in Fig. 2. The surface of the foil is
represented by a fine, unstructured mesh with triangular elements.
Note that the foil is oriented with the x-axis along the streamwise
direction and the z-axis along the spanwise direction. Further-
more, ax is also the chord of the foil, which in these simulations is
set equal to unity, and ay is the foil thickness. The ratio ay /ax and

az /ax in the current study is equal to 0.12 and 2.0, respectively. In
addition to these foil geometric parameters, the following are the
other key nondimensional parameters in the current study: Rey-
nolds number Re=U�ax /�; normalized sway amplitude s1 /ax,
yaw-bias angle �, yaw amplitude �1, phase advance of yawing
over swaying �1, and Strouhal number based on the wake thick-
ness St=s1� f /U�	. In the current simulations, Reynolds number,
s1 /ax, �1, �1, and St are fixed at value equal to 1000, 0.5, 30 deg,
90 deg, and 0.6, respectively. The yaw-bias angle, � which is the
main control parameter, is varied from 0 deg to 20 deg. A nonuni-
form 177�129�105 Cartesian mesh is employed in the simula-
tions where the grid is clustered in the region around the flapping
foil and in the foil wake. The size of computational domain as
well as the number of grids have been chosen so as to ensure the
simulation accuracy.

In the current study, the sway force coefficient and moment
coefficient are defined as

CY =
fy

1
2�U�

2 Aplan

�6�

CM =
my

1
2�U�

2 Aplanax

where fy and my are the sway force and yawing moment, respec-
tively, and Aplan is the projected area of the foil which is equal to

Fig. 3 Side view of wake structures for flow past the flapping
foil with two yaw-bias angles: „a… bias angle 0 deg and „b… bias
angle 20 deg

Fig. 2 A thin ellipsoidal foil defined in terms of a surface mesh
with triangular elements
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�	 /4�axaz for the ellipsoidal foils. Forces and moments are calcu-
lated by directly integrating the computed pressure and shear
stress on the foil surface.

The side views of wake topologies of a yawing-swaying flap-
ping foil with different yaw bias angles, �=0 deg and 20 deg, are
shown in Fig. 3. The isosurfaces of the eigenvalue imaginary part
of the velocity gradient tensor of the flow are plotted in order to
clearly show the vortex topology �30�. The key feature observed
in Fig. 3�a� is the presence of two sets of interconnected vortex
loops that slowly convert into vortex rings as they convect down-
stream in the case of �=0 deg. The jets formed by these two set
of rings contribute equally to the thrust production of the flapping
foil, and zero mean sway force is expected. As seen in Fig. 3�b�,
when yaw-bias angle increases, one of those two sets of vortex
rings becomes weaker and the other one grows. This asymmetry is
associated with the production of a mean sway-force on the fin.
Figure 4 shows the time-averaged streamwise velocity contours
for both of these cases. For the �=0 deg foil, two oblique jets
with equal strength are observed. As yaw-bias angle increases, the
lower jet becomes stronger while the upper jet essentially disap-
pears. As a result of this, the sway force is modified significantly.
Table 1 shows the changes in the mean sway force coefficients

and the mean yawing moment coefficients for different bias
angles. It can be seen that small changes in the yaw-bias angle can
produce large changes in the mean sway force as well as the
yawing moment. This clearly suggests that the yaw-bias angle is
an effective control parameter for precise maneuvering.

We assume that the bias-angle �control input� � is varied at
discrete intervals and the remaining oscillation parameters are
kept constant. The current simulations �Table 1� indicates that the
sway force and yawing moment are nearly linear with yawing-
bias angle � over a large range of this parameter. Similar variation
in mean lateral force with bias angle has been noted in experi-
ments �13,14� and simulations of two-dimensional �2D� pitching-
heaving foils �29�.

Expanding the fin force and moment of each fin in a Taylor
series about �=0 gives

fy�t,�� = fy�t,0� +
�fy

��
�t,0�� + O��2�

�7�

my�t,�� = my�t,0� +
�my

��
�t,0�� + O��2�

where O��2� denotes higher-order terms. We assume here that for
a fixed ��R, fy�t+T0 ,��= fy�t ,�� and my�t+T0 ,��=my�t ,��, t

Table 1 CY and CM for different yaw-bias angles

Yaw-bias angle
�deg� CY CM

0 0.00 0.00
10 1.52 −0.14
20 2.74 −0.26

Fig. 4 Center-plane time-averaged streamwise velocity con-
tours for flow past the flapping foil with two yaw-bias angles.
Black lines are the streamwise velocity profiles: „a… bias angle
0 deg and „b… bias angle 20 deg

Fig. 5 Harmonic components of the force for two yaw-bias
angles: „a… bias angle 0 deg and „b… bias angle 20 deg
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0 �T0 denotes the fundamental period�. Then, the partial deriva-
tives of fy and my with respect to � are also periodic functions of
time. Using Eq. �7�, one can approximately express fy and my as

fy = 	
n=0

N

fn
s�0�sin nwft + fn

c�0�cos nwft

+ 	
n=0

N � �fn
s

��
�0�sin nwft +

�fn
c

��
�0�cos nwft��

�8�

my = 	
n=0

N

mn
s�0�sin nwft + mn

c�0�cos nwft

+ 	
n=0

N � �mn
s

��
�0�sin nwft +

�mn
c

��
�0�cos nwft��

where O��2� terms are ignored in the series expansion.
Thus, we get

fy�t� = �T�fa + �fb�

my�t� = �T�ma + �mb� �9�

� = �1 sin wft . . . sin Nwft cos Nwft�T

where fa , fb ,ma ,mb�R2N+1 and can be obtained from Eq. �8�.
Thus, in order to complete the equations that govern the motion

of the BAUV in the yaw plane, the Fourier components of the
force are needed. Figure 5 shows the dimensionless time variation
of computed mean sway force coefficient and its harmonic com-
ponents for yaw bias angles of 0 deg and 20 deg, respectively.
Note the even modes �n=2,4� for the zero bias angle have negli-
gible contribution to the fin force. It is also seen that fin force of
larger magnitude is obtained when the bias angle is increased.
Furthermore, the amplitudes of higher harmonics diminish as n
increases. Tables 2 and 3 show both the force and moment Fourier
coefficients for the yaw bias of 0 deg and 20 deg for different
harmonics �see Eq. �8��. It is seen from the tables that the Fourier
coefficients of the fourth harmonic are quite small compared to
the coefficients of the first harmonic. As such, even four harmonic
components are sufficient to capture most of the characteristics of
the time-varying signals fy�t� and my�t�.

3.2 Discrete Time State Variable Representation. The ve-
hicle has two attached fins; therefore, the net force and moment

are Fy =2fy and My =2�dcgf fy +my�, where dcgf is the moment arm
due to the fin location �positive forward�. Using Eq. �9�, the yaw-
plane dynamics Eq. �3� can be written as

ẋ = Ax + B��t�fc + B��t�fv� �10�

where B�fy ,my�T=Bv�Fy ,My�T, fc= �fa
T ,ma

T�T�R4N+2, and fv
= �fb

T ,mb
T�T�R4N+2 where

��t� = ��T�t� 0

0 �T�t� � �11�

For the purpose of control, the bias angle is changed at a discrete
interval of T*, where T* is an integer multiple of the period T0,
i.e., T*=n0T0, where n0 is a positive integer. This way one
switches the bias angle at an uniform rate of T* seconds at the end
of n0 cycles. For the derivation of the control law, the transients
introduced due to changes in the bias-angle are ignored. Since the
bias angle switches at discrete intervals, it will be convenient to
express the continuous-time system Eq. �10� as a discrete-time
system. The function ��t� now has piecewise constant values �k

for t� �kT* , �k+1�T*� ,k=0,1 ,2 . . . .
Discretizing the state equation �10�, one obtains a discrete-time

representation of the form

x��k + 1�T*� � Adx�kT*� + Bd�k + d �12�

where Ad=eAT*
, B0=�0

T*
eAsB��−s�ds, Bd=B0fv�R3, and d

=B0fc�R3.
The output variable ��� is

y�kT*� = �0 0 1�x�kT*� � Cdx�kT*� �13�

4 Optimal Yaw-Plane Control
In this section, the design of an optimal feedback yaw-plane

control law for the regulation of the yaw angle is considered. For
the precise yaw control, it is desirable to include a feedback term
in the control law that is proportional to the integral of the yaw
tracking error. For this purpose, a new state variable xs is intro-
duced that satisfies

xs��k + 1�T*� = �* − y�kT*� + xs�kT*� �14�

where �*, a constant, is the desired yaw angle and �*−y�kT*� is
the tracking error.

Defining the state vector xa= �xT ,xs�T�R4 and using Eqs. �12�
and �14�, the augmented system takes the form

xa��k + 1�T*� = � Ad 0

− Cd 1
�� x�kT*�

xs�kT*� � + �Bd

0
��k + � d

�* �
� Aaxa�kT*� + Ba�k + da �15�

where the constant matrices Aa, Ba, and da are defined in Eq. �15�.
The control of the system, Eq. �15� can be accomplished by

following the servomechanism design approach �34� in which da
is treated as a constant disturbance input. The design is completed
by computing a feedback control law of the form

��kT*� = − Kxa�kT*�,k = 0,1,2, . . . �16�

where K is a constant row vector such that the closed-loop matrix

Ac = �Aa − BaK�
is stable. It is well known that one can assign the eigenvalues of
Ac arbitrarily if �Aa ,Ba� is controllable �35,36�. For the discrete-
time system, this implies that one must choose K such that the
eigenvalues of Ac are strictly within the unit disk in the complex
plane.

In this study, an appropriate value of K is obtained by using the
linear quadratic optimal control theory �35�. For this, one chooses
a performance index of the form

Table 2 Table showing various components of force and mo-
ment coefficient for the �y=0 deg case

n fn
c fn

s mn
c mn

s

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1 −5.62 −5.16 0.90 1.11
2 0.08 −0.05 −0.01 0.00
3 −1.31 0.8 −0.17 0.00
4 0.09 −0.02 −0.01 0.01

Table 3 Table showing various components of force and mo-
ment coefficient for the �y=20 deg case

n fn
c fn

s mn
c mn

s

0 2.74 0.00 −0.26 0.00
1 −6.75 −4.98 0.75 0.65
2 −0.68 2.54 0.01 −0.14
3 −1.1 0.63 −0.13 0.04
4 0.15 0.14 −0.03 0.04
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Jo = 	
k=0

�

xa
T�kT*�Qxa�kT*� + �k

2 �17�

where Q is a positive definite symmetric matrix and 
0. The
weighting matrix Q associated with xa and the parameter  penal-
izing the level of the bias angle are chosen to provide a trade-off
between the convergence rate of the state variables to the equilib-
rium point and the bias angle magnitude.

The optimal control law is obtained by minimizing Jo for the
system

xa��k + 1�T*� = Aax�kT*� + Ba�k �18�

which is obtained from Eq. �15� by setting da=0. The feedback
matrix K is obtained by solving the discrete Riccati equation �35�

P = Q + Aa
TPAa − Aa

TPBa� + Ba
TPBa�Ba

TPAa �19�

and then setting the feedback matrix as

K = − � + Ba
TPBa�−1Ba

TPAa �20�
Using the feedback law Eq. �16�, the yaw angle can be regu-

lated to prescribed constant values �*, but the BAUV cannot fol-
low time-varying yaw angle trajectories. In Sec. �6�, an inverse
control law is derived for the tracking of time-varying trajectories.

5 Inverse Control System
The transfer function relating the output y�kT*� and the input �k

of Eq. �12� �assuming that d=0� is given by

ŷ�z�

�̂�z�
= G�z� = Cd�zI − Ad�−1Bd = kp

�z + 1��z + 2�
z3 + a2z2 + a1z + a0

�21�

where z denotes the Z-transform variable, i�i=1,2� are real or
complex numbers, and kp and ai�i=0,1 ,2� are real numbers. It is
assumed that the pectoral fins are attached between the cg and the
nose of the vehicle. For the AUV model under consideration, the
number of unstable zeros �i.e., the zeros outside the unit disk in
the complex plane� depend on the distance �dcgf� of the pectoral
fins from the cg, � f, and the sampling time T*. It has been found
that for the values of interest of the oscillation frequencies and the
attachment point �dcgf� of the fins, there exists a single unstable
zero �i.e., the transfer function is nonminimum phase�.

It is well known that the inverse control design can be accom-
plished only when the system is minimum phase �i.e., the zeros of
the transfer function are stable�. For this purpose, the original
transfer function is simplified by ignoring its unstable zero. Let us
assume that 1
1 and 2�1. For obtaining a minimum phase
approximate system, one removes the unstable zero of G�z� but
retains the zero frequency �dc� gain. Thus the approximate trans-
fer function Ga�z� obtained from Eq. �21� takes the form

Ga�z� = kp

�1 + 1��z + 2�
��z�

�22�

where ��z�=det�zI−Ad�.
We are interested in deriving a new controlled output variable

ya such that

ya�kT*� = Cax�kT*� �23�

ŷa�z�

�̂�z�
= Ga�z� = Ca�zIn − Ad�−1Bd �24�

where Ca is a new output matrix. Since the relative degree of
Ga�z� is 2, one has

CaBd = 0

CaAdBd � 0 �25�
Using the Leverrier algorithm, the approximate transfer function
Ga�z� can be expanded as �35�

Ga�z� = �−1�z���z + a2�CaAdBd + CaAd
2Bd� �26�

Comparing Eqs. �21� and �25�, one can easily show that

Ca�Bd AdBd Ad
2Bd + a2AdBd� = �0 Kp�1 + 1� Kp�1 + 1�2�

�27�
Solving Eq. �27�, one obtains the modified output matrix.

For the modified system, one has

x��k + 1�T*� = Adx�kT*� + Bd�k + d
�28�

ya�kT*� = Cax�kT*�

Suppose a reference trajectory yr�kT*� is given that is to be
tracked by ya�kT*�. Using Eq. �28�, one has that

ya��k + 1�T*� = CaAdx�kT*� + Cad
�29�

ya��k + 2�T*� = CaAd
2x�kT*� + 	

i=0

1

CaAd
i d + CaAd

�r−1�Bd�k

In view of Eq. �29�, for following the reference trajectory
yr�kT*�, we choose the control input �k as

�k = �CaAdBd�−1�− CaAd
2x�kT*� − 	

i=0

1

CaAd
i d + vk� �30�

where the signal vk is selected as

vk = yr��k + 2�T*� − p1
CaAdx�kT*� + Cad − Yr��k + 1�T*��

+ p0�Ya�kT*� − Yr�kT*�� �31�

where p0 and p1 are real numbers.
Defining the tracking error e�kT*�=ya�kT*�−yr�kT*� and using

the control law Eqs. �30� and �31� in Eq. �29� gives

e��k + 2�T*� + p1e��k + 1�T*� + p0e�kT*� = 0 �32�
The tracking error equation �32� satisfies a second-order differ-
ence equation. The characteristic polynomial associated with Eq.
�32� is

�z2 + p1z + p0� = 0 �33�

The parameters pi are chosen such that the roots of Eq. �33� are
strictly within the unit disk. Then it follows that for any initial
condition x�0� ,e�kT*�→0 as k→� and the controlled output
ya�kT*� asymptotically converges to the reference sequence
yr�kT*�. In Sec. 6, it will be seen that the inverse controller de-
signed based on the approximate transfer function accomplishes
accurate yaw angle trajectory control. This completes the inverse
controller design.

6 Simulation Results for Yaw Maneuvers
In this section, simulation results using the MATLAB/SIMULINK

software is presented. The performance of the optimal and inverse
controllers for different values of frequencies of oscillation of the
pectoral fin and for different points of attachment of the fins to the
BAUV �dcgf� from the center of gravity of the AUV is examined.

The parameters of the model are taken from �33�. The AUV is
assumed to move with a constant forward velocity of 0.7 m/s
with the help of a control mechanism. The vehicle parameters are
l=1.391 m, mass=18.826 kg, Iz=1.77 kgm2, XG=−0.012, YG=0.
The hydrodynamic parameters for a forward velocity of 0.7 m/s
derived from �33� are Yṙ=−0.3781, Y v̇=−5.6198, Yr=1.1694, Yv
=−12.0868, Nṙ=−0.3781, Nv̇=−0.8967, Nr=−1.0186, and Nv=
−4.9587.
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Experimental results indicate that for zero bias angle, the mean
values of fy and my are nearly zero. Therefore, the vectors fa, fb,
ma, and mb are found to be

fa = �0,− 40.0893,− 43.6632,− 0.3885,0.6215,6.2154,− 10.17,

− 0.1554,0.6992�

fb = �68.9975,0.4451,− 16.4704,64.1009,− 19.5864,− 0.8903,

− 2.2257,2.2257,4.8966�

ma = �0.0054,0.6037,0.4895,0,− 0.0054,0,− 0.0925,0,− 0.0054�

mb = �− 0.5297,− 0.3739,− 0.0935,− 0.2493,0.1246,0.0312,

− 0.0312,0.0935,0�
It is pointed out that these parameters are obtained from the force
and moment Fourier coefficients and are computed by multiplying
the Fourier coefficients by �1/2�� .Wa .U�

2 and �1/2�� .Wa .
chord.U�

2 , respectively, where Wa is the surface area of the foil.
For simulation, the initial conditions of the vehicle are assumed to
be x�0�=0 and xs�0�=0.

6.1 Optimal Yaw-Plane Control. In this section, the feed-
back discrete control law Eq. �16� is simulated. The bias angle is
changed to a new value every T*=n0T0 seconds where T0=1/ f0 is
the fundamental period of fp and mp. Choosing a small value of n0
increases the transients produced due to switching. Parametriza-
tion of these transients is quite difficult since they introduce a
number of additional parameters into the problem. On the other
hand, a large value of n0 increases the magnitude of the inter-

sample oscillations, which is also not desirable.
The terminal state is chosen as x*= �0,0 ,15�T with �*=15 deg.

Thus, one desires to control the BAUV to a heading angle of
15 deg. For optimal control design, the weighting matrix and pa-
rameter are selected as Q=1000I4�4 and =1.5. Simulation re-
sults are provided for fin frequencies of 8 Hz and 6 Hz.

Case 1. Optimal Control: Frequency of Fin Oscillation 8 Hz,
dcgf =0 and dcgf =0.15 �m�. First simulation is done for the higher
frequency of 8 Hz and the fin attachment point is chosen such that
dcgf =0. Note that with this value of dcgf, the sway force itself does
not produce any yawing moment on the BAUV. The control law is
updated every four cycles, i.e., T*=4T0=0.5 s. The value of n0
=4 is found to be an appropriate compromise between minimizing
transients and intersample oscillations. The transfer function G�z�
has a stable zero at 0.0965 and an unstable zero at −1.5548. As
such G�z� is minimum phase. Figure 6 shows the simulated re-
sults. It can be seen that the optimal controller achieves accurate
heading angle control to the target set point in 5 s. The control
input �bias angle� magnitude required is �3 deg, which is small
and can easily be provided by the pectoral fins. The plots of the
lateral force and moment produced by the fins are also provided in
the figure. In the steady state, the lateral fin force and moment
exhibit bounded periodic oscillations. The intersample yaw angle
shows oscillations of tiny amplitude, however, in the terminal
phase, the sample values of yaw angle is equal to the commanded
value �*.

Simulation results for the same frequency, but for a dcgf value
of 0.15 m are also presented �Fig. 7�. Note that with a nonzero
value of dcgf, the sway force also produces additional yawing

Fig. 6 Optimal control: Frequency of flapping=8 Hz, dcgf=0 m for �*=15 deg: „a…
heading angle, � „deg…; „b… bias angle „control input…, � „deg…; „c… yaw rate, r
„deg/s…; „d… lateral velocity, v „m/s…; „e… lateral force, Fy „N…; and „f… side moment, My
„Nm…
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moment on the BAUV. Unlike the previous case, the zeros of G�z�
are now at 1.48 and −0.75. It is seen that the stable zero at 0.0965
of the model for dcgf =0 has moved to a lesser stable position at
−0.75 in the unit disk for the model with dcgf =0.15 m. The tran-
sient response for dcgf =0.15 m is not as good as in Fig. 6, and the
settling time is larger. It is also observed that, initially, the vehicle
heading angle swings in the wrong direction, but the target yaw
angle is attained in the steadystate.

Case 2. Optimal control: Frequency of Oscillation 6 Hz, dcgf
=0 and dcgf =0.15 �m�. This simulation is done for a lower value
of fin frequency of 6 Hz with a dcgf value of 0. The sampling
period T* is still kept equal to 4T0, which for this case is equal to
2/3 s. Thus, compared to the case of 8 Hz, the control is updated
at a slower rate. The zeros of G�z� are at −1.6813 and 0.0331. The
simulation results are shown in Fig. 8. One can observe that the
yaw angle control is accomplished; however, intersample oscilla-
tions of larger magnitude compared to Fig. 6 are present. This is
an expected phenomenon because the bias angle switches after a
longer period, but the convergence time of the yaw angle is found
to be almost the same. The maximum magnitude of control input
required for the maneuver is also larger, and the sway force and
moment were found to be less than 60 N and 1 Nm, respectively.

Simulation for a dcgf value of 0.15 m was also performed at this
frequency, and the results are shown in Fig. 9. In this case, it is
found that the zeros �1.7138, −0.7058� of G�z� have moved away
from the origin compared to the model for dcgf =0. It is observed
that although the heading angle is controlled, the magnitude of the
intersample oscillations has increased.

6.2 Inverse Yaw-Plane Control. For the tracking of time-
varying reference trajectories, the designed inverse control system
is suitable. In this subsection, simulation results for sinusoidal
heading angle trajectory tracking for different fin-flapping fre-

quencies are presented. Smooth sinusoidal reference trajectories
are generated by command generators of the form

�E3 + pc2E2 + pc1E + pc0�yr�kT*� = �1 + pc0 + pc1 + pc2�

�d* sin�wrkT*�

where E denotes the advance operator �Eyr�kT*�=yr��k+1�T*� and
d* is the amplitude of the sine wave and the parameters pci are
chosen to be zero so that the poles of the command generator are
at z=0. The reference trajectory generator is simulated using its
state variable form with states xr= �xr1 ,xr2 ,xr3�T. For the simula-
tion, d*=15 deg and wr=0.2 rad/s.

Simulation results for fin frequencies of 8 Hz and 6 Hz are
presented in the following subsection.

Case 3. Inverse control: Frequency of Oscillation 8 Hz, dcgf
=0 and dcgf =0.15 �m�. Figure 10 shows the inverse controller
performance for a dcgf =0. The sampling period is 4T*=1/2. It can
be observed that smooth heading angle trajectory control is
achieved. One can observe that the modified output equals the
reference trajectory at all sample instants. The maximum control
input �bias angle� required is 3 deg. The lateral force and mo-
ment produced by the fins are less than 40 N and 0.4 Nm, respec-
tively. As expected, the yaw rate and the lateral velocity are
sinusoidal.

Simulation are also done for dcgf =0.15 m. The plots are shown
in Fig. 11. Although the heading angle tries to follow the com-
mand trajectory, in the initial period, the yaw angle trajectory is
not smooth and there is a larger tracking error compared to Fig.
10. For dcgf =0, the tracking performance is extremely good as
seen in Fig. 10. The performance of the inverse controller for
time-varying trajectory tracking for nonzero dcgf deteriorates be-
cause the zero dynamics �the residual dynamics� for dcgf

Fig. 7 Optimal control: Frequency of flapping=8 Hz, dcgf=0.15 m for �*=15 deg:
„a… heading angle, � „deg…; „b… bias angle „Control input…, � „deg…; „c… yaw rate, r
„deg/s…; „d… lateral velocity, v „m/s…; „e… lateral force, Fy „N…; and „f… side moment, My
„Nm…
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Fig. 8 Optimal control: Frequency of flapping=6 Hz, dcgf=0 m for �*=15 deg: „a…
heading angle, � „deg…; „b… bias angle „control input…, � „deg…; „c… yaw rate, r
„deg/s…; „d… lateral velocity, v „m/s…; „e… lateral force, Fy „N…; and „f… side moment, My
„Nm…

Fig. 9 Optimal control: Frequency of flapping=6 Hz, dcgf=0.15 m for �*=15 deg:
„a… heading angle, � „deg…; „b… bias angle „control input…, � „deg…; „c… yaw rate, r
„deg/s…; „d… lateral velocity, v „m/s…; „e… lateral force, Fy „N…; and „f… side moment, My
„Nm…
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Fig. 10 Inverse control: Frequency of flapping=8 Hz, dcgf=0 m for �*=15 deg: „a…
reference heading angle, Yr „staircase…; modified heading angle Ya „broken line…; and
actual heading angle � „solid line… „deg…: „b… Bias angle „control input…, � „deg…; „c…
yaw rate, r „deg/s…; „d… lateral velocity, v „m/s…; „e… lateral force, Fy „N…; and „f… side
moment, My „Nm….

Fig. 11 Inverse control: Frequency of flapping=8 Hz, dcgf=0.15 m for �*=15 deg: „a…
reference heading angle, Yr „staircase…; modified heading angle, Ya „broken line…; and
actual heading angle, � „solid line… „deg…: „b… Bias angle „control input…, � „deg…; „c…
yaw rate, r „deg/s…; „d… lateral velocity, v „m/s…; „e… lateral force, Fy „N…; and „f… side
moment, My „Nm….
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Fig. 12 Inverse control: Frequency of flapping=6 Hz, dcgf=0 m for �*=15 deg: „a…
reference heading angle, Yr „staircase…; modified heading angle, Ya „broken line…;
and actual heading angle, � „solid Line… „deg…. „b… Bias angle „control input…, �
„deg…; „c… yaw rate, r „deg/s…; „d… lateral velocity, v „m/s…; „e… lateral force, Fy „N…;
and „f… side moment, My „Nm….

Fig. 13 Inverse control: Frequency of flapping=6 Hz, dcgf=0.15 m for �*=15 deg:
„a… reference heading angle, Yr „staircase…; modified heading angle, Ya „broken
line…; and actual heading angle, � „solid line… „deg…. „b… Bias angle „control input…,
� „deg…; and „c… yaw rate, r „deg/s…; „d… lateral velocity, v „m/s…; „e… lateral force, Fy
„N…; and „f… side moment, My „Nm….
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=0.15 m are relatively less stable compared to the zero dynamics
for dcgf =0. Note that Ga�z� has a zero at 0.0965 for dcgf =0 and at
a lesser stable location −0.75 for dcgf =0.15 m.

Case 4. Inverse control: Frequency of Oscillation 6 Hz, dcgf
=0 and dcgf =0.15 �m�. The first simulation performed here is for
dcgf =0 and frequency 6 Hz. The results are shown in Fig. 12. Yaw
angle tracking is achieved although intersample oscillations of
comparatively large magnitude are observed. The bias angle �con-
trol input� required is �3 deg.

Simulation for dcgf =0.15 m has also been performed, and re-
sults are shown in Fig. 13. In the closed-loop system, approximate
yaw angle tracking is accomplished, but larger intersample oscil-
lations appear. Again it is found that the inverse controller de-
signed for dcgf =0 performs better compared to the controller de-
signed for dcgf =0.15 m precisely due to the reasons indicated in
case 3 for the frequency of oscillation 8 Hz.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, optimal as well as inverse yaw-plane control of a

biorobotic AUV using pectoral-like fins was considered. For ma-
neuvering the BAUV, the bias angle was treated as control input.
CFD and Fourier series expansion were used to parameterize the
effect of this control input on the hydrodynamical force and mo-
ment produced by the flapping foil. For the purpose of design, a
discrete-time model was obtained and a minimum phase represen-
tation was derived for controller design. Then an optimum control
law for the regulation of the yaw angle to set points and an inverse
control law for the trajectory control of the modified output were
derived. The bias angle of the flapping foils was updated at dis-
crete intervals �multiple of the fundamental period�. In the closed-
loop system, the modified output and the actual yaw trajectory
were found to be sufficiently close to the desirable heading angle
commands. From these results, one concludes that accurate yaw
angle control along time-varying paths can be accomplished using
oscillating fins with relatively small ��3 deg� overall changes in
the bias angle. Furthermore, improved performance of the control
system can be obtained when the frequency of oscillation of the
fins increases.

This paper provides an interdisciplinary approach, which com-
bines the CFD analysis and control theory, for the design of con-
trol systems for BAUVs. But there are several questions remain to
be answered in this area. Certainly, the treatment of nonlinearities;
sensor and actuator dynamics; noise, wave forces, and parameter
uncertainties; etc., is important. The the effect of vortices shed by
the body on the fins is yet another interesting problem for future
research.
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Hot-Wire Measurements Around
a Controlled Diffusion Airfoil in
an Open-Jet Anechoic Wind
Tunnel
The aeroacoustic measurements in the large anechoic wind tunnel of Ecole Centrale de
Lyon, which previously focused on the wall pressure distribution and the far-field acous-
tic pressure, are extended to velocity measurements by hot-wire probes in the nozzle jet
and in the vicinity of a Controlled Diffusion airfoil. The present work focuses on the flow
conditions corresponding to a Reynolds number based on the airfoil chord length Rec
=1.6�105 and a geometric angle of attack �g of 8°. Midspan measurements were
achieved at the exit plane of the wind tunnel nozzle upstream of the test airfoil and in a
large eddy simulation domain that was embedded in the potential core around the airfoil
mockup. The inlet measurements by a single hot-wire probe provided insight into the
free-stream turbulence intensity upstream of the profile. The X-probe measurements on
the upper and lower computational boundaries show the overall deflection of the jet
potential core by the cambered airfoil. These are compared to previous Reynolds aver-
aged Navier-Stokes predictions. The X-probe measurements in the airfoil wake provide
information on the development of the airfoil boundary layer and the resulting wake after
separation. The measured wake velocity defect has been compared with both numerical
predictions. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2201644�

1 Introduction
In recent years, several attempts have been made to simulate

the trailing edge noise sources of several aerodynamic bodies �pri-
marily flat plates with various trailing edge geometries and NACA
0012 airfoils at various angles of attack�. They mostly relied on
large eddy simulations �LES� around these aerodynamic profiles
in an unbounded incoming flow �1–10�. For the noise sources, the
LES prediction of the wall pressure fluctuations were compared
with well-documented experiments in open-jet anechoic wind tun-
nels �11–14�. Reasonable agreement was found with experimental
data �especially compared to existing semiempirical models�.
However, a detailed comparison shows that even the mean flow
field on the airfoil is seldom predicted accurately. This is the case
for the wall pressure coefficient in �5� �Fig. 5� and the boundary
layer thickness in �6�. Furthermore, discrepancies up to 10 dB still
exist between the simulated and the measured wall pressure spec-
tra at several locations along the airfoil �Fig. 1 in �7�, Figs. 8�a�
and 8�e� in �5��.

Recent aeroacoustic experiments in the Ecole Centrale de Lyon
�ECL� anechoic wind tunnels, on several two-dimensional profiles
typical of most existing rotating machines, have extended the
above trailing edge noise experimental database �15,16�. These
measurements are first summarized in the next section. The fol-
lowing section describes the measurements which have been car-
ried out on the controlled diffusion �CD� profile at a speed U� of
16 m/s �corresponding to a Reynolds number based on the airfoil
chord length Rec=1.6�105� and a geometric angle of attack �g of
8°. This profile was developed by Valeo and it has been studied
using LES carried out at Stanford University. The observed dis-
crepancies between the measurement of the wall pressure spectra

and the simulated pressure fluctuations have motivated the present
hot-wire investigation of the flow field around the airfoil. The
measurements have been executed at several key locations: �i� At
the nozzle exit �inlet of the test section� in order to characterize
the approach flow upwind of the airfoil, �ii� in the boundary layer
and in the wake of the airfoil, and �iii� on the boundaries of the
LES computational domain. These measurements allow detailed
comparisons with the simulation results. These measurements also
provide useful velocity statistics in the near wake of these CD
airfoils similar to those measured by De La Riva et al. �17�. These
data give insight into the correlation that exists between the wall
pressure fluctuations and the velocity field in the vicinity of the
trailing edge. These two pieces of information can then be used in
the prediction of the far-field noise �18,19�. Finally, these velocity
measurements also yield a realistic representation of turbulence
for use in computing broadband noise resulting from stator-wake
interactions in, for example, automotive engine cooling fan sys-
tems.

2 Experimental Setup and Background
As indicated in �20�, airfoil self-noise is better measured inde-

pendently of any other noise source by placing the profile in a
large quiet free-jet anechoic wind tunnel, preferably without any
collector downstream of the airfoil. Two such test facilities have
been used at ECL to vary the airflow conditions and to study the
effect of airfoil loading �16�. The airfoil is equipped with 21 flush
mounted remote microphone probes �RMP� �21,22� as shown in
Fig. 1 �three additional RMP are located in the spanwise direction
at the same streamwise location as RMP No. 25�. These RMP
measure both the mean and fluctuating wall pressures within the
frequency range 20 Hz–25 kHz and they characterize the corre-
sponding noise sources. Movable B&K 1.27 cm �0.5 in.� Type-
4181 microphones are placed in the far field, typically 2 m away
from the airfoil, to simultaneously collect the acoustic spectra and
provide the sound directivity. The mockup is held between two
horizontal side plates fixed to the nozzle of the open-jet anechoic
wind tunnel. Two rotating disks inside the plates allow adjusting
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the angle of attack with respect to the flow. Recent experiments at
ECL have involved measurements at low speed for various inci-
dences on a symmetric NACA 0012, a flat plate, and a cambered
CD airfoil designed by Valeo. The latter has a 0.134 m chord
length �C�, a 0.3 m span, a 4% thickness to chord ratio and a
camber angle of 12°. This instrumented CD airfoil mounted in the
larger wind tunnel is shown in Fig. 2. The distance from the the
nozzle exit to the mock-up leading edge is 0.2 m or about 1.5 C.
The position of the closest RMP to the trailing edge is 3 mm or
about 0.02 C.

The only pre-existing aerodynamic information on the flow
field available in these experiments is given by the pressure trace
on the airfoil surface. The initial measurements on the NACA
0012 airfoil confirmed the previous results of Brooks and Hodg-
son �12�. At moderate incidence, the mean pressure distribution on
the airfoil could be retrieved by introducing an angle of attack
correction to free air �infinite jet width� predictions �23�. How-
ever, in �5�, the mean pressure coefficient on the flat plate could
not be recovered with any incidence correction. Similarly signifi-
cant discrepancies were found at all angles of attack for the CD
profile between the measured wall pressure coefficient and the
free air prediction, which could neither be accounted for by the
turbulence model nor compensated by a change of angle of attack.
In �20�, Moreau et al. then performed detailed two-dimensional
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes simulations of the complete
experimental setup in the midspan plane of the mock-up with the
V2F turbulence model �24�. Accounting for the experimental con-
figuration and the nozzle jet width—mainly an airfoil embedded
in the potential core of a jet instead of an unbounded approach
flow—significantly improved the prediction of the pressure distri-
bution at all angles of attack and for both jet widths tested �Figs.
13 to 15 in �20��. However, slight differences as shown by Fig. 5
in �16� remain in the leading edge and trailing edge regions of the
airfoil. These differences were difficult to discern in the measure-
ments of pressure coefficients.

These new flow conditions, extracted from the above RANS
simulation within the jet potential core as shown in Fig. 3, were

then used for a LES around the CD profile �25�. The configuration
in the large wind tunnel at a speed U� of 16 m/s �corresponding
to a Reynolds number based on the airfoil chord length Rec=1.6
�105� and a geometric angle of attack �g of 8° was selected. It
corresponded to the largest possible domain within the jet poten-
tial core while, at the same time, providing the smallest Reynolds
number that was more favorable for such an expensive simulation.
In addition, this was a flow with an adverse pressure gradient but
the suction side boundary layer was still attached at the trailing
edge as is appropriate for noise predictions based on the pressure
spectra at the trailing edge �18�. Figure 4 shows an instantaneous
velocity field of the unsteady LES in the computational domain
embedded in the jet inviscid core �25�. The boundary conditions
of this simulation �velocity components at the inlet� are extracted
from the above RANS simulation of the complete experimental
configuration. They are imposed at each time step without any
additional reconstructed turbulence fluctuations. The mean pres-
sure distribution is again predicted quite well by the LES as
shown in Fig. 5. The resulting unsteady wall pressure fluctuation
power spectral distribution, �pp, at the trailing edge is shown in
Fig. 6. The LES prediction of the acoustic sources agrees quite
well with the measured spectra at low frequencies �maximum dif-
ference of 2.5 dB for f �1000 Hz�, but the numerical spectrum

Fig. 1 Locations of measurement stations on the CD profile

Fig. 2 CD profile mounted in the ECL large wind tunnel

Fig. 3 RANS simulation of the CD profile mounted in the ECL
large wind tunnel
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decays too early and contains fewer small structures in the sub-
layer that might not be captured by the LES. This is quite similar
to the spectra of Figs. 8�a�–8�c� in �5�, which correspond to the
stations with an attached adverse pressure gradient turbulent
boundary layer along Blake’s slanted flat plate �11�. Less favor-
able agreement is found in the fore portion of the airfoil where
transition freely occurs. In order to improve the agreement and
understand the current discrepancies, a detailed flow mapping has
been undertaken for the aeroacoustic experimental arrangement
shown in Fig. 2. This also provides the first detailed aerodynamic
characteristics of such a common aeroacoustic experimental setup.

3 Hot-Wire Data Collection
The flow mapping of the experimental configuration described

in Sec. 2 has been achieved with single normal �SN� and X probes
moved with a three-axis traverse in the midsection plane of the
airfoil mockup. The SN probe is a TSI 1210. The X probe has
been designed and fabricated at the Turbulent Shear Flows Labo-
ratories of the Department of Mechanical Engineering of Michi-
gan State University for this experiment. It has two 1 mm long
5 �m diameter active length tungsten sensors. These are sup-
ported, at ±45° from the probe axis, by copper-plated ends that are
attached to the prongs, which are separated by 3 mm. The design
of this probe follows on the recommendations of �26�. The acqui-
sition and signal processing for both probes were achieved with a

standard TSI IFA-100 anemometer. All of the experimental data in
this study, including the hot-wire and pressure data, were col-
lected at a sampling rate of 32,768 Hz for 30 s. The frequency
response of the SN and the X probe were found to be between
30–35 kHz.

Figure 3 and its zoom, Fig. 4, present the locations of the vari-
ous hot-wire measurements that have been acquired at the exit of
the facility nozzle and in the LES numerical domain. The refer-
ence frame of the LES is also the selected coordinate system for
reporting all velocity profiles of this study. Specifically, the origin
of the coordinate system is set at the airfoil trailing edge. The
centerline of the nozzle of the ECL large anechoic wind tunnel,
which has a width of 500 mm ��3.7C�, lies at y /C=0.151.

The hot-wire probes have been calibrated in a separate dedi-
cated unit that was placed close to the main ECL nozzle for speeds
ranging from 4 to 35 m/s. A specially-designed probe holder al-
lows the probe to be transferred from the calibration nozzle to the
primary measurement nozzle without having to reposition the
probe. This ensures that the probe is oriented identically for both
the experiments and the calibrations. The X probe is also cali-
brated for 13 different angles that are equally spaced between
±36° �i.e., every 6°�. For each set of measurements, a precalibra-
tion and a postcalibration have been achieved to check for any
drift in the calibrations of the hot wires. Because of the ±36°
calibration range, it is also imperative that the hot-wire probe be
sufficiently aligned with the mean flow angle. In �27�, a prelimi-
nary tuft survey had been utilized to accurately estimate the mean
flow angle at each measurement location. In the present study,
several numerical realizations of the reference LES �Fig. 4� were
used to establish the initial alignment of the X probe. Figure 7
represents a close-up view of one of these instantaneous flow
fields of Fig. 4 in the vicinity of the airfoil trailing edge. The
velocity values were extracted from these LES results by interpo-
lating along lines comprised of 100 points. Each intrapolation line
corresponded to a downstream location where an X-probe survey
was taken, as shown in Fig. 7 by the thick vertical solid lines. The
length of each straight line is approximately 50 grid nodes in the
LES domain �i.e., one point is extracted at each grid node with an
additional point interpolated between�. Since X probes have the
highest accuracy for measured angles around zero, three realiza-
tions of the LES simulation were used to select the one probe
orientation angle that would best align the probe at each location
across the wake. An angle of −17° was selected by this process
with the expectation that over 95% of the measured angles would
be within the probe’s acceptance range. This result was later con-
firmed by the X-probe measurements in the wake. Additional mea-
surement stations upstream of the first measurement station in Fig.Fig. 5 Pressure coefficient on the CD profile

Fig. 6 Wall pressure spectra �pp near the trailing edgeFig. 4 Measurement locations on the LES domain „speed con-
tours at a given time…
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7 were also analyzed, but it was determined that the range of
angles was too wide for accurate X-probe measurements. It was
also shown that there is significant flow reversal �flow toward the
trailing edge�, which could not be reliably measured by an X
probe. Figure 7 clearly shows that a large vortical structure has
crossed the first measurement station �in this realization� just
downstream of the trailing edge. The analyses of the measurement
stations that lie downstream of the first measurement station
showed 100% of the measured velocities falling within the accep-
tance cone of the X probe.

The hot-wire data were processed using both the precalibration
and postcalibration fits and then compared to assess the level of
drift that occurred during the course of the dataset. A prepostcom-
parison of the processed datasets for the single-wire data were
within 1%. A similar prepostcomparison for the X-probe data
yielded a maximum disagreement that was between 4–5%. Such
variations have provided the error bars in all velocity measure-
ments. The higher prepostdisagreement for the X probe was attrib-
uted to the repeatibility in the calibration angle, which was mea-
sured using an angle indicator that was only repeatable to within a
few degrees. Also, the time between the pre and postcalibrations
were often longer �over 3 h� than what is typically recommended
for the calibration of a constant temperature anemometer hot-wire
probe to achieve minimal drift.

The power spectral density �PSD� of these processed hot-wire
data were then obtained by segmenting the total time series into
smaller records of 213 points. This is a record length that is long
enough to show the large scales and short enough to obtain suffi-
cient records for the high-frequency analysis. These time records
were Fourier transformed using standard fast fourier transform
�FFT� algorithms with a Hanning window to account for the effect
of the finite record. Calculating the spectra for the X-probe data
was more complicated since there are isolated regions in which
the acceptance angles, �, exceeded the calibration range ����
� ±36° �. These data were excluded from the record. A searching
algorithm was used to find all the available records of the chosen
length. These records were continuous strings of data of a given
length that occurred between the sporadic “bad” points in the
X-probe data. The uncertainty in the spectral levels is much less
than a decibel over the whole frequency range.

4 Results

4.1 Nozzle Exit Plane. The ECL nozzle exit plane survey has
been carried out at x /C=−2.48 for �y /C��1.7; that is, the mean
velocities and the fluctuation intensities were measured in the up-
per and lower portion of the approach flow and nominally 1.5

chord lengths upstream of the airfoil leading edge, as sketched in
Fig. 3. The airfoil camber and angle of attack creates an obstruc-
tion that prevents reaching the central region of the jet with the
hot-wire probes mounted on the traverse.

Figure 8 shows the resulting nondimensional mean and fluctu-
ating �root-mean-square �RMS�� velocity profiles. The normaliza-
tion has been achieved with the mean inlet velocity, Uref
=16.44 m/s, measured throughout the present set of experiments
with both hot-wire probes and Pitot tubes placed in the jet at the
nozzle exit. The mean inlet profile �U /Uref� is slightly skewed as
seen in the RANS simulations. The downstream flow deflection of
the CD airfoil causes this slight upstream asymmetry. The upper
and lower boundary layers from the nozzle walls are also evident
for y /C=−1.6 and y /C=1.9. Indeed, the velocity fluctuation level
URMS increases sharply while the mean velocity U decreases as a
result of the boundary layer fluid. This location is many chord
thicknesses ��50� above the airfoil. The turbulence intensity, Tu

=�u�2 /U2=URMS/U=0.7%, also agrees with previous measure-
ments in the ECL wind tunnels �turbulence intensity always less
than 1% in both facilities� �15,16,28,29�.

Figure 9 presents the spectral content �PSD� of this inflow ve-
locity field. As expected, much larger levels are obtained in the
upper and lower boundary layers of the nozzle than in the jet
inviscid core. Several turbulence length scales have been deter-
mined from the spectra in the jet potential core. The time autocor-
relation of the streamwise velocity fluctuations, R11 first yields the

Fig. 7 LES instantaneous velocity contours in the trailing
edge region

Fig. 8 Experimental inlet mean and RMS velocity profiles at
x /C=−2.48

Fig. 9 Inlet velocity spectra at x /C=−2.48
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longitudinal Taylor micro scale 	u �index 1 stands for the stream-
wise, jet direction� �30,31�. This autocorrelation, defined as
R11�
�=u1��t�u1��t+
� /u1��t�

2, can be expressed as a Taylor series at
the origin:

R11�
� = R11�0� +
�R11

�


 +

�2R11

�
2


2

2
+ . . . = 1 − � �2R11

�
2 � 
2

2
+ . . .

to provide a time scale �	u�t of 0.91 ms from the equation:


2

�	u�t
2 = 1 − R11�
� . �1�

This time scale is related to the longitudinal Taylor microscale
using the mean inlet velocity, Uref=16.44 m/s, as the convection
velocity. This yields a longitudinal Taylor microscale, 	u, of
15 mm. The resulting Reynolds number based on this Taylor mi-
croscale is 106. The condition of locally isotropic flow can then be
reasonably assumed from which the dissipation � can be estimated
as �30,31�:

� = 30��u�2�/�	u
2� . �2�

A Kolmogorov length scale of 0.5 mm is then obtained from 
=�4 �3 /�. Indicated spectral content above 	5 kHz is most likely
attributed to anemometer noise as it corresponds to smaller scales
than the smallest values of turbulence in the flow �wavenumber at
the Kolmogorov length scale , k�1�. Finally, an integral scale
� can be deduced from the above time autocorrelation of the
streamwise velocity fluctuations, R11, following for instance, the
method of equivalent areas suggested by Bailly and Comte-Bellot
in �31� �Fig. 6.1 p. 135�. The integration of this autocorrelation
over the complete range of time lags 
 yields an integral scale �
of 0.23 m. Alternatively, this integral scale can be obtained by
comparing the PSD of streamwise velocity with an analytical von
Kármán model for isotropic turbulence, using the measured low
turbulent intensity of 0.7%:

�uu��� =
u�2

U

�

�

1

�1 + K̂2�5/6
, �3�

where K̂ is proportional to � and the angular frequency � �29�. A
best fit again provides a macroscale of about 0.23 m, which is the
same order of magnitude as the result obtained by Moreau and
Roger in �29� ��=0.6 m in the small ECL wind tunnel�. Similarly,
as suggested in �29�, the agreement can be improved at high fre-
quency by adding an exponential decay to �uu in the viscous
range, not accounted for by Eq. �3� �similar to Pope’s model spec-
trum of chapter 6 in �30��. The PSD of the streamwise velocity

then reads �uue−�0K̂, where �uu is given by Eq. �3�. The same
constant �0=0.015 is obtained as in �29� �Fig. 8�. However, a
significant difference exists between the two sets of measure-
ments. In the present experiment �in the large ECL wind tunnel�,
the inertial subrange shows some significant turbulence anisotropy
in the flow and the usual −5/3 decay for isotropic turbulence
�found in �29�� must be replaced by a shallower −1 slope to
achieve the excellent agreement shown in Fig. 10. When this
modified von Kármán spectrum is implemented in a model of
turbulence interaction with the CD airfoil using the measured
mean velocity Uref and turbulence intensity, the resulting leading
edge noise is found negligible compared to the trailing edge or
self-noise of the airfoil, as was found in �29� in the other ECL
wind tunnel. This indicates an appropriate inflow condition for the
corresponding aeroacoustic investigation.

4.2 LES Boundaries. The X probe has provided two compo-
nents of velocity along the top and bottom boundaries of the LES
domain outline in Fig. 3. These boundaries are about 1.5 chord
lengths away from the airfoil. Figure 11 shows the profile of the
normalized mean velocity magnitude on the top LES boundary
�suction side of airfoil�. Figure 12 is the corresponding plot for the
lower LES boundary �pressure side of airfoil�. The normalization

Fig. 10 Inlet velocity spectra at x /C=−2.48 With the von
Kármán and modified von Kármán fits

Fig. 11 Comparison of normalized numerical velocity „
V� 
 /U�…

and normalized experimental mean velocity „
V� 
 /Uref… profiles
on the suction side LES boundary

Fig. 12 Comparison of normalized numerical „
V� 
 /U�… and nor-
malized experimental mean velocity „
V� 
 /Uref… profiles on the
pressure side LES boundary
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is made with respect to the mean free stream velocity at the nozzle
exit in the experiment �Uref=16.44 m/s� and the free stream ve-
locity in the simulations �U�=16 m/s�. Since the RANS values
were used as boundary conditions for the LES simulation, both
simulations have the same velocity components at this location.

The numerical results have similar profiles as the measured
ones, but higher speeds for both boundaries. The suction side has
a 6 to 7% difference with a noticeably larger discrepancy for the
last two downstream measurement locations. Figure 13 provides
the corresponding RMS velocities along these boundaries from
the experimental measurements. At the downstream locations
�x /C�1.25� the velocity fluctuations URMS and VRMS sharply in-
crease up to 10% of the local mean velocity. This is taken as a
clear sign of a strong local shear flow. It is inferred that the upper
LES grid boundary has intersected the upper shear layer coming
from the nozzle lip. The pressure side shows a smaller 2% dis-
agreement in the mean velocities. No significant velocity fluctua-
tions were detected, which indicates that the lower LES grid
boundary does not intersect the lower shear layer. Moreover, most
of the observed discrepancies in the mean velocity magnitude are
due to the streamwise component, which is the dominant compo-
nent in the overall velocity magnitude. The differences in the

crosswise velocity component are very small for x /C�−0.23 and
the RANS and experimental profiles are quite similar. For x /C
�−0.23, the velocity profiles diverge and differences increase,
with the experimental results showing a larger crosswise velocity
on both LES grid boundaries. This result is consistent with the
higher curvature that is seen for the shear layers in the experiment.

The larger differences in mean velocities on the suction side
relate to the local larger differences in the wall pressure field
shown in Fig. 5. A lack of resolution of the pressure distribution
on the airfoil, especially at the leading edge, may explain this
disagreement. That is, errors in the pressure represent a different
circulation around the airfoil, and a different jet deflection by the
CD airfoil. Another possible explanation for the observed differ-
ences is the spreading of the shear layers coming from the nozzle
lips. This effect is especially pronounced on the suction side as
discussed above.

4.3 Wake Planes. The X probe has also provided the velocity
components along six traverse lines in the near wake of the airfoil
�Fig. 4�. The measurement locations were 5 mm �0.037 C� apart
in the x direction for these six surveys. The closest traverse line is
about 1.6 mm �0.012 C� downstream of the trailing edge. Each
plane extended over 10 mm �0.074 C� with six different measure-
ments. Figure 7, which sketches the six locations, also stresses
that the measurements at the second station have been repeated
with the SN probe.

Figure 14 shows the profile of the normalized velocity magni-
tude that was separately measured with a single wire. Good agree-
ment was found between the two measurements indicating reliable
techniques and good experimental repeatability. The maximum
variation is about 6%. Some of the discrepancies �slightly larger
wake with the single wire� can also be attributed to a slight axial
shift of this traverse.

The same asymmetric velocity profile is found with the numeri-
cal results as shown in Fig. 15. However, the RANS and the LES
predict a 30% larger wake deficit. On the pressure side of the
airfoil, the LES goes back to the external flow region �U�Uref�
faster than the RANS and compares more favorably to the experi-
mental data. On the suction side, both the LES and RANS predict
a slower recovery suggesting a thicker suction side boundary layer
than in the experiment. It should also be stressed that the LES is
significantly closer to the experimental data with similar varia-
tions for both velocity components. The differences even drop to
less than 10% closer to the external flow region. Similar trends are
found at the other downstream stations in the wake. Therefore, the
numerical wakes develop and bend in the same way as in the
experiment. Their spreading by diffusion is also similar. At the

Fig. 13 Normalized experimental RMS velocity profiles on the
LES boundaries: „a… Streamwise component „U /Uref… and „b…
Crosswise component „V /Uewf…

Fig. 14 Normalized experimental mean velocity „
V� 
 /Uref… pro-
files in the wake region at x /C=0.056
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first station, the discrepancy in the wake velocity deficit is much
larger �the numerical velocities are almost four times smaller� but
the large recirculating flow already pointed out in Fig. 7 makes the
hot wire measurement locally unreliable ��mean flow angles�
�36°.�

The larger suction side boundary layer at the trailing edge could
again be traced to a pressure gradient not well enough resolved in
the numerical predictions, as shown in Fig. 5. As most of the
differences between LES and experimental values in the wall
pressure occur in the leading edge region, it could be conjectured

that the initial growth of the suction side boundary layer is over-
predicted �the experimental favorable pressure gradient region at
10% chord length being absent in all simulations�. The observed
differences might also suggest that, in the RANS simulations, the
shear layers coming from the nozzle lip might not be resolved
properly inducing variations of velocity in the jet core and conse-
quently in the vicinity of the airfoil �boundary layers and wake�.
For instance, the grid resolution in the full test facility is too
coarse to properly capture the shear layers. The V2F turbulence
model used in these RANS simulations also has an impact on the
spreading of these shear layers. As a consequence, the shear layers
might be too diffuse.

Figure 16 shows typical velocity power spectral densities across
a given station in the wake. All spectra have a broadband content
with a first high contribution at low and medium frequency with a
weak slope up to 1 kHz. For higher frequencies, the velocity PSD
has a faster decay beyond 10 kHz. Figure 16�a� corresponds to a
location in the wake on the pressure side of the airfoil. This PSD
clearly shows a tonal peak spreading between 1200 Hz and
2000 Hz on top of the broadband contribution. Using the trailing
edge thickness or the size of the vortical structure shown in Fig. 4
as a characteristic length scale yields a Strouhal number of about
0.2, typical of a vortex shedding phenomenon �a von Kármán
vortex street�. Figures 16�b� and 16�c� show the spectral content
of the velocity magnitude in the neighborhood of the maximum
wake deficit. They have the highest and similar levels of fluctua-
tions. The vortex shedding peak, at these locations, is no longer
visible, and it is most likely buried in the high broadband level.
The source location of Fig. 16�d� is at the edge of the wake. The
levels of fluctuations are at least one decade lower than at any
other location in the midplane. This reduction is attributed to the
strongly reduced shear at this location. The composite representa-

Fig. 15 Comparison of normalized numerical „
V� 
 /U�… and nor-
malized experimental mean velocity „
V� 
 /Uref… profiles at x /C
=0.056

Fig. 16 Wake velocity spectra at x /C=0.025 and „a… y /C=−0.018, „b… y /C=0.011, „c…
y /C=0.026, and „d… y /C=0.057
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tion shown in Fig. 16 is also representative of the spectral distri-
butions obtained at the additional five measurement positions.

5 Conclusions
Detailed hot-wire measurements have been successfully col-

lected in the ECL large wind tunnel. A complete mapping across
the nozzle exit plane has provided accurate inlet flow conditions
upstream of the CD airfoil. A low turbulence intensity of 0.7%
with a spectral content going at least up to 5000 Hz was found at
this upstream station. The mean approach velocity of 16.44 m/s
across the nozzle width was used to normalize the experimental
measurements. The X-probe measurements provided velocity
components at the upper and lower boundaries of the LES com-
putational domain and in the airfoil wake at different streamwise
locations. The measurements at one station in the wake were re-
peated with a straight wire to assess the proper experimental re-
peatability and uncertainty. Differences less than 6% were ob-
served. All the mean measurements were then compared to the
previous RANS and LES simulations. The computed mean veloc-
ity field in the potential core of the jet around the airfoil has good
overall agreement with the measured one. However, the hot-wire
measurements suggest a larger deflection of the jet by the pres-
ence of the airfoil and a thinner airfoil wake with a smaller veloc-
ity deficit. This excessive wake velocity deficit is most likely
caused by an overly thick suction side boundary layer in the simu-
lations and a slight reduction of incidence on the airfoil. These
differences in velocity are consistent with the local mean pressure
distribution predicted by the RANS simulations. Specifically, that
simulation overpredicts the suction effect at the leading edge and
it misses the favorable pressure gradient region at 10% chord that
was observed in the experiment.

The spectral distributions of the pressure fluctuations at the
trailing edge of the airfoil suction side were obtained experimen-
tally and from the LES computations. Good agreement was
achieved at low frequencies but the LES spectral values are dis-
tinctly smaller than the measured ones starting at a Strouhal num-
ber based on the chord length fc /U�=6.8 or a frequency of
800 Hz. This result suggests larger structures in the simulation
than in the experiment. The high-frequency content seen in the
measured pressure spectra might be caused by some weak turbu-
lence precursor existing in the inlet flow field. The velocity power
spectral densities in the wake of the airfoil exhibit the same broad-
band frequency content as the inlet velocity PSD and the wall
pressure PSD. The concentrated energy in the narrow band also
suggests that a regular vortex shedding process, in addition the
turbulent fluctuations, are present in the pressure-side wake.
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Multi-Element Unstructured
Analyses of Complex Valve
Systems
The safe and reliable operation of high-pressure test stands for rocket engine and com-
ponent testing places an increased emphasis on the performance of control valves and
flow metering devices. In this paper, we will present a series of high-fidelity computa-
tional analyses of systems ranging from cryogenic control valves and pressure regulator
systems to cavitating venturis that are used to support rocket engine and component
testing at NASA Stennis Space Center. A generalized multi-element framework with sub-
models for grid adaption, grid movement, and multi-phase flow dynamics has been used
to carry out the simulations. Such a framework provides the flexibility of resolving the
structural and functional complexities that are typically associated with valve-based
high-pressure feed systems and have been difficult to deal with using traditional compu-
tational fluid dynamics methods. Our simulations revealed a rich variety of flow phenom-
ena such as secondary flow patterns, hydrodynamic instabilities, fluctuating vapor pock-
ets, etc. In the paper, we will discuss performance losses related to cryogenic control
valves and provide insight into the physics of the dominant multi-phase fluid transport
phenomena that are responsible for the “choking-like” behavior in cryogenic control
elements. Additionally, we will provide detailed analyses of the modal instability that is
observed in the operation of a pressure regulator valve. Such instabilities are usually not
localized and manifest themselves as a system-wide phenomena leading to an undesirable
chatter at high flow conditions. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2170119�

Introduction
In this paper we discuss simulation technology used to support

testing of rocket propulsion systems by carrying out high-fidelity
analyses of support systems such as a cryogenic service valves,
pressure regulator control valves, and cavitating control elements
in a feed system. Such analyses are particularly important for the
reliable operation of high-pressure valves and flow metering ele-
ments on test stands used for component testing of cryogenic
pumps and propulsive devices. This is primarily because identifi-
cation of transient anomalies stemming from hydrodynamic insta-
bilities, valve timing, and/or system-based dynamic instabilities is
usually difficult with empirical correlations and low-dimensional
analysis methods. However, high-fidelity Navier-Stokes-based
analysis of valve-based systems is typically very challenging be-
cause of the structural and functional complexity associated with
such systems �1�. Structurally a valve system can consist of a
complex network of embedded plugs, diaphragms, manifolds, and
arterial branches with complicated junctions. For example, a con-
trol valve such as a pressure regulator valve can consist of mul-
tiple elements with complex shapes such as a variable area poppet
being driven in an irregular shaped housing with very tight clear-
ances both in the seat region and the outer housing �Fig. 1�. More-
over, a network of feed channels interfaces between the inlet duct
to the valve and the chamber housing the poppet. Traditional com-
putational fluid dynamics �CFD� tools have severe limitations im-
posed on them, both in terms of accuracy and efficiency while
carrying out high-fidelity analyses of such complicated systems.
These limitations stem from the topological constraints imposed
by the structural complexity of the geometry and the rich diversity
of spatial and temporal scales that have to be locally resolved in
the flow domain.

Functionally, characterization of such valve systems can be dif-

ficult because of the range of issues associated with them: feed-
back control loops, unsteady fluctuations from movement of sub-
components, system instabilities that couple with operating/testing
elements, multiphase flow regimes, etc. So far, CFD analysis of
such systems has been performed through the use of discrete
steady-state single-phase calculations at different valve positions
by isolating the main control element. Such flow characteristic
curves provide important insight into mean performance related to
these flow control devices. Furthermore, such analyses can serve
as a first-order approximation for a variety of important transient
issues that are critical to some of the primary functions performed
by such systems such as pressure regulation and flow control.
High-fidelity CFD analyses can also help resolve fluidic/
hydrodynamic instabilities that arise from secondary flows/
recirculating regions/shedding phenomena caused by the com-
plexities in flow geometries. Unfortunately, these instabilities can
couple with the valve motion and structural elements leading to
undesirable “chatter” in the valve system. Pressure fluctuations
can also arise from valve operation �valve opening/closing� lead-
ing to the creation of cavitation zones in feed lines. These vapor
pockets in turn can collapse and manifest themselves as dynamic
instabilities by coupling with pressure oscillations from the sys-
tem.

In addition to the structural and functional complexities associ-
ated with valve-based high-pressure feed systems, it must be
noted that rocket test facilities operate in widely varying flow
regimes: from highly compressible gases feeding into preburners
to cryogenic liquids used in rocket turbopumps. Simulations of
cryogenic fluids can be particularly challenging as these fluids
operate in proximity to their critical temperature where thermody-
namic properties are very sensitive to small gradients in tempera-
ture. Furthermore, analyses of valve systems in cryogenic envi-
ronments require elaborate phase change submodels embedded in
the simulation framework to accurately represent valve response
to flow transients �2�. For example, venturi-type flow control de-
vices are commonly used as flow regulators in cryogenic feed
lines and cavitation is the primary control mechanism used to
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“choke” the venturi, thereby preventing any downstream pressure
transients in the combustion chamber from affecting the feed line
mass flow rates.

In this paper we discuss the simulation capability of the multi-
element unstructured numerical framework �CRUNCH CFD®�
and apply it to analyze several valve-based systems and control
elements found in high-pressure liquid rocket test facilities at
NASA Stennis Space Center �SSC�. This multi-element unstruc-
tured based simulation capability has been proven to provide ef-
ficient and accurate solutions for complex turbomachinery and
aero-propulsive applications in the past �3�. The hybrid unstruc-
tured methodology is embedded in a multi-phase framework and
is used for simulations of valve systems ranging from a dome
pressure regulator valve characteristic of highly compressible flow
fields to incompressible liquid valve systems to venturi-type cryo-
genic control elements where cavitation is prevalent. In the fol-
lowing sections, we provide details of the multi-phase equation
system and the hybrid unstructured numerical framework as ap-
plied to valve systems. We also discuss the compressible, incom-
pressible, and multi-phase valve simulations. Our simulation re-
sults are compared against experimental data and the simulations
reveal a rich variety of flow phenomena over a multitude of length
and time scales.

Multi-Phase Equation System. The multiphase equation sys-
tem is written in vector form as:

�Q

�t
+

�E

�x
+

�F

�y
+

�G

�z
= S + Dv �1�

Here Q is the vector of dependent variables, E, F, and G are the
flux vectors, S is the source terms and Dv represents the viscous
fluxes. The viscous fluxes are given by the standard full compress-
ible form of Navier-Stokes equations �4�. The vectors Q, E, and S
are given below with a detailed discussion on the details of the
cavitation source terms to follow later:

Q =�
�m

�mu

�mv

�mw

�g�g

�mhm

�mk

�m�

� E =�
�mu

�mu2 + P

�muv

�muw

�g�gu

�mhmu

�mku

�m�u

� S =�
0

0

0

0

Sg

Sh

Sk

S�

� �2�

Here, �m and hm are the mixture density and enthalpy, respec-
tively, and �g is the volume fraction or porosity of the vapor
phase. The mixture energy equation has been formulated with the
assumption that the contribution of the pressure work on the mix-
ture energy is negligible, which is a reasonable assumption for this
flow regime. The source term for the vapor phase arises from the
rate of vapor mass generation due to cavitation mt and the corre-
sponding source term for the energy equation is given as mt
�hfg, where hfg is the change in enthalpy resulting from the phase
change and is a function of the local fluid temperature.

The mixture density and gas porosity are related locally by the
following relations in a given cell volume:

�m = �g�g + �L�L �3�

1 = �g + �L �4�

where �g, �L are the physical material densities of the gas and
liquid phases, respectively, and in general are functions of both
the local temperature and pressure. In our formulation, we have
assumed local thermodynamic equilibrium to significantly sim-
plify Eq. �1�. The thermodynamic properties of the liquid and
vapor in the cavity are defined by a single variable, the saturation
temperature Tsat. Hence, all thermodynamic properties �density,
vapor pressure, viscosity, etc.� of both the liquid and the vapor
phase may be generated as a tabular function of the saturation
temperature. In our study here, these properties were generated
from the Standard thermodynamic database 12 available from
NIST for pure fluids.

The equation system as formulated in Eq. �1� is very stiff since
the variations in density are much smaller than the corresponding
changes in pressure. Therefore, to devise an efficient numerical
procedure we wish to transform Eq. �1� to a pressure-based form
where pressure rather than density is the variable solved for. An
acoustically accurate two-phase form of Eq. �1� is first derived,
followed by a second step of time scaling or preconditioning to
obtain a well-conditioned system. We begin by defining the acous-
tic form of the density differential for the individual gas and liquid
phases as follows:

d�g =
1

cg
2dP, d�l =

1

cL
2 dP �5�

Here cg is the isothermal speed of sound ��P /��g�T in the pure
gas phase, and cL is the corresponding isothermal speed of sound
in the liquid phase, which is a finite value. We note that in Eq. �5�
the variation of the density with temperature has been neglected in
the differential form. This assumption was motivated by the fact
that the temperature, changes are primarily due to the source term
and not to the pressure work on the fluid, i.e., the energy equation
is a scalar equation. This simplifies the matrix algebra for the
upwind flux formulation significantly, at the potential expense of
numerical stability in a time-marching procedure. However, more
importantly, there is no impact on the accuracy since the fluid
properties themselves are taken directly from the thermodynamic
data bank for each fluid.

Following the discussion above, the differential form of the
mixture density �m using Eq. �5� is written as

d�m = ��g − �L�d�g +
1

c�
2 dP� 1

c�
2 =

�g

cg
2 +

�L

cL
2 � �6�

Here, c� is a variable defined for convenience and is not the
acoustic speed, cm, in the mixture, which will be defined later.
Using Eq. �6�, Eq. �1� may be rewritten as

�
�Qv

�t
+

�E

�x
+

�F

�y
+

�G

�z
= S + Dv �7�

and

Qv = �p,u,v,w,�g,k,��T �8�

Fig. 1 Pressure regulator valve geometry with the multi-
element grid „shown along the symmetry plane… used to mesh
the valve flowpath
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The numerical characteristics of Eq. �7� are studied by obtain-
ing the eigenvalues of the matrix, ��−1��E /�Qv��. The eigenvalues
of the system are derived to be

� = �u + cm,u − cm,u,u,u,u,u� �9�

where cm turns out to be the well-known, harmonic expression for
the speed of sound in a two-phase mixture and is given as

1

cm
2 = �m� �g

�gcg
2 +

�L

�LcL
2� �10�

To obtain an efficient time-marching numerical scheme, pre-
conditioning is now applied to the system in Eq. �7�, in order to
rescale the eigenvalues of the system so that the acoustic speeds
are of the same order of magnitude as the local convective veloci-
ties.

CRUNCH CFD® Computational Framework
The CRUNCH CFD® code has a hybrid, multi-element un-

structured framework that allows for a combination of tetrahedral,
prismatic, and hexahedral cells �2�. The grid connectivity is stored
as an edge-based, cell-vertex data structure, where a dual volume
is obtained for each vertex by defining surfaces that cut across
edges coming to a node. An edge-based framework is attractive in
dealing with multi-elements since dual surface areas for each edge
can include contributions from different element types, making
the inviscid flux calculation “grid transparent.”

For efficient computation of large 3D problems, a parallel
framework for distributed memory systems has been imple-
mented, along with a time-marching implicit solution procedure.
The sparse implicit matrix is derived using a Euler explicit linear-
ization of the first-order flux, and a variety of iterative sparse
matrix solvers, e.g., GMRES, Gauss-Seidel procedure, are avail-
able in the code �see �4,5� for details�. The parallel framework is
implemented by partitioning the grid into subdomains, with each
subdomain residing on an independent processor. The message
passing between processors has been implemented using MPI to
provide portability across platforms. The CRUNCH CFD® code
has an integrated grid refinement and coarsening package opera-
tional within a multi-element framework �6�.

Multi-Element Unstructured Methodology for Valve
System Applications

The multi-element unstructured framework has been fine tuned
to efficiently solve flows for valve system applications with struc-
turally complicated geometries, cryogenic and real fluid effects,
and flow structures that include flow separation, turbulence, and
intermittency. As discussed above, the multi-element unstructured
philosophy is encapsulated in the CRUNCH CFD® code, wherein
an optimal combination of tetrahedral, prismatic, pyramidal, and
hexahedral cells are used to efficiently solve flows in complex
systems by tailoring the mesh to suit the geometrical and physical
characteristics of the system. In valve systems in particular, the
seat region around the plug is meshed with high aspect ratio hexa-
hedral cells, allowing resolution of large local pressure and veloc-
ity gradients. The inlet and discharge ducts of a valve system are
meshed with a combination of hexahedral and prismatic layers
that help in resolving boundary layer phenomena and the transport
of flow structures emanating from the seat region. The mesh in the
seat region is typically stitched together with the grid in the inlet
and discharge ducts with the aid of tetrahedral domains that pro-
vide topological flexibility with structurally complex-shaped sys-
tems. The strategy has proven to work very efficiently for simu-
lations of a variety of valve systems in use at SSC such as a 10 in.
LOX valve, a split-body valve, a pressure regulator valve, and a
globe valve �see Refs. �7,8��. The simulations with the multi-
element unstructured CRUNCH CFD® code have yielded results

where the flow coefficients have been in excellent agreement with
experimental/testing data. Furthermore, this strategy of simulating
flows in valve systems has provided key insights into dominant
flow physics during valve functioning and testing.

As an illustration of the applicability of the multi-element un-
structured framework to complex valve systems, we present the
grid generation methodology for a 6 in. gaseous hydrogen valve
�see Fig. 2� currently in operation at SSC. This particular system
is interesting both for the structural complexity in the valve ge-
ometry, particularly in the seat region, and the wide array of
physical flow phenomena and flow regimes involved. Following
our standard strategy for complex valve systems, structured do-
mains are constructed around the plug and in the narrow clear-
ances of the seat region. Figure 3 depicts the grid along the plane
of symmetry clearly showing the hexahedral blocks in the seat
region around the plug. Hexahedral/prismatic cells are extruded
along the inlet and exhaust pipes, and a tetrahedral block is used
to fill in the junctions between the pipes and the seat. The ex-
truded hexahedral-prism blocks in the inlet and discharge ducts
are also shown to interface with a region of tetrahedral cells �Fig.
3�. This transition from hexahedral to tetrahedral cells permits
flexibility in local resolution in different parts of the flow domain.

Simulation Results

Simulations of Pressure Regulator Control Valve. CFD
simulations utilizing CRUNCH CFD® were performed to carry
out detailed analysis of a pressure regulator valve. The structural
complexity of the geometry and consequently the complex flow
path associated with the pressure regulator valve made it particu-
larly suitable for the multi-element framework incorporated in
CRUNCH CFD®. For example, the pressure regulator valve is
comprised of many enclosed regions with multiple corners, dis-
parate shapes, and tight clearances. The flow fields associated with
these regions are replete with a rich variety of length and time
scales and diverse flow regimes from low Mach number flow
regions to supersonic flow in the seat region. Moreover, the mul-
tiple corners and edges have secondary flow structures and tran-
sient phenomena such as shedding vortex structures. Associated
with these unsteady phenomena is a dominant chattering-like be-
havior that has been observed when the valve is operational under
certain conditions.

A multi-element grid comprised of tetrahedral, prismatic, hexa-
hedral, and pyramidal cells was constructed for the dome pressure
regulator geometry. Traditional structured hexahedral grids are
very difficult to generate for such a complex geometry. The com-
plexity in the geometry forces an awkward block topology with
highly skewed and irregular cells in the case of a pure hexahedral

Fig. 2 Schematic of a 6 in. gaseous hydrogen valve
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grid. Furthermore, a contiguous hexahedral mesh places severe
constraints on grid resolution in critical regions of the flow do-
main such as the seat region of the valve where the flow acceler-
ates sharply. A grid comprised of only tetrahedral-prismatic ele-
ments is cumbersome to build because of difficulties with
prismatic extrusion in concave corners and tight clearances asso-
ciated with the geometry. These shortcomings are overcome in the
multi-element approach wherein high-quality grids were gener-
ated very efficiently in all regions of the valve.

Figure 4 depicts a planar cross section of the multi-element grid
that was generated for the dome pressure regulator valve simula-
tions. The grid consists of 716,000 hexahedral cells with a com-
bination of 838,989 tetrahedral, prismatic, and pyramidal cells.
Most of the straight sections of the geometry such as the discharge
duct and the inlet pipe were predominantly meshed with high
aspect ratio hexahedral cells. Hexahedral blocks were also utilized
in the seat region of the valve where very high directional gradi-
ents in the flow variables exist since high aspect ratio hexahedral
cells are ideal to capture such gradients. Prismatic layers were

extruded from the walls comprised of the ports and pipe connec-
tions in order to resolve the boundary layers associated with these
regions. The remaining portions of the geometry such as the junc-
tions between the inlet/discharge straight portions and the valve
housing were filled with tetrahedral cells that acted as buffer
zones connecting the disparate topologies in different regions of
the pressure regulator valve. Both steady and unsteady simula-
tions were performed with the multi-element grid. An ideal gas
flow was assumed for both simulations. Inflow boundary condi-
tions based on an inlet total pressure of 4400 psi and a total tem-
perature of 540 degrees R were specified at the inlet plane to the
feed duct. At the outflow plane of the discharge duct a back pres-
sure of 800 psi was maintained. The steady simulations revealed a
rich variety of flow phenomena over a multitude of length scales,
as illustrated in Fig. 5.

Figure 5�a� shows the Mach number distribution along the
plane of symmetry—it can be seen that the flow mildly accelerates
as it transitions from the intake pipe to the feed ports leading into

Fig. 3 „a… Multi-element grid for a 6 in. gaseous hydrogen valve, „b… blow-up of the grid in the
seat region. Hexahedral-tetrahedral grid at valve-pipe interface.

Fig. 4 Symmetry plane of the grid illustrating the multi-element mesh topology
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the valve housing. The flow turns supersonic as it rapidly accel-
erates through the valve seat region, which has a very narrow
clearance. The flow emerges from the valve seat region like a jet
into the upper housing where it turns into a feed channel that exits
into the discharge pipe. The Mach number distribution also re-
veals flow expansion in both the discharge feed channel and the
discharge duct. These observations are corroborated by the pres-
sure distribution along the plane of symmetry in Fig. 5�b�. It is
clear from the pressure distribution that most of the pressure
losses accrue in the seat/throat region of the dome pressure regu-
lator where the flow experiences a sharp acceleration. Further-
more, the pressure distribution also shows a pressure gradient in
the upper housing, indicating that flow is being forced tangentially
towards the discharge duct. The pressure distribution on the pop-
pet �Fig. 5�b�� also shows a region of high pressure on the shaft
just downstream of the throat region. This is primarily from flow

mixing due to the fact that multiple feed channels located at dif-
ferent azimuthal locations introduce flow into the lower housing.
Furthermore, the stream traces reveal a complex flow pattern with
strong recirculation in the upper housing, indicating that the flow
does not transition smoothly from the valve assembly into the
discharge piping �Fig. 5�c��.

The unsteady modeling effort was geared towards understand-
ing an observed “chatter” of the poppet-shaft assembly during
operation of the valve. A transient analysis with a fixed poppet
setting was performed with a time step of 3�10−7 s and captured
a dominant oscillation of the flow with a frequency of about
4 KHz. This frequency was detected in pressure fluctuations
across seven probe points located on the poppet surface. Through
flow visualization of the transient simulations, an axial mode was
identified as the source of the instability, which manifested itself

Fig. 5 Plots of „a… streamlines through the valve housing colored with Mach
number illustrating the large recirculation region, „b… pressure contours, and
„c… Mach number contours on the symmetry plane
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as a periodic pulsation of a jet-like structure through the throat
coupled with tangential modes in the discharge portion of the
flow. Pressure histories were recorded at seven different points on
the poppet close to the throat �Fig. 6�a��. The recording tabs were
mostly distributed along the base of the throat on the poppet.
Three pairs of tabs were located on the base �on the periphery and
midway on radial lines running from the shaft to the outer edges�
aligned with the direction of the feeding channels leading into the
inner housing. One of the taps was located on the shaft at the
location where the steady-state simulations indicated a localized
region of high pressure. All seven probes show an almost identical
periodic variation in pressure. The variations are strongest at the
three points on the periphery of the base region �1, 2, and 3� that
also coincides with the throat region of the valve. Fourier decom-
position of the histories indicates a fundamental mode correspond-
ing to a frequency of 4043 Hz �see Figs. 6�b� and 6�c��. Further-
more, Fig. 6�c� shows significant energy associated with the first
harmonic. More importantly, the Fourier decomposition also re-
vealed an active low-frequency mode of approximately 250 Hz.
This mode could be structurally significant since it could excite
poppet vibration modes leading to significant noise and couple
with structural modes leading to potential structural failure. Fur-
ther structural analysis of this valve would be required to deter-
mine if this frequency might pose a structural coupling risk.

Simulations of the 10 in. Cryogenic Valve. A series of simu-
lations was carried out for a 10 in. cryogenic control valve. In
these simulations, the multi-element CRUNCH CFD® framework
was used to estimate the valve flow coefficient as a function of the
plug setting. The aim of this exercise was to compare the valve
flow coefficient curve to experimental data and simulations per-
formed at SSC �9�. The valve configuration that was used for the

numerical tests is shown in Fig. 7. The plug/seat portion of the
valve exactly matches the configuration used in the experimental
test bed. However, in the simulations the entire valve geometry
was approximated to be axisymmetric. For the purpose of simu-
lating this cryogenic control valve, this is a valid approximation
since the discharge and inlet ducts are located away from the
plug/seat region where most losses occur and there few little
three-dimensional flow distortions affecting the plug/seat region.
A series of simulations as performed on this valve configuration
pertaining to six different valve settings ranging from 8.6% open
to 75% open. Liquid nitrogen was the working fluid in the control
valve for all the simulations with operating conditions 162 R and
3000 psi. The density of liquid nitrogen under the operating con-
ditions was modeled as a function of the local pressure and the
valve operated with a mass flow rate that ranged from
50 to 300 lbs/s. For the sake of the simulations, the temperature
was assumed to be constant in the control valve and the liquid
nitrogen was modeled as a real fluid with variable density and
molecular viscosity.

A series of six simulations was performed with valve settings at
8.6%, 45%, 50%, 65%, 70%, and 75% open. The mass flow rates
utilized for these simulations were 50, 100, 150, 150, 300, and
300 lbm/s, respectively. The 8.6% stroke setting was primarily
chosen because it represented the lowest stroke setting for which
experimental/test data were available. The large pressure gradients
in the seat region for this case have the potential to significantly
impact the flow coefficient due to effects of real fluid property
variation. A series of hexahedral grids consisting of 60,000 cells
as utilized in the simulations. The simulations were run on a par-
allel PC-cluster �16 processors� to provide rapid turnaround times
consistent with those required to support testing �5–6 h�. The

Fig. 6 Plots of the transient solution showing „a… location of probe points on the poppet, „b…
pressure history for the seven points, and „c… frequency spectrum indicating the dominant
instability modes
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numerical simulations were carried out using the formulation de-
scribed in the previous section with a wall function procedure in
the vicinity of viscous boundaries specified in conjunction with
the high-Re form of the standard k−� equation. The boundary
conditions were specified by fixing flow conditions at the inflow,
except for pressure, which adjusts itself to sustain the prescribed
mass flow and specifying the back pressure at the outflow bound-
ary. The simulation results are summarized in Fig. 7�a�, which
depicts comparisons of the valve flow coefficient as a function of
valve position with experimental observations and calculations
performed at SSC. The valve flow coefficient Cv is defined as the
ratio of the integrated mass flow rate �lbm/s� at the inlet to the
square root of the pressure differential �psia� required to drive the
flow through the control valve. The CRUNCH CFD® simulations
show a monotonically increasing valve flow coefficient curve with
valve opening, consistent with both experimental observations and
Stennis calculations. Furthermore, the results are in excellent
agreement with experimental measurements and the grid-
independent values of Cv computed at Stennis Space Center �9�
both in predicting the slope of the curve and the transition in slope
at the lower valve settings. Close agreement can be seen between
the CRUNCH simulations and the experimental data even at the
8.6% setting where real fluid effects start to dominate, in spite of

the exaggerated log scale. The CFD simulations also reveal finer
details of the flow physics and help in identifying regions in the
valve configurations associated with pressure losses and the me-
chanics of flow control in the valve system. Figure 7�b� shows a
sample axial velocity distribution for a plug setting of 75% open.
The flow accelerates as it negotiates the seat region and subse-
quently turns along the nose of the plug towards the center of the
duct aft of the seat region. The sharp turning of the flow leads to
the formation of large zones of flow separation at the outer walls
downstream of the seat region. In addition, stable recirculation
patterns set up in the base region of the plug for all valve settings.
The flow turning and recirculation patterns are further corrobo-
rated by the distribution of turbulent viscosity �Fig. 7�c�� that is
indicative of vorticity and diffusion of the velocity core in the duct
downstream of the seat/plug region.

Simulations of a Cavitating Venturi With Liquid Oxygen.
The venturi is primarily used as flow control device in various
applications at SSC primarily because of the insensitivity of mass
flow rates to downstream pressure fluctuations. However, the
cavitation-based mechanism responsible for this behavior is
poorly understood. The problem is exacerbated in liquid rocket
engine tests due to the use of cryogenic fluids that typically oper-

Fig. 7 10 in. cryogenic valve performance
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ate at elevated temperatures relative to their critical temperatures.
In such flow regimes the vapor pressure and the fluid density vary
sharply with temperature, and thermodynamic effects have to be
taken into consideration. The cavitating venturi under investiga-
tion has a throat diameter of 2.94 in. and an inlet diameter of
10 in. with a sharply contoured contraction region and a long
divergent section. The upstream conditions for this case consisted
of a freestream velocity of 11.5 m/s and freestream density of
1132.12 kg/m3 at a temperature of 92 K. The vapor pressure at
the freestream temperature was 0.1219 MPa. The simulation is
initiated by first obtaining a converged single-phase solution at an
elevated exit back pressure. The single-phase pressure distribution
is shown in Fig. 8 where the minimum pressure is found at the
throat of the venturi due to flow acceleration from area contrac-
tion. Cavitation is triggered in this case by lowering the specified
pressure at the exit plane. The initial formation of the cavitation
zone starts up at the throat of the venturi where the local pressure
recedes below the vapor pressure at the freestream temperature.
Since the time scales for phase change are extremely small, heat is
drawn from a thin film of liquid surrounding the cavity, resulting
in an evaporative cooling effect. This in turn lowers the tempera-
ture in the cavity and the liquid surrounding the cavity, leading to
a local depression in the vapor pressure and, consequently, retar-
dation of the cavity formation process. In general, these thermo-
dynamic effects of cavitation, i.e., pressure and temperature de-
pression, are a function of fluid/thermodynamic properties as well
as flow geometry and head characteristic. As these complex heat
and mass transfer mechanisms evolve, the cavity migrates down-
stream from the inception region, forming a vaporous mixture that
engulfs the entire throat region of the venturi �Fig. 9�.

Two important observations are noted at this point: First, the
vapor cloud that covers the throat region is highly diffuse, forming
a frothy-like cavity with the bulk of the void fraction in the cavity
around 0.5, except close to the walls where the void fraction is
closer to 1.0. Second, it should be reiterated that the diffuse cavity
covers the entire cross section of the venturi just downstream of
the throat. The presence of a low amount of vapor void fraction
throughout the cross section of the venturi is responsible for a
sharp decrease in the local speed of sound in the venturi near the
throat region. Therefore, any pressure fluctuations downstream of

the venturi would not directly translate into mass flow corrections
at the inlet to the venturi, making the venturi an ideal device to
meter propellants in liquid rocket engine test rigs. This effect can
be seen in Fig. 10�a�. A high-pressure region builds up in the
closure region of the cavity that closely resembles a “shock struc-
ture” in conventional compressible flow. Pressure waves are seen
shedding aft of the cavity region in the downstream divergent
section due to unsteadiness associated with the cavity. There is a
pressure spike visible upstream of the throat region due to the
reconversion of the vapor in the throat region of the venturi to
liquid. This reconversion process is primarily due to the thermo-
dynamic effects of cavitation in cryogenic fluids that were dis-
cussed above.

The temperature distribution shown in Fig. 10�b� indicates the
importance of accurately modeling the thermodynamics in the
case of the cavitating venturi. Unlike cavitation in conventional
liquids such as water, where thermodynamic effects are generally
neglected, there is a substantial deviation in temperature �over
10 K� in certain regions of the cavity from the temperature in the
bulk liquid. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, the cavitation dynam-
ics are substantially altered by the reduction in temperature close
to the throat region leading to the depression in vapor pressure
and reconversion of vapor back to liquid.

Summary
In this paper, a wide array of valve systems were simulated

utilizing a multi-element unstructured framework �CRUNCH
CFD®� with embedded submodels for cryogenic fluids and cavi-
tation. The valve systems represented varying degrees of struc-
tural and physical complexity and covered major regimes of flow
physics. The multi-element framework provided flexibility in gen-
erating meshes for complicated geometries and in resolving and
identifying instabilities associated with the operation of the valve
systems. Furthermore, the “real fluids and cavitation” submodels
permitted simulation of physical phenomena pertaining to multi-
phase flow dynamics dominant in the operation of venturi-type
flow control elements. CRUNCH CFD® also proved to be an
efficient tool for rapid turnaround of complex solutions. This ef-

Fig. 8 Single phase pressure distribution for the venturi operating with liquid oxygen

Fig. 9 Vapor void fraction in cavitating venturi indicating vapor throughout the cross
section of the venturi
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ficiency was possible primarily because the numerical scheme
permits large time steps, enhanced convergence, and robust paral-
lel execution of the flow solver.

Steady-state simulations were carried out for the operation of a
10 in. cryogenic valve at different valve settings. The flow coef-
ficient characteristics in this case were in very good agreement
with both experimental results and calculations carried out at
NASA SSC. The simulations were also able to provide details of
pressure losses in the seat region and give an account of the sec-
ondary flow regions that set up aft of the seat region at the wall
and in the base region of the plug.

Analyses for a pressure regulator control valve were carried out
with the multi-element philosophy. The pressure regulator valve is
structurally very difficult to grid with conventional CFD multi-
block structured �purely hexahedral� and unstructured �tetrahe-
dral� methodologies. A multi-element grid consisting of hexahe-
dral, tetrahedral, prismatic, and pyramidal elements was generated
for the pressure regulator valve. The hexahedral cells were used to
resolve the boundary layers in the feed channels, inlet and dis-
charge ducts, and gradients in the narrow clearances around the
poppet. Tetrahedral and prismatic cells were mostly used in the
valve housing and the buffer regions between the inlet/discharge
ducts and the valve housing. The interfacing between the tetrahe-
dral zones and the hexahedral blocks was provided by pyramidal
cells. In this manner, the cell topology was tailored to the struc-
tural complexities of the valve body, leading to a well-resolved
high-quality grid.

Both steady and unsteady simulations of the pressure regulator
valve were performed on the multi-element grid. The steady simu-
lations revealed a rich variety of flow phenomena over a multitude
of length scales. This included a jet-like penetration of the flow
through the throat region, secondary flow patterns in the feed
channels and corner regions of the valve housing, and significant
flow expansion in the buffer channels feeding the discharge duct
and in the discharge duct. Furthermore, flow from the throat re-
gion of the valve impinges on the upper wall of the valve assem-
bly and forms a dominant recirculation pattern before discharging
through the exhaust ducting. Our transient analyses were per-
formed with a fixed poppet setting and captured a dominant chat-

ter with a 4 KHz frequency. This frequency was detected across
seven different probe points located at different parts of the pop-
pet. Through flow visualization of the simulations we were able to
identify an axial mode as the source of the instability. The insta-
bility was generated due to tangential discharge of flow from the
far end of the upper housing that was periodically cutting off the
axial flow through the throat region. A closer investigation of the
frequency content of the instability modes revealed most of the
energy is associated with the fundamental frequency 4043 Hz and
its first harmonic. Furthermore, there was significant energy asso-
ciated with a low-frequency mode �around 250 Hz�. This was an
important finding since this mode can potentially induce structural
vibrations.

Simulations were also carried out for a LOX cavitating venturi
valve utilizing the cavitation submodel with cryogenic fluids ca-
pability. The simulations demonstrated that cavitation inception
initiates in the throat region where the local pressure falls below
the saturation vapor pressure corresponding to the bulk tempera-
ture. As the simulation evolves, the thermodynamic effects of
cavitation become more pronounced, leading to evaporative cool-
ing near the cavity region. This results in a temperature depres-
sion, and consequently a depression in the saturation pressure at
the leading edge of the cavity. These results are consistent with
the findings of research carried out by Stahl and Stepanoff �10�,
Ruggeri and Moore �11�, Hord �12�, and Brennen �13�. Further-
more, our simulations reveal a vaporous mixture in the entire
venturi cross section just downstream of the throat. The vapor
fraction through most of the cavity is less than 0.5, indicating a
highly diffused cavity. Sarosdy and Acosta �14� have made similar
observations of investigating of frothy, diffusive cavities consist-
ing of many bubbles with Freon 113. Moreover, the mass flow
through the venturi gets choked due to the presence of the vapor
cloud near the throat of the venturi. Any variation in back pressure
is not propagated to the inlet due to a substantial reduction in
speed of sound through the vaporous cavity. The computed dis-
charge coefficient of 0.96 compares reasonably well with the ex-
perimentally observed discharge coefficient of 0.95.

Fig. 10 Pressure and temperature distribution in the cavitating venturi
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Nomenclature
CFD � computational fluid dynamics
cL ,cg � isothermal speed of sound in the liquid phase,

gas phase
cm � speed of sound in the two-phase mixture
Cv � flow coefficient defined as the ratio of the inte-

grated mass flow and the square root of pres-
sure differential

Dv � viscous fluxes
E ,F ,G � inviscid flux vectors

� � turbulent dissipation rate
hm � mixture enthalpy
hfg � enthalpy change due to phase change

k � turbulent kinetic energy
mt � rate of vapor mass generation

mt�hfg � source term for the energy equation
�g�L � void fraction of gas, liquid

p � pressure
�m � mixture density

�g ,�L � physical material densities of the gas and liq-
uid phases

Q � vector of dependent variables
Qv � vector of primitive variables

S � source term
SSC � Stennis Space Center
Tsat � saturation temperature

u ,v ,w � velocity components along coordinate
directions

� � preconditioning matrix
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Modeling of the Onset of Gas
Entrainment From a Stratified
Two-Phase Region Through
Branches on a Curved Surface
The present investigation is focused on the onset phenomena from a stratified two-phase
region through a single branch located on a semi-circular wall, resembling a circular
reservoir of a CANDU header-feeder configuration. Two different models have been
developed, over the whole range of branch Froude number, to predict the critical height
at the onset of gas-entrainment. The results showed that there is both a maximum and a
minimum physical limit of prediction, which depends on the branch size and configura-
tion. Also, at a distinct range of Froude numbers within the physical limits, the predicted
values of both models collaborated to the same values. The critical height corresponding
to the onset of gas entrainment was found to be a function of the branch orientation and
Froude number. Three different experimental data sets at branch orientation angles of
zero, 45, and 90 degrees were used to validate the present models. A good concurrence
was illustrated between the experimental and theoretical values.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2201614�

1 Introduction
The implication of modern industrial applications involving

two-phase discharge from a stratified region through single or
multiple branches has developed considerably in the past two de-
cades. Examples of these applications include two-phase distribu-
tion headers where a certain incoming stream is fed into a large
header divided into a number of discharging streams, such as in
shell-and-tube heat exchangers, the flow through small breaks in
horizontal cooling channels of nuclear reactors during loss-of-
coolant accidents, and the flow distribution in the header-feeder
systems of CANDU �Canada Deuterium and Uranium� reactors
during accident scenarios. For the design and performance predic-
tions of such systems, it is essential to determine the mass flow
rate and the quality of the discharging streams. The development
of a theoretical correlation for the critical height at the onset of
gas entrainment during single and multiple discharges is therefore
necessary for the prediction of such parameters, as it remains a
prerequisite to determining the mass flow rate and quality of dis-
charging flow.

It was concluded by Zuber �1� that for single discharge from a
stratified flow channel, there are two types of onset phenomena,
depending on the location of the horizontal gas-liquid interface
relative to the branch. For the case where the interface is located
above the branch, at a certain critical height, gas will begin to
entrain the branch into a predominantly liquid flow �onset of gas
entrainment �OGE��. However, if the horizontal gas-liquid inter-
face is located below the branch, at a certain critical height, liquid
will begin to entrain the branch into a predominantly gas flow
�onset of liquid entrainment �OLE��. In regard to these phenom-
ena, Zuber went on to develop theoretical relationships for the
determination of the critical height, depending on the type of phe-
nomena and geometrical layout of the system. Recently in litera-
ture, other researchers presented experimental data and theoretical
correlations in regard to the onset phenomena �OGE, OLE�, along
with two-phase mass flow rates and quality between the two on-

sets during discharge from a stratified region �e.g. �2–9��. As an
example, for the prediction of the critical height at the onset of gas
entrainment, for the case of single discharge from a side branch,
Smoglie and Reimann �2� experimentally developed the following
correlation as a function of Froude number and branch diameter:

HOGE

d
= 0.681 Fr0.4 �1�

where

Fr =
vd

�gd
��

�1

Parrott et al. �6� also experimentally investigated the onset of gas
entrainment during single discharge from a large, stratified two-
phase region. Using the least-squares method, they developed the
following correlation between the critical height at the onset of
gas entrainment and the corresponding Froude number:

HOGE

d
= 0.425 Fr0.529 HOGE

d
� 1.15

HOGE

d
= 0.508 Fr0.435 HOGE

d
� 1.15 �2�

Hassan et al. �9� further investigated the single side discharge
from a large, stratified two-phase region through small branches
and developed a similar correlation

HOGE

d
= 0.57 Fr0.4 �3�

Recently, Ahmed et al. �10� theoretically determined the OGE
during single discharge from a stratified, two-phase region
through a side branch with a finite diameter. Two different models
have been developed, a simplified point-sink model and a three-
dimensional finite-branch model. The simplified point-sink model
is given by
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HOGE

d
= Fr0.4�1

2
���

�1
�0.2

+
1

8
� �1

��
�0.8	 �4�

and the finite-branch model is given by the following two equa-
tions:

I1�h*�I2�h*� = − � 1

Fr
�2� �1

2��
� �5�

The critical height at the onset of gas entrainment can then be
written as

HOGE

d
=

h*

2
+

Fr2

2

I1�h*��2 �6�

where

I1�h*� = − 2�
0

��
0

�
cos��h*�

�2���2 + �2

	��
−1

1

sin���1 − y*2� cos��y*�dy*	d�d�

+ 2�
0

��
0

�
sin��h*�
��2 + �2��

−1

1

sin���1 − y*2�

	sin��y*�dy*	d�d� �7�

and

I2�h*� = − 2�
0

��
0

�
cos��h*�

�2���2 + �2

	��
−1

1

sin���1 − y*2� cos��y*�dy*	d�d�

− 2�
0

��
0

�
sin��h*�
��2 + �2��

−1

1

sin���1 − y*2�

	sin��y*�dy*	d�d� �8�

For a given Froude number, h* is first calculated from Eq. �5�.
Then, based on the values of h* and Fr, the critical height is
determined using Eq. �6�. Ahmed et al. �10� have determined the
values of I1�h*� and I2�h*� using numerical integration techniques
as indicated by Stround �11� and Gradshteyn and Ryzhik �12�.

The objective of the previous authors, regarding the onset phe-
nomena, was to find correlations of the critical height with respect
to a corresponding Froude number at different branch configura-
tions for single or multiple discharges. However, most of these
researchers’ investigations were strictly related to side discharge
from a flat or inclined flat wall configuration. The present inves-
tigation is related to the OGE for single discharge from a curved,
semi-circular wall configuration. Dimensions of the semi-circular
surface and branches were selected to be in direct proportion to
those of the CANDU header-feeder system. To the authors’
knowledge, there has been no previous theoretical investigation
performed regarding single or multiple discharge from a branch
located on a curved surface, for the branch diameter to main chan-
nel ratios proposed in the present study. Three different single
discharge branch configurations from a cylindrical reservoir are
considered in the present analysis. A horizontally mounted branch
�0 deg�, a branch mounted at 45 deg from the horizontal, and a
vertical bottom branch �90 deg�. A simple point-sink model is
proposed for all configurations for predicting the onset of gas
entrainment, and a more accurate finite-branch model is devel-
oped for each branch orientation, taking into account the branch

size. It should also be noted that the term “gas entrainment” is not
strictly applied to the entrainment of a gas into a predominantly
liquid flow. It can also be applied to any two fluids of different
densities, where the lighter fluid is entrained into the heavier fluid
flow.

2 Theoretical Analysis
The configuration considered in the present analysis is shown in

Fig. 1�a�, and consists of stratified layers of two immiscible fluids,
with densities �1 and �2, contained in a large semi-circular pipe
�reservoir� under pressure P, with equilibrium of the interface
being controlled by a balance of inertia and gravity. In the present
analysis, the surface tension is ignored and the liquid flow is con-
sidered inviscid, irrotational, incompressible, and quasi-steady.
Therefore, the problem is governed by a single physical param-
eter: the Froude number. Quasi-steady-potential flow is assumed
in the heavier fluid, while the lighter fluid is considered stagnant.

2.1 Criterion of the Onset of Gas Entrainment. Hassan et
al. �9� showed that during single discharge from a stratified two-
phase region through a side branch, if the interface level �H� is
well above the branch, the branch will be flowing liquid only, and
the interface will be flat. As H is lowered and approaches HOGE, a
“dimple” begins to form in the interface. This dimple depression
becomes more pronounced and conelike until the bottom of the
cone suddenly extends to the branch; this is the onset of gas en-
trainment. As H is reduced below HOGE, the branch will be flow-
ing two-phase mixture. The objective of the present paper is to
simulate this phenomenon; the criterion used in the prediction of
the onset of gas entrainment is the equality between the accelera-
tion of the liquid above the branch and the acceleration of gravity,

Fig. 1 „a… Geometry and the coordinate system in the point-
sink analysis and „b… geometry and the coordinate system in
the finite-branch analysis „�=45 deg…
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at point B, and has first been proposed by Ahmed et al. �10�. Any
further increase of liquid acceleration at point B above the accel-
eration of gravity will cause instability to the flow. This instability
results in a catastrophic change in the free surface shape, which
quickly extends the formed dip to the branch exit. This criterion is
based on the study made by Taylor �13� to determine the onset of
instability of inviscid liquid surfaces accelerated vertically.

Taylor stated that the initial stability of the upper surface of a
liquid would pass over into instability if the liquid were given a
downward acceleration greater than that of gravity. Moreover,
when �1 is much greater than �2, Taylor reported in his analysis
that the amplitude of a two-dimensional disturbance accelerated
downwards at acceleration a is given by





o
= cosh�4�s�a − g���1 − �2�

�a��1 + �2� � �9�

where 
 /
o is the ratio of the amplitude of the disturbance at any
time to its initial value, � is the wavelength of the disturbance
amplitude, s is the downward distance of the moving surface, a is
the downward acceleration of the liquid surface, and g is the ac-
celeration of gravity. Based on this equation, it is clear that if the
acceleration a of the fluid surface is greater than the acceleration
of gravity g the fluid surface would be unstable. Lewis �14� also
investigated experimentally the instability of various liquids ac-
celerating vertically downward. The instability criterion observed
under a wide variety of experimental conditions has been ana-
lyzed, and good agreement between experiment and the theory of
Taylor, mentioned above, was found.

2.2 Equilibrium of the Interface. In reference to Fig. 1�a�,
we can apply the Bernoulli equation on the interface between
point A and point B:

pA + 1
2�1vA

2 + �1gH = pB + 1
2�1vB

2 + �1gh �10�

Considering vA� �vB, Eq. �10� becomes

pA + �1gH = pB + 1
2�1vB

2 + �1gh �11�

And for the lighter fluid region, which is considered stagnant
along the same streamline, the Bernoulli equation becomes

pA + �2gH = pB + �2gh �12�

From Eqs. �11� and �12�, the velocity of the liquid at point B is
given as

vB
2 = 2g

��

�1
�H − h� �13�

2.3 Point Sink Analysis. In this analysis, a single side branch
installed on a semi-circular wall, shown in Fig. 1�a�, is simulated
as a point sink, with strength Q. The surface area S of the flow is
a hemisphere intersected by a cylinder. The branch is located at
the center of this flow field, with

v� =
��

��
=

Q

S
�14�

where � is the potential function, � is the radius of the flow field

given by �=�x1
2+y1

2+z1
2, and S is the surface area of the flow field

given by

S = 2��2 − 4�2�
cos−1��/D�

�/2 �1 − �D

�
�2

cos2 �d� �15�

The principle used for the prediction of the onset of gas entrain-
ment is the equality between the acceleration of the liquid above
the branch, and the acceleration of gravity g at point B, as given
by Johnson �15�. Instability of the flow is caused by an increase of
liquid acceleration in excess of g. This principle is given as

�aB� = − g �16�

where

�aB� = � ��

�x2
�

B
� �2�

�x2
2 �

B

�17�

Although, the potential function � of this flow is not known, the
derivatives in Eq. �17� can be determined using Eqs. �14� and �15�
and the coordinate transformation properties, summarized as fol-
lows:

��

�r
=

Q

S
=

Q

2��2 − 4�4�
cos−1��/D�

�/2 �1 − �D

�
�2

cos2 �d�

.

�18�

With ��B=h at point B as shown in Fig. 1�a�, Eq. �18� becomes

� ��

�x2
�

B

= � ��

��
�

�=h

=
Q

2D2h*2I1�h*�
�19�

Here h* is a dimensionless height �h / �D�� and I1�h*� is given by

I1�h*� = � − 2�
cos−1h

�/2 �1 − � 1

h*�2

cos2 �d� �20�

By rotating the coordinates an angle � from �x1 ,y1� to �x2 ,y2�, as
shown in Fig. 1�a�, and by using the coordinate transformation
properties, the second derivative of � in Eq. �17� is determined as

� �2�

�x2
2 �

B

=
− Q�h*2I1�h*� − I2�h*��

D3h*5I1
2�h*�

�21�

where I2�h*� is defined by

I2�h*� =�
cos−1h*

�/2
cos2 �

�1 − � 1

h*�2

cos2 �

d� �22�

By substituting Eqs. �19� and �21� into �17�, we get

Q2 =
2gD5h*7I1

3�h*�
h*2I1�h*� − I2�h*�

�23�

Knowing the value of Q or Fr, the corresponding value for h* is
calculated by solving Eq. �23�. A computer code was developed to
numerically compute the values of I1 , I2 and h* for each known
value of Q. Based on the value of h*, the critical height corre-
sponding to the onset of gas entrainment, HOGE, is determined by
substituting Eq. �19� with ��� /�x2��B  Q / �2D2h*2I1�h*��=vB
into Eq. �13� to give

HOGE

d
=

D

d
h* +

Fr2gDh*3I1�h*�
4vd

2�h*2I1�h*� − I2�h*��
�24�

2.4 Two-Dimensional Finite-Branch Analysis. In this analy-
sis, the lighter fluid is also considered stationary and the heavier
fluid is considered to be incompressible, homogeneous, and irro-
tational. By applying the two-dimensional continuity equation in
cylindrical coordinates to the heavier fluid side in Fig. 1�b�, we
obtain

1

r

�

�r
�r

��

�r
� +

1

r2

�2�

��2 = 0 �25�

with the following boundary conditions:

r = R, � � �� − �,� + �� Þ
��

�r
= vd
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r = R, and
�

2
+ �2n�� � � �

�

2
+ �2n + 2��

Þ vrn = v� cos��

2
− �2n + 1��	

where n=0,1 ,2. . . and depends on the level of the heavier fluid
inside the reservoir

r = R, �� + � � � �
�

2

3�

2
� � � � − �� Þ

��

�r
= 0 �26�

Smith �16� obtained a solution for Equation �25� when f���
=�� /�r is known at the boundary �Neumann problem� where the
following condition must be satisfied:

�a0 =�
0

2�

f���d� = 0

Thus, by multiplying the above equation by R, this results in
balancing the inlet and outlet flow rates through the boundary. On
the inlet side, opposite the slot, the area is divided into several
imaginary branches with an equivalent size as the discharge
branch �see Fig. 1�b��. The purpose is to define the radial velocity
component vrn in the direction of the domain center along the
semi-circular inlet from the free stream velocity v�. From Fig.
1�b� the freestream velocity is defined by

v� = vd

�2�R�
R + H

�27�

The number of branches along the imaginary boundary is deter-
mined by the height of the heavier fluid in the domain by R+H.
After satisfying the necessary condition, the solution was as fol-
lows:

���r,�� = �oR −
R

2�
0

2�

f��� logR2 − 2Rr cos�� − �� + r2

R2 �d�

�28�

where

f��� =
��

�r
= vr at the boundaries

The first and second derivatives of the potential function ��r ,��
needed for the criterion of the onset of gas entrainment is given by

�aB� =
��

�y

�2�

�y2 = − g �29�

where the polar coordinates �r ,�� are converted and shifted to the
Cartesian coordinates �x ,y� at the center of the branch, as shown
in Fig. 1�b�, with the following coordinate transformation proper-
ties:

r = �x1
2 + y1

2�1/2, � = tan−1�−
y1

x1
�

x = x1 − R cos �, y = y1 + R sin �

��

�y
=

��

�r

�r

�y
+

��

��

��

�y
,

and

�2�

�y2 = � �2�

�r2

�r

�y
+

�2�

�� � r

��

�y
� �r

�y
+

��

�r

�2r

�y2 + � �2�

��2

��

�y

+
�2�

�r � �

�r

�y
� ��

�y
+

��

��

�2�

�y2

After making the necessary derivatives and substitutions, the final
results of the first and second derivatives of the stream function
are given as

� ��

�y
�

B

= −
R

� M2

�M1
�

0

2�

f���
N2

N1
d� +

− M3

�M1
�

0

2�

f���
N3

N1
d��

�30�

� �2�

�y2 �
B

= −
R

�M2
2

M1
�

0

2�

f���
N1 − 2N2

2

N1
2 d�

+
− 2M2M3

M1
3/2 �

0

2�

f���
N1N3 − 2�M1N2N3

N1
2 d�

+
M3

2

�M1
3�

0

2�

f���
RN1cos N0 − 2�M1N3

2

N1
d�

+ � 1

M1
1/2 −

M2
2

M1
3/2��

0

2�

f���
N2

N1
d�

+
2M3M2

�M1
3 �

0

2�

f���
N3

N1
d�� �31�

where

M1 = �R cos ��2 + �h − R sin ��2 N0 = M4 − �

M2 = h − R sin � N1 = R2 − 2R�M1 cos N0 + M1

M3 = R cos � N2 = − R cos N0 + �M1

M4 = tan−1�−
M2

M3
� N3 = R sin N0

�32�
The critical height at the onset of gas entrainment can now be
determined by substituting Eqs. �30� and �31� into Eq. �29�, and
solving numerically for the value of h, which is equivalent to the
height of liquid level above the branch center. Using the calcu-
lated value of h into Eq. �30�, the term � ��

�y �B=vB is determined.
Substituting h and vB into Eq. �13� yields

HOGE

d
=

h

d
+

�1

2gd��
�� ��

�y
�

B
	2

�33�

It should be noted here that the inputs to the model are
d , R , �1 , �� , �, and ṁ or Fr. For each set of these values, the
height HOGE can be found. The values of all integrations in Eqs.
�30� and �31� are calculated using numerical integration tech-
niques.

3 Results and Discussion
In the present section, the effects of wall curvature and branch

orientation on the critical height at the onset of gas entrainment
were investigated. Also, comparisons between the predicted criti-
cal heights and the available experimental data, collected by
Smoglie and Reimann �2�, Parrott et al. �6�, Hassan et al. �9�, and
Ahmad et al. �17� were made to validate the present analysis.
Figure 2 depicts the effect of curvature on the prediction of critical
height, at the onset of gas entrainment during single side-
discharge �horizontal orientation�, as a function of Fr number, for
both point-sink and finite-branch analyses. Experimental data
from Ahmad and Hassan �17� is also shown here. The results also
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showed that the deviation between the point-sink analysis and the
finite branch analysis models and Ahmad and Hassan �17� is sig-
nificant at low Froude numbers. This may be due to the effect of
neglecting the viscous forces and surface tension in the present
analyses. On the other hand, a good agreement is observed at high
Froude numbers because the inertia forces are dominant and so
the effect of viscous forces and surface tension may be neglected.
Also, it is clear from the figure that the results of the two models
are restricted by two physical appropriate limits, �H /d�max �upper
limit� and �H /d�min �lower limit�. Beyond these limits, the theo-
retical results are physically impossible. The upper limit of
�H /d�max=R /d=4, is characterized by the relative geometry of the
cylindrical reservoir. The lower limit of �H /d�min=0.5, is distin-
guished by the entrance of the branch, after which two-phase flow
should exist at the branch entrance. It can be seen that the finite-
branch analysis converges toward these two limits along the
whole range of Fr numbers, whereas the results of the point-sink
analysis are stopped at the upper limit of �H /d=4� and go further
down the lower limit �H /d=0.5�.

Figure 3 shows the percent deviation of the point-sink analysis
�PSA� from the finite-branch analysis �FBA�. HPSA refers to the
critical height at the onset of gas entrainment calculated by Eq.
�24�, and HFBA refers to the critical height at the onset of gas

entrainment calculated from Eq. �33�. At very low Fr numbers
there is a deviation of about +50%, where the point-sink analysis
under predicts the finite-branch analysis. At moderate Fr numbers
the deviation is about −32%, and the point-sink analysis overpre-
dicts the finite-branch analysis. The overall deviation is reflected
as a sinusoidal curve decaying exponentially, where at very high
Fr numbers the deviation between the two analyses is negligible.

Figure 4 compares the behavior of the critical height as a func-
tion of Fr number for three distinct d /R ratios of finite-branch
analysis and demonstrates the effect of curvature with respect to
the Froude number range. The d /R ratio of 0.25 is used as input
for the present analysis regarding curvature, where R=25.4 mm
and d=6.35 mm. Whereas when d /R=0,R can be considered as
an infinite value, removing the effect of curvature and simplifying
the analysis to a single side branch mounted on a flat wall, as in
Ahmed et al. �10�. The third curve of d /R=0.5,R is half the size
of that when d /R=0.25. In comparing these three curves of dif-
ferent d /R ratios, it can be seen that for each d /R case, it is the
upper physical limit that changes with respect to the d /R ratio,
whereas the lower physical limit remains constant for all ratios
since it is defined by the entrance of the branch. For d /R=0, there
is no upper physical limit associated with the configuration due to
the fact that it is considered as a branch mounted on a flat wall,
and therefore R is assumed to be infinite. It is obvious that the d /R
ratio of 0.25 has a higher upper physical limit than that of d /R
=0.5. One can therefore conclude the prediction of the onset of
gas entrainment depends on the d /R ratio, particularly at high
values of Fr number �10. Also the effect of curvature does not
appear when Fr number �10.

To prove the validity of the present theoretical analysis, Fig. 5
demonstrates the comparison of the present analysis to d /R=0,
which corresponds to a single discharge through a finite-side
branch mounted on a flat wall and experimental analyses in Has-
san et al. �9� and Parrott et al. �6�. The experimental data here
were generated during single discharge through a 6.35 mm i.d.
branch located on the sidewall of a large reservoir under stratified
�air-water� conditions, and different pressures ranging from
316 kPa to 517 kPa. Figure 5 shows good agreement between the
present theoretical results and the experimental data of Hassan et
al. �9�. The results of Parrott et al. �6� are underpredicted because
they added the meniscus height �estimated to be 3.3 mm� to their
values of the critical heights, while Hassan et al. �9� did not.

Figure 6 shows a comparison between the present theoretical
results, found using the finite-branch analysis at two distinct d /R
ratios, and corresponding experimental data given by Hassan et al.
�18� and Smoglie and Reimann �2�. The experimental data of Has-
san et al. �18� were generated during single discharge through a

Fig. 2 Predictions of HOGE/d with Fr at �=0 deg and d /R
=0.25

Fig. 3 Percentage deviation from the finite-branch analysis for
�=0 deg and d /R=0.25

Fig. 4 Effect of d /R on the predictions of HOGE/d with Fr at �
=0 deg
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635 mm i.d. side branch located on the side of a semi-circular
duct �radius of 25.4 mm� under stratified �air-water� conditions, at
different pressures ranging from 316 kPa to 517 kPa. At high Fr
numbers, the data given by Hassan et al. �18� slightly underpre-
dicted by the results of the same d /R ratio,  0.25. However, the
deviation is not large and the general trend of data is similar to the
theoretical calculation.

The experimental results found by Smoglie and Reimann �2� in
Fig. 6 are for a single discharge from a stratified region through a
circular branch. Smoglie and Reimann performed their experi-
ments using stratified air-water at 200 kPa to 500 kPa in a hori-
zontal pipe �206 mm dia� with different branch sizes �d=6, 12,
and 20 mm�. The branch was simulated by pipe stubs �0.055 mm
in length� with sharp-edged entrances, and the flow through the
branch was controlled by a throttle valve. The onsets on entrain-
ment were detected by the noise in the differential pressure signals
across the branch. Smoglie and Reimann found their d /R ratios
are between 0.03 and 0.09. In comparing the experimental data
given by Smoglie and Reimann �2� to the present finite-branch
analysis between d /R=0 and 0.25, it can be seen that the present
theoretical results predict fairly the experimental data. The devia-
tion of the theoretical values from experimental data is expected
due to the flow conditions considered by Smoglie and Reimann
�2�, vortex flow entrainment with superimposed velocity, as these
conditions were not incorporated in the present analyses. How-

ever, the general trend of the theoretical results is similar along the
same range of Fr numbers, leading to a generally good correlation
between the theoretical and experimental results given by Smoglie
and Reimann �2�.

For a single discharge from a 45 deg mounted branch �see Fig.
1�b� where �=45 deg�, the available experimental data are scarce.
There are only few data given by Hassan �7�, and Fig. 7 shows the
comparison between these data and the present predictions. It is
clear that there is good agreement between the experimental data
and point-sink model at Fr�20, showing the validity of the
present theoretical calculations for this range. Also, the results of
the two models are also restricted by two physical appropriate
limits; beyond these limits the theoretical results are physically
impossible. The upper limit of �H /d�max=6.83, is characterized by
the relative geometry of the cylindrical reservoir. The lower limit
of �H /d�min=0.354, is distinguished by the entrance of the branch.
The two limits, as discussed before, depend on the value of d /R
ratio, which is 0.25 in the case of Hassan �7�.

Figure 8 shows the results of bottom branch orientation �where
�=90 deg�, where there is a good correlation between the experi-
mental data and the results of the point-sink analysis. Lubin and
Springer �19� performed their experiments with an initially sta-
tionary liquid in a cylindrical tank with an axisymmetrically
placed circular branch at the bottom of the tank. Based on their

Fig. 5 Comparison between the measured and predicted val-
ues for �=0 deg and d /R=0

Fig. 6 Comparison between the measured and predicted val-
ues for different values of d /R and �=0 deg

Fig. 7 Comparison between the measured and predicted val-
ues of different models at �=45 deg and d /R=0.25

Fig. 8 Comparison between the measured and predicted val-
ues of point-sink model at �=90 deg bottom branch orientation
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observations, no vortex entrainment was reported, which is similar
to the present simulation. In Hassan’s experiments, however, it
was not possible to confirm whether the flow mode at the onset of
gas entrainment was vortex or vortex free. The results also
showed that the deviation between the point-sink analysis model
and Ahmad and Hassan �17� is significant at low Froude numbers.
This may be due to the effect of neglecting the viscous forces and
surface tension in the present analyses. On the other hand, a good
agreement is observed at high Froude number because the inertia
forces are dominant and so the effect of viscous forces and surface
tension may be neglected.

4 Conclusion
The onset of gas entrainment during single discharge from a

stratified, two-phase region through a branch installed on a semi-
circular wall was theoretically investigated. Dimensions of the
semi-circular surface and branches were selected to be in direct
proportion to those of the CANDU header-feeder system. The
analysis was done using two models, a simple point-sink model
and a more accurate finite-branch model, where the dimensions of
the branch were considered. The critical height was found to be a
function of the Froude number, the size of the circular reservoir,
and the density ratio of the interface fluids. Two distinct physical
limits exist in the prediction of HOGE, the upper limits are due to
the geometry of the circular reservoir and the lower limits are due
to the entrance of the branch. The finite-branch analysis was found
to converge toward these two limits along the whole range of Fr
numbers, whereas the results of the point-sink analysis did not.
There was relatively good agreement between the available ex-
perimental data and the theoretical analysis for the three branch
configurations that were investigated �0, 45, and 90 deg�. In future
research, the following efforts are to be considered regarding a
semi-circular wall configuration: �i� Theoretically investigate the
effect of dual or triple discharge on HOGE of a branch, as well the
effect of superimposed velocity in the main pipe; and �ii� attain
experimental data for the onset of entrainment phenomenon when
the water/air interface is wavy stratified, which is closer to real
applications.

Nomenclature
aB  acceleration at point B, m/s2

d  branch diameter, m
D  diameter of the cylindrical reservoir, m
Fr  Froude number
g  gravitational acceleration, m/s2

H  distance above the branch hole to point A, as
defined in Fig. 1, m

h  distance above the branch hole to point B, as
defined in Fig. 1, m

h*  dimensionless height, h /2R
ṁ  mass flow rate, kg/s
pA  pressure at point A from Fig. 1, Pa
pB  pressure at point B from Fig. 1, Pa
Q  capacity, m3/s
R  radius of the cylindrical reservoir, m
r  radius of the flow field in Fig. 1�b�, m
S  surface area of the flow field, m2

vA  velocity at point A from Fig. 1, m/s
vB  velocity at point B from Fig. 1, m/s
vd  velocity at the entrance of the branch defined

in Fig. 1, m/s
v�  radial component of local velocity, m/s
vm  radial velocity component at the opposite side

of the branches, m/s
v�  freestream velocity at the opposite side of the

branches, m/s

Greek Letters
�0  constant in Eq. �27� that is eliminated in

derivation
�  angle of the branch with respect to horizontal,

rad
�  angle within the branch with respect to the

center of the reservoir, as defined in Fig. 1, rad
�1  density of heavier fluid, kg/m3

�2  density of lighter fluid, kg/m3

��  density difference between heavier and lighter
fluids ��1−�2�, kg/m3

�  potential function, m3/s
�  radius of the flow field, m
�  angle from Fig. 1�a�

Appendix
Three different branch configurations from a cylindrical reser-

voir are considered in the present analysis. Dimensions and orien-
tation of the semicircular surface and branches were selected to be
in direct proportion to those of the CANDU header-feeder system.
It was difficult to present general HOGE equations for all orienta-
tions, due to the difference in the onset location. For example for
a 45 deg branch the onset location is assumed to be above the
branch center as in Fig. 1�b�, while for 0 deg branch, the onset
location is assumed to be on the semi-circular surface as in Fig. 9,
i.e., the onset’s angle is changing with HOGE. As a result, the
details of the models at �=45 deg were given in Sec. 2. Similar
analysis could be made at any orientation, once the onset location
and direction have been specified. Following are the final equa-
tions for �=0 deg �see Fig. 9� and 90 deg �see Fig. 10� ordina-
tions:

A.1 Finite-Branch Model for the Horizontal-
Orientation Branch

The criterion of the onset of gas entrainment is given by

�aB� = � ��

�r1
�

B
� �2�

�r1
2 �

B

= − g sin �1 �A1�

with

� ��

�r1
�

B

= −
R

�M3

M1
�

0

2�

f���
N2

N1
d� +

M5

M4
�

0

2�

f���
N3

N1
d��

�A2�

Fig. 9 Geometry and the coordinate system in the �=0 deg
finite-branch analysis
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� �2�

�r1
2 �

B

= −
R

�M3

M1
�M3

M1
�

0

2�

f���
N1 − 2N2

2

N1
2 d�

+
M5

M4
�

0

2�

f���
N1N5 − 2N2N3

N1
2 d�	 + M6�

0

2�

f���
N2

N1
d�

+
M5

M4
�−

M5

M4
�

0

2�

f���
N1N4 − 2N3

2

N1
2 d�

+
M3

M1
�

0

2�

f���
N1N5 − 2N2N3

N1
2 d�	 +

1

M4
�− 2M3

M1
2 −

r1

M1
2

+
3r1M3

2

M1
4 +

r1M5
2

M4
2 ��

0

2�

f���
N3

N1
d�� �A3�

where �1 is an angle of gas entrainment that is given by function
of reservoir shape, in each r1�B

M1 = �R2 + r1
2 + 2r1R cos �1�1/2, M2 = sin−1� r1

M1
sin �1�

M3 = r1 + R cos �1, M4 = � M1
2

sin2 �1
− r1

2�1/2

M5 = 1 −
r1M3

M1
2 , M6 =

1

M1
−

M3
2

M1
3

N0 = M2 − � , N1 = R2 − 2RM1 cos N0 + M1
2

N2 = − R cos N0 + M1, N3 = RM1 sin N0

N4 = RM1 cos N0, N5 = R sin N0

Numerically solving Eq. �A1�, the height of liquid level above the
branch center, r1 sin �1 is determined. Using the calculated value
of r1 into Eq. �A2�, the term ��� /�r1��B=vB is determined. Sub-
stituting h and vB into Eq. �5� yields

HOGE

d
=

�r1 sin �1��B
d

+
�1

2gd��
�� ��

�r1
�

B
	2

�A4�

A.2 Finite-Branch Model for the Bottom Orientation
Branch

The criterion of the onset of gas entrainment is given by

�aB� = � ��

�r1
�

B
� �2�

�r1
2 �

B

= − g �A5�

with

� ��

�r1
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where,

M1 = �R2 + r1
2 − 2r1R sin �1�1/2, M2 = cos−1� r1

M1
cos �1�

M3 = r1 − R sin �1, M4 = � M1
2

cos2 �1
− r1

2�1/2

M5 = 1 −
r1M3

M1
2 , M6 =

1

M1
−
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N2 = − R cos N0 + M1, N3 = RM1 sin N0

N4 = RM1 cos N0, N5 = R sin N0

The height of liquid level above the branch center r1 is determined
by numerically solving Eq. �A5�. Using the calculated value of r1
into Eq. �A6�, the term ��� /�r1��B=vB is determined. Substituting
h and vB into Eq. �5� yields

HOGE

d
=

r1�B
d

+
�1

2gd��
�� ��

�r1
�

B
	2

�A8�

The inputs to the above model are still d, R, �1, ��, �, and ṁ or
Fr. For each set of these values the height, HOGE can be found.
The values of all integrations are calculated using standard nu-
merical integration techniques.
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Experimental Investigation on the
Onset of Gas Entrainment from a
Stratified Two-Phase Region
Through Multiple Branches
Mounted on a Curved Surface
An experimental investigation has been carried out to simulate the onset of gas entrain-
ment phenomenon from a stratified region through branches located on a semicircular
wall configuration, in close dimensional resemblance with a Canada Deuterium and
Uranium (CANDU) header-feeder system. New experimental data for the onset of gas
entrainment was developed during single and multiple discharge from an air/water strati-
fied region over a wide range of Froude numbers (0 to 100), in order to thoroughly
understand the onset of gas entrainment phenomenon. It was found that the critical
height at the onset of gas entrainment (single or simultaneous) was a function of the
corresponding Froude number of each branch, the vertical distance between the center-
lines of the branches (for multiple discharge), the hydraulic resistance of the discharging
lines, as well as the orientation of the branches and their diameter with respect to the
main header. Concerning multiple discharge comparisons, at intermediate Fr values �1
�Fr�10� the data deviates, however at higher Fr values ��10� there is convergence.
The present data are necessary in validating future analytical and numerical models of
the onset of gas entrainment for a curved geometry, particularly at low Froude numbers.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2201645�

1 Introduction
The discharge of two-phase flow from a stratified region

through single or multiple branches is an important process in
many industrial applications and consequentially, is an ever-
growing interest in the research community. Examples of indus-
trial applications include the pumping of fluid from storage tanks,
shell-and-tube heat exchangers, the fluid flow through small
breaks in cooling channels of nuclear reactors during loss-of-
coolant accidents �LOCA�, and the flow distribution in Canada
Deuterium and Uranium �CANDU� header—feeder systems dur-
ing accident scenarios. Knowledge of the flow phenomena in-
volved along with the quality and mass flow rate of the discharg-
ing stream�s� is necessary to adequately predict the critical height
associated with the process.

With regards to single discharge, Zuber �1� stated that two dis-
tinct phenomena might occur under stratified flow conditions.
These phenomena depend on the location of the horizontal gas-
liquid interface relative to the branch. If the branch is located
above the gas-liquid interface, at a certain critical height liquid
begins to entrain into a predominantly gas flow, which is known
as the onset of liquid entrainment phenomenon. Conversely, if the
branch is located below the gas-liquid interface, at a certain criti-
cal height gas begins to entrain into a predominantly liquid flow,
which is known as the onset of gas entrainment phenomenon �gas
pull-through phenomenon�. Following Zuber’s work, other re-
searchers began extending his findings both theoretically and ex-
perimentally with different branch orientations and geometries
�e.g., Smoglie and Reimann �2�, Schrock et al. �3�, Yonomoto and
Tasaka �4,5�, Parrott et al. �6�, Hassan et al. �7–9��.

In situations where multiple discharges take place, as in a
CANDU header-feeder configuration where discharges take place
simultaneously from several branches, the existing single-branch
correlations may not apply. Kowalski and Krishnan �10� were the
first to perform experiments on two-phase steam-water flow in a
large manifold typical of a CANDU system. Parrott et al. �6� and
Armstrong et al. �11� investigated the onset of gas entrainment
during discharge through two side branches mounted on a vertical
wall. Hassan et al. �8� further broadened the experimental research
conducted on multiple discharges, by investigating the onsets of
gas and liquid entrainment, and two-phase mass flux and quality
during single, dual, and triple discharge from a large stratified
two-phase region through small branches mounted on flat and
curved wall configurations. Recently, Maier et al. �12,13�, experi-
mentally and theoretically analyzed the onset of liquid entrain-
ment during dual discharge from a stratified two-phase region
through horizontal branches with centerlines falling in an inclined
plane.

The previous authors dealt with investigations of two-phase dis-
charge through branches located on a flat or an inclined wall con-
figuration. The present work complements the work of Hassan et
al. �8�, where branches were mounted on a curved surface resem-
bling that of a CANDU header-feeder configuration, to thoroughly
investigate the onset of gas entrainment phenomena. Hassan et al.
�8� mainly studied the two-phase mass flux, with little emphasis
on the onset phenomena. Experimental data for the onset of gas
entrainment will be developed during single and multiple dis-
charge from an air/water stratified region over a range of Froude
numbers from 0 to 100. The effect of additional discharge�s� on
the onset of entrainment at a branch will be discussed.

2 Experimental Investigation

2.1 Test Section. A typical CANDU header consists of a large
horizontal pipe �approximately 6 m long and 0.356 to 0.406 m
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inner diameter �i.d.�� closed on both ends with the flow entering
from a number of openings �“turrets”� at the top of the pipe and
exiting through banks of feeders at various axial locations along
the header. Each feeder bank consists of five 50.8 mm i.d. tubes
attached to the header at angles of 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, and 180°
from the horizontal centerline. These feeders bring the coolant
from the header to the fuel channels. Although a genuine CANDU
header is a completely circular shaped tube, the test section pres-
ently used is of a semicircular shape, due to the experimental
advantages. Advantages include ease of measuring the undis-
turbed interface relative to the location of the branches, ease of
flow observation since the semicircular shape is exposed to a large
open volume, and if stratified conditions are to be maintained in a
circular header, the flowrates leaving the branches would have to
be kept quite low.

The present test section, as shown in the Fig. 1, was fabricated
from brass, and is identical to Hassan et al. �8�’s design. A brass
block was machined from a semicircular shape with a diameter of
50.8 mm, and a width of 50.8 mm. Three discharge branches were
drilled into the semicircular surface at angles of 0°, 45°, and 90°
from the horizontal at the circle’s center. These branches had an

initial diameter of 6.35 mm, which was maintained for a mini-
mum length of four diameters, then suddenly enlarged to a diam-
eter of 9.56 mm until the exit, where copper pipe was soldered to
provide a rigid support for a ball valve. A circular flange was also
machined into the brass block to support the test section on the
outside face of the right-hand cover of the two-phase reservoir.
The dimensional scaling of the experimental test section is
roughly 8:1 with an actual CANDU header-feeder system.

2.2 Test Facility. The flow loop of the experimental test fa-
cility is shown in Fig. 2. There is a close resemblance to Hassan et
al. �8�’s facility at the University of Manitoba, however the
present facility lacking the air-water separators, was designed to
measure the mass flow rates at the onset of gas entrainment rather
than measuring the mass flow rate beyond the onset point. With
regards to the flow loop, the water recirculates as a closed system,
however the air circulates as an open system, with a controlled
supply entering the facility, then venting to atmosphere at the
water tank.

A 3-hp SSV eight-stage vertical pump was used to supply fil-
tered water from an open-air 55-gallon tank to the bottom cover of

Fig. 1 Modeled test section used in the present investigation

Fig. 2 Experimental test facility flow loop
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a two-phase reservoir �i.e., tee section� via 1 in. i.d. flexible tub-
ing. The flowrate was controlled by a gate valve on the bypass line
and a needle valve �to provide an adequate pressure drop� up-
stream from the two-phase reservoir. The tee section, similar to
that of Parrott et al. �6� and Hassan et al. �8�, was basically con-
structed by welding together two perpendicular hollow tubes �ap-
prox. 275 mm i.d.�. Manufactured from type 304 stainless steel,
the horizontal tube’s length is approximately 1.1 m and the verti-
cal tube’s height is in the order of 0.320 m. A stainless-steel cover
was bolted on each of the three openings of the two-phase reser-
voir, and along with an O-ring, provided a reliable seal.

Filtered air, used to pressurize the two-phase reservoir, enters
�via 1 in. i.d. flexible tubing� through the left-hand cover of the
tee section. A Fisher Pressure Controller automatically controls
the air pressure entering the two-phase reservoir, with a feedback
line from the reservoir to maintain a constant preselected pressure
inside the tee section. Air and water dispersers are located on the
inside of their respective covers. These components are meant to
distribute and disperse the flows to present a smooth air-water
interface, further providing a stratified region inside the two-phase
reservoir. Manufacturing information regarding the dispersers is
similar to that of Hassan �14�.

Two Rosemount pressure transmitters were mounted on the
stand supporting the tee section. A pressure tap on the top of the
tee section was connected via 0.5 in. i.d. tubing to a static pressure
transmitter �Rosemount model 2088G�. The static pressure trans-
ducer was factory calibrated to a range of 0–830 kPa gauge. Two
pressure taps were installed on the right-hand cover of the two-
phase reservoir, one on the air side and one on the liquid side.
These two taps were connected to a differential pressure transmit-
ter �Rosemount model 3051CD� to measure the liquid height in
the tee section from which H �interface level� was determined.
The differential pressure transmitter was factory calibrated at a
range of 0–255 mm H2O. Both transmitter models are designed
with their respective liquid crystal display digital display to permit
the operator to directly examine the readings from the transmitters

themselves.
The two-phase reservoir’s discharge is located at the right-hand

cover. Before the cover is a clear acrylic tube, with dimensions of
10.5 in. long and 0.5 in. wall thickness. This tube allows for ob-
servation of the onset phenomena as the fluids are discharged
through the test section, whose details were previously mentioned.
A camera was positioned at this point to document the visual
effects of the onsets.

As shown in Fig. 2, following the reservoir’s discharge are sets
of water flowmeters �rotameters�. The water rotameters covered
an overlapping range of 1.5E–05 m3/min to 0.0415 m3/min. The
rotameters were fabricated by Omega, where they were also tested
and calibrated to specifications. Also, each rotameter is equipped
with a needle valve at the inlet to control the inlet flow. At the exit
of the flowmeters, the flow can either be liquid flow, gas flow, or
both liquid and gas �two-phase� flow. Nonetheless, the discharge
is directed back to the water tank where it is separated, with the
water returning to the pump and the air being vented to atmo-
sphere.

2.3 Experimental Parameters and Procedure. Data sets
were taken at all branch configurations and discharge criterion
�single, dual, and triple discharge� over a wide range of Froude
numbers �0–100�. It was expected that the mass flow rate of the
discharging streams was dependent on the reservoir pressure Po,
the pressure drop across the branches �P, the hydraulic resistance
R, and the critical height. It was found that if the latter three
parameters were maintained constant, then the onset of gas en-
trainment would depend only on the critical height. The majority
of the data was recorded with respect to the Froude number and
corresponding critical height at the onset of gas entrainment.
Table 1 depicts the experimental test matrix developed in regard
to attaining experimental data.

The tee-section nominal pressure was set at a constant value of
206.8 kPa for the single discharge experiments, and 413.7 kPa for
dual and triple discharge experiments. The reason for this was that

Table 1 Test matrix
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at single discharge a high flowrate was not required as for multiple
discharge experiments. The hydraulic resistances of the connect-
ing lines discharging from the test section were all equal and
remained constant, since the length and type of tubing was iden-
tical for all discharging lines. Also, since the test facility was only
equipped with two sets of flowmeters, the single and dual dis-
charge experiments were carried out with varying flowrates at
each branch. However, where triple discharge was concerned, two
branch flowrates always had to be the same value.

A similar experimental procedure, regardless of discharge cri-
terion and branch configuration, was carried out for each data set:
�1� Water was pumped into the two-phase reservoir until an arbi-
trary height well above the active branch where the onset of gas
entrainment was expected to occur. All discharge valves con-
nected to the two-phase reservoir were then closed; �2� The two-
phase reservoir was then pressurized �206.8 kPa or 413.7 kPa� by
means of the pressure controller; �3� The appropriate discharge
valves from the CANDU test section were opened �depending on
discharge criterion� and their respective water flowrates were set;
�4� The pump bypass valve and the inlet valve to the two-phase
reservoir were then controlled to maintain a constant, steady
height depending on the chosen flowrate; �5� The height was in-
crementally lowered by means of the inlet valve, until onset was
observed. This height was maintained and recorded. Also, photo-
graphs were taken in order to visually document the effect; and �6�
Steps 4 and 5 were repeated for the whole range of Froude
numbers.

All necessary instruments were calibrated by the manufacturer,
as per component specifications. The maximum uncertainty in the
calculation of Fr was ±0.011. The instrumental uncertainty in Po
was ±0.83 kPa. The acceptable range of Po recorded by the au-
thors was ±5 kPa �for 206.8 kPa and 413.7 kPa�. The maximum
absolute uncertainty in H was ±0.165 mm H2O.

3 Results and Discussion
In the present section, experimental data for the onset of gas

entrainment �Tables 2–4� has been developed during single, dual,
and triple discharge from the two-phase stratified region. Com-
parisons were made for different Froude numbers, branch configu-
rations �0° �A�, 45° �B�, and 90° �C� from the horizontal�, and
discharge criterion �single, dual, or triple�. If the interface level
�H� is well above the branch, the branch will be flowing liquid
only, and the interface will be flat. As H is lowered and ap-
proaches HOGE, a “dimple” begins to form in the interface. This
dimple depression becomes more pronounced and conelike until
the bottom of the cone suddenly extends to the branch; this is the

onset of gas entrainment. It should be noted, as stated by Taylor
�15�, that the onset of gas entrainment is developed if the heavier
fluid �liquid� were given a greater acceleration than that of gravity,
resulting in instability in the flow, which forms a dip leading to
the onset of gas entrainment. The increase in the flow acceleration
is based primarily on the strength �or Froude number� of the flow
through the branch, having a direct impact on the critical height at
the onset of gas entrainment.

3.1 Single Discharge. Figure 3 shows the onset of gas en-
trainment during single discharge from branch A, B, and C, re-
spectively. It can be seen that from Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� that a
distinct lower physical limit is apparent, defined by the active
branch’s vertical projected area, where the critical height remains
constant at low Fr values ��1�. Both figures also show two sets of
data; the lower data set is the critical height measured with respect
to the free-surface interface �Hf ,OGE/d�, whereas the higher data
set takes into account the meniscus height �Hm,OGE/d�. Based on
the geometry, it was correlated by the authors that for single dis-
charge a meniscus height of Hm=2.23 mm for Branch A, and

Table 2 Experimental data for single discharge

Table 3 Experimental data for dual discharge
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Hm=2.03 mm for Branch B, was used. It was observed that during
discharge at low Fr values, the surface tension should be taken
into account, since it has a defining impact on the onset of gas
entrainment. However, the effect of surface tension cannot be
quantified with the present experimental design. Figure 3�c� pre-
sents the results of Hf ,OGE/d. Due to the normal orientation of the
branch inlet relative to the air/liquid interface, the meniscus height
is not considered. For all figures, it can be seen that there is good
agreement with the present investigation and the available experi-
mental data �Hassan et al. �8��.

3.2 Dual and Triple Discharge. The effect of an additional
discharge on the onset of gas entrainment �OGE� at Branch A is
shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4�a� depicts the critical height, at OGE
during dual discharge with Branches A and B active, varying FrA
from 1 to 100 for different values of FrB �0 to 60�. It can be seen
that when FrB=0, which is single discharge through Branch A, the
critical height is at its lowest. As FrB is increased, the critical
height at OGE is gradually increased. The activation of Branch B
with Branch A increases the inertia force of the fluid, overcoming
gravitational and surface tension forces, and therefore increasing
the critical height at the onset of gas entrainment. This occurrence
is particularly evident at lower FrA values ��10�. At higher FrA
values the critical height is independent on the activation of
Branch B, since the whole range of FrB values lie a common line.
Also, within the whole range of FrA values, the onset of gas en-
trainment is always at Branch A, which is expected due to the
geometry of the test section and the strength of the flow at Branch
A �FrA�. A similar analysis can be said for Fig. 4�b�, with
Branches A and C. However, it is noticeable from the figure that at
low FrA values, the data set with the lowest critical height is not at
single discharge through A, as in Fig. 4�a�. Overall, Branch C has
a minor effect on the OGE at Branch A.

Figure 5 shows the effect of an additional discharge on the
onset at Branch B. It demonstrates a comparison between single

Fig. 3 The critical height at the onset of gas entrainment for
single discharge experiments

Table 4 Experimental data for triple discharge

Fig. 4 Effect of an additional discharge on the onset at
Branch A
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discharge through Branch B and dual discharge with Branches B
and C active, where FrB=FrC. It can be seen that at low FrB
values, the two sets of data are converged toward each other.
However, within a certain range of FrB values �0.1�FrB�5�, the
two data sets diverge from each other, only to once again con-
verge at higher FrB values above 5. Within this intermediate range
of FrB values, OGE at single discharge through branch B occurs at
a high critical height than if Branches B and C were activated with
the same Fr values.

Figure 6�a� shows a comparison between single, dual, and triple
discharge over a wide range of FrA values �0 to 100�, while keep-
ing the other branches maintained at Fr=5. It can be seen that for
the whole range of FrA values, there is no significant difference in
any of the data sets, showing that all points lie on a common line.
This demonstrates that at low Fr numbers, such as 5, the critical
height is independent of discharge criterion �single, dual, or
triple�. Figure 6�b� shows the same comparison as Fig. 6�a�, ex-

cept the branches are maintained at a relatively higher Fr number
of 34.4 over the whole range of FrA values. Compared to Fig.
6�a�, there is significant divergence at FrA�10. This divergence at
lower Fr values was seen in previous figures. The divergence is
due to at lower FrA values the inertia forces developed by the
activation of other branches �FrB and/or FrC� is great compared to
FrA. Triple discharge reveals highest critical heights, followed by
dual through Branches A and B, then dual through A and C and
single discharge through A. Comparing Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�, it is
evident that there is a considerable difference in the data sets at
low FrA values.

3.3 Limits for the Onset of Gas Entrainment. Figure 7
shows the branch at which the onset of gas entrainment occurs
first, during dual discharge through Branches A and B, at low
values of FrA �FrA�1�. It can be seen from the figure that there
are two regions with respect to the flowrate though Branches A
and B. A region where gas begins to entrain into Branch A, and a
region where gas is entrained into A and B simultaneously. The
dominant region is the region where the onset is at Branch A
primarily due to the geometry of the branch. However, the region
where gas is entrained through A and B simultaneously is apparent
at high values of FrB and low values of FrA, due to the increased
strength of the flow caused by the high flowrate through Branch
B. It was noticed during experiments, and apparent from Fig. 7,
that the onset of gas entrainment will never occur only at Branch
B during dual discharge with Branches A and B active �see pho-
tograph of Fig. 9�b��. The primary reason for this is the geometry
of the test section, being the curved surface and the location of the
branch with respect to the air/water interface. Even at very high
FrB values and very low FrA values, the high strength and inertia
force caused by Branch B will have a strong pull on the interface
and gas will be entrained. However, since the strength is rather
high, it will pull the gas and simultaneously expose the weak
Branch A to the gas region, allowing gas to flow into Branch A.

Figure 8 has similar implications as Fig. 7, showing the differ-
ent regions �branch� where the onset of gas entrainment will occur
during dual discharge with Branches A and C active. It is obvious
from the figure that there are three regions where OGE will occur
depending on the respective Froude number of each branch. Like
the previous figure, the dominant region is that where OGE occurs
at branch A, due to its physical proximity from the liquid-air
interface. This dominant region occurs over the whole range of
FrA values, and below FrC values of 25. At high values of FrA and
FrC, the onset will occur at both branches simultaneously. This is
generally expected due to the high strengths of the flow through
each branch. It is interesting to note that this region extends to-
ward FrA values as low as 0.05, within a certain range of FrC

Fig. 5 Effect of an additional discharge on the onset at
Branch B

Fig. 6 Comparisons between single, dual, and triple discharge

Fig. 7 Regions indicating the branch at which the onset of gas
entrainment first occurs during dual discharge through
Branches A and B
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values above 30. In contrast to the previous figure, there is a third
region where the onset occurs at Branch C. This occurrence is at
low values of FrA and high values of FrC. Aside from this, the
onset is able to occur only at Branch C due to the geometry of
Branch C relative to Branch A. The vertical distance between the

two branches is great enough that gas may entrain into Branch C
without entraining into Branch A. However, this was not the case
from Fig. 7 with Branches A and B active, as previously
mentioned.

Figures 9 and 10 depict photographs taken at distinct Fr values
to demonstrate the flow phenomenon observed during gas entrain-
ment for single and dual discharge. It should be noted that the
orientation of the branches with respect to the main header are
reversed from those shown in the diagrams from Figs. 1–6. Figure
9�a� shows the onset at single discharge through branch A �FrA
=52�. Figure 9�b� shows the point at which the onset of Branches
A and B occur simultaneously with the activation of Branch B.
Note the influence this has on the flow field. In order to allow
onset to occur at both branches simultaneously, the strength of
Branch A had to be reduced significantly to FrA=0.1 while the
strength of Branch B was high at FrB=52. This is necessary since
this phenomenon occurs at a distinct region �see Fig. 7�. Figure
9�c� is similar to Fig. 9�b�, in that is shows the point at which the
onset of Branches A and C occur simultaneously with the activa-
tion of Branch C. Here, FrA had to be reduced to 0.5, whereas
FrC=52, which was necessary for the onset to simultaneously oc-
cur in both branches �see Fig. 8�. Figures 10�a� and 10�b� are
similar to the previous figures; however, they depict the onset
points at Branches B and C, respectively. Figure 10�a� shows the
onset during single discharge through Branch B �FrB=52�. Figure
10�b� shows where the onset occurs simultaneously through
Branches B and C. Here, FrB=10, and FrC=52, these strengths
were necessary in order for the onset to occur at both branches
simultaneously. It should be observed from the photographs that
distinct flow fields occur inside the main header depending on the
onset points, the strengths, and discharge criterion.

4 Conclusion
An experimental investigation regarding the onset of gas en-

trainment during single, dual, and triple discharge from a strati-
fied, two-phase region through small branches installed on a semi-
circular wall was carried out. The semicircular test section was in
close-dimensional resemblance with that of a CANDU header-

Fig. 9 „a… The onset point at single discharge through Branch
A „FrA=52…. „b… The onset point occurring simultaneously at
Branches A and B, with the activation of Branch B „FrA=0.1 and
FrB=52…. „c… The onset point occurring simultaneously at
Branches A and C, with the activation of Branch C „FrA=0.5 and
FrC=52….

Fig. 10 „a… The onset point at single discharge through
Branch B „FrB=52…. „b… The onset point occurring simulta-
neously at Branches B and C, with the activation of Branch C
„FrB=10 and FrC=52….

Fig. 8 Regions indicating the branch at which the onset of gas
entrainment first occurs during dual discharge through
Branches A and C
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feeder system, with branches mounted at orientation angles of 0°,
45°, and 90° from the horizontal. New experimental data for the
onset of gas entrainment was developed during single and mul-
tiple discharge from an air/water stratified region over a wide
range of Froude numbers �0 to 100�. It was found that the critical
height at the onset of gas entrainment �single or simultaneous�
was a function of the corresponding Froude number of each
branch, the vertical distance between the centerlines of the
branches �for multiple discharge�, the hydraulic resistance of the
discharging lines, as well as the orientation of the branches and
their diameter with respect to the main header. Different compari-
sons were made from numerous configurations for single, dual,
and triple discharge over the whole range of Froude numbers, in
order to thoroughly understand the onset of gas entrainment phe-
nomenon. In future research, the following efforts are to be con-
sidered regarding a semicircular wall configuration: �1� Theoreti-
cally investigate the effect of dual or triple discharge on HOGE of
a branch, as well the effect of superimposed velocity in the main
pipe; �2� Explore the effect of surface tension on the onset of gas
entrainment from a curved wall geometry at low Froude numbers;
and �3� Attain experimental data for the onset of entrainment phe-
nomenon when the water/air interface is wavy stratified, which is
closer to real applications.
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Modeling of Laminar Flows in
Rough-Wall Microchannels
Numerical modeling and analytical approach were used to compute laminar flows in
rough-wall microchannels. Both models considered the same arrangements of rectangu-
lar prism rough elements in periodical arrays. The numerical results confirmed that the
flow is independent of the Reynolds number in the range 1–200. The analytical model
needs only one constant for most geometrical arrangements. It compares well with the
numerical results. Moreover, both models are consistent with experimental data. They
show that the rough elements drag is mainly responsible for the pressure drop across the
channel in the upper part of the relative roughness range. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2201635�

1 Introduction
Much work in recent years has gone into the development of

microchannel technology. This has been especially useful in elec-
tronics, where ever faster and smaller microchips are built, or in
biology where lab on chips are currently used. Investigations of
liquid flows in rough microducts present a great interest since
rough surfaces are commonly found in many practical situations.
The size of roughness elements is usually very small compared to
macroscale in ducts of conventional size so that roughness effects
may be neglected in laminar flows. However, the relative rough-
ness becomes significant when the duct size is reduced to several
hundred micrometers or less, and may play a role in the hydrody-
namics, even in laminar flows. Surface roughness is due to the
process used for making microchannels, and may be high when
micromachining is used. In addition, rough walls are potentially
interesting for enhancing heat transfer in industrial applications. It
is therefore highly desirable to understand the roughness effect on
flows in microducts and to quantify its influence on the pressure
losses. This has motivated several studies using experimental,
analytical and numerical approaches.

Mala and Li �1� experimentally found an increase in the Poi-
seuille number for water flows in rough microtubes ranging from
50 �m to 254 �m in diameter. For Re below 800, they measured
an increase in pressure losses ranging from 7% to 15% for relative
roughness �roughness element height divided by tube diameter�
between 1.2% and 3.6%. For Re higher than 1000, the Poiseuille
number was found to increase significantly with Re. This was
interpreted by the authors as the result of an early transition to
turbulence in rough microtubes, when compared to conventional
size tubes. Guo and coworkers �2,3� also performed measurements
in rough stainless steel microtubes. They concluded that a relative
roughness of 3% to 4% increased the pressure drop from 15% to

37% when compared to the smooth case. Judy et al. �4� conducted
experiments in rough stainless steel microtubes from
75 �m to 125 �m in diameter. There is no precise indication of
the roughness height in their paper. They did not conclude that an
increase in the pressure losses might be due to roughness ele-
ments. In their study, the Poiseuille number was found to be con-
stant in the laminar regime. Measurements were also carried out
in rough trapezoidal microchannels �5�, obtained by wet-etching a
silicon substrate and covering it with a Pyrex glass plate. The
results revealed an increase in the Poiseuille number compared to
the conventional theory in the Reynolds range investigated in the
present work ��1500�. For low Re, the increase in pressure losses
varied from 8% to 30% for relative roughness ranging from 1.7%
to 3%. These investigations supported the idea of an early transi-
tion to turbulence due to roughness elements. Pfund et al. �6�
performed experiments in a rough rectangular microchannel
257 �m in height. They found a 26% increase in the pressure
losses for a mean relative roughness �roughness element height
divided by channel height� of 1.5%. Recently, Baviere et al. �7,8�
investigated high aspect ratio rectangular microchannels ranging
from 100 �m to 300 �m in height. In their experiments, the rela-
tive roughness ranged from 1.7% to 5%. For Re between 50 and
1000, the corresponding increase in the Poiseuille number was
found to be 5% to 37%.

To summarize, most published experimental results concerning
flows in rough microducts show an increase in pressure losses
compared to conventional smooth wall ducts. However, some as-
pects of these results are conflicting. In some experiments, the
Poiseuille number increases significantly with Re. On the con-
trary, other results show Reynolds number independency of the
Poiseuille number in a wide range of Re. It is therefore important
to establish the relationship between the pressure drop increase
and the rough surface characteristics.

An analytical approach of roughness effects was developed by
Mala and Li �1� and Qu et al. �5�. These authors proposed a
roughness-viscosity model in a manner similar to the eddy-
viscosity concept in turbulent flows. The model brought into play
a constant which needed to be evaluated from experimental re-
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sults. More recently, Koo and Kleinstreuer �9� modeled the near-
wall region by using an equivalent porous medium layer. They
were able to reproduce the measurements of �1,3� by adjusting the
permeability �or equivalently the Darcy factor� of this layer. They
also applied the model to microjournal bearings �10�.

Numerical computations were performed by Hu et al. �11� �de-
noted HWL hereafter�, for water flows in two-dimensional micro-
channels with rectangular prism rough elements. Their calcula-
tions were done in channels ranging from 5 �m to 50 �m in
height at Reynolds number ranging from 0.002 to 20. The authors
expressed the roughness effect as a relative channel height reduc-
tion depending on the roughness elements geometry.

The aim of the present paper is to show that a very simple
analytical model is able to predict the roughness effect on the flow
in rough-wall microchannels. The analytical model is based on the
method developed by Taylor et al. �12� for predicting the rough-
wall skin friction in turbulent flows. In this paper, we combined
analytical and numerical approaches of the flow and compared the
results to experimental data �8� and to published numerical results
�11�.

2 Numerical Approach
The numerical approach pertains to the roughness model devel-

oped by Hu et al. �11�. The fluid physical properties, the basic
equations, and boundary conditions follow the details of the
model proposed by these authors, except that the explored range
of Re number was extended to 200.

2.1 Geometrical Model of Roughness. The geometrical
model of roughness consists of blocks periodically distributed on
the walls of a plane channel of height H �Fig. 1�. The wavelengths
are Lr and lr, in the longitudinal x and transverse z directions,
respectively. The rough elements are parallelepipeds of square
cross section �side length d� and of height k placed on a smooth
wall, called thereafter the bottom wall. They are distributed either
in symmetrical or asymmetrical arrangements. Series of calcula-
tions were performed by varying the dimensions as follows:

Roughness height �k��m��: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 2
Roughness side �d��m��: 0.5, 1, 1.5

Roughness spacing �Lr= lr��m��: 2, 3, 4
Channel height �H��m��: 5, 7.5, 10

2.2 Computation Domain and Boundary Conditions. The
computational domain extends over one wavelength in the x and z
directions and over the half-channel height �H /2� in the y direc-
tion normal to the wall �Fig. 1�. The longitudinal and transverse
dimensions are thus equal to the rough element spacing. The com-
putational domain was treated as part of an extremely long chan-
nel so that the flow was considered as fully developed in the
longitudinal direction. As a result, the flow properties are periodic
in the x direction, except for the pressure which is composed of a
linearly decreasing term and a periodic one. This assumption al-
lows for applying periodic boundary conditions on opposite sides
of the domain in the longitudinal direction. The periodic boundary
condition may be written for the velocity field

U�x,y,z� = U�x + Lr,y,z� �1�

where U is the velocity vector.
The lateral sides of the computational domain are chosen as the

planes of symmetry of the rough elements parallel to the xy plane.
As a result, the velocity gradient of U and V normal to these side
planes and the transverse velocity component W are assumed to
be zero.

at z = 0 and z = lr dU/dz = 0, dV/dz = 0, W = 0 �2�
The condition of symmetry at the top plane of the computational
domain is written

at y = H/2 dU/dy = 0, V = 0, dW/dy = 0 �3�
The system of boundary conditions is completed by the no-slip
condition on all the solid boundaries.

2.3 Equations. Modeling the flow as laminar, steady and in-
compressible, the governing equations consist of the following
system:

Continuity equation

�U = 0 �4�
Momentum equation

�U � U = − �P + ��2U �5�

2.4 Numerical Scheme. Numerical computations of the flow
were carried out by using the commercial code FLUENT 6.1.22. The
equations were discretized by means of a second order upwind
finite volume method. As these equations are nonlinear, a SIM-
PLEC �semi-implicit pressure linked equations consistent� algo-
rithm was used. This algorithm is based on a prediction-correction
method, which allows the equations to be linearized and solved
iteratively. The pressure under-relaxation factor was set to 0.5.
The calculations were performed by means of a double precision
solver until the level of residuals decreased below 10−12. Compu-
tations were performed on orthogonal grids generated by GAMBIT

2.1.2.

2.5 Numerical Accuracy. Grid-convergence tests were per-
formed to verify the mesh accuracy. The tests were conducted
with three grids having a number of mesh nodes equal to 32
�40�32, 48�60�48, 64�80�64 in the x ,y ,z directions, re-
spectively. The pressure gradient was chosen as the control pa-
rameter during the computations. The difference in the results as
given by the coarse and the intermediate grids was 1.5%, and was
0.7% between the intermediate and the fine grids. The accuracy
was further estimated by means of Richardson extrapolation �13�.
When two approximations of the solution T1 and T2 are computed
with two mesh sizes h1 �fine grid� and h2 �coarse grid�, one can
estimate a third approximation T3 whose term of leading order in
the Taylor series expansion around the exact value is of higher
order than that for T1 or T2. T3 is given by the Richardson ex-
trapolation

Fig. 1 Computational domain and arrangement of the rough
elements
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T3 = T1 +
T1 − T2

�h2/h1�2 − 1
�6�

The difference in the pressure gradient as obtained with the inter-
mediate mesh and that obtained from the Richardson extrapolation
applied with the intermediate and fine grids was 1.6%. This ob-
servation allowed us to assume that the numerical calculations
were sufficiently accurate with the grid 48�60�48, which was
adopted for all the cases.

3 Analytical Approach
The analytical approach is based on the method developed by

Taylor et al. �12� for predicting the rough-wall skin friction in
turbulent flows. It considers the same geometrical model of rough-
ness as the numerical analysis. The flow in a half channel consists
of two adjacent layers: A roughness layer with distributed rough
elements in the near-wall region and a clear layer in the central
region. Like in �12�, the physical effects of roughness are taken
into account by using a blockage coefficient and by considering
drag forces exerted by the rough elements on the fluid flow.

3.1 Equations. The present section is devoted to the deriva-
tion of the momentum equation in the roughness layer. Using the
method of Taylor et al., conservation equations for mass and mo-
mentum are derived for control volumes �CV� of infinitesimal
thickness �y in the direction normal to the wall, extending over a
large distance compared to the rough elements spacing in the
other directions �respectively, �x, �z�Lr, lr, Fig. 2�. Flow quan-
tities are averaged over the lengthscales �x, �z as in homogeniza-
tion methods.

3.1.1 Blockage Coefficient. The flow velocity is averaged over
a surface opened to the flow at the distance y from the wall. Thus,
the resulting spatially averaged velocity U�x ,y ,z� takes into ac-
count the blockage effect due to the presence of the rough ele-
ments. For periodically distributed blocks, U is dependent on y
only and it is sufficient to integrate the velocity over one wave-
length in the x and z directions only. U�y� is then defined by

U�y� =
1

Lrlr − d2 � �
dS�x�

u��,y,��d�d� for 0 	 y 	 k �7�

where u�� ,y ,�� stands for the actual flow velocity in the rough-
ness region �y	k�. Integration is performed over the surface
dS�x� open for flow in an elementary cell of sides lr�Lr �Fig. 3�.
This surface is independent of y in the case of cylindrical rough
elements.

The local blockage coefficient in the x direction is the fraction
of the area open for flow through a slice of thickness �y in a plane
x=Cst. This fraction is obviously a function of x in the roughness
layer. Like Taylor et al. �12�, we consider the averaged value of
the local blockage coefficient over a large distance �x. For the
particular case of periodically distributed rough elements, the av-
eraged blockage coefficient 
 is given by


 =
1

Lrlr
� �

dS�x�

d�d� �8�

and is therefore


 = 1 −
d2

Lrlr
for 0 	 y 	 k

�9�

 = 1 for k 	 y

This is the same expression as in �12�, except that the cross sec-
tion of the rough elements is square instead of being circular in
�12�. In the present model of cylindrical elements, 
 is indepen-
dent of y. The maximum blockage effect corresponds to 
=0,
when the rough elements are adjacent.

We also use a filtration or Darcy velocity uD�y�, in the termi-
nology of flow in porous media. This velocity is defined with the
total surface Lrlr

uD�y� =
1

Lrlr
� �

dS�x�

u��,y,��d�d� �10�

so that

U�y� = uD�y�/
 �11�

The effective velocity U is higher than the Darcy velocity because
it refers to a smaller surface than uD. In the most general case, the
average velocity U would be a function of x and z. However, the
flow is assumed to be two dimensional and fully developed so that
U depends on y only. As a result, the transverse velocity is zero
and the inertia terms are also zero in the momentum equation.

In the present approach, the pressure is spatially averaged in the
roughness layer like the velocity. However, the result depends on
the position x of the integration surface because of the pressure
gradient in the channel.

p̄�x,y� =
1

Lrlr − d2 � �
dS�x�

p��,y,��d�d� for 0 	 y 	 k

�12�

We suppose that p̄�x ,y� is independent of y in the present mean
one-dimensional flow. From here, we call P�x� the averaged pres-
sure defined by Eq. �12�.

3.1.2 Momentum Equation. The equilibrium of a control vol-
ume results from the competition between

Pressure forces on the upstream and downstream sides of CV

Fig. 2 Sketch of a control volume over the rough surface. Side
view.

Fig. 3 Surface open for flow. Top view.
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Viscous shear stresses on the upper and lower sides of CV
Drag forces due to the rough elements
The drag force due to the portion of a rough element included

in CV is modeled by using a drag coefficient Cd

�Fd =
1

2
�U2�y�Cdd�y �13�

Finally, the momentum equation is

0 = −
d

dx
�
P� +

d

dy
��


dU

dy
� −

1

2
�Cdd

U2

Lrlr
for 0 	 y 	 k

�14�

0 = −
dP

dx
+ �

d2U

dy2 for k 	 y 	 H/2

The expression of the pressure term results from the definition
�Eq. �12��. It may be interpreted by considering that the pressure
forces act on a reduced area owing to the blockage effect. In the
same way, a reduced area of the CV is exposed to the viscous
shear stresses. Equation �14� is identical to the momentum equa-
tion of �12�, except that there are no inertia terms and no Reynolds
shear stresses in the present case.

3.1.3 Boundary Conditions. A difficulty arises for the rough/
clear layer interfacial conditions for the present shape of the
roughness elements. In fact, the blockage factor is discontinuous
at the interface, going from 1 to a constant value 
�1 across the
interface. This difficulty would not exist for other shapes of the
roughness elements, like conical-shaped blocks, as in the Taylor et
al. paper �12�. The continuity of the local velocity across the
rough/clear layer interface leads to the continuity of the Darcy
velocity. As a result, the spatially averaged velocity U�y� is dis-
continuous like the blockage coefficient at the interface.


U�y = k−� = U�y = k+� �15�

As mentioned before, this discontinuity would not exist for rough-
ness elements of gradually decreasing cross section. In fact, it is
likely that the blockage effect extends over a small distance within
the clear medium away from the interface because the fluid is
strongly slowed down in the vicinity of the top of the blocks. The
present model does not account for this effect and this is probably
a weakness of the model. It could probably be improved by intro-
ducing a smoothing of the blockage effect near the interface. This
was not attempted in the present work to preserve the simplicity
of the model.

In order to express the boundary condition on the shear stress at
the interface, we consider a control volume of height �y and
lengths �x, �z in the other directions, centered at y=k. The force
balance on this CV requires

��	dU

dy
	

y=k+�y/2
− �1 − 
��	dU

dy
	

y=k+
− 
�	dU

dy
	

y=k−�y/2

�x�z

+ �dP
�1 + 
�

2
�z −

1

2
�U2�k�Cd

d�x�z

2Lrlr

�y = 0 �16�

When �y tends to zero, the pressure force and the drag force
become negligibly small so that Eq. �16� reduces to

�	dU

dy
	

y=k−
= �	dU

dy
	

y=k+
�17�

or using the Darcy velocity

1



�	duD

dy
	

y=k−
= �	duD

dy
	

y=k+
�18�

Again, the discontinuity of the shear stress expressed with the
Darcy velocity would not exist for an interface with continuously
varying blockage factor.

The system of boundary conditions is completed by the no-slip

condition at the wall bottom and the condition of symmetry on the
channel axis in the case of identical rough walls on both sides of
the channel.

U�y = 0� = 0 �19�

	 �U

�y
	

y=H/2
= 0 �20�

For a semirough channel formed by a rough wall on one side and
a smooth wall on the opposite side, the latter condition is replaced
by the no-slip condition on the smooth side

U�y = H� = 0 �21�

3.1.4 Drag Coefficient. The model relates the drag force
�Fd�y� exerted by the fluid on a slice of rough element of height
�y to the local velocity U�y�. The starting point of the analysis
considers a single rough element oriented across a fluid stream of
uniform velocity U�=U�y�. This flow is mainly characterized by
the local Reynolds number Red=�U�y�d /�, which is based on a
typical dimension of a block cross section, namely, the side length
d. Red is small in most microchannel flows: Red�5 at the top of
the rough elements for a typically high value of ReDh

=2000 in a
channel of relative roughness 2.5% and for elements of relative
width �d /H� about 2.5%. The flow is therefore dominated by vis-
cous effects in the vicinity of the blocks.

Dimensional analysis shows that the drag force may be written

�Fd�y� =
1

2
K� k

d
,
y

k
,Red���

U�y�
d

�d�y �22�

�Fd is also related to the drag coefficient Cd by Eq. �13� so that
K=CdRed. Eliminating Cd by using Eqs. �13� and �22�, the last
term of Eq. �14� becomes 1/2K�U /Lrlr.

It is well known �14� that inertia effects cannot be totally dis-
carded for creeping flows near extremely long cylinders. How-
ever, the numerical simulations of the present work and those of
HWL along with some experimental works �4,7� indicate that
roughness effects are Re independent up to ReDh

=200. Conse-
quently we assume that K is a function of y /k and k /d only. The
presence of these parameters in the coefficient K reflects the three-
dimensional nature of the low-Reynolds number flow near the
blocks. For creeping flows normal to the major axis of very slen-
der prolate spheroids �E�1�, the drag force is given by �15�

D =
4��U2a

1

2
+ Ln

2a

b

�23�

where E=a /b, 2a=major axis, 2b=minor axis of the spheroid.
Following the form of Eq. �23�, we propose for K the following

expression:

K =
K1

1 + K2Ln
k

d

for
k

d
 1

�24�

K = K1 for
k

d
	 1

The drag force is, however, also dependent of the geometrical
arrangement of the rough elements like in a bank of tubes in a
cross-flow exchanger. The coefficient K1 was therefore deduced
from the numerical simulations conducted in typical arrangements
of the rough elements. For a given flow field, the elementary drag
force �Fd was obtained by integrating the pressure forces on the
front and rear sides of a block slice of height �y and the viscous
forces on its lateral sides. The numerical results have shown that
the coefficient K1 is nearly independent of y in the upper part of
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the blocks, as presented later. For k /d	1, K1 was found to be 116
for the following geometrical arrangement of the rough elements �
d /H=0.2, 0.1�k /H�0.2, Lr /d= lr /d=2�. For k /d�1, the best
agreement of the model with the HWL results was obtained for
K2=0.5. The dependence of K on the geometrical parameters was
not systematically explored in the present work. The same con-
stants were used for all the geometrical arrangements considered
in this study. The model could probably be improved with a better
estimation of K as a function of the actual arrangement of the
rough elements.

3.1.5 Analytical Solution. The system of equations is reduced
to dimensionless form by normalizing the lengths with the chan-
nel height H and the effective velocity with the bulk velocity of
the Poiseuille flow in a smooth channel

U* =
U

−
1

�

dP

dx

H2

12

�25�

Modeling K as independent of y, straightforward computations
lead to the following equations for the velocity profile in a chan-
nel with two rough sides:

for 0 	 y* 	 k*

U*�y*� =
12

A*�1 +

A*�1

2
− k*�sinh�A*y*� − cosh�A*�k* − y*��

C1
�

�26�

for k* 	 y* 	
1

2

U*�y*� =
12


A* �1 +

A*�1

2
− k*�S1 − 1

C1
� + 6�y* − y*2

+ k*2
− k*�

where A*=1/2K /Lr
*lr

*
, C1=cosh�A*k*�, S1=sinh�A*k*� For a
semirough channel, the expressions are

For 0 	 y* 	 k*

U*�y*� =
12

A* �1 − e−A*y*
� + 2D1 sinh�A*y*�

�27�
For k* 	 y* 	 1

U*�y*� = �y* − 1��2D1
A*C1 + 12�k* +

E1

A*�
 + 6�1 − y*2
�

where E1=exp�−A*k*�

D1 =
6

A*�k* − 1�C1 − 
S1
� k*2

2
−

1

2
+ �1 − k*��k* +

E1

A*�
+ 
�1 − E1

A* �

Integration of the velocity profile gives the flow rate Q as a func-
tion of the pressure gradient, the geometrical parameters k*, 
,
and of A*.

4 Results
The numerical computations were conducted for ReDh

varying
between 1 and 200. All the results were found to be Re indepen-
dent. This was also observed by HWL in the range of ReDh
=0.002–20. The symmetrical and asymmetrical arrangements of
rough elements gave identical results.

4.1 Drag Coefficient of the Roughness Elements. As can be
seen in Fig. 1, the blocks were divided into separate slices of
height �y for calculating the local force density exerted by the
fluid as a function of the local effective velocity U�y�. This ap-
proach allowed for computing the coefficient K�y� defined by Eq.
�22� from the numerical results. Figure 4 displays the variation of
K with the position along a rough element �y=0 corresponds to
the bottom wall� for a typical value of k* �=0.2�. It shows that K
slightly varies in the upper part of the block �y /k�0.3�. The
strong increase in K observed for the lowest part of the block is
obviously due to the influence of the bottom wall and associated
three-dimensional effects. The same computation used with a con-
dition of slip on the bottom wall gave a constant value of K all
along the block. However, this deviation of K from a constant
value is of little consequence on the solution given by the model
because the contribution of the drag force to the flow dynamics is
of minor importance in the near-wall region as shown in the next
section. It follows that the assumption of constant K used in the
analytical approach is quite reasonable.

4.2 Velocity and Shear Stress Profiles. Figure 5 compares
the velocity profiles given by the analytical and numerical solu-
tions for a rough and a semirough channel. The analytical model
slightly overestimates the velocity across the channel. In fact, the
deviation is only 3% to 3.5% in the central region of the channel
for the two cases studied. It can be concluded that there is a very

Fig. 4 Distribution of the drag law coefficient K along a rough
element. k*=d*=Lr

* /2= lr
* /2=0.2, �=0.75, Re=200.

Fig. 5 Velocity profiles. k*=0.1, d*=Lr
* /2= lr

* /2=0.2, �=0.75, Re
=1; semirough channel, plus indicates numerical computa-
tions, thin lines indicate analytical model; fully rough channel,
open circle indicate numerical computations, thick lines indi-
cate analytical model; smooth channel, dotted lines indicate
Poiseuille flow.
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good agreement between the two solutions, given the crude as-
sumptions of the model and the numerical accuracy. The dimen-
sionless Poiseuille profile is also drawn in Fig. 5 for comparison.
The three curves correspond to the same pressure gradient. The
presence of roughness significantly reduces the mass flow rate, as
expected. The reduction in the maximum velocity is about 28%
for the fully rough channel and approximately the half �13%� for
the semirough channel. For this latter case, the velocity profile
merges with the smooth channel curve when y* tends to 1 and
with the rough channel one when y* tends to 0.

Both the analytical and numerical models enable the separation
of the role of viscous and drag forces in the flow dynamics. Con-
sidering a control volume of height H /2 based on an elementary
cell of sides Lr� lr �Fig. 1�, the force FT due to the pressure
gradient is balanced by the tangential force F�w due to friction on
the bottom wall �surface 
Lrlr�, the tangential force F�t due to
friction at the top of the rough elements �surface �1−
�Lrlr� and
the drag force FD on the rough elements. Figure 6 shows the
contribution of the three components to the total force FT as a
function of the dimensionless roughness height for a fully rough
channel. For very small rough elements, the pressure gradient is
mainly due to the bottom wall viscous force. This contribution
decreases rapidly when the height of the rough elements is in-
creased. In the case of high rough elements, the fluid is strongly
slowed down in the rough layer �Fig. 5� and the velocity gradient
decreases at the wall. At the same time, the rough elements merge
in a region of higher velocity and the drag force increases accord-
ingly. For k*�0.03–0.06, the contribution of the drag force to FT
is dominant. The contribution of F�t tends to 1−
 when k* tends
to zero. It remains approximately constant up to k*�0.1. This
may be understood as follows: The top of the blocks is located in
a region of increasing velocity and is subjected to increasing ve-
locity gradient when k* is increased. In these conditions, F�t still
contributes to the pressure gradient unlike F�w which corresponds
to a weakening velocity gradient when k* is increased. For high
rough elements �k*�0.1�, the contribution of F�t decreases and
the pressure gradient is mainly due to the drag force. The numeri-
cal and analytical models give the same trend for the various
phenomena. However, significant differences are present from a
quantitative point of view. In particular, the contribution of F�t is
much weaker in the analytical model. This may be due to the
discontinuity of 
, as discussed before. It is likely that the block-
age effect is not completely accounted for by the analytical model
so that the velocity gradient is underestimated near the top of the

rough elements by this model. In fact, the model ignores the de-
velopment of boundary layers on the top of the rough elements so
that the shear stress is underestimated for y=k. This may also
explain why the velocities as given by the analytical model are
higher than the numerical ones.

4.3 Influence of the Roughness Elements Geometry on the
Poiseuille Number. For given channel height and roughness ge-
ometry, the flow is characterized by the Poiseuille number

Po = −
1

�

dP

dx

2H3

Q
�28�

Roughness effects are conveniently interpreted by introducing an
apparent channel height Hr which corresponds to a smooth chan-
nel giving the same flow rate as the rough channel when it is
submitted to the same pressure gradient. Hr satisfies the following
relation for fully developed Poiseuille flow in a plane smooth
channel

24 = −
1

�

dP

dx

2Hr
3

Q
�29�

As a result, Hr is deduced from the Poiseuille number as given
either by the analytical model or the numerical simulations for
given channel geometry.

Hr

H
= � 24

Po
�1/3

�30�

The following figures compare the relative channel height reduc-
tion 1−Hr /H as given by the analytical model and the numerical
results of the present work. HWL interpolated their numerical
results and proposed equations for the channel height reduction as
a function of the geometrical parameters. Their results are also
displayed on the following graphs.

4.3.1 Influence of the Roughness Element Height. The appar-
ent channel height reduction is moderate up to k*�0.05 �Fig. 7�,
then increases rapidly with k*. The graph has also been drawn for
very high values of k* �0.4� which are obviously very far from
usual physical situations. There is an excellent agreement between
the three approaches. The slight differences of the present numeri-
cal results with those of HWL may be explained by the fact that
HWL interpolated their results and that inaccuracies may result
from this approximation. The expected maximum value for 1
−Hr /H is obviously 2k* and is displayed in Fig. 7. The figure
reveals that the actual blockage effect is about 25% smaller for the
present arrangement of rough elements when k* is high ��0.1�.
The blockage effect is less pronounced for small rough elements.

Fig. 6 Contribution of viscous and drag forces to the pressure
gradient. d*=Lr

* /2= lr
* /2=0.2, �=0.75. Solid diamonds and dotted

lines indicate friction on the bottom wall: F�w /FT, solid circles
and dash-dotted lines indicate friction at the top of the rough
elements: F�t /FT, solid triangles and dashed lines indicate drag
force: FD /FT. Solid symbols correspond to numerical computa-
tions, continuous lines correspond to the analytical model.

Fig. 7 Influence of the roughness element height on the chan-
nel height reduction. d*= lr

* /2= lr
* /2=0.2, �=0.75. Open circles in-

dicate numerical computations, thick lines indicate analytical
model, dotted lines indicate HWL’s results, dashed-dotted lines
indicate 1−Hr /H=2k*.
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4.3.2 Influence of the Roughness Element Side Length. The
blockage coefficient directly depends on the roughness element
side length d for given wavelengths in x and z directions �Eq. �9��
and is drawn in Fig. 8. The apparent channel height reduction
increases with d* for given k*, as expected �Fig. 8�. The maximum
value as given by the analytical model is reached for d*2=Lr

*lr
*

�d*=0.4 in the present case� and is close from 2k*. The three
models show a continuous decrease of 1−Hr /H when 
 is in-
creased. Small values of d* correspond to slender blocks placed at
relative long distances Lr /d*= lr /d* apart. In this case, the HWL
results indicate that the roughness effect is still significant al-
though the blockage coefficient becomes very close from 1. This
suggests that in this situation the drag force FD exerted by the
rough elements still plays an important role in the flow dynamics.
The analytical model is consistent with this statement since the
drag force �or A* in Eq. �26�� is independent of d when the drag
coefficient K is taken as a constant. However, the model used with
K2=0 significantly overestimates the channel height reduction as
given by HWL for d*�0.1. The agreement is much better when
the drag coefficient is used with K2=0.5 �Eq. �24��. When d* tends
to zero, the aspect ratio of the blocks becomes very high and the
correction factor K2 Ln�k /d� in Eq. �24� plays a more important
role in the drag. This suggests that three-dimensional effects must
be taken into account in FD in this case.

4.3.3 Influence of the Roughness Element Spacing. The other
way to vary the blockage coefficient is to change the rough ele-
ments spacing while keeping their shape constant �k*=d*=0.2 in
Fig. 9�. Unlike the preceding case, the channel height reduction
continuously decreases from the maximum value 2k* to zero when
the rough element spacing is increased. This result suggests that
the role of the drag force becomes less important when the rough
elements spacing is increased. This is consistent with the analyti-
cal model where the term corresponding to the drag force in Eq.
�14� is inversely proportional to Lrlr. The roughness effect be-
comes vanishingly small when the density of the roughness ele-
ments tends to zero while keeping their shape constant. Again,
Fig. 9 reveals an excellent agreement of the analytical model with
the numerical simulations.

4.4 Comparison With Experiments. In parallel with the ana-
lytical and numerical approaches, experiments were conducted in
water flows through rough rectangular microchannels �7,8�. In
these experiments, the channel walls consisted of parallel bronze
blocks separated by a foil of thickness ef �0.1 mm�ef �1 mm�
with a hollowed out central part 25 mm in width. The length of
the microchannel was 82 mm. The blocks were locally treated by
electrochemical deposition of a thin Ni layer �thickness eNi

�2 �m�, together with small SiC particles �5 to 7 �m in height�.
The height of the roughness elements was estimated to be the size
of the deposited particles �5 �m� and their spacing was found by
visualizations to be around 15 �m. The channel height was given
by ef −2eNi. The pressure drop was measured by two pressure
transducers flush mounted at the wall of sumps located upstream/
downstream of the channel. The experimental surface finish was
obviously far from the regular arrangement of the proposed mod-
els. However, the measured pressure drop may tentatively be com-
pared to the predictions of the analytical model. Figure 10 dis-
plays the experimental Poiseuille number Poexp deduced from the
measured pressure drop and flow rate and the model’s results ob-
tained for three values of the rough elements height �6.2, 7.2, and
8.2 �m�. The experimental uncertainties are also shown in Fig.
10. The analytical model was used with the following relations:
k*=d*=Lr

* /2= lr
* /2 for three values of k. Numerical computations

were performed with k=d=5 �m, Lr= lr=15 �m and the results
are also displayed in Fig. 10. The trend exhibited by Poexp is well
reproduced by the analytical and the numerical models. Consider-
ing the analytical model, the best agreement with the experimental
results is obtained for k=7.2 �m, which is slightly higher than the
estimated height of the roughness elements. The same tendency
may be deduced from the numerical model: A better agreement
with the experimental data would have been obtained for higher
roughness elements. Apart from the experimental and numerical

Fig. 8 Influence of the roughness element side length on the
channel height reduction. k*=Lr

* /2= lr
* /2=0.2. Dashed lines indi-

cate �. Open circles indicate Numerical computations, analyti-
cal model, dashed-dotted lines indicate K2=0, thick line indi-
cate K2=0.5, dotted lines indicate HWL’s results.

Fig. 9 Influence of the roughness element spacing on the
channel height reduction. k*=d*=0.2. Same symbols as in
Fig. 8.

Fig. 10 Poiseuille number. Comparison of numerical compu-
tations and analytical model with experimental results. � Ex-
perimental results; � Numerical computations, k=5 �m; ana-
lytical model, dotted lines indicate k=6.2 �m, thick lines
indicate 7.2 �m, dashed lined indicate 8.2 �m, dash-dotted
lines indicate Po=24.
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errors and the uncertainties inherent in the analytical model, this
discrepancy may also be due to the experimental surface finish. In
fact, it is possible that the layer of nickel was not perfectly smooth
but may have included small rough elements besides the largest
particles of SiC. As a consequence, the assumption of a smooth
bottom wall both in the analytical and numerical models would
underestimate the friction on this part of the wall.

5 Conclusions
Numerical modeling and analytical approach were used to com-

pute laminar flows in rough-wall microchannels. Both models
considered the same arrangements of roughness elements in peri-
odical arrays. The numerical results have confirmed that the flow
is independent of the Reynolds number in the range 1–200.

The analytical approach was based on a previous work �12�
devoted to the prediction of the rough-wall skin friction in turbu-
lent flows. The analysis has pointed out the difficulties of setting
the boundary conditions at the clear/rough layer interface in the
case of rectangular prism rough elements. For given geometrical
characteristics of the roughness elements, the analytical model
only needs two constants K1 and K2 to compute the flow. They
correspond to the drag coefficient of the rough elements. In most
cases, a good approximation of the flow characteristics is obtained
by using only one constant, namely, K1. Despite the simplicity of
the model, a very good agreement is found with the numerical
results of the present work and those of Hu et al. �11�. The results
show that the rough elements drag is mainly responsible for the
pressure drop across the channel in the upper part of the relative
roughness range �k*�0.03–0.06�. For very high rough elements
�k*�0.1�, the wall friction has a negligible contribution to the
pressure drop. For a concentrated arrangement of the rough ele-
ments �d*=Lr

* /2= lr
* /2=0.2, Fig. 7�, a very simple approximation

of the roughness effect consists in considering a relative channel
height reduction equal to 2k*. The accuracy is about 25% in 1
−Hr /H for k*�0.1. This blockage effect reduces when the rough
elements are small or more dispersed �increasing blockage coef-
ficient 
�. However, it remains significant for slender blocks, even
if the side length becomes very small.

This study was restricted to patterns of periodic rough elements.
The good agreement with experimental results obtained with ran-
domly distributed roughness on microchannel walls is therefore
striking. It seems that the models catch the main features of the
physical phenomena involved in these microflows. The two main
ingredients of the analytical model are the blockage coefficient 

and the relative roughness height k*. The knowledge of these pa-
rameters seems therefore to be of primary importance to predict
the roughness effects in rough microchannels. This study will be
soon extended to roughness effects on heat transfer in microchan-
nels.
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Nomenclature
Cd � drag coefficient, dimensionless

d � width of roughness elements, m
Dh � hydraulic diameter, m

FD � drag force on roughness elements, N
H � channel height, m
K � drag law coefficient, dimensionless
k � height of roughness elements, m

Lr � longitudinal distance between two roughness
elements, m

lr � transverse distance between two roughness
elements, m

P � pressure, pa
Po � Poiseuille number, dimensionless
Q � volumetric flow rate per unit length,

m3 s−1 m−1

Red � Reynolds number based on local effective ve-
locity and dimension of rough elements,
dimensionless

ReDh � Reynolds number based on bulk velocity and
hydraulic diameter, dimensionless

U � spatial average of longitudinal velocity, m s−1

uD � filtration or Darcy velocity, m s−1

V � spatial average normal velocity, m s−1

x � abscissa along the channel, m
y � coordinate normal to the wall, m
z � transverse coordinate, m

Greek symbols
� � fluid density, kg m−3

�w � wall shear stress, N m−2

� � dynamic viscosity, kg m−1 s−1

� � kinematic viscosity, m2 s−1
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Ejection Interaction of Two
Adjacent Micropumps
This research intends to apply thermal bubble micropumps to motorcycle’s fuel atomizer
system with ink and Stoddard solvent as the work liquids, and then utilize computational
fluid dynamics to discuss the fluid interaction of two adjacent micropumps under con-
tinuous ejection with time lag, which covers the particle shape and movement track of
ejected droplets, fluid interaction of ejected droplets, and velocity of droplets as well as
work liquid replenishment. The micropump consists of 50 independent micropumps, with
orifice of 50 �m in diameter and working frequency of 5 kHz. As shown in results, when
the external air velocity is 0 m/sec, the velocity of droplets ejected later is faster than
that of droplets ejected earlier. If the work liquid is ink, the replenishing rate of two
adjacent micropumps is higher than that of single micropump. If the work liquid is
Stoddard solvent, the replenishing rate of two adjacent micropumps is similar to that of
single micropump. When the external air velocity is 15.0 m/sec and work liquid is ink,
the velocity of droplet ejected later is slower than that of droplet ejected earlier, and the
replenishing rate of two adjacent micropumps is lower than that of single micropump
with the external air velocity of 0 m/sec. If the work liquid is Stoddard solvent, the
velocities of two adjacent droplets are approximate, while the replenishing rates of two
adjacent micropumps are approximate to that of single micropump with the external air
velocity of 0 m/sec. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2201638�

Keywords: CFD, micropump, fluid interaction, replenishing rate

1 Introduction
Since Taiwan is densely populated and faced with problem of

traffic congestion on limited land, the motorcycle has thus become
one of the most important vehicles in Taiwan due to its features of
space efficiency, low cost, and convenient parking. The data from
the Statistical Department, Ministry of the Interior show that,
from 1991 to the end of May 2004, the number of motorcycles in
Taiwan increased from 7,409,175 to 12,510,000, which was an
average of one motorcycle for every 1.8 persons, indicating Tai-
wan as a country with the highest density of motorcycles in the
world �1�. Nonetheless, an increasing number of motorcycles has
resulted in waste gas pollution/emission, sounding an alarm bell
for the air quality in Taiwan. To resolve this problem, the ad-
vanced motorcycle pollution control technology has applied the
direct fuel atomizer system, and best-in-class computer hardware
and software are utilized to control the fuel ejection quantity ac-
curately, thereby achieving a better fuel-air ratio and minimizing
the fuel consumption. However, given the fact of an expensive
fuel atomizer system, the public has not shown a strong desire for
purchase, whereas the nozzles of a fuel atomizer system are dif-
ficult to design and fabricate, and the quality of fuel ejection is not
easy to control, so the study for improving a fuel atomizer system
is of crucial importance.

With the continuous advancement in microsystem processing
technology in recent years, a variety of products are intended for
mass production using microsystem processing technology to re-
duce cost and improve product quality. The micropump technique,
a branch of the microsystem technology, is more frequently ap-
plied to inkjet printhead. Micropumps are currently available in
piezoelectric type and thermal bubble type, of which thermal
bubble micropumps are widely applied to inkjet printhead due to a
thin profile and simple operating mechanism. Since ejected drop-
lets of micropumps are in perfect uniform, and the ejection quan-

tity can be controlled accurately, it is rather feasible to apply mi-
cropump technique to a motorcycle’s fuel atomizer system.

The operating principle of thermal bubble micropump is the
voltage pulse in a microcavity generates high heat flux by flowing
through a resistance layer in a thin-profile heater at the bottom of
a cavity, such that the work liquid in the microcavity can absorb
an enormous amount of heat rapidly, and bubbles are formed im-
mediately to push the work liquid in the micropump outward.
Then, work liquid is automatically replenished to the cavity for
the next ejection. The following is some research literature con-
cerning thermal bubble nozzles: For the lateral nozzle, Asia �2�
described via theoretical mode the growing behavior of bubbles
after homogeneous nucleation. Afterward, Asia �3� utilized a
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation to calculate via the nu-
merical method unstable flow of ink and ink droplets in the lateral
nozzle, and then compared with observed results with a view to
surface tension on free surface. For frontal nozzle, Chen et al. �4�
divided the growing process of bubbles into two phases �earlier
and later phases�. The actuating pressure at an earlier phase is
represented by the Clapeyron-Clausius equation, and that at a later
phase represented by a decreasing exponential function. In addi-
tion, Chen et al. �5� established an observation system to observe
ejected ink droplets, and also explored the impact of the electric
pulse’s conditions upon evolution process of shape of ink droplets
and the length of ink droplets. Subsequently, Chen �6� conducted
an experimental study of ejected droplets based on a HP51626A
frontal thermal bubble nozzle. Likewise, Rembe et al. �7� utilized
an observation system to observe the evolution process of the ink
droplets’ shape, the varying length of ink droplets, and the grow-
ing process of bubbles in the cavity. At the same time, they de-
veloped a mathematical model to calculate internal pressure of
thermal bubbles and an one-dimensional expansion process of ink
droplets under different ambient pressures. Tsai et al. �8� devel-
oped a two-passageway micropump �including an increasing and
decreasing passageway�, wherein the fluid is regularly replenished
from one passageway depending on the sizes of aperture and fluid
diffusion principle. Carmona et al. �9� simulated the motion of
micropumps using the finite element method �FEM�, which was
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already applied to thermal bubble micropumps. Lee et al. �10�
developed a unique thermal bubble micropump and successfully
processed an ink feed channel by using an electrochemical etching
technique, which was coupled to a silicon-base nozzle. Lee et al.
�11� also initiated a two-dimensional nozzle and ink feed configu-
ration mode, with ink ejection of 2400 dpi, nozzle diameter of
10 �m, and cavity volume of 6 pl. Lee et al. �12� invented a new
thermal bubble nozzle “DomeJe,” which includes a circular ink
cavity and film-type nozzle and has successfully replaced Sam-
sung ink nozzle. Cheng et al. �13–18� utilized a numerical method
to simulate the fluid property of micropumps applied to fuel sys-
tem, while Peng �19–23�, and Peng and Gao �24,25� also pub-
lished relevant patent documents and papers with regard to micro-
pumps applied to a motorcycle’s fuel atomizer system.

Using ink and Stoddard solvent as the work liquids, this re-
search intends to utilize computational fluid dynamics software
CFD-ACE�® �26� to analyze various characteristics of fluid inter-
action of two adjacent thermal bubble micropumps under continu-
ous ejection with time lag, which covers particle shape and move-
ment track of ejected droplets, fluid interaction for ejected
droplets, and velocity of droplets as well as work liquid replen-
ishment.

2 Fuel Atomizer System and Bubble Formation by the
Thermal Micropump

For information about a thermal micropump fuel atomizer sys-
tem diagram and the photo of the throttle body and ejection, see
Cheng et al. �17�. The photo of the micropump and the diagram of
the passageway structure are as shown in Fig. 1. For details, see
Cheng et al. �17�. This thermal micropump for a fuel atomizer

consists of 50 independent micropumps, with an orifice of 50 �m
in diameter and working frequency of 5 kHz. The individual mi-
cropump is similar to HP51626A. As mentioned in the literature
review previously �4–7,13–18,27�, when the bubble is formed in-
side the cavity of the micropump, if assumed that the interface
between the air and liquid on the tip of bubble is leveled and has
an area equal to the two-dimensional surface of the bottom of the
cavity of micropump, the relationship of the growth of height and
time is shown in Fig. 2, as based on Cheng et al. �17� and Chen et
al. �27�. With an input of 18 V voltage, the heater at the bottom of
the cavity of the micropump heats the work liquid once every
200 �s, each time for a period of 2 �s. Then the bubble begins to
grow at 2.2 �s. After 19.8 �s of growth, the bubble disappeared
at 22 �s �17,27�. The calculation cycle of this study is 200 �s
beginning from 2.2 �s until 202.2 �s. The time lag of ejection
starting time for two adjacent pumps is 15 �s.

3 Numerical Method

3.1 Governing Equations. According to Asia et al. �3�, this
paper assumed that the work liquid ejected by the micropump and
the external air were at constant temperature, and both were in-
compressible Newtonian fluids. Moreover, if the size of the mi-
cropump is minute, the microscale effects due to the surface ten-
sion of work liquid would increase. The surface tension of work
liquid has a significant effect on the droplet ejection of a micro-
pump. Therefore, this paper used a three-dimensional Navier-
Stokes equation with surface tension effects to describe the mo-
tions of the fluids. To describe the motion of the ejected droplets,
the method of volume of fluid �VOF� �28� along with the piece-
wise linear interface construction �PLIC� technique �29� were
adopted

�F

�t
+ � · V� F = 0 �1�

where, F refers to liquid volume fraction. The calculation of Eq.
�1� must be conducted with that of the mass conservation equation
and the momentum conservation equation. After the discretization
of the governing equations, a group of finite difference equations
can be obtained. A second-order upwind scheme was used to ap-
proximate the convective terms of the governing equations. A
second-order central difference scheme was used for the viscous
and source terms. For time advancing, the first-order Euler
scheme was employed. After solving the above equations by

Fig. 1 Picture of micropump and passageway structure

Fig. 2 Bubble formation and time relation
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means of a pressure based semi-implicit method for pressure-
linked equations consistent �SIMPLEC� algorithm, the relevant
physical quantities in the computing lattice can be attained. The
study adopted two work liquids for the analysis-ink and Stoddard
solvent, whose density, coefficient of viscosity, and surface ten-
sion were assumed constant, as shown in Table 1. The detailed
method of calculation was described by Cheng et al. �17� and
CFD-ACE�U�® manual �26�.

3.2 Boundary Setting and Computing Lattice for the
Simulation. Figure 3 is the boundary setting of numerical calcu-
lation, which includes the passageway for work liquid replenish-
ment, the inlet passageway, cavity, and orifice of the micropump
as well as the external air. The key dimension of the calculation
domain is also shown in Fig. 3. The left end of the replenishing
passage is the entrance, with a fixed pressure of 1.01E+05 Pa.
The movable solid boundary is used for simulating the growing
and reduction of vapor bubbles. The starting pressure of the ex-
ternal air is 1.0E+05 Pa. In addition, in order to simulate the
impact of the speed of the air current on the ejection of the mi-
cropump when it flew into the engine from the intake pipe, the
boundary speed of the air current at the entrance of region �exter-
nal air� adopted two modes, 0 m/s and 15 m/s. The direction of

external flow air is the Y-axis direction.
Figure 4�a� is the adopted computing lattice, and the total num-

ber of lattice points is 195,552. The lattice points in regions 2, 4,
and 5 �regions surrounded by black thick lines� can adjust them-
selves as the movable solid boundary moves, but those in the
other sections remain unchanged. This study increased the com-
puting lattice of each region evenly to the total number of lattice
points as 296,443, and conducted computation for case I �see
Table 2� for grid independence study. The comparison of different
lattice points is shown in Fig. 4�b�. As seen from the VOF com-
putation results, in which the ejection time was at t=52.2 and
202.2 �s, the shapes of the ejected droplets based on the two set
of computing lattice were approximate, while the positions of the
residual air hole inside the cavity of the micropump changed
slightly. The droplet velocity and work liquid replenishing rate
showed errors of 2% and 1.5% in the case of micropump �A�.
Based on the above results, to shorten the computation time spent

Table 1 Physical properties chart of work liquid

Density
�kg/m3�

Kinematic
viscosity �m2/s�

Surface tension
�N/m�

Ink 1020 1.28E−06 0.0433
Stoddard solvent 785 2.56E−06 0.0261

Fig. 3 Boundary setting for numerical simulation and key di-
mension description for calculation domain

Fig. 4 Computational mesh for numerical simulation

Table 2 Case description „refer to Cheng et al. †17‡. for the
detailed results of cases 1—4…

Case description
Number of
micropump Work liquid

External air velocity
�m/sec�

Case 1 1 Ink 0
Case 2 1 Stoddard solvent 0
Case 3 1 Ink 15
Case 4 1 Stoddard solvent 15
Case I 2 Ink 0
Case II 2 Stoddard solvent 0
Case III 2 Ink 15
Case IV 2 Stoddard solvent 15
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on the cases in this study, computing lattice with the total number
of lattice points of 195,552 was adopted in this paper. The calcu-
lation adopted 0.1 �s as the calculating time step.

4 Results and Discussions
The case description of this paper is listed in Table 2. Of which,

cases 1–4 are computation simulations for a single micropump,
and the size and ejection condition of the micropump were the
same as that of this study. For detailed computation results, see
Cheng et al. �17�. Cases I–IV are the computations for two adja-
cent micropumps. The velocity of the droplet top can be estimated
from the VOF figure in conjunction with time item. Table 3 is a
speed sheet of ejected droplet top moving toward the z axis in the
case of micropumps at t=12.1, 22.2, 27.1, 37.2, and 52.2 �s.

4.1 Verification of Numerical Simulation Method. Accord-
ing to Chen et al. �27�, the numerical method adopted in this study
was used to simulate the two-dimensional model of single micro-
pump �14�, and the results were approximate to the observation
results of Chen et al. �27�. In addition, Fig. 5 shows the observa-
tion chart of ejected droplet for case II �the work liquid is Stod-
dard solvent�. The length indicator in units of 500 �m is shown at
the bottom of the figure to view the length of ejected droplet. The
main observation equipments included light emitting diode �LED�
synchronized flash controller with multimode flash, and micro-
scopic charge coupled device �CCD� camera. The controller con-
trols the micropump driver and delayer simultaneously, and uses
the delayer to control the delay time of the light emiting diode
�LED� flash and the number of flash. Last the microscopic CCD
camera captures the image and displays it on the computer moni-
tor �19,20,24,25�. As seen in Fig. 5, when t=2 �s, since it was at
the initial stage of droplet ejection, the ejected droplet that could
be observed was not obvious, and only the arrayed micropump
nozzles were visible. Also because the work liquid, Stoddard sol-
vent, was transparent, it was difficult to focus the camera on it and
the chip surface would reflect light due to residual oil, thus, the
appearance of an observed droplet was slightly vague. The light
reflection of the photo was due to the reflection of residual Stod-
dard solvent on the chip. When t=12 �s, since the bubble inside
the cavity of the micropump grew to the maximum, the Stoddard
solvent was massively pushed out from the nozzle, and the ap-
pearance of the droplet was in column shape. At 22.0 �s, the
ejected droplet was pushed out of the nozzle continuously as time
went by, and the droplet length increased. At 32.0 �s, the length
of the ejected droplet continued to increase, and the length indi-
cator at the bottom of the figure could be used to estimate the
droplet velocity to be 17 m/sec. The velocity matches with the
computation results for micropump �A� of case II in Table 3.

4.2 Particle Shape and Movement Track of Ejected
Droplets. Figure 6 shows the particle shape and movement track
of ejected droplets of two adjacent micropumps under continuous
ejection with time lag, with time points of 12.1, 22.2, 27.1, 37.2,
and 52.2 �s. y-z plane was obtained along central axis �z axis� of
orifice, while the shape of droplets can be clearly attained from
VOF value, and marked onto various profiles via different shades.
Among them, the one shade refers to VOF=1, indicating that all
fluids in the computing lattice are work liquids, and another shade
refers to VOF=0, indicating that all fluids in the computing lattice
are ambient air. In addition, there is a length indicator at the bot-
tom of the figure for t=52.2 �s, which is used to check the length
of ejected droplets �in a unit of 100 �m�. Besides, �A� and �B� are
two adjacent micropumps, where the starting time of micropump
�A� is 15.0 �s, which is faster than that of micropump �B�.

As seen in Fig. 6, the ejected work liquids of cases I and II
�external air velocity=0.0 m/sec� are approximate in terms of

Table 3 Velocity of micropump’s ejected droplet top moving
towards z axis

Case

Time ��s�

12.1 22.2 27.1 37.2 52.2

Case 1 20 m/sec 17.5 17.5 17 15
Case 2 20 17.5 17.5 17 16
Case 3 19 17.5 17 16.5 15.5
Case 4 19 19 17 16.5 16
Case I �A� 20 17.5 16.8 15.7 14.8

�B� 0 24.0 22.0 19 16.3
Case II �A� 20.2 18 17.2 16.3 15.6

�B� 0 24.0 22.0 20.0 17.1
Case III �A� 20.2 18 15.8 14 12

�B� 0 23 19 15 12.5
Case IV �A� 20.0 19 17.2 16.3 15.6

�B� 0 24.0 22.0 19 16.5

Fig. 5 Observational diagram of ejected droplets in case II
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shape and velocity during the growing and fading cycles �as
shown in Figs. 5�a�–5�d�. When t=12.1 �s, the bubble from mi-
cropump �A� grew up to the maximum top, and ejected the droplet
was in a column shape. Since no bubble from micropump �B�
occurred prior to the signal trigger phase, no droplet was ejected.
At 22.2 �s, the bubble from micropump �A� disappeared and the
ejected work liquid droplet gradually formed a taper shape. In
such a case, some of the ambient air entered into nozzle �A�, thus
enabling the tail of the ejected droplet to become thinner and
allowing the separation of droplet almost from the nozzle. As for
micropump �B�, the droplet was also ejected from the nozzle due
to the occurrence of bubble.

When t=27.1 �s, the bubble from micropump �A� disappeared,
and the ejected droplet along with the liquid in the nozzle moved
continuously toward the downstream. Since the bubble from mi-
cropump �B� was approaching the growing phase, the liquid was
ejected as the bubble pushed outward, and the ejected droplet was
almost in a column shape. When t=37.2 �s, the ejected droplet
from micropump �A� along with the liquid in the nozzle moved
continuously toward the downstream, while the droplet from mi-
cropump �B� was also smoothly ejected from the orifice. Similar

to the ejection of micropump �A� at 22.2 �s, the ejected work
liquid droplet gradually formed a taper shape. In such a case,
some of ambient air entered into nozzle �B�, thus enabling the tail
of the ejected droplet to become thinner and allowing the separa-
tion of the droplet almost from the nozzle.

As seen in figures of t=37.2 and 52.2 �s, the shape of the
droplet top became flat owing to the blocking of ambient still air.
According to the decreasing trend of the velocity of the droplet
top as listed in Table 3, the kinetic energy of the ejected droplet
gradually reduces owing to the blocking of still air. Compara-
tively, the velocity of droplets in case II is faster than that in case
I. When t=52.2 �s, the velocity of droplets from micropumps �A�
and �B� in case II was 0.8 m/sec faster than that in case I. Addi-
tionally, the velocity of the droplet top from micropump �B� was
also faster than that of micropump �A� within the same running
time of droplet. Take the ejection time of 37.2 �s, for example,
the velocity �16.3 m/sec� of the droplet from micropump �B� in
case I was 0.6 m/sec faster than that from micropump �A�
�15.7 m/sec�, whereas the velocity �17.1 m/sec� of droplet from

Fig. 6 Comparison diagram of ejected droplets of micropump
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micropump �B� in case II was 0.8 m/sec faster than that from
micropump �A� �16.3 m/sec�. The following paragraphs provide
detailed description of such phenomena.

For cases III and IV �external air velocity=15.0 m/sec�, the
profiles of the ejected droplet differ significantly from those in
cases I and II due to the disturbance of ambient mobile air. In this
case, the droplet deviated from the central axis of orifice toward
the y axis. Since the density of Stoddard solvent was smaller than
that of ink, and the droplet of case IV was lightweight, the droplet
deviated apparently from the central axis of orifice. When t
=52.2 �s, the ejected droplets of cases III and IV presented ir-
regular shapes, and the deviation range of droplet toward the y
axis in case IV was considerably bigger than that in case III. As
seen in Table 3, the velocity of the droplet in case IV was faster
than that in case III. When t=52.2 �s, the velocity of the droplet
from micropumps �A� and �B� in case IV was 3.6 and 4.0 m/sec
faster than in case III. Additionally, the velocity of the droplet top
from micropump �B� in case III was slower than that of micro-
pump �A� within the same running time of droplet. Take the ejec-
tion time of 37.2 �s, for example, the velocity of droplet from
micropump �B� was 1.5 m/sec slower than that from micropump
�A�, whereas the velocity of droplets from micropumps �A� and

�B� in case IV was approximate. The velocities of these droplet
tops were distinguished from those in cases I and II, indicating
that ambient mobile air had an impact on the characteristics of
ejected droplets. The reason is that, after ambient mobile air
passes through the ejected droplet from micropump �A�, the
change of velocity field restrains the velocity of ejected droplet
from micropump �B�, and especially in case III which can be
demonstrated from the velocity field pattern in the next section.

It is worthy to note that, during the fading process of bubble,
external air entered into the nozzle and cavity of the micropump,
where the air cavity was shaped, then left in the nozzle and cavity
of the micropump, and gradually replaced by work liquid. This
process is called work liquid replenishment. If there was any air
left in the cavity of the micropump at the next startup of ejection,
the volume, shape, and track of ejected fluid of the micropump
would be affected. Therefore, it is crucial to identify if residual air
in the nozzle and micropump can be efficiently discharged during
replenishment of work liquids.

4.3 Interaction of Droplets Ejected Outside of the Orifice.
Figure 7 shows a velocity field diagram of ejected droplets in
cases II and IV at time points of 12.1, 22.2, 27.1, 37.2, and

Fig. 7 Velocity field diagram of ejected droplets of micropump
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52.2 �s. The relevant flow fields can be clearly obtained from the
amount and direction of the velocity vector, while the shade of the
velocity vector is the VOF value. In addition, massless particles
were placed at cross lines of case II, and the corresponding
streamlines were calculated and displayed by using CFD-VIEW®
software �ESI-CFD Inc., Huntsville, AL�, wherein black arrow
represents the flow direction of particles. As seen, at t=12.1 �s,
the bubble from micropump �A� in case II was close to the grow-
ing phase. In such a case, the liquid was pushed outward by the
bubble, the droplet ejected quickly would disturb the ambient air
flow field, thus resulting in an air vortex close to the neck of the
droplet. This vortex would drive air nearby the nozzle of micro-
pump �B� to flow toward the nozzle orifice, and squeeze the liquid
in the cavity of micropump �B�.

When t=22.2 �s, the bubble from micropump �A� in case II
was close to the fading phase, so the ejected droplet had visibly
departed from the nozzle, and then disturbed the ambient air flow
field continuously. Yet, there was still air vortex nearby the neck
of the droplet, while some ambient air entered into the nozzle
since bubble from micropump �A� was close to the fading phase.
But, the bubble from micropump �B� was in the early stage, and
the air vortex occurred nearby the neck of the ejected droplet. As
seen from the streamline, the airflow field disturbed by ejected
droplets from micropumps �A� and �B� interacted with each other,
and exerted an impact on the characteristics of ejected droplets
from micropumps �A� and �B�.

When t=27.1 �s, the bubble from micropump �A� in case II
disappeared, and the ejected droplet along with the liquid in the
nozzle moved continuously toward the downstream, and disturbed
the ambient airflow field consistently, thus affected the ejection of
micropump �B�. Meanwhile, the bubble from micropump �B� was
near the growing phase. As seen from the streamline, the air vor-
tex existed nearby the neck of the droplet from micropump �A�,
and squeezed an ejected droplet from micropump �B�, thus lead-
ing to a flat ejected droplet from micropump �B� with longer ejec-
tion range. The velocity of the droplet top from micropump �B�
was faster than that of micropump �A�. According to the stream-
line nearby the neck of the droplet from micropump �B�, the air-
flow field derived from an ejected droplet interacted with that
from micropump �A�.

When t=37.2 �s, the bubble from micropump �B� in case II
was close to the fading phase, so some ambient air entered into
the nozzle. Meanwhile, air vortex existed nearby the neck of the
droplet from micropump �A�, and continuously squeezed the
ejected droplet from micropump �B�. The air vortex nearby the
neck of the droplet from micropump �B� continued to grow and
interacted with the airflow field derived from micropump �A�. The
velocity of the droplet top from micropump �B� was faster than
that from micropump �A�.

When t=52.2 �s, the air vortex of micropumps �A� and �B� in
case II still interacted with each other, leading to squeeze the
droplet ejected later. Thus, the ejected droplet from micropump
�B� becomes flatter than that from micropump �A�. The velocity of
the droplet top from micropump �B� was faster than that from
micropump �A�.

Since ambient air in case IV had a velocity of 15.0 m/sec, the
entire velocity field was strongly conditioned upon the flow ve-
locity of ambient air. Therefore, it was impossible to observe an
air vortex similar to that in case II from the velocity vector pat-
tern. But, the shape, velocity, and direction of ejected droplets
differed much from those in case II, whereas the interaction of
airflow field between micropumps �A� and �B� could be visibly
observed.

4.4 Work Liquid Replenishment. Figure 8 shows the veloc-
ity vector of fluids in the cavity and nozzle, or nearby the nozzle
of micropumps �A� and �B� in case I. The starting time of work
liquid in micropump �A� replenished to the cavity of the micro-
pump was about 47.2 �s–52.2 �s, and that in micropump �B�

about 62.2 �s–67.2 �s. With a lag of 15 �s for ejection starting
time of micropumps �A� and �B�, the starting time of work liquid
replenishment for two adjacent pumps was approximate. The
comparison with the simulation results of a single micropump
�17� shows that the starting time of work liquid replenishment for
a single micropump was about 52.2 �s–57.2 �s. Thus, if the
work liquid was ink, the replenishing time of work liquid could be
reduced in the event of continuous ejection with a time lag of two
adjacent micropumps.

Table 4 is a starting time schedule of work liquid replenishment
in various cases. The data of cases I and II show that, when the
flow velocity of ambient air is 0 m/sec, the starting time of work
liquid replenishment �either ink or Stoddard solvent� of micro-
pumps �A� and �B� is approximate, and the starting time of Stod-
dard solvent replenishment is slightly faster than that of ink. The
comparison with the simulation results of a single micropump in
cases 1 and 2 shows that if work liquid is Stoddard solvent, the
starting time of the work liquid replenishment of micropumps �A�
and �B� is the same as that of a single micropump, ranging from
37.2 �s to 42.2 �s. In addition, when the flow velocity of ambi-
ent air is 15.0 m/sec, the comparative results of cases III and IV
show that, the starting time of the work liquid replenishment of
micropump �B� is 5 �s faster than that of micropump �A�, and the
starting time of Stoddard solvent work liquid replenishment �case
IV� is 5 �s faster than that of ink �case III�. The comparison with

Fig. 8 Tendency chart of internal velocity field under case I
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a single micropump in cases 3 and 4 shows that if work liquid is
Stoddard solvent, the starting time of the work liquid replenish-
ment of two adjacent micropumps is much slower than that of a
single micropump. Additionally, the comparative results of eight
cases in Table 4 show that, increasing flow velocity of ambient air
makes the starting time of work liquid replenishment slower.

Figure 9 shows the VOF field of cases I and III at t=172.2,
187.2, and 202.2 �s. Starting from t=172.2 �s to the next starting
time of ejection �t=202.2 �s� in case I, the residual air cavity in

the micropump cavity was scattered into small balls, which was
similar to that in case III. Table 5 shows the comparative results of
the work liquid replenishing rate of various cases at t=172.2,
187.2, and 202.2 �s. The replenishing rate is defined as the vol-
ume ratio �%� of work liquid to the total volume of inlet passage-
way of micropump, cavity of micropump, and orifice. As seen in
the table, if work liquid is ink, the replenishing rate of two adja-
cent micropumps �A� and �B� in cases I and III is approximate
under the same replenishing time. Take case I, for example, when
the replenishing time is 187.2 �s, the replenishing rate of micro-
pump �A� is 90%, and that of micropump �B� is also 90% �t
=202.2 �s�. Besides, the flow velocity of ambient air of
15.0 m/sec reduces the replenishing rate of work liquid. If the
work liquid is Stoddard solvent �cases II and IV�, the replenishing
rate of micropump �B� is slightly larger than that of micropump
�A� under the same replenishing time, and the flow velocity of
ambient air of 15.0 m/sec has little impact on the replenishing
rate. Finally, the work liquid replenishing rate of two adjacent
micropumps �case I–IV� is larger than that of single micropump
�case 1–4�.

5 Conclusion
This paper aims to explore the fluid interaction of two adjacent

micropumps under continuous ejection with time lag. The major
conclusions are as follows:

1. Air vortex derived from two adjacent droplets interacts with
each other. When the flow velocity of ambient air is
0 m/sec, the velocity of droplets ejected later is faster than
that of droplets ejected earlier. When the flow velocity of
ambient air is 15.0 m/sec, the velocity of the work liquid,
Stoddard solvent, is approximate, but contrary to the case of
work liquid as ink.

2. When the flow velocity of ambient air is 0 m/sec, the start-
ing time of the work liquid replenishment for two adjacent
micropumps is the same. If the work liquid is ink, the start-
ing time of work liquid replenishment of two adjacent mi-
cropumps is faster than that of a single micropump. This
leads to little residual air cavity in the micropump and a
higher work liquid replenishing rate at the next starting time
of ejection. If the work liquid is Stoddard solvent, the work
liquid replenishment of two adjacent micropumps varies
little from that of single micropump.

3. When the flow velocity of ambient air is 15.0 m/sec, the
work liquid of the micropump ejected later is replenished
faster. If the work liquid is ink, the work liquid replenishing
rate of two adjacent micropumps is lower than that of a
single micropump with a flow velocity of ambient air of
0 m/sec due to the influence of flow velocity of ambient air.
If the work liquid is Stoddard solvent, the starting time of
the work liquid replenishment of two adjacent micropumps

Table 4 Starting time of work liquid replenishment

Case description
Starting time of work liquid

replenishment ��s�

Case 1 52.2–57.6
Case 2 37.2–42.2
Case 3 57.2–62.2
Case 4 47.2–52.2
Case I �A� 47.2–52.6

�B� 62.2–67.2
Case II �A� 37.2–42.2

�B� 52.2–57.2
Case III �A� 57.2–62.2

�B� 67.2–72.2
Case IV �A� 52.2–57.2

�B� 62.2–67.2

Fig. 9 Comparison diagram of work liquid replenishment un-
der cases I and III

Table 5 Work liquid replenishing rate „%…

Case

Time ��s�

172.2 187.2 202.2

Case 1 82 80 61
Case 2 82 81 79
Case 3 89 87 86
Case 4 83 82 81
Case I �A� 91 90 89

�B� 93 91 90
Case II �A� 81 80 79

�B� 85 81 80
Case III �A� 84 83 82

�B� 85 84 84
Case IV �A� 82 81 79

�B� 86 84 82
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is later than that of a single micropump, but the work liquid
replenishing rate is similar to that of a single micropump
with a flow velocity of ambient air of 0 m/sec.
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Development of a Tip-Leakage
Flow—Part 1: The Flow Over a
Range of Reynolds Numbers
An extensive experimental investigation was carried out to examine the tip-leakage flow
on ducted propulsors. The flow field around three-bladed, ducted rotors operating in
uniform inflow was measured in detail with three-dimensional laser Doppler velocimetry
and planar particle imaging velocimetry. Two geometrically similar, ducted rotors were
tested over a Reynolds number range from 0.7�106 to 9.2�106 in order to determine
how the tip-leakage flow varied with Reynolds number. An identification procedure was
used to discern and quantify regions of concentrated vorticity in instantaneous flow fields.
Multiple vortices were identified in the wake of the blade tip, with the largest vortex being
associated with the tip-leakage flow, and the secondary vortices being associated with the
trailing edge vortex and other blade-wake vortices. The evolution of identified vortex
quantities with downstream distance is examined. It was found that the strength and core
size of the vortices are weakly dependent on Reynolds number, but there are indications
that they are affected by variations in the inflowing wall boundary layer on the duct. The
core size of the tip-leakage vortex does not vary strongly with varying boundary layer
thickness on the blades. Instead, its dimension is on the order of the tip clearance. There
is significant flow variability for all Reynolds numbers and rotor configurations. Scaled
velocity fluctuations near the axis of the primary vortex increase significantly with down-
stream distance, suggesting the presence of spatially uncorrelated fine scale secondary
vortices and the possible existence of three-dimensional vortex-vortex interactions.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2201616�

1 Introduction
Prediction of turbomachinery conduct often requires the perfor-

mance and analysis of model testing. Test data are combined with
similarity analysis to predict performance on the prototype scale
at higher Reynolds numbers. Model testing is also needed to ex-
amine flow phenomena that result from secondary flows, such as
noise production and cavitation. In the case of marine propulsors,
cavitation inception �1� typically occurs first in vortices produced
in the vicinity of the blade tip. As a result, inception observations
made at lower Reynolds number must be scaled to provide a pre-
diction of full-scale cavitation performance. The complexity of the
flow is increased when the rotor is encased in a closely fitting
shroud.

Many researchers have examined the formation and scaling of
tip vortices on stationary lifting surfaces and on the blades of
rotating turbomachinery, with recent reviews found in �2,3�. In the
current work, we are interested in the vortical flow near the tip of
a ducted rotor. The flow in the vicinity of the tip gap and in the
immediate wake can be very complex. Lakshminarayana �4� de-
tails many of the important flow processes including the state of
the boundary layers on the rotating blade and on the shroud, the
production of flow jetting within the gap, the possible formation
of “scraping vortices,” and interaction with regions of flow sepa-
ration. The relative size of the tip clearance is an important pa-
rameter, along with the exact geometry of the blade tip region and
the blade loading distribution. A strong vortex can be created by
the tip-leakage flow, and this vortex will interact with other con-
centrated vorticity shed by the blade, such as leading- and trailing-
edge vortices. Both numerical and experimental studies of specific

and canonical tip-leakage flows have been performed in order to
understand and characterize the dominant flow features. Because
of the practical importance of these flows, there is a large body of
literature on the subject. A review can be found in a relatively
recent von Karman Institute Lecture Series �5�.

In the present study, we examine the tip-leakage flow of a
ducted rotor. Two rotors with geometrically similar shapes but
different diameters are used to extend the range of Reynolds num-
bers examined. Laser Doppler velocimetry �LDV� and particle
imaging velocimetry �PIV� are used to capture the tip leakage
vortex flow as it develops downstream of the blade trailing edge.
The process of vortex roll-up is examined as the primary tip leak-
age vortex interacts with a trailing edge vortex and other, weaker
vortices in the blade wake spiral. This flow has significant vari-
ability, and we will examine how the average and statistical char-
acteristics of the tip-leakage flow vary with Reynolds number.

2 Experimental Setup
The experiments were performed in the David Taylor 36 in.

variable pressure cavitation tunnel. The 36 in.-diam, open jet test
section was used for these tests. The propeller was driven using an
upstream dynamometer. Inflow to the propeller was uniform ex-
cept for the wakes from three upstream shaft support struts. Two
geometrically similar, ducted, three-bladed rotors were tested in
this investigation �Figs. 1 and 2�. The larger rotor, Propeller 5206,
was sized to be the maximum possible size to fit into the 36 in.
water tunnel. The rotor had a hub diameter of 0.3517 m
�13.847 in.�, a tip diameter D=2�RP=0.8503 m �33.475 in.�,
and a constant chord of 0.3812 m �15.008 in.� from hub to tip. It
operated in a duct of diameter 0.8636 m �34.00 in.� placed in the
open jet nozzle so that the entire tunnel flow went through the
propulsor. The straight portion of the duct had a linear extent of
0.648 m �25.5 in.� and extended from a distance of 0.568�RP
upstream the blade tip at the trailing edge, to a distance of
0.194�RP downstream of the blade tip.
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The smaller rotor, Propeller 5407, had a hub diameter of
0.1261 m �4.964 in.�, and a tip diameter D=2�RP=0.3048 m
�12.000 in.�. The duct of the small rotor had an inside diameter of
0.3096 m �12.188 in.�, an outer diameter of 0.3352 m
�13.215 in.�, and a linear extent of 0.699 m �27.5 in.� It extended
from −4�RP upstream of the blade tip to 0.598�RP downstream
of the blade tip. A bell mouth was installed on the inlet of the duct
with a 3.00 in. �0.076 m� radius on the inner and outer walls. The
scale ratio of the two rotors was 2.790.

The rotor geometry is detailed in Table 1. To identify where
boundary layer transition would affect the results, boundary layer
trips were placed on some blades. For most measurements, no
influence of the boundary layer trips was noted. The ratio of the
tip clearance to the maximum thickness at the tip, g / t was 0.17,
which is near the optimum value of 0.2 reported by Farrell and
Billet �6� to reduce the potential for tip-leakage cavitation. The
propeller was made using a numerically controlled milling process
and manufactured to tolerances of approximately 0.1 mm from a
mono-bloc 6061T6 aluminum forging. The blade section was a
NACA 66, DTMB �David Taylor Model Basin� modified thick-
ness form, with a 0.8 mean-line camber, and with the trailing
edges thickened to incorporate a typical anti-singing trailing edge
bevel. The blade pitch was reduced at the hub and tip to minimize
root and tip cavitation.

A window was inserted into the duct to allow for optical access
to the rotor flow, as shown in Figs. 1�b� and 1�c�. The installation
of the window produced a pocket in the duct. While no flow
passed through the window, the presence of the pocket was not
entirely passive. Laser doppler velocimetry �LDV� measurements
performed by Chesnakas and Jessup �7� showed that the primary
vortex moved in and out of the cavity as the rotor blade passed by.
However, this effect was not so pronounced to significantly alter
the character of the flow in the tip region. LDV was also used to
measure the inlet flow profile upstream of the rotors through a
transparent window placed in the duct.

A planar particle imaging velocimetry �PIV� system was imple-
mented for use in the water tunnel. Figures 1�a�–1�c� show a
schematic drawing of the PIV setup. The double-pulsed light sheet
was produced by two Nd:yttrium–aluminum–garnet lasers operat-
ing outside the test section �Quanta-Ray PRO-250 Series with
maximum energy of 800 mJ per 10 ns pulse, at 532 nm�. The
digital camera used to record the flow images was mounted in a
waterproof housing within the still-water region of the test sec-
tion. The light sheet was 5 mm thick in the large rotor case
�around 1 mm thick for the small rotor� and double pulsed with a
time separation varying between 6 and 20 �s �large rotor� for

Fig. 1 „a… A plan view of the rotor with a depiction of the duct
and the tip vortex emanating near the trailing edge of a blade.
Also shown is the coordinate system used. �� is the time sepa-
ration from the PIV measurement location along the vortex
core, to the blade trailing edge. The tunnel mean flow is out of
the page. „b… A diagram of the open-jet test section of the David
Taylor model basin 36 in. variable pressure cavitation tunnel
with the three-bladed, ducted rotor P5206 installed. „c… A close
up view of the blade tip at the trailing edge „1…, the emanating
tip leakage vortex on the inside of the duct—the dark curved
line „2…, the laser light sheet passing through a window in-
stalled in a pocket in the duct „3…, another window in the duct to
provide optical access for the camera „4…, the underwater cam-
era housing „5…, and the hub „6… „Chesnakas and Jessup †7‡….

Fig. 2 „a… A diagram of the open-jet test section of the
36-in.-diameter water tunnel, showing the P5206 propeller duct,
which is an extension of the tunnel conduit; „b… diagram of the
open jet test section with the P5407 ducted propeller installed
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differing propeller speeds and distances from the blade trailing
edge. The light sheet passed through windows in the outer wall of
the test section and through the transparent duct pocket to illumi-
nate the flow. The sheet was oriented parallel to the propeller-shaft
axis, as shown in Fig. 1�c�. The radial and axial positions of the
camera were moved to place the mean center of the vortex in the
center of the image. The whole tunnel was seeded before the start
of the experiments with silicon carbide particles of 1 �m mean
diameter. A LaVision FlowMaster-3S PIV system was used to
control the firing of the lasers and synchronize the image capture
by a �1280 by 1024 pixel� cross-correlation charge coupled device
camera of 12 bit gray scale resolution. The camera axis was per-
pendicular to the laser sheet and recorded the in-plane motion of
the tracer particles. The light sheet was sufficiently thick to reduce
the adverse effect of particles that entered or exited the illumi-
nated volume during the laser double pulse due to possible, strong
cross-plane flow velocities. The lenses on the camera were chosen
to have a depth-of-field larger than the thickness of the light sheet.
The images were spatially calibrated by taking images of a regis-
tration target placed in the water-filled test section. A multi-pass
algorithm was used to compute the in-plane velocity vectors from
the particles images using 32�32 pixel interrogation windows
with 15% overlap applied in the final pass. This produced a ve-
locity field with 46�37 vectors in a field of view of 37.7
�29.6 mm, at 0.83 mm vector spacing for the large rotor. For the
small rotor, the field of view was 11.76�9.35 mm and the vector
spacing was 0.302 mm. Timing of the PIV image capture was
synchronized with the passage of the rotor blades, making it pos-
sible to capture multiple images at a given blade position. The
images were taken at various downstream distances along the
pitch line, s, with s=0 describing the case when the tip of the
blade’s trailing edge intersected the PIV plane. The pitch line, s, �a
circular path traced by the tip of the blade’s trailing edge� was
computed from the product of the propeller tip velocity, and the
time separation ���� from the tip of the blade trailing edge loca-
tion to the PIV imaging plane, s /c= �rpm-2�� /60RP /c ·��. The
velocity vectors were used to compute the vorticity field by mak-
ing use of Stokes theorem. The vorticity at a point was calculated
from the line integral of the velocity vector around a closed loop
enclosing the point under consideration divided by the total area
enclosed by the closed loop. On the experimental grid, the inte-
gration loop was composed of straight, serial line segments cho-
sen to pass through the centers of the eight neighboring cells
immediately surrounding the cell of interest. Towards the edges of
the PIV grid, vorticity was calculated using forward and backward
differentiation schemes �8�. After the vorticity field was calcu-
lated, a 3 by 3 mean filter was used to reduce noise.

The rotor was operated at a constant advance coefficient �J
=U� /nD� where U� is the average flow speed into the duct �m/s�,
n is the rotational speed of the rotor �rev/s�, and D is the rotor
diameter �m�. The operating advance coefficient was selected to
produce a typical leakage vortex, without unwanted flow condi-
tions over the blade, with J=0.971. This is higher than the design
advanced coefficient J=0.75 in order to avoid the formation of a

leakage vortex at the leading edge of the blade and the occurrence
of pressure side leading edge cavitation near the blade tip. Several
rotational speeds were examined for both rotors. The blade-tip
Reynolds number is based on the chord, c, and the total tip speed,
�U�+�Dn�. The water kinematic viscosity was evaluated at the
average flow temperature. The inlet absolute static pressure was
maintained high enough �P�=309 kPa at 500 rpm� during the PIV
measurements to suppress cavitation. This advance coefficient re-
sulted in a thrust coefficient KT=T /�n2D4=0.31 and a torque co-
efficient KQ=Q /�n2D5=0.054 that did not significantly vary over
the range of Reynolds numbers studied. For the smaller rotor,
however, there was a noticeable Reynolds number dependence of
the thrust and torque coefficients at low speeds ��600 rpm�. Ap-
plication of roughness to the leading edge of the rotor blades did
not significantly influence the measured results. Table 2 presents
the conditions reported here for both rotor configurations.

3 Experimental Uncertainty
The geometrical tolerance of the machined rotors was less than

0.1 mm. Variability of the rotor gap was 0.76 mm �±0.030 in.� for
the 5407 small rotor assembly, and 1.6 mm �±0.063 in.� for the
5206 large rotor. The uncertainty associated with the measure-
ments of test parameters �i.e., rotor speed, free-stream speed, free-
stream pressure and temperature, rotor thrust, and rotor torque�
are ±1%. Uncertainty of the presented LDV measurements is
±0.8%. The accumulated uncertainty of the PIV velocity measure-
ments is estimated at ±5%.

4 Inlet Flow
The inlet axial velocity, Ux /U�, and tangential velocity, UT,

profiles measured in the duct at a location 0.3615�RP upstream
of the blade’s trailing edge tip are plotted in Fig. 3 for the speeds

Table 1 Geometry of the rotors. The radial dimension is r, the rotor radius is RP, and the
diameter is D. The chord is c, the pitch is p, the total rake is iT, the maximum thickness is t, the
camber is f, and the skew angle is �.

r /RP c /D p /D iT /D t /c f /c 	

0.416 0.446 0.92 −0.0063 0.172 −0.065 −0.4 deg
0.5 0.446 1.135 0.0063 0.148 0.000 4.2 deg
0.6 0.446 1.220 0.0145 0.119 0.037 10.0 deg
0.7 0.446 1.175 0.0227 0.102 0.047 15.9 deg
0.8 0.446 1.087 0.0309 0.100 0.047 21.5 deg
0.9 0.446 0.995 0.0391 0.100 0.038 26.3 deg
1.0 0.446 0.905 0.0473 0.100 0.020 30.0 deg

Table 2 Test conditions for the 5407 and 5206 rotor configura-
tions. The advance coefficient was constant at J=0.971. The
Reynolds number is based on the chord, c, and the total tip
speed, „U�+�Dn….

U� �m/s, �fps�� n �rpm� Reynolds number

5407 Rotor “Small Rotor” 1.50 �4.9� 300 0.7�106

3.0 �9.8� 600 1.4�106

6.0 �19.6� 1200 2.8�106

9.0 �29.4� 1800 4.3�106

5206 Rotor “Large Rotor” 3.11 �10.2� 250 4.6�106

3.90 �12.8� 313 5.8�106

4.66 �15.3� 375 6.9�106

5.46 �17.9� 438 8.1�106

6.22 �20.4� 500 9.2�106
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of 1200 rpm on the small rotor and 500 rpm on the large rotor.
For both rotors the axial velocity is nearly constant from 0.5

r /RP
0.9, where r is the radial distance from the propeller
center of rotation. The wall boundary layer, however, is about
50% thicker for the small rotor ��1 /RP=0.090� compared with the
large rotor ��1 /RP=0.060�. Note that for both rotors the duct
boundary-layer thickness is much larger than the tip gap of
g /RP=0.015. The small gap of the small rotor is nearly 1/6 times
the inlet boundary layer, and the gap on the large rotor is 1/4 the
boundary layer thickness.

Both rotors have a small amount of swirl in the in flow, with the
large rotor having a small negative tangential velocity �opposite to
the direction of rotor rotation� and the small rotor having a small
positive tangential velocity.

5 Overall Development of the Tip-Leakage Flow
Both LDV measurements performed by Chesnakas and Jessup

�7� and the PIV measurements discussed here reveal the general
development of the flow in the tip region of the rotor operating at
the given advance coefficient. The pressure difference across the
blade produces a flow through the tip region and the formation of
a strong tip-leakage vortex, which we will refer to as the primary
vortex. A second co-rotating concentrated vortex forms at the
trailing edge, and we will refer to this as the secondary vortex.
Additionally, there were multiple secondary co-rotating vortices
of comparable or weaker strength. Counterrotating secondary vor-

Table 3 Correlation coefficients RV
2 and R�

2 averaged over all
the measured locations s /c, for the two rotors

Reynolds number R�
2 % RV

2 %

5407 Rotor “Small Rotor” 0.7�106 72±10 65±12
1.4�106 75±10 70±12
2.8�106 75±9 68±9
4.3�106 74±9 67±12

5206 Rotor “Large Rotor” 4.6�106 80±7 79±7
5.8�106 77±9 76±9
6.9�106 80±8 75±8
8.1�106 77±9 75±10
9.2�106 79±8 76±9

Fig. 3 Tangential „Ut /U�…, and axial „Ux /U�… velocity profiles
of the duct inflow for the small rotor running at 1200 rpm „tri-
angles…, and for the large rotor running at 500 rpm „solid line
with no symbols…

Fig. 4 A photograph of the blade trailing edge taken through a
clear section of the duct. The pressure has been lowered, and
developed vortex cavitation makes the tip leakage and trailing
edge „TE… vortices visible. The cavitation number is �=5.6.

Fig. 5 Sample instantaneous PIV velocity vector fields with
vorticity contours from the mini rotor at 1200 rpm „top…, and the
big rotor at 438 rpm „bottom… at the downstream location s /c
=0.041. The vorticity is normalized by „U� /RP….
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Fig. 6 Average vorticity field development as a function of the distance downstream from the blade trailing edge along the
pitch line, s /c, which is noted on each frame. Shown are fields from the small rotor running at „a… 300 rpm, and „b… 1800 rpm;
and from the large rotor running at „c… 313 rpm, and „d… 500 rpm. The closed contours indicate the core boundaries of the
identified vortices. The axes coordinates are normalized by RP and the vorticity by „U� /RP….

Fig. 7 The average number of identified vortices, N, in the in-
stantaneous flow field as a function of the distance down-
stream from the blade trailing edge along the pitch line, s /c for
various Reynolds numbers. Closed symbols correspond to the
small rotor, open symbols to the large rotor.

Fig. 8 Average circulation of the instantaneous primary vortex
„solid line…, and the average sum of the circulation of the iden-
tified instantaneous vortices in the field „dashed line…. Closed
symbols correspond to the small rotor, open symbols to the
large rotor.
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tices were also present. Fig. 4 shows the primary and secondary
vortices visualized by cavitation in their respective cores. In ad-
dition, concentrated vorticity is also present in the blade wake.
The mean axes of the primary and secondary vortices are not
necessarily perpendicular to the plane made by the PIV light
sheet, but the largest portion of the vorticity is in this plane, as
discussed below. At increasing downstream distances from the
blade trailing edge, these vortices orbit around each other in a
manner often seen in merger processes.

Figure 5 shows two sample instantaneous PIV images taken on
the large and small rotors. The vortices are not generally axisym-
metric as measured in the PIV plane. This is due to both the
orientation of the vortex with respect to the PIV plane and the
asymmetric nature of the flow itself. Also, the cross-plane flow is
not uniform across the PIV plane. However, the cross-plane vor-
ticity field clearly shows that there are multiple distinct vortices
with varying core sizes and strengths. It is possible to reduce the
in-plane vorticity distribution into a sum of discrete, two-
dimensional Gaussian vortices with axes perpendicular to the PIV
plane. These vortices have velocity, u	�r�, vorticity, ��r�, and cir-
culation, ��r�, distributions as function of radial distance, r, given
by

u	�r� =
�O

2�r
�1 − e−1�r/a�2

� �1�

��r� =
�O

�

1

a2 e−1�r/a�2
�2�

��r� = �0�1 − e−1�r/a�2
� �3�

where 1= �1.121�2=1.257, and the maximum tangential velocity,
uC, occurs at the core radius, a, and is given by

uC = 2
�O

2�a
�4�

with 2=0.715. Integration of the radial momentum equation
yields the pressure depression at the vortex centerline, r=0

�P = pC − p� = − 3� f� �O

2�a
�2

�5�

where 3=0.870 and p� is the pressure far from the vortex �9�.
In reality, the flow also has vorticity with components parallel

to the PIV plane as well as flow nonuniformity in the cross-plane

flow. However, a combination of Gaussian vortices can be used to
both reconstruct the actual in-plane flow and scale the resulting
vortex-induced pressure variations. Two parameters are needed to
characterize each vortex: the core radius, ai, and the total circula-
tion �O,i. Hereafter, the subscript, i, identifies the vortex in ques-
tion, where i=1 is the largest or “primary” vortex, and the remain-
ing identified vortices are “secondary.”

An identification procedure was used to find and fit Gaussian
vortices to the regions of concentrated vorticity in each PIV im-
age. A detailed description of the identification process is found in
Oweis and Ceccio �10�. The identification is performed with the
vorticity field, where a local vorticity peak above a set field
threshold is used to indicate the presence of a concentrated vortex,
and gradients of the circulation are then used to determine the
core size and consequently the strength of the identified vortex.
Once the vortices are identified and measured, the vorticity and
velocity fields are then reconstructed and compared with the origi-
nal measured fields. A regression value for the velocity field cor-
relation, RV

2 , and another for the vorticity field, R�
2 , are computed

for each PIV image as goodness-of-fit measures

RV
2 = 1 −

�
i=1

j

�VM,i − VC,i�2

�
i=1

j

�VM,i − V̄M�2

R�
2 = 1 −

�
i=1

j

��M,i − �C,i�2

�
i=1

j

��M,i − �̄M�2

�6�

where the subscripts M and C denote, respectively, the measured
and the computed �reconstructed� fields for the total number of
PIV vector locations, j, in a given PIV field. Table 3 presents the
average values of RV

2 and R�
2 for the data presented here. The

values are averaged over all realizations for the various down-
stream measurement locations, s /c.

6 Averaged Tip-Leakage Flow Field
Between 501 and 586 PIV images were collected at each of the

multiple positions downstream of the blade trailing edge, s /c.
Figure 6 shows the averaged vorticity fields for the two condi-
tions of the small rotor �Re=0.7�106 and 4.3�106� and two

Fig. 9 Circulation, G, measured downstream of the large and
small rotors at x /RP=0.650

Fig. 10 Average core radius of the instantaneous primary vor-
tex as a function of the downstream distance s /c. Closed sym-
bols correspond to the small rotor, open symbols to the large
rotor.
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conditions of the large rotor �Re=5.8�106 and 9.2�106� for
varying downstream locations s /c. Note that the values of s /c
chosen are similar but not identical for the five values of s /c
shown. The closed contours are the core outlines of the primary
and secondary identified vortices.

Interpretation of the average flow field must be performed with
care, since vortex variability and wandering are significant. More-
over, multiple secondary vortices identified in the individual flow
fields are not generally stationary in space relative to the primary
vortex. Figure 7 shows the average number of identified vortices

Fig. 11 Average inferred pressure coefficient of the instantaneous primary
vortex CP,1=�P1 / „ 1

2	U�
2
… as a function of s /c for varying Reynolds numbers.

Closed symbols correspond to the small rotor, open symbols to the large rotor.

Fig. 12 Histograms of the instantaneous primary vortex circulation,

O,1 / „U�RP…, at varying downstream distance, s /c. The small rotor running at
„a… 300 rpm, and „b… 1800 rpm. The large rotor running at „c… 313 rpm, and „d…
500 rpm.
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with varying downstream distance. The typical number is between
5 and 8, but the averaging of multiple images will smear out those
vortices that are not approximately fixed in location. As a result,
fewer vortices are discernable in the averaged flow field, with

only one vortex identifiable farther downstream. For these rea-
sons, the vortex identified in the average flow field is not equiva-
lent to the typical vortex identified in the instantaneous flow
fields. An extended discussion of this issue is provided in �10�.

Fig. 13 Histograms of the primary vortex core radius, a1 /RP. Conditions are
the same as in Fig. 12.

Fig. 14 Histograms of the primary vortex pressure coefficient, CP,1. Condi-
tions are the same as in Fig. 12.
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Consequently, we will present averaged quantities identified from
the instantaneous images of the flow field.

7 Properties of Instantaneous Tip-Leakage Flow Field
The average value of the circulation identified in the primary

vortex �dashed line� and the total identified circulation �solid line�

are plotted for varying downstream distances in Fig. 8. The aver-
age values of �O,1 / �U�RP� and �i �O,i / �U�RP� lie in a band. The
strength of the primary vortex is approximately one-third that of
the total identified strength. The strength of the primary vortex
reaches a maximum near s /c=0.13. For both quantities, the nor-
malized values from the small rotor are generally less than those

Fig. 15 A plot of 
0,1 / „U�RP… versus a1 /RP for the conditions shown in Fig. 12

Fig. 16 Scatter plot of the center location of: „a…, „c… the primary vortex; „b…, „d… the secondary
vortices at 300 rpm, and 1800 rpm for the small rotor, as a function of the downstream location
s /c. The tip of the blade trailing edge location is noted in the first frame. The shroud is toward
the top of the image. Refer to Fig. 5 for explanation of the coordinate system.
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from the large rotor, and this is more pronounced for the strength
of the primary vortex. However, there is no strong trend with
Reynolds number. The case of Re=4.6�106 �250 rpm on the
large rotor� is anomalous.

These values can be compared to the average circulation in the
rotor wake measured with LDV, shown in Fig. 9. Here, the circu-
lation per blade is given by

G =
1

Z

r

R

UT

U�

�
�

2�RPU�

�7�

where Z=3 is the number of blades. Over most of the blade span,
the circulation matches well for the two rotors. Past r /RP=0.95,
however, the circulation is higher on the small rotor than on the
large rotor due to the thicker duct boundary layer. Since the lift
produced by the blade is the product of the circulation and the
velocity, the total lift produced at the tip is closer in the two rotors
than the plot of circulation would indicate. It is possible that small
variations in the loading distribution can cause differences in the
formation of the tip leakage flow. The maximum value of 2�G
=� /U�RP	0.4 near r /RP=0.85, and this is similar to the maxi-
mum total value of identified circulation.

Farrell and Billet �6� examined the effect of tip clearance on the
shed circulation downstream of the blade tip. They used LDV to
determine the circulation of the primary vortex identified in the
average field. The shed circulation was between 40% and 80% of
the average bound circulation near the tip for clearance ratios
from g /RP=0.004 to 0.024. The shed circulation increased with
increasing g /RP. �The inlet boundary layer profile on the duct was
not reported.� In the present flow, g /RP=0.015. Note that the cir-
culation of the primary vortex is about 30% to 40% of the bound
circulation near the tip. This compares to a value of approximately
40% measured in �6� for a flow of the same ratio of gap thickness
to maximum blade thickness. Gopalan et al. �11� examined the
strength of a leakage vortex forming at the tip of a stationary
hydrofoil, for g / t 0.12, 0.28, and 0.52 �representing 22%, 52%,
and 96% of the inlet boundary layer thickness�. In these observa-
tions, however, the circulation of the leakage vortex was observed
to decrease with increasing gap thickness. The reported lift coef-
ficient near the tip was 0.48, implying a bound circulation of

� /U�c	 1
2CL=0.24. The average instantaneous shed circulation

of the primary vortex was � /U�c=0.076, 0.061, and 0.046, or
approximately 32%, 25%, and 19% of the bound vorticity near the
tip.

The average core radius of the primary vortex is plotted in Fig.
10. There are discernable differences between the radii measured
downstream of the large and small rotors, with the normalized
core radius downstream of the large rotor tips approximately 20%
larger than those from the smaller rotor. Considering each rotor
separately, increases in Reynolds number lead to a decrease in
average core size, although the dependence is not strong. Again,
the case of Re=4.6�106 �250 rpm on the large rotor� is anoma-
lous, with the trend in core size with s /c opposite to the trends
identified for all the other conditions. The core radius of the stron-
gest �primary� vortex is comparable to the normalized tip clear-
ance, g /RP=0.015 �g / t=0.17�. Reynolds number scaling of the
free tip vortices often follows the analysis of McCormick �12�,
where the core size is related to the boundary layer thickness at
the pressure side of the lifting surface. Chesnakas and Jessup �7�
report the blade wake displacement thickness, �1 /RP, at r /RP
=0.99 to be 0.0121 for Re=1.4�106 and 2.8�106, and 0.0073
for Re=4.3�106 for the small rotor, and 0.0070 at Re=9.2
�106 for the large rotor. The variation of the wake thickness with
Reynolds number �a reduction of about 60%� is not paralleled by
equivalent changes in the core radius of the primary vortex �a
reduction of approximately 6%� for the small rotor. The general
differences in the average core size between the large and small
rotors may have resulted from the differences of the shroud inlet
boundary layer, as discussed in Sec. 4. Farrell and Billet �6� ex-
amined the relationship between the core size identified in the
average flow field as a function of tip clearance. They found that
the core radius, a / t, was much larger than the gap clearance, g / t,
for cases of smaller gap clearances, even after correction for vor-
tex wandering was applied. This was surprising, since it is ex-
pected that the vortex core size should scale with the clearance.
Here, the variation in the core radii identified on the individual
images does not vary widely with Reynolds number and is on the
order of twice the gap clearance. Several gap sizes need to be
examined before any conclusion can be drawn on the dependence

Fig. 17 Scatter-plot of the center location of: „a…, „c… the primary vortex; „b…, „d… the secondary
vortices at 313 rpm, and 500 rpm for the large rotor, as a function of the downstream location
s /c. The shroud is toward the top of the image. Refer to Fig. 5 for explanation of the coordinate
system.
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of the core size on the gap size. The core radii reported by Go-
palan et al. �11� are on the order of a /c=0.006±0.001 �a / t
=0.06±0.01� �where c=0.050 m was the foil chord, which was
also equal to the span, and t=0.005 m was maximum thickness at
the tip�. While the resolution of these measurements is limited, the
normalized core radii are smaller than those reported here, and are
observed to be approximately constant with varying gap size. In
the present study, the average values of a1 / t vary from 0.12 to
0.16.

Figure 11 shows the evolution of the pressure coefficient,
CP,1=�P1 / 1

2�U�
2 , of the primary vortex with downstream loca-

tion. The pressure is computed using Eq. �5�. The derivation does
not take into account that there may be an out-of-plane axial ve-
locity in the vortex core. Depending on whether this axial flow is
of jet or wake profile, an additional pressure difference must be
added to �or subtracted from� Eq. �5�. This velocity component is
not provided by the planar PIV measurements. While the true
pressure in the location of the vortex cores is affected by the
presence of the surrounding vortices and the three dimensionality
of the flow, the pressure computed here scales the pressure depres-
sion due to the local concentration of vorticity. The lowest pres-
sure reduction in the primary vortex core occurs for 0.05�s /c
�0.15. The pressure inside the core begins to increase after this

downstream location. The inferred pressure coefficients are lower
in general for the larger rotor, and the trend with Reynolds number
is weak.

8 Variability of Instantaneous Tip-Leakage Flow Field
Significant variability exists between different instantaneous re-

alizations of the flow. Figures 12–14, present histograms of the
quantities �O,1 /U�RP, a1 /RP, and CP,1 all for the strongest iden-
tified vortex at various downstream locations from the blade trail-
ing edge. Also plotted are vertical lines delineating the average of
the quantity identified in each subplot. The peak values are almost
twice the average values for most distributions, and the shapes of
the distributions are only qualitatively similar to a normal distri-
bution about a mean value. The typical standard deviation is be-
tween 27% and 50% of the mean value for �O,1 /U�RP, between
17% and 25% for a1 /RP, and between 28% and 54% for CP,1.
These values are slightly higher than the standard deviations of
15% to 25% of the mean vortex strength reported in �11�. The
distributions for each rotor are comparable, but there are some
differences between the histograms when comparing between the
two rotors, especially for the histograms of �O,1 /U�RP. There is a
discernable correlation between the vortex strength and core size,

Fig. 18 Scaled and shifted average vorticity � contours, at various downstream locations, s /c, for the small rotor running at:
„a… 300 rpm, and „b… 1800 rpm; and for the large rotor running at: „c… 313 rpm, and „d… 500 rpm. The value of the vorticity
contour at the center of the primary vortex marked by an „�… is noted below each frame. The tip location of the blade trailing
edge is depicted in the first frame. The shroud is towards the top of the image. Refer to Fig. 5 for explanation of the coordinate
system.
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as indicted in Fig. 15. This suggests that the maximum tangential
velocity of the vortices is relatively constant for a given rotation
rate of the rotor.

Figures 16 and 17 plot the positions of the identified primary
and secondary vortices. All of the primary vortices have the same
direction of rotation, while a fraction of the secondary vortices are
counterrotating with respect to the primary vortex. In the case of
the small rotor, the primary vortex is sometimes identified in the
wake spiral rather than in the position of the tip-leakage vortex.
This illustrates that the strength of the strongest secondary vortex
often approaches that of the primary vortex. This is much less
common for the large rotor. The loci of the secondary vortices’
positions near the trailing edge map out the wake spiral, and the
region of highest vortex probability near the rotor trailing edge.
The patterns are qualitatively similar between the small and large
rotors. However, the secondary vortices in the wake spiral of the
large rotor are somewhat more spatially correlated with the pri-
mary vortex, as evidenced by the stronger clustering of the sec-
ondary vortices.

The axis of the primary vortex is observed to wander in a clus-
ter around the mean position. The amplitude of the wandering
increases with increasing s /c. The standard deviation of the dis-
tance of the vortex center from the mean location, �, varies from
� /a=97% near the trailing edge of the small rotor to 112% at the
farthest downstream location. For the large rotor, � /a=57% near

the trailing edge and 106% farthest downstream location. These
values are significantly lower than the approximate value of � /a
�3 measured in �11�.

9 Direct and Scaled Velocity Fluctuations
The average flow fields were calculated and properly subtracted

from the mean squared instantaneous fields to compute velocity
fluctuations. The PIV velocity measurements in this study re-
solved on the order of ten velocity measurements across the di-
ameter of the primary vortex, and these measurements were, in-
herently, spatially averaged with the overlap of the PIV
interrogation windows. Consequently, we do not expect to resolve
the smallest scales of velocity fluctuations in the vortical flow. In
order to understand the effect of vortex wandering, variable vortex
strength, and the presence of multiple vortices, the individual flow
fields can be shifted and scaled to reduce these effects, as dis-
cussed in Oweis and Ceccio �10�. The effect of primary vortex
wandering can be reduced by the in-plane shifting of the indi-
vidual flow fields such that the axes of the primary vortices are
aligned before the averaging and computing of the velocity fluc-
tuations is done. However, the spatial shifting of the individual
images does not account for the variability of the strength and
core size of the individual primary vortices. This effect can be

Fig. 19 Velocity fluctuations u�2+v�2 for the small rotor as a function of downstream location, s /c. Shown in „a… are the
directly computed fluctuations, and in „b… the corresponding fluctuations after scaling and shifting of the instantaneous fields
for the propeller speed of 300 rpm. Plotted in „c… are the directly computed fluctuations, and in „d… the corresponding fluctua-
tions after scaling and shifting, for the propeller speed of 1800 rpm. The value of the contour at the center of the primary vortex
marked by an „�… is noted below each frame. The tip location of the blade trailing edge is depicted in the first frame. The
shroud is towards the top of the image. Refer to Fig. 5 for explanation of the coordinate system.
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reduced by scaling each individual flow field with the identified
core size and circulation, a1 and �O,1, derived from each indi-
vidual realization.

Figure 18 shows the averaged vorticity fields after shifting and
internally scaling each image for the four conditions of Fig. 6. The
vorticity is scaled by �C=2�O,1 /�a1

2 and is plotted in the nor-
malized spatial coordinates ��x /a1� , �y /a1��. Comparison with Fig.
6 indicates that the positions of the strongest secondary vortices
are not spatially correlated with the center of the primary vortex.
The cores of the averaged field vortices shown in Fig. 6 are ellip-
soidal, suggesting that the tip vortex is undergoing anisotropic
wandering, as discussed in �10�.

Figures 19 and 20 show the velocity fluctuations �u�̄2

+v�̄2� /UC,1
2 computed directly, and also after scaling and shifting

for the small and large rotors. The velocity fluctuations are nor-
malized by UC,1=2�O,1 / �2�a1�, the maximum tangential veloc-
ity of the primary vortex based on the circulation and core size
derived from the averaged flow field. Large velocity fluctuations
are seen near the cores of the un-scaled vortices, with magnitudes
of 
0.2. The velocity fields were shifted and normalized, and the
velocity fluctuations were computed and normalized with
2�O,1 / �2�a1�=0.114. The resulting fluctuations
��ua1 /2�O,1���2+ ��va1 /2�O,1���2 are plotted in the normalized

spatial coordinates ��x /a1� , �y /a1��. The residual fluctuations near
the primary vortex axis increase with s /c, and the largest increase
occurs farthest downstream. The process of shifting and scaling
has revealed how the presence of the uncorrelated secondary vor-
tices can lead to relatively large velocity variability. This phenom-
enon becomes more pronounced as the Reynolds number for each
rotor increases. It is interesting to note that the scaled variability
increases with increasing downstream distance from the point of
maximum average vortex strength.

10 Conclusions
The data presented above indicate that the strength and core

size of the vortices are weakly dependent on Reynolds number,
but are affected by variation in the inflowing duct boundary layer.
This conclusion should be viewed in light of the differences be-
tween the two rotors’ inlet boundary layers. The total circulation
identified in the wake of the tip region is approximately 40% of
the bound circulation near the tip, but the circulation of the largest
vortex associated with the tip-leakage flow is about 1 /3 of the
total. Distinct vortices can be identified as far as s /c=0.7. The
core sizes of the tip-leakage vortices do not vary strongly with
varying boundary layer thickness on the blades or the duct.

There is significant variability between instantaneous flow real-

Fig. 20 Velocity fluctuations u�2+v�2 for the large rotor as a function of downstream location, s /c. Shown in „a… are the directly
computed fluctuations, and in „b… the corresponding fluctuations after scaling and shifting of the instantaneous fields for the
propeller speed of 313 rpm. Plotted in „c… are the directly computed fluctuations, and in „d… the corresponding fluctuations after
scaling and shifting, for the propeller speed of 500 rpm. The value at the center of the primary vortex marked by an „�… is noted
below each frame. The tip location of the blade trailing edge is depicted in the first frame. The shroud is towards the top of the
image. Refer to Fig. 5 for explanation of the coordinate system.
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izations for all Reynolds numbers and rotor configurations. Scaled
velocity fluctuations near the axis of the primary vortex show
significant increase with downstream distance—suggesting the
presence of spatially uncorrelated secondary vortices and the pos-
sible existence of three-dimensional vortex-vortex interactions.
These changes in relative flow variability are not apparent in the
un-scaled average flow fields. It is only after shifting and scaling
that these flow features become apparent.

The overall picture from the instantaneous flow fields indicates
that the tip-leakage vortex does not smoothly or completely merge
with the co-rotating secondary vortices. Instead, a series of dis-
tinct vortices orbit and rearrange their spatial positions with in-
creasing s /c. It is possible that complex vortex interactions are
taking place between the primary and secondary vortices. Such
three-dimensional vortex interactions have been observed in pre-
vious studies. For instance, Chen et al. �13� have investigated how
two co-rotating vortices of dissimilar circulations merged into a
single structure after a three-dimensional, unsteady merger pro-
cess characterized by the production of orbiting vorticity fila-
ments. Ortega et al. �14� have also shown how two counterrotating
vortices of unequal strength can be unstable and can result in the
wrapping of the weaker vortex around the stronger one. The onset
of this wrapping can occur relatively far downstream of the posi-
tion of the vortices’ formation. The unsteadiness of the flow sig-
nificantly increases. The significant increase in unsteadiness
downstream near s /c	0.46 �Figs. 19 and 20� may therefore result
from such complex vortex-vortex interactions. Resolution of such
a complex flow is not possible with the current planar PIV system.
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Development of a Tip-Leakage
Flow—Part 2: Comparison
Between the Ducted and
Un-ducted Rotor
The vortical flow in the tip region of a three-bladed rotor was examined using particle
imaging velocimetry (PIV). The vortex forming at the tip of the un-ducted propeller was
compared to the tip-leakage vortex of the ducted rotor. The planar flow fields were used
to identify regions of concentrated vorticity and determine instantaneous vortex proper-
ties, revealing the presence of a primary tip-leakage vortex surrounded by a number of
secondary vortices. Comparison between the ducted and un-ducted rotor indicated that
the presence of the duct reduced the relative strength of the primary tip vortex, making its
strength a smaller fraction of the overall shed circulation near the tip. The weaker
tip-leakage vortex then became closer in strength to the other secondary vortices in the
tip-flow region. However, for the rotor tip geometry considered here, the radius of the
primary vortex core did not vary substantially between the ducted and un-ducted cases.
The variability of the flow was larger for the ducted case, in terms of the primary vortex
position, its identified circulation, core size, and inferred core pressure. This variability
was also observed in the scaled velocity fluctuations near the core of the vortex.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2201619�

1 Introduction

Researchers have extensively examined the formation of tip
vortices on open propulsors, often with the aim of understanding
the inception of tip-vortex cavitation. See Green �1�, Spalart �2�,
and Arndt �3�, for recent reviews. In Oweis et al. �4� hereafter
referred to as Part 1, laser Doppler velocimetry �LDV� and par-
ticle imaging velocimetry �PIV� were employed to examine the
formation of a tip-leakage vortex on two geometrically similar but
different diameter ducted rotors. The system of vortices formed
near the blade tip-gap region was examined as the flow developed
downstream of the blade trailing edge. PIV was used to identify
the instantaneous vortices properties in the flow field. Significant
variability was observed in the identified flow quantities including
the positions of the vortices, their strengths, core sizes, and in-
ferred vortex core pressures.

Reported here are the results of a companion study. The influ-
ence of the duct on the tip-vortex formation was explored by
comparing the vortical flow with and without the presence of the
duct. The geometry of the rotor blades was not varied between the
ducted and un-ducted experiments. While the un-ducted blade-tip
geometry typically would not be found in practical implementa-
tion of an open propeller, it is instructive to examine the differ-
ences between the two flows. In both the ducted and un-ducted tip
flows the pressure difference across the blade tip is believed to
drive the leakage flow from the pressure side to the suction side. It
is also believed that the presence of the duct modifies the blade
loading distribution and, consequently, the tip-leakage flow. It is
generally expected that leakage flows in ducted propellers would
follow similar prediction rules used for unducted propellers after
correcting for the clearance gap size �5�.

2 Experimental Setup
The experiments were performed in the David Taylor 36 in.

variable pressure cavitation tunnel using the test setup described
in Part 1. In the present study, the rotor designated 5407 was
employed. The rotor had a hub diameter of 0.1261 m �4.964 in.�,
and a tip diameter of 0.3048 m �12.000 in.�. Detailed geometry of
the rotor is provided in Part 1.

In one set of experiments, a duct was placed around the rotor.
The duct had an inside diameter of 0.3096 m �12.188 in.� an outer
diameter of 0.3352 m �13.215 in. �, and a linear extent of
0.6985 m �27.5 in.�. The rotor tip diameter was 0.3048 m
�12.00 in.�. A bell mouth was installed on the inlet of the duct
with a 0.076 m �3.00 in.� radius on the inner and outer walls. A
window was inserted into the duct to allow for optical access for
LDV and PIV measurements, as described in Part 1. The ratio of
the tip clearance to the maximum thickness at the tip, g / t was
0.17. Lastly the duct was removed to examine the flow of the open
propeller. Figure 1 shows schematic diagrams of the two configu-
rations. Three component LDV and planar PIV were used to char-
acterize the flow in the wake of the rotors. Description of the test
setups, data processing, and measurement uncertainties are pro-
vided in Part 1.

For both the ducted and un-ducted configurations, the rotor was
operated at a constant advance coefficient J=0.971, where J
=U� /nD, U� is the average flow speed into the rotor, n is the
rotational speed of the rotor, and D=2�RP is the rotor diameter.
This was higher than the design advance coefficient J=0.75 in
order to avoid the formation of the leakage vortex at the leading
edge of the blade and the occurrence of pressure side leading edge
cavitation near the blade tip in the ducted configuration. Several
rotational speeds were examined for both rotors. The blade-tip
Reynolds number was based on the chord, c, and the total tip
speed, �U�+�Dn�. The water kinematic viscosity was evaluated
at the average flow temperature. The inlet absolute static pressure
was maintained high enough during the PIV measurements to sup-
press cavitation. The advance coefficient resulted in a thrust coef-
ficient KT=T /�n2D4 and a torque coefficient KQ=Q /�n2D5. Ap-
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plication of roughness to the leading edge of the rotor blades did
not significantly influence the measured results. Table 1 presents
the conditions reported here for both rotor configurations.

The inlet axial velocity, Ux /U�, and tangential velocity, UT,
profiles were measured in the duct at a location 0.3615�RP up-
stream of the blade tip for the ducted rotor. For both rotors the
axial velocity was nearly constant from 0.5 �r /RP� 0.9. The
wall boundary layer thickness on the duct upstream of the rotor
was �1 /RP=0.090, making the gap about 1 /6 times the inlet
boundary layer thickness. The inlet flow profiles were presented in
Part 1.

3 Overall Development of the Vortical Flow in the Tip
Region

The pressure difference across the blade produces a flow
through the tip region and causes the formation of a strong tip-
leakage vortex, which we will refer to as the primary vortex. A
second co-rotating concentrated vortex forms at the trailing edge,

Table 1 Test conditions for the ducted and un-ducted rotor
configurations

U� �m/s, �fps�� n �rpm� KT 10�KQ

Ducted 1.5 �4.9� 300 0.176 0.49
3.0 �9.8� 600 0.265 0.54

6.0 �19.6� 1200 0.307 0.55
Open 1.5 �4.9� 300 0.143 0.34

3.0 �9.8� 600 0.143 0.34
6.0 �19.6� 1200 0.143 0.34

Table 2 Average correlation coefficients RV
2 and R�

2 for the all
measured conditions s /c

n �rpm� R�
2 % RV

2 %

Ducted 300 72±10 65±12
600 75±10 70±12

1200 75±9 68±9
Open 300 79±8 83±7

600 78±9 80±9
1200 85±5 76±8

Fig. 2 Iso-vorticity contours of the mean flow field of the tip vortex on the un-ducted rotor as
a function of the distance downstream from the blade trailing edge „TE…, s /c. Shown are the
fields for three propeller speeds „a… 300; „b… 600; and „c… 1200 rpm. The coordinates are nor-
malized by the propeller radius, RP, while vorticity is normalized by „U� /RP….

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the propeller setup in the open
jet test section, showing the drive shaft and its supporting
struts; „a… the ducted configuration, and „b… the un-ducted
configuration
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and we will refer to this as the secondary vortex. Additionally,
multiple secondary co-rotating vortices of comparable or weaker
strength, and counterrotating secondary vortices are also present.
At increasing downstream distances from the blade trailing edge,
these vortices begin an orbiting and merger process. The coordi-
nate system used in these measurements is s /c, where s is the
circular arc length traced by the tip of the blade’s trailing edge.
The value of s is zero when the trailing edge tip intersects the light
sheet, and increases as the vortex leaves the blade �s increases
with vortex “age”�.

The identification procedure described in Part 1 is used here to
find and fit Gaussian vortices to the regions of concentrated vor-
ticity in each instantaneous PIV flow field. Once the strengths and
core sizes of the vortices are identified in a given flow field, the
vorticity and velocity fields are then reconstructed and compared
with the original measured fields at each downstream location. A
regression value for the velocity field, RV

2 , and for the vorticity
field, R�

2 , are computed for each PIV image. A value of unity
corresponds to an exact match between the reconstructed and
original fields. Table 2 presents the average values of RV

2 and R�
2

for the data presented here. The values are averaged over all re-
alizations and over the various downstream locations, s /c.

4 Averaged Tip-Leakage Flow Field

Between 505 and 550 PIV images were collected at each down-
stream position s /c. Figures 2 and 3 show the average vorticity

fields of the un-ducted and ducted configurations with increasing
downstream distance from the blade trailing edge s /c. Note that
the values of s /c chosen are closely similar but not identical for
the five cases shown. The closed contours are the outlines of the
primary and secondary identified vortices. The number and aver-
age contours of the identified vortices vary considerably between
the ducted and un-ducted cases. The vortices of the open rotor
appear to roll up rapidly into a single, concentrated vortex with a
nearly circular core. Spiraling arms of vorticity can be noticed
around the core in a nearly symmetric fashion. However, multiple
vortices persist longer in the case of the ducted propeller and the
average vortex has a less symmetric, elliptical core.

Interpretation of the average flow field must be performed with
care, since vortex variability and wandering will be significant.
Moreover, at a given s /c location multiple secondary vortices
identified in the individual flow fields vary their spatial locations
relative to the primary vortex with various realizations. Figure 4
shows the average number of instantaneously identified vortices
with increasing downstream distance, s /c. The vertical bars �/	
one standard deviation computed around the mean from all the
instantaneous realizations at the specific s /c location. �Hence, in
this figure and the ones that follow they are a measure of the
cyclic variability of the flow field itself�. The typical number of
vortices is between 5 and 8, but averaging multiple images will
smear out those vortices that are not approximately fixed in loca-
tion. As a result, fewer vortices are discernable in the averaged
flow field, with only one vortex identifiable farther downstream.
For these reasons, the vortex identified in the average flow field is
not equivalent to the typical vortex identified in the instantaneous

Fig. 3 Iso-vorticity contours of the mean flow field of the tip vortex on the ducted rotor as a
function of the distance downstream from the blade TE, s /c. Shown are the fields for three
propeller speeds „a… 300; „b… 600; and „c… 1200 rpm. The axes coordinates are normalized by RP,
while vorticity is normalized by „U� /RP….
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Table 3 Mean and standard deviations of the measured quantities for 1200 rpm for the open
propeller „a…, and the ducted propeller „b…

s /c a1 /RP 
a1/RP
�O,1 / �U�RP� 
�O,1/�U�RP� CP1 
CP1

�O,2 /�O,1 
�O,2/�O,1
��O,I /���O,I�

0.041 0.00984 0.00149 0.0953 0.0198 −4.13 0.82 0.24 0.28 60%
0.130 0.00995 0.00134 0.0942 0.0169 −3.97 0.76 0.17 0.26 64%
0.246 0.00991 0.00148 0.0851 0.0164 −3.27 0.68 0.20 0.23 69%
0.362 0.00978 0.00167 0.0706 0.0174 −2.31 0.63 0.32 0.25 74%
0.479 0.00957 0.00166 0.0573 0.0169 −1.61 0.57 0.41 0.28 79%

�a� Open rotor.
s /c a1 /RP 
a1/RP

�O,1 / �U�RP� 
�O,1/�U�RP� CP1 
CP1
�O,2 /�O,1 
�O,2/�O,1

��O,I /���O,I�

0.041 0.01101 0.00187 0.1138 0.0306 −4.67 1.22 0.58 0.17 99%
0.130 0.01283 0.00277 0.1397 0.0493 −5.10 1.68 0.51 0.19 99%
0.246 0.01147 0.00217 0.0970 0.0307 −3.18 1.11 0.70 0.20 99%
0.362 0.01103 0.00202 0.0870 0.0266 −2.80 1.03 0.61 0.25 99%
0.479 0.01111 0.00229 0.0845 0.0286 −2.59 1.00 0.60 0.25 99%

�b� Ducted rotor.

Fig. 4 Average number of identified vortices in the instanta-
neous flow field, N, for three different propeller speeds „300,
600, and 1200 rpm… for the un-ducted configuration „a…; and for
the ducted configuration „b…. The vertical bars indicate � one
standard deviation about the mean.

Fig. 5 Average circulation of the primary vortex, �O,1 / „U�R…,
„thick lines… and the summed circulation of all the vortices
identified in the instantaneous flow field, �i�O,i / „U�R…, „thin
lines… for the same conditions of Fig. 4; „a… un-ducted configu-
ration; „b… ducted configuration. The vertical bars indicate �
one standard deviation about the mean.
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flow fields. Oweis and Ceccio �6� provide an extended discussion
of this issue. Consequently, we will present quantities identified
from the instantaneous flow fields.

5 Properties of Instantaneous Tip-Leakage Flow Field
The average instantaneous circulation of the primary vortex

�dashed line� and the total circulation of all vortices in the instan-
taneous field �solid line� are plotted for varying downstream dis-
tance in Fig. 5. The average values of �O,1 / �U�R� and
�i�O,i / �U�R� lie in a band. Figure 5�a� shows the data for the
un-ducted case. The circulation of the largest identified vortex
represents approximately 2/3 of the sum of the identified circula-
tion near the tip. This ratio is smaller for the case of the ducted
rotor shown in Fig. 5�b�. Here, the primary vortex represents less
than 1/2 of the total identified circulation. Table 3 presents the
mean and standard deviation of �O,1 /U�RP for varying s /c. Note
that the primary vortex of the un-ducted rotor typically has a
circulation four times greater than the second largest vortex, while

the ratio for the ducted rotor is less than two times. Also tabulated
are the ratio of the strength of the strongest secondary vortex to
that of the primary vortex, �O,2 /�O,1, and the ratio ��O,I /���O,I�.
If the identified circulation had the same rotational direction in the
measurement plane, then ��O,I /���O,I�=1. If the circulation was
evenly divided between co- and counterrotating flows, then
��O,I /���O,I�=0.

The identified core radius of the primary vortex, a1 /RP, is plot-
ted in Fig. 6 and tabulated in Table 3. The average core radius in
the un-ducted propeller is about 10% smaller than in the ducted
propeller. As discussed in Part 1, the core radius of the largest
vortex in the ducted case is comparable to the normalized tip
clearance, g /RP=0.015 �g / t=0.17, where t is the maximum sec-
tion thickness�, and the core diameter is insensitive to variation in
Reynolds number and the resulting variation in blade wake thick-
ness. For the un-ducted case, the variation in the core size with
Reynolds number is not strong, but the core size does decrease
with increasing rotation speed �i.e., Reynolds number�.

Figure 7 and Table 3 show the evolution of the pressure coef-
ficient, CP,1=�P1 / 1

2�U�
2 , of the primary vortex with downstream

location. The pressure is computed using the relationship incorpo-

Fig. 6 Average radius of the primary vortex, a1 /RP, for the
conditions of Fig. 4

Fig. 7 Average pressure coefficient of the primary vortex, CP,1,
for the conditions of Fig. 4
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Fig. 8 Histograms of „a… the number of vortices identified in the instantaneous flow field, „b…
the circulation of the primary vortex, „c… the core radius of primary vortex, and „d… the pressure
coefficient of primary vortex for the open rotor operating at 1200 rpm

Fig. 9 Histograms of „a… the number of vortices identified in the instantaneous flow field, „b…
the circulation of the primary vortex, „c… the core radius of primary vortex, and „d… the pressure
coefficient of primary vortex for the ducted rotor operating at 1200 rpm
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rating the vortex strength and core radius of a Gaussian vortex, as
discussed in �7� and in Part 1. While the true pressure in the
location of the vortex core is affected by the presence of the
surrounding vortices and the three dimensionality of the flow, the
pressure computed here scales the pressure depression due to the
local concentration of vorticity. The minimum pressure coefficient
achieved in the un-ducted case occurs near the trailing edge, s /c
�0, and increases thereafter. The 300 rpm case does not follow
this trend, however, as the pressure coefficient remains relatively
constant with increasing s /c. This is due in part to the increasing
circulation for this case shown in Fig. 5�a�.

6 Variability of Instantaneous Vortical Flow in Tip
Region

Significant variability exists between different instantaneous re-
alizations of the flow. Figures 8 and 9 present histograms of the
quantities N, �O,1 /U�RP, a1 /RP, and CP,1 all for the strongest
identified vortex for the 1200 rpm condition. The variability of the
ducted case is larger than that of the open rotor. The distributions
for the ducted case are wider, and this is also seen in the standard
deviations tabulated in Table 3. In particular, the standard devia-
tion of the inferred pressure coefficient of the ducted case is about
twice that of the un-ducted case.

The position of the primary vortex, �X1 ,Y1�, and the positions
of the secondary vortices relative to the primary vortex, �Xi

−Y1 ,Yi−Y1�, are shown in Fig. 10 for the case of 1200 rpm.
There is increased variability in the primary vortex position with

downstream distance, and this is stronger for the case of the
ducted rotor. The secondary vortices are more spatially correlated
for the open rotor at s /c=0.04, which results in clusters of the
secondary vortices positions. The secondary vortices on the
ducted rotor are somewhat less spatially correlated, resulting in a
spiraling band of points at s /c=0.04. By s /c of 0.25, these corre-
lated vortices appear to have rolled up close to the primary vortex.
However, a significant amount of identified circulation remains
distinct from the primary vortex, and this is consistent with the
data in Fig. 5, where the circulation of the primary vortex does not
grow significantly with downstream distance.

7 Direct and Scaled Velocity Fluctuation

The individual PIV images can be shifted and scaled to reduce
the effects of vortex wandering and variability, as discussed in �6�
and in Part 1. Figure 11 shows the averaged vorticity fields after
shifting and internally scaling each image for the four conditions
of Figs. 2�c� and 3�c�. The vorticity is scaled by �C

=2�O,1 /�a1
2 and is plotted in the normalized spatial coordinates

��x /a1� , �y /a1��. Comparison with Fig. 2 indicates that the posi-
tions of the strongest secondary vortices are not spatially corre-
lated with the center of the primary vortex.

Figure 12 shows the velocity fluctuations �u�2+v�2� /UC,1
2 com-

puted directly and after scaling and shifting for the three condi-
tions of Fig. 11. The velocity fluctuations are normalized by

Fig. 10 Scatter plots of the instantaneous position of the primary vortex „a…, „c… and the in-
stantaneous positions of the secondary vortices „b…, „d… relative to the instantaneous primary
vortex with downstream location s /c. „a…, „b… the open propeller; and „c…, „d… the ducted pro-
peller. The operating condition was 1200 rpm.
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UC,1=2�O,1 / �2�a1�, where the maximum tangential velocity of
the primary vortex based on the circulation and core size derived
from the averaged flow field. The velocity fluctuations at the cen-
ter of the average vortex for the un-ducted rotor are typically
larger than in the case of the ducted rotor. The influence of vortex
wandering and correlation on the velocity fluctuations can be sig-
nificant, and the magnitudes of velocity fluctuations due to the
wandering vortex are a strong function of the wandering ampli-
tude compared to the instantaneous core radius. To reduce the
effect of vortex wandering, the spatial measurement fields were
shifted and normalized, and the velocity fluctuations were com-
puted and normalized with 2�O,1 / �2�a1�=0.114. The resulting
fluctuations ��ua1 /2�O,1���2+ ��va1 /2�O,1���2 are plotted in the
normalized spatial coordinates ��x /a1� , �y /a1��. Interestingly, the
scaled fluctuations of the ducted rotor are much greater, indicating
that the ducted vortex has a larger wandering amplitude and less
spatial correlation with the secondary vorticity.

8 Conclusions
Comparison between the ducted and un-ducted rotor cases in-

dicates that the presence of the duct reduces the relative strength

of the primary tip vortex, making its strength a smaller fraction of
the overall shed circulation. The weaker tip-leakage vortex then
becomes closer in strength to the other secondary vortices in the
tip-flow region. However, for the rotor tip geometry considered
here, the radius of the primary vortex core does not vary substan-
tially between the ducted and un-ducted cases. The variability of
the flow is larger for the ducted case, both in terms of the vortex
positions and the identified circulation, core sizes, and inferred
core pressures. This variability is also observed in the scaled ve-
locity fluctuations near the core of the primary vortex.
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Fig. 11 Vorticity contours of the averaged tip vortex field for different downstream locations s /c: „a…, „c… computed directly
�̄ / „2UC /a1… and plotted in †x / ā ,y / ā‡ coordinates; in „b…, „d…, the instantaneous fields were scaled and shifted prior to comput-
ing the average � / „2UC /a1…, and plotted in †x /a1 ,y /a1‡. Contours in „a…, „b… are from the open rotor, and „c…, „d… are from the
ducted rotor operating at 1200 rpm. The value of the contour at the vortex center „�… is noted below each frame.
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Blade Angle Effects on the Flow
in a Tank Agitated by the
Pitched-Blade Turbine
This paper presents a study of the influence of the blade angle on the flow in a tank
stirred by the pitched-blade turbine. The flow induced by the pitched-blade turbine is
usually described as an axial type with a principal ring vortex dominating the flow
structure. However, it is known that as the blade becomes vertical, i.e., as the pitch angle
of the blade becomes 90 deg, the flow is of the radial type, with two main ring vortices
occupying the tank. Thus, a transition of flow type must take place when the blade angle
is varied. This motivates the current study. A computational method was developed, which
incorporates the unstructured grid technique to deal with the complex geometry in the
tank. Multiframe of reference was employed to handle the rotation of the impeller. The
results show that the transition from the axial type to the redial type is not progressive,
but occurs all of a sudden at a particular angle, depending on the configuration. This
critical angle decreases as the off-bottom clearance and the impeller size are increased.
Its influences on the flow angle of the discharge stream, the power requirement, the
induced flow rate through the impeller, and the pumping efficiency are discussed. The
mechanism to cause the sudden change of flow type is addressed through observing the
flow on the surface of the turbine blade. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2201636�

1 Introduction
Flow agitation is an important process in the chemical and bio-

technical industries. It is usually used to blend different liquids,
erase concentration or temperature gradients, perform chemical
reactions or biotechnical conversions, and for suspension of solid
particles or dispersion of gases in liquids. To agitate the fluid a
rotating impeller is introduced into the tank. For fluid mixing the
contact surface between the fluids is distorted by the agitated flow,
leading to elongation of the interface. As a result of the elongated
interface, the mixing rate is accelerated since the gradients in the
contact surface are smoothed out by the molecular diffusion. This
process can be further enhanced in the turbulent field because the
contact surface is largely wrinkled by turbulent fluctuations.

The most popular agitator adopted in the industry is either the
disc-type flat-blade turbine, referred to as the Rushton turbine, or
the pitched-blade turbine. For the former a number of flat blades
are vertically installed on the periphery of a disc. The centrifugal
force caused by the rotating impeller generates a radial jet stream.
After impinging of the jet on the wall of the tank, two ring vorti-
ces are formed: one occupies the upper volume of the tank and the
other the lower part. This kind of flow is termed radial style �1�.
There is no disc installed in the pitched-blade turbine. The blades
are inclined to the horizontal plane to form a blade angle. Differ-
ent from the Rushton turbine, for which the discharge stream
emerges from the periphery of the impeller, the flow of the
pitched-blade turbine is discharged from the lower side of the
blade passages. Therefore, it is a large ring vortex dominating the
flow pattern in the stirred tank. This is called axial style �1�. In
addition to the ring vortices, trailing vortices were observed in the
low pressure regions behind the blades in both types of agitators
�2–5�. The trailing vortex possesses the characteristic of high
shear stress and has a beneficial effect on generation of turbu-
lence. This is helpful to flow mixing and particle dispersion.

In this study we are concerned with the pitched-blade turbine.

The geometry of the impeller has significant effects on its perfor-
mance. Ranade and Joshi �6� used the laser Doppler anemometer
to examine the flow characteristics in certain ranges of blade
angles �30 deg–60 deg�, blade widths �0.2 D–0.4 D�, and impel-
ler diameters �0.25 T–0.5 T�. The pumping capacities and hydrau-
lic efficiencies have also been reported. It was indicated that the
hydraulic efficiency increases with the blade angle and the impel-
ler diameter within the range studied. Besides the dominant vortex
mentioned above, there may exist a smaller vortex, also induced
by the discharge stream, located at the center region below the
impeller. The influence of the impeller geometry on these vortex
flows was conducted by Mao et al. �7�. The pumping numbers of
the primary and secondary vortices were reported. The off-bottom
clearance has great impact on the strength of the secondary vortex
�7–9�. At low clearances, the secondary vortex is restricted in the
center region. As the clearance becomes large, the discharge
stream is directed toward the horizontal direction and the second-
ary vortex expands in size.

It is interesting to notice from the studies by Nouri and White-
law �10� and Hockey and Nouri �11� that a change of the flow
pattern can take place by reducing the rotating speed, i.e., the
Reynolds number. The measurements of axial velocity by Nouri
and Whitelaw imply a rapid shift from an axial flow to a radial
flow at a Reynolds number of around 650 while the sharp drop of
power consumption measured by Hockey and Nouri indicates a
transition of flow pattern at a Reynolds number of 1200. The
difference in the critical Reynolds number is ascribed to different
impeller sizes used.

In view of the above studies the configuration of the agitator
setup has a decisive influence on the flow structure and its perfor-
mance. It was seen that although, in general, the axial type of flow
will be formed, it may be transformed into the radial type by
choosing different off-bottom clearances or rotating speeds. Later
in this study similar phenomena will be observed by varying the
blade angle.

Computational fluid dynamics �CFD� provides an alternative
tool for fluid flow analysis. The flow in the stirred tank is inher-
ently periodic and unsteady. Fully time-dependent computations
require excessive computer resources. The steady-state computa-
tions by Wechsler et al. �12� showed an excellent agreement with
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fully unsteady computations, but at a fraction of expense. Thus,
for engineering analysis it is sufficient to assume a quasisteady
state. In the steady-state model the impeller is fixed at a particular
position relative to the wall of the tank and the grids are stationary
without moving. However, the flow in the tank needs to be in-
duced in calculations with some methods. In the early stage mea-
sured profiles of mean velocity and turbulence were prescribed
around the impeller as boundary conditions �13–17�. In this way,
extensive experimental work is required. Thus, the usefulness of
this approach is severely restricted. Xu and McGrath �18� treated
the impeller blades as airfoils. The lift and drag forces produced
on the airfoils are implemented as a momentum source to drive
the flow. Ranade and Dommeti �19� described the interaction be-
tween the fluid and the blades by applying appropriate mass and
momentum sources at the blade surface. Recently, a popular
method adopted is to mount the blade-swept volume on a rotating
frame of reference and the rest part of the tank on the stationary
frame �12,20�. The body forces generated by the rotating frame
will trigger the fluid flow.

In the present study the multireference frame is employed to
model the three-dimensional turbulent flow in a tank stirred by the
pitched blade turbine. To cope with the complex geometry pre-
vailed in the tank, unstructured grids are used. The turbulence
needs to be characterized by turbulence models. A number of
turbulence models, including Reynolds stress model �15,17�, alge-
braic stress model �16�, and variant k-� and k-� models �21,22�
have been tested. In general, all these models obtained an overall
qualitative agreement with measurements, but poor predictions in
some parts of the tank, especially in the discharge region. There is
no particular model much superior to the others. Hence, the most
popular k-� model is adopted in the present computations. Under
different settings of configuration we will examine the transition
of the flow structure by varying the blade angle. The effects on the
flow and the performance will be shown.

2 Mathematical Method
As shown in Fig. 1, the tank is divided into two parts. The

blade-swept region rotates with the impeller while the other re-
gion is fixed without moving. Define the grid velocity as

U� g = �� � r� in the blade-swept region �1a�

U� g = 0 in the stationary region �1b�

where �� is the angular speed of the impeller and r� the position
vector of the considered nodal point. The continuity equation and
the transport equations in the Cartesian coordinates can then be
cast into the following form:

�

�xj
���Uj − Ugj�� = 0 �2�

�

�xj
���Uj − Ugj��� =

�

�xj
���

��

�xj
� + S� �3�

where � represents Uj −Ugj, k, and �, � is the fluid density, and ��

the diffusion coefficient. Uj −Ugj denotes the flow velocity with
respect to the grid. In the momentum equation the rotation-
induced body forces, including centrifugal force and Corriolis
force, must be accounted for as sources.

SUj
� = − ��mnj�m��pqn�pxq� + 2��mnj�m�Un − Ugn� �4�

Here, �ijk is the alternating unit tensor. It is noted that in the
stationary region SUj

� must be set to zero. The turbulence is char-
acterized by the standard k-� model of Launder and Spalding �23�.
The wall function is used to bridge the near wall region to avoid
excessive grid nodes there.

To deal with the irregular geometry in the tank one method is to
use block-structured grids, as done by Harvey et al. �20� and
Wechsler et al. �12�. In this way the blocks are globally unstruc-
tured, but the grids are locally structured. Transformation of the
coordinate system is necessary, rendering the governing equations
much more complicated. In addition, a solution must be iterated
among the blocks. Special care must be taken at each interface
between neighboring blocks to ensure coupling. An alternative,
which can circumvent the above inconveniences, is the use of
unstructured grids. To construct difference equations the differen-
tial equations are integrated over a control volume. By applying
the divergence theorem of Gauss the volume integrals for the
convection and diffusion terms are then transformed into surface
integrals. The convection and diffusion fluxes through the surface
of the control volume can be expressed as

Fc = �
f

���V� − V� g� • s�� f� f �5a�

Fd = �
f

�� � � • s�� f �5b�

where the subscripts f denote the faces of the control volume, s� f is
the surface vector of the considered face �see Fig. 2�, and the
summation is taken over all the faces. In the convection flux the
face value is approximated by

� f = �UD + �����UD • 	� �6�
Here the superscripts UD denote the value evaluated at the adja-

cent node in the upwind direction of the face, 	� is the distance
vector directed from the upwind node to the centroid of the face.
In the equation, � is a blending factor between 0 and 1. For a
value of 0 it represents an upwind difference scheme, and for a
value of 1 a second-order scheme. In the following computations,
0.9 is assigned to �.

The diffusion flux is estimated by the following approximation:

Fd =
� fsf

2

	�PC • s� f

��C − �P� + � f�� f • �s� f −
sf

2

	�PC • s� f

	�PC� �7�

where, see Fig. 2, the superscripts P and C denote the principal

and the neighboring nodes sharing a common face, and 	�pc is a

Fig. 1 Multiframe of reference

Fig. 2 Illustration of a control volume
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vector connecting these two nodes. The face gradient �� f is ob-
tained via interpolation from the values at the two nodes P and C.

It needs to be noted that the computational molecule for the
nodes next to the interface between the two reference frames com-
prises nodes in the other frame. The velocity at these neighboring

nodal points must be transformed onto the same frame as the one
for the principal node P to evaluate the momentum flux trans-
ported through the interface.

The coupling between the momentum and continuity equations
are treated according to the SIMPLE �Semi-Implicit Method for
Pressure-Linked Equations� algorithm. The velocity and pressure
are collocated on the centroid of each control volume. To avoid
decoupling between velocity and pressure fields the momentum
interpolation technique is applied. More details about this method
are referred to in the study by Tsui and Pan �24�.

The baffles and the impeller are arranged in a symmetrical man-
ner, as seen in Fig. 3. Due to the symmetrical arrangement the
flow becomes periodic. Therefore, only half the tank is considered
in calculations and periodic conditions are imposed on the sym-
metrical boundary planes. The fluxes out of the 0 deg radial plane
must be carried into the 180 deg plane, and vice versa. To ensure
a correct transfer of fluxes auxiliary control volumes along the

Fig. 3 A sketch of a stirred tank

Fig. 4 A typical computational grid

Fig. 5 Comparison of predictions with measurements
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symmetrical planes are added. The boundary data in the auxiliary
control volumes is updated after each outer iteration of the
SIMPLE algorithm.

3 Results and Discussion
A sketch of a typical stirred tank is shown in Fig. 3. The diam-

eter of the tank is denoted as T, and the height of the tank as H.
There are four equally-spaced baffles fitted on the surrounding
wall with a width B. The clearance of the impeller is C, which is
measured from the center line of the blade to the bottom of the
tank. The impeller holds six blades and has a diameter D. The
blades have a pitch angle 
 and a width W. To generate unstruc-
tured grids the computational domain is first divided into 40
blocks. In each block a simple method, such as an algebraic
method, is used to create a suitable grid. After the grids for all the
blocks are constructed, the grid nodes are readdressed. An ex-
ample of the resulted grid is presented in Fig. 4.

To validate the current mathematical model, computations have
been performed to compare with the measurements of Ranade and
Joshi �6�. The specifications of the stirred tank configuration stud-
ied by them are: T=H=300 mm, D=C=100 mm, W=B=30 mm,
and 
=45 deg. To examine the grid sensitivity of the solution four
different levels of grids were tested, including node numbers of
30,432, 60,096, 116,208, and 207,520. Figure 5 presents the pre-
dicted velocity components Vz, Vr, V� in the axial, radial, and
circumferential directions at an axial station 2z /T=0.366 below

the center of the impeller blade. In the figure Vtip represents the
blade tip velocity. The rotational speed is set at N=3.53 rps, i.e.,
at a Reynolds number �=�ND2 /�� of 3.53�104. Another set of
measurements for N=6.67 rps is also included for comparison. It
can be seen that the velocities are accelerated quickly to reach a
position roughly corresponding to the tip of the blade, followed by
a gradual decrease. The negative axial velocity in the region near
the side wall of the tank implies the existence of a circulation
loop, i.e., an axial vortex there. The predictions capture these
characteristics quite well, though, in comparison with measure-
ments, some degree of discrepancy exists. More comparison in
terms of pumping number and power number will be given later.
Not much difference was observed for different grids used. In the
following, the grid with about 120,000 nodes is adopted. It needs
to be emphasized here that the disagreement between the predic-
tions and the measurements is partly attributed to the imperfection
of the eddy viscosity model which cannot cope with such a com-
plex vortex and swirling flow. Another factor affecting the predic-
tion accuracy is the assumption of steady state. In a real situation
the impeller blades keep changing their position relative to the
baffles, but not in the numerical simulation. It is noted that the
experiments conducted by Ranade and Joshi were obtained over
360 deg of impeller revolution, i.e., the time averaging was un-
dertaken. The angle-resolved measurements for a pitched-blade
turbine by Hockey and Nouri �11� revealed a variation of the
mean velocity and the turbulence fluctuation with the revolution

Fig. 6 Flow streamlines for D=T /3, C=T /3
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angle. It was shown by them that the blade-to-blade differences in
the mean velocity and the root-mean square �rms� fluctuation are
within 5% in the 1.08 deg angle-resolved measurements. The time
averaging can lead to an overestimate of the rms fluctuation by up
to twofold. The blade-to-blade variation of the mean velocity
surely contributes to the rms fluctuation in the time-averaging.
However, the cause of the overestimate of the turbulent fluctuation
is mainly due to the periodic variation in the mean velocity.

The blade angle 
 is varied first while the other parameters
remain the same as above. It was recognized from the experiments
of Dong et al. �25� that the pitched blade turbine behaves like the
Rushton turbine when the blades are in the vertical position �

=90 deg�. This behavior is confirmed in Fig. 6. The flow field
shown in the figure is in the midplane between two blades. It can
be seen, according to this figure, that in the range 

=30 deg–75 deg the flow is of the axial type, with a large circu-
lation loop occupying most part of the tank and a much weaker
one restricted in the center region below the impeller. The size of
the smaller circulation loop gradually increases with the blade
angle. A dramatic enlargement occurs when the blade angle is
increased to 76 deg. The jet stream discharged from the impeller
impinges on the side wall, instead of the bottom wall as observed
in the lower blade angles. The minor circulation loop now almost
overwhelms the whole volume beneath the impeller and the flow
field changes from the axial type to the radial type. By further
increasing the blade angle the jet stream adjusts its direction
slightly until fully radial direction is reached at 
=90 deg.

To gain insight into the detailed flow near the blades, the lim-
iting streamlines, which are streamlines passing very close to the
blade surface, are shown in Fig. 7 for the cases of 
=75 deg and
76 deg with C=D=T /3. In the figure the cross sections show the
two surfaces of the turbine blade. The sketches on the left are
referred to the front surface of the blade and those on the right to
the back side. On the front there is a repelling spiral-focal point at
the upper corner near the blade tip for the subcritical angle of
75 deg. This nodal point behaves like a source, or a stagnation
point, where fluid flows toward the surface and sprays over the
front surface, mainly in the direction down to the lower edge.
When the critical angle of 76 deg is reached, the source is shifted
toward the base side. In the meanwhile, fluid is drawn from the
lower edge close to the base. As a result, a saddle point is formed
at the midheight position near the base. Fluid is then forced to
flow radially from the saddle point toward the outer edge. At the
back side, it is evident that there exists an attracting spiral-focal
point which plays the role of flow sink. It draws fluid from the top
side and the upper tip and transports the fluid away from the back
surface. This sink simply represents the center of the trailing vor-
tex mentioned in the Introduction. The trailing vortex is located at
the upper corner near the tip, which is similar to the results re-

ported by Schafer et al. �4� and Wechsler et al. �12�. It is interest-
ing to note that, especially for 
=75 deg, some streamlines close
to the tip merge into one streamline before they end at the sink
point. This behavior of merging streamlines from both sides of the
streamline implies that this line segment is a line of separation,
i.e., flow starts to separate here. The line of separation is not so
obvious for 
=76 deg.

Pressure distribution on the blade is illustrated in Fig. 8. Gen-
erally speaking, adverse pressure gradient prevails in the radial
direction on the front surface due to the tendency for it to balance
the centrifugal force prevailing outside the boundary layer. For

=75 deg the highest pressure is situated at the upper corner near
the tip, where the stagnation point is located. For this case the
pressure gradient, as well as the shear force, drives the flow from

Fig. 9 Flow streamlines for D=T /3, C=T /2

Fig. 7 Limiting streamlines on the surface of the blade for �
=75 deg and 76 deg. The sketches on the left are referred to the
front surface and those on the right to the back surface.

Fig. 8 Pressure contours on the surface of the blade for �
=75 deg and 76 deg. The sketches on the left are referred to the
front surface and those on the right to the back surface.
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the region in the upper edge to the lower edge, as seen in the
previous figure. As for 
=76 deg it is mainly the shear force
alone to control the fluid to flow radially outward. On the back
surface the pressure is lower in comparison to the front surface,
which is expected. The lowest pressure is always found at the
upper edge because this is the leading edge of the blade airfoil.

In view of the above results, it can be concluded that the change
of pitch angle will trigger flow instability at a specific angle. For
blade angles greater than this angle, it is the centrifugal force
prevailing in the blade passage to drive fluid to flow mainly in the
radial direction. As the blade angle is reduced, a strong stagnation
flow occurs in the upper region on the front surface, close to the
blade tip. This results in a pressure gradient in the axial direction,
which forces fluid to flow from the upper region to the lower
region. Thus, the flow pattern is changed from the radial type to
the axial type.

As mentioned in the literature review, the off-bottom clearance
has a great effect on the flow. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that the
transition of flow type takes place at an earlier angle of 50 deg by
increasing the clearance C from T /3 to T /2. It is ready to find that
for a fixed blade angle between 50 deg and 75 deg the change of
the impeller clearance can result in a different flow pattern.

In order to investigate the effect of the blade length the diam-
eter of the impeller D is increased from T /3 to T /2. As seen in
Fig. 10, the critical blade angle is slightly reduced from 76 deg to
70 deg. The difference in the circulating flow structure between

=69 deg and 70 deg is not as obvious as that for the smaller
impeller case. For the smaller impeller the minor circulation loop
is always limited in the center region and the flow remains to be
of the axial type at all subcritical angles whereas for the larger one
the discharge stream has impinged on the surrounding wall and
the flow field has become a mixed type of axial/radial flow before
the critical angle is reached

An angle , characterizing the flow orientation of the discharge
stream, is defined as the inclination of the line connecting the two
points separating the two circulation loops on the rotating shaft
and on the wall, as illustrated in Fig. 11. The variation of this flow
angle with respect to the blade angle is presented in Fig. 12. There
exists a sharp drop in the flow angle at each critical blade angle. It

Fig. 10 Flow streamlines for D=T /2, C=T /3

Fig. 11 Define flow angle of the discharge stream

Fig. 12 Variation of the flow angle against the pitch angle of
the blade for „a… D=T /3, and „b… D=T /2
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is interesting to notice that for the smaller impeller case the flow
angles almost fall on the same curves, being nearly linear, before
and after the transition takes place. For the larger impeller case the
flow angle declines first before the sharp drop occurs. The decline
rate is higher as the clearance is increased. But the flow angles are
on the same curve after the flow pattern changes.

The change of flow field will seriously affect the power con-
sumption and the performance of the agitator. Power number Np is
defined by

Np =
2�N�

�N3D5 �8�

where N represents the impeller rotational speed in rps, and � the
required torque of the impeller. The torque is calculated as the
sum of the moments generated by both the pressure force exerted
on the blades and the shear force exerted on the blades and the
rotating shaft. The part generated by the shear force is much
smaller, in general, less than 1% of the total torque. As seen in
Fig. 13, the power required to drive the impeller increases with
the pitch angle of the blade. There exists a jump at each critical
angle. The extent of the jump decreases as the clearance and the
impeller diameter are enlarged. For the case with C=T /2 and D
=T /2 the jump at 
=40 deg is nearly invisible. Similar to the
flow angle, the data of power number also falls on similar curves
before and after the flow pattern changes.

Figure 14 shows the dependence of the total turbulent energy
and its dissipation rate generated in the tank on the blade angle for
D=T /3. Both are nondimensionalized as

k* =

�
V

�k • dv

�N2D5 �9�

Fig. 13 Variation of the power number against the pitch angle
of the blade for „a… D=T /3, and „b… D=T /2

Fig. 14 Variation of „a… k* and „b… �* against the pitch angle of
the blade for D=T /3

Fig. 15 Variation of the pumping number against the pitch
angle of the blade for „a… D=T /3, and „b… D=T /2
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�* =

�
V

�� • dv

�N3D5 �10�

where the integration is taken over the entire volume of the tank.
For comparison the power number shown in Fig. 13�a� is also
included in Fig. 14�a�. It indicates that the turbulence dissipation
rate behaves in a similar manner as the power consumption, which
is expected because the energy transferred from the impeller to
cause the fluid flow will be cascaded into turbulence and dissi-
pated into heat in the end. However, the total dissipation rate is
much lower than the power required. Part of the reason for caus-
ing the difference is due to the inadequacy of the turbulence
model. The turbulent energy produced increases with the pitch
angle. However, there exists a drop at the critical angles. The drop
is not as obvious as the jump in the power.

In a mixing system the circulating flow is responsible for the
function of the agitation because the mixing time depends on the
circulation time. This flow is originated from the stream dis-
charged from the impeller. Therefore, the strength of the circulat-
ing flow can be characterized by the induced flow rate through the
impeller. A pumping number is defined as

NQ =
Q

�ND3 �11�

where Q is the net mass flow rate through all the blade passages of
the impeller. The predicted pumping numbers for the cases with
C=D=T /3 at 
=30, 45, and 60 deg are 0.63, 0.84, and 0.98,
respectively, which compares reasonably well with the experimen-
tal data of 0.6, 0.93, and 1.1 given by Ranade and Joshi �6�.
Hockey and Nouri �11� reported a pumping number of 0.88 for the
blade angle of 60 deg, which seems a little on the low side in
comparison to the predictions and measurements by Ranade and
Joshi. However, the power number of 2.2 measured by Hockey
and Nouri is in very good agreement with the present value of 2.3.
By increasing the impeller diameter to D=T /2, the predicted
pumping number of 0.74 for 
=45 deg is close to the data of 0.8
obtained by Ranade and Joshi.

Figure 15 reveals that the pumping number increases with the
pitch angle, but tends to level off for high angles. At the angle
where the flow is transformed into the radial type the mass flux
declines sharply. This phenomenon of sharp declination is more
prominent in the cases with larger impellers and lower clearances.

The pumping efficiency, defined by

� =
NQ

NP
�12�

is a measure of effectiveness of the impeller to generate pumping
flow per unit of power input. Figure 16 shows that the pumping
efficiency decreases with the blade angle and levels off when
approaching 90 deg. It is especially true for the smaller impeller
that all the data falls on the same curves before and after the
pattern change take places. The large impeller is more efficient in
circulating flow per power input because the efficiency ranges
from 0.23 to 1.15 while that for the smaller impeller is in the
range of 0.2–1.

The critical pitch angles are summarized in Table 1. It can be
found that with the smallest clearance of C=T /4 the axial flow
type prevails unless the blades are close to the vertical position.
The critical angle is very sensitive to the clearance. The increase
of clearance will cause significant decrease in this angle. The in-
crease in the impeller size can also result in a decrease of the
critical angle; with a larger impeller the transition will occur at a
lower blade angle.

4 Conclusions
A computational methodology has been developed to examine

the flow field in a tank agitated by a pitched-blade impeller. The
flow was assumed to be in a quasisteady state. The tank was
divided into two parts. The blade-swept region was situated on a
rotational frame of reference and the rest on a stationary frame.
Discretization was based on the unstructured mesh manner to deal
with the complex geometry encountered in the tank. The effect of
the pitch angle of the blade was carefully studied. A summary of
the main findings is drawn in the following.

1. At low blade angles the circulating flow in the tank, gen-
erally, is of the axial type with a minor recirculation loop
restricted in the center region below the impeller. The
size of this small circulating flow gradually increases
with the blade angle until a critical angle is reached. At
this critical angle the flow is transformed into the radial
type all of a sudden. With further increase of the angle to
90 deg, the pitched-blade turbine behaves like a Rushton
turbine.

2. For blade angles greater than the critical angle, it is the
centrifugal force which dominates in the blade passage
and forces fluid to flow radially. As the pitch angle is
reduced to lower than the critical angle, a strong stagna-
tion flow is formed in the upper region on the front sur-

Table 1 A summary of critical pitch angles

C=T /4
�deg�

C=T /3
�deg�

C=T /2
�deg�

D=T/3 87 76 50
D=T/2 87 70 40

Fig. 16 Variation of the pumping efficiency against the pitch
angle of the blade for „a… D=T /3, and „b… D=T /2
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face of the blade, driving the fluid to flow axially down-
ward. It is this mechanism to cause the sudden change of
flow type.

3. The clearance of the impeller to the tank bottom has a
significant influence on the critical angle. This critical
angle decreases as the clearance increases. The enlarge-
ment of the impeller diameter may also reduce the criti-
cal angle.

4. The flow angle of the discharge stream can be regarded
as a measure of the size of the smaller circulating flow.
The smaller the flow angle, the larger the secondary cir-
culation. In general, the discharge flow angle gradually
decreases when the blade angle increases. However, at
the critical angle a sharp drop appears, indicating a
change of flow type. The extent of the sudden reduction
in the flow angle is less significant for lower clearances
and larger impellers.

5. The power consumption and the induced mass flow
through the impeller increases with the blade angle. But
the pumping efficiency decreases as the blade angle in-
creases. The pumped flow rate and the pumping effi-
ciency level off at large blade angles. The transition to
the radial type leads to a jump in power requirement and
a sharp decline in the pumped flow rate and its efficiency.
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Nomenclature
B � baffle width
C � off-bottom clearance
D � impeller diameter

Ds � shaft diameter
Fc � convection flux
Fd � diffusion flux
H � tank height
k � turbulent kinetic energy

k* � dimensionless total turbulent kinetic energy
N � rotational speed

NP � power number
NQ � pumping number
Q � net mass flux through all blade passages
sf � surface vector

S� � source term of transport equation for �
T � tank diameter

U�g ,Ugj � grid velocity vector
Uj � flow velocity vector

Vr ,V� ,Vz � velocities in radial, circumferential, and axial
directions

Vtip � blade tip velocity
W � blade width
xj � Cartesian coordinates of the considered point
z � vertical distance

Greek Symbols

 � pitch angle

	PC � distance vector directed from P to C
� � turbulent dissipation rate

�* � dimensionless total turbulent dissipation rate
�ijk � alternating unit tensor

� � a flow property
� � blending factor

�� � diffusion coefficient for �

� � pumping efficiency
� � torque

�� ,�m � angular speed

Subscripts
f � face value

� � for the flow property �
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Numerical and Experimental
Investigation on the Flow Induced
Oscillations of a Single-Blade
Pump Impeller
This contribution is addressed to the periodically unsteady flow forces of a single-blade
sewage water pump, which affect the impeller and produce radial deflections of the pump
shaft. The hydrodynamic excitation forces were calculated from the time dependent flow
field, which was computed by numerical simulation of the three-dimensional, viscous,
time-dependent flow in the pump. A commercial computer code was used to determine the
time accurate Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The transient radial flow
forces at all time steps for a complete impeller revolution affect the rotor of the single-
blade pump and stimulate it to strong oscillations. To determine the influence of the
vibration stimulation forces on the dynamic behavior of the pump rotor, an investigation
of the rotor’s structural dynamics was accomplished. A dynamic time analysis for the
pump rotor provided the dynamic answer from the structural model of the rotor under the
influence of the flow forces. The hydrodynamic forces, which were calculated before, were
defined as external forces and applied as the load on the rotor. The resulting impeller
deflections were calculated by a transient analysis of the pump rotor system using the
commercial finite element method software PROMECHANICA. To verify the results obtained
by standard numerical methods, the radial deflections of the impeller of a commercial
sewage water pump, which has been investigated numerical in advance, were measured
for the horizontal and for the vertical coordinate direction by proximity sensors. The
measured data were compared to the computed amounts for a wide range of pump
operation. The results show a good agreement for a strong part of an impeller revolution
for all investigated operating points. The simultaneous measurement of vibration accel-
erations at the outer side of the pump casing showed the effects of the time-dependent
flow, which produce hydrodynamic forces acting at the impeller of the pump and stimu-
lating it to strong oscillations. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2201629�

Keywords: single-blade impeller, hydrodynamic forces, rotor oscillations, flow induced
vibrations

1 Introduction

The transport of sewage water is almost done by single-stage
pumps. In order to avoid operational disturbances, most of the
pumps are equipped with single-blade impellers. With this special
impeller, geometry solids and fibers up to an appropriate size can
be transported without clogging. But with this minimum rotor
blade number strong disadvantages for the flow behavior can be
expected. The flow around the blade produces a strong asymmet-
ric pressure field at the perimeter of the impeller and the interac-
tion of the flow with the casing leads to a periodically unsteady
force. This force acts at the impeller and excites it to strong os-
cillations. So this force is also indicated as hydrodynamic unbal-
ance �1–5�. The effects of the hydrodynamic forces can be recog-
nized as vibrations at the bearing blocks or at the pump casing.

In Fig. 1 the measured head characteristics of a single-blade
sewage water pump are shown. Additionally the vibration behav-
ior of this pump has been measured in a wide range of operation.
The radial acceleration amplitudes at the pump casing for two
operating points are also shown in Fig. 1. The measured accelera-
tions are increasing with increasing flow rate and they show maxi-
mum amounts of arad= ±5 m/s2 for an operating point which is

close to the maximum flow rate. To lessen the vibrations of sew-
age water pumps, the hydrodynamic forces have to be reduced
and that means that the pressure fluctuations have to be decreased.
In order to make appropriate changes of the pump design, the
knowledge of the transient flow field within the pump is very
useful.

So in earlier papers the flow in single-blade pumps has been
investigated very intensively by numerical methods. More details
about the results of this research can be taken from �6–8�. In the
present contribution the numerical and experimental investigation
of the flow induced vibrations of a commercial single-blade sew-
age water pump is described in detail. The goal of this research
was to learn more about the interrelation of the transient flow and
the resulting rotor oscillations.

2 Numerical Investigation

2.1 Transient Flow in the Single-Blade Pump. In a numeri-
cal approach the transient, three-dimensional, viscous flow in a
commercial single-blade sewage water pump was calculated with
the Navier-Stokes solver CFX-TASCFLOW �unsteady Reynolds aver-
aged Navier-Stokes� �9�. To start the investigation, volume models
of the rotor shaft, the impeller and the casing were generated with
the three-dimensional �3D� computer aided design system
PROENGINEER. As the shapes of the impeller and the casing of the
pump both had no symmetric plane in circumferential direction, a
complete meshing of the fluid volume for these components was
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necessary. To start the numerical investigations only the main flow
path through the pump has been meshed. In a second approach the
impeller side chambers, which are located between the outer side
of the hub disk and the casing and between the outer side of the
shroud disk and the casing, have also been taken into consider-
ation. The calculation domain and some details of the grid at the
blade leading edge and blade trailing edge are shown in Fig. 2.
Separate block structured grids with 22 blocks and about 720.000
grid points for the impeller and 11 blocks and about 425.000 grid

points for the casing were generated for the simulation which
included the impeller side chambers. With this number of grid
points the resolution of the boundary layers was sufficient. The
maximum y+ values were about 350. But these maximum amounts
appeared in the vicinity of the outlet flange of the casing. Addi-
tional investigations with a larger quantity of grid points and a
maximum value of y+�100 have also been done. As the com-
puted results showed only very small influence on the number of
grid nodes, all calculations have been done with the coarser grid
�about 1.15 million grid nodes�. The time discretization has been
accomplished with the implicit Euler method. This method is nu-
merically stable and gives no limit for the time step. So the time
step could be determined with the choice of an impeller angle of
rotation �� from Eq. �1�. The accuracy of this time discretization
is of first order, so the transient calculations exhibit likewise an
accuracy of first order

�t =
�� · �

180���
�1�

Calculations by Hansen �10� and Shi and Tsukamoto �11� as well
as our own investigations showed that realistic transient results
can be obtained with a maximum angle of rotation ��=3 deg.
Additional investigations with second order time discretization
showed nearly no differences for the computed results.

The boundary conditions were stated at the inlet flange and at
the outlet flange of the pump casing �see Table 1�. The physical
boundary conditions take into account that the walls were smooth
and had a no slip condition for the fluid. The turbulence was
modeled with the k-� model using the shear stress transparent
�SST� near wall formulation from Menter �12�.

At starting time of the simulation an initial value distribution of
the flow parameters as exact as possible has been required to
allow a converging transient simulation. In the case described
here, the pump impeller has been frozen in the casing in a posi-
tion, which was present at the starting time of the calculation �see

Fig. 1 Measured head characteristics and vibration amplitudes of a single-blade sewage water
pump

Fig. 2 Numerical model of a single-blade pump
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Fig. 2�. With this relative position of the computing meshes, a
stationary solution for the flow has been determined to provide the
initial parameter distribution �frozen rotor solution�.

To evaluate the periodic flow field the results of a complete
impeller revolution were needed. That means for a time step
equivalent to ��=3 deg rotor turning angle 120 transient results.
Since the initial value distribution of the flow parameters at the
starting time emanated from a stationary solution, it did not con-
tain the effects from the time-dependent terms of the Navier-
Stokes equations. Although this was a useful starting solution, it
required, however, the transient computation of several impeller
revolutions to get a periodic behavior. During the numerical simu-
lation the effects of the time-dependent terms were introduced into
the calculation by continuous improvement of the solution from a
previous time step. The computed delivery head of the pump had
been chosen as an indicator for the periodicity of the flow. At all
investigated operating points the initial value distribution was a
stationary frozen rotor solution and several impeller revolutions
�up to eight� were needed, until the flow became periodic.

In Fig. 3 the calculated distribution of the static pressure in a
plane normal to the machine axis at half blade height of the pump
is represented at four impeller positions for the last computed
impeller revolution. The operating point of the pump for this re-
sult was the volume flow at best efficiency �Qb.e.p.=33.3 L/s� at
the nominal rotor speed �n=1450 min−1�. The first picture shows
the impeller in the starting position ��=0 deg�. In this position the
highest pressure level can be stated. During the rotation of the
impeller the pressure level drops continuously and reaches a mini-
mum at an angle of rotation of �=270 deg. At the rotation angle
�=360 deg the pressure distribution at the starting position �

=0 deg is again nearly reached. This provided evidence that the
buildup process of the periodic flow is finished and the flow field
repeats itself per impeller revolution.

2.2 Hydrodynamic Forces. From the flow field, which was
obtained by transient numerical simulation, the hydrodynamic
forces acting at the impeller of the pump could be computed. The
pressure forces were calculated from the normal stresses and the
friction forces from the tangential stresses by integrating Eqs. �2�
and �3� over the complete fluid wetted surface of the impeller. The
sum of the friction and the pressure forces at all time steps for one
impeller revolution has been indicated as the resulting transient
hydrodynamic forces �Eq. �4��

Fp = −�
A

p · en · dA �2�

F f = − ��
A

du/dn · en · dA �3�

FR��� = Fp��� + F f��� �4�
In Fig. 4 the so calculated hydrodynamic forces for several oper-
ating points at different speeds of impeller rotation are presented.
These results have been obtained by numerical simulation without
regarding the impeller side chambers of the pump. Using a right-
angled coordinate system, which is rotating with the impeller, the
y components are plotted versus the respective x components for a
complete impeller revolution in 120 time steps ���=3 deg�. To
investigate the oscillations of the pump impeller only the radial
forces were recognized.

All radial forces appear in the second quadrant of the coordi-
nate system and within one impeller revolution big differences of
the forces were obtained. The fact that some curve paths are not
completely closed is related to the buildup process of the transient
flow which was not fully periodic in those cases. The forces in-
crease strongly with increasing impeller speed of rotation and also
with increasing flow rate. Also the variation of the forces within
one impeller revolution become stronger with increasing impeller
speed of rotation.

In Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� the results of the numerical simulations
were investigated in more detail. The forces which arose during
one impeller revolution were arithmetic averaged and plotted ver-
sus the flow rate �Fig. 5�a�� and versus the rotational speed of the
impeller �Fig. 5�b��.

For a constant speed of impeller rotation the amounts of the
averaged forces increase nearly proportional to the volume flow
rate and for a constant volume flow rate the hydrodynamic forces
rise strongly with increasing rotor speed. As the hydrodynamic

Table 1 Boundary conditions and initial values for the tran-
sient numerical simulation

Boundary conditions and initial values

Inflow Mass flow and direction of absolute velocity vector
Outflow Area averaged static pressure

Turbulence k-� turbulence model with SST function, �Tu=0.05�
Walls Smooth walls, scaleable wall function, �uW=0 m/s�
Fluid Pure water, �=998.2 kg/m3, �=1.004 mm2/s

Interface Rotor/stator change of the frame of reference

Fig. 3 Calculated static pressure distributions at several im-
peller positions „half blade height…

Fig. 4 Calculated radial hydrodynamic forces for several op-
erating points without taking impeller side chamber flow into
account
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forces are mainly provoked by the pressure distribution around the
blade, it is obvious that the forces increase with a nearly quadratic
function with increasing speed of rotation like it is already known
for the pump head. So some kind of affinity laws were applied to
check the dependence of the hydrodynamic forces from the flow
rate and from the impeller speed of rotation. As can be seen from
Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� the computed forces coming from the numeri-
cal simulation are very close to those calculated from the affinity
laws, which are given by the formulas in both figures.

2.3 Structural Dynamics of the Pump Rotor. To compute
the oscillations of the pump rotor induced by the calculated excit-
ing forces, a coupled solution of the flow field in the pump and of
the structural mechanics of the pump rotor is required �see Schäfer
et al. �13��. In Fig. 6 the basic scheme of an arbitrary fluid-solid
calculation is shown.

In the present case a simple approach has been used because of
its flexibility concerning the solvers for the individual fluid and
solid simulations. The choice was a fully explicit partitioned cou-
pling involving an alternating solution of the fluid and the solid
problem with simple interchange of boundary conditions by data
files. So it was possible to use existing software packages and to
benefit from their advanced features. For the fluid solution the
choice was CFX-TASCFLOW while for the structural analysis the 3D
finite element method �FEM� model PROMECHANICA has been
used. Unfortunately, the nodes of the grid for the computation of

the flow and the nodes of the grid for the solid did not match at
the surface of the impeller. So it was very complicated to transfer
the information about the pressure field from the flow simulation
to the structural computation and vice versa by data files. To avoid
these problems the information was transferred using the calcu-
lated hydrodynamic forces and with respect to expected small
deflections of the pump rotor the information transfer has been
directed only from the fluid problem to the solid problem in the
present case �see Fig. 6�. No backlash from the solid solution to
the fluid solution has been taken into account.

An exact investigation of the rotor’s structural mechanics re-
quires the transfer of the real pump rotor into a computer model as
realistic as possible. In relation to the reality the designed struc-
ture model of the rotor differed from the real rotor only in a few
details, as, for instance, the roundings at the shaft and at the blade
in the present case. The stiffness of the bearings has been modeled
by data from the original bearings provided by the manufacturer,
so the constraints at the bearing seats could be specified in a
realistic manner.

Initially a modal analysis has been accomplished to compute
the natural frequencies and the natural modes of the rotor. For this
investigation the number of volume elements of the structure
mesh has been varied between 3000 and 9000 to study the influ-
ence on the results. This variation resulted in negligible differ-
ences for the calculated natural frequencies. In Fig. 7 the com-
puted natural frequencies of the first two modes are plotted as
bars. To validate the numerical calculations the results from the
3D-FEM model were compared to an analytical solution and to a
beam model. The analytical solution and the 3D-FEM calculation
gave nearly the same natural frequencies for the first mode �f1
�120 Hz�. The second and higher modes were not of interest for
the investigation performed here because the frequencies were
considerably high compared to the rotor turning frequency �f rotor
�24 Hz; f2	700 Hz�. To save some computing time a medium
number of about 6000 elements was used for the following struc-
tural analysis of the rotor.

2.4 Calculation of Rotor Oscillations Due to Hydrody-
namic Forces. To calculate the deflections of the rotor provoked
by the hydrodynamic exciting forces alone, a dynamic time analy-
sis of the structural model of the rotor has been accomplished. As
pump rotors usually are balanced during the manufacturing pro-
cess, all forces from the mechanical unbalance were assumed to
be zero in the present simulation. The before calculated hydrody-
namic forces �without impeller side chambers� were applied as the
load on the rotor during a time which was equivalent to eight rotor
revolutions. At the beginning of the ninth revolution the load was

Fig. 5 „a… Averaged hydrodynamic forces depending on flow
rate, „b… averaged hydrodynamic forces depending on rota-
tional speed

Fig. 6 Coupling model of a fluid-solid problem

Fig. 7 Calculated natural frequencies of the single-blade
pump rotor
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set to zero.
In Fig. 8 the components of the forces are transferred to the

absolute frame of reference �
-, �-coordinate system� for four
volume flow rates at the design speed of rotation. As also shown
in Fig. 4 for the relative frame the forces increase with the volume
flow rate. At this point it should be recalled that these hydrody-
namic forces, which act as the loading at the impeller, were com-
puted without regarding the impeller side chambers of the pump.
As the shape of the impeller blade was strongly two dimensional,
the attacking plane of the forces at the rotor has been assumed to
be at a position which is characterized by half the blade height.
From this attacking point, which was chosen somewhat arbitrarily
and in combination with the amounts of the forces, the deflections
of the rotor could be determined by a dynamic time analysis.

For these numerical simulations a global damping of 3% for the
amplitudes in the modal range has been chosen. As the simula-
tions have been done without consideration of rotor turning, no
gyroscopic forces were taken into account. The goal of the dy-
namic time analysis was the determination of the time-dependent
vibration deflections at the junctions of the structural rotor model.
The computed values at the outermost point of the impeller are
represented in Fig. 9 for four operating points at nominal speed of
rotation �n=1450 min−1�. The radial deflections are plotted sepa-
rately for the 
 and for the � coordinate for about 12 impeller
revolutions. The curves reflect the functions of the stimulating
forces, because the amplitudes are small and the computation is in
the elastic regime of the material. So the deflections are nearly
proportional to the stimulating forces. They are small for small
volume flow rates and they increase with the volume flow rate as
the forces do �see Fig. 8�. At the starting time of the simulation,
the load has been applied abruptly. A strong overshooting of the
calculated deflections was the result of such impulsive stimula-
tion. After three to four rotor revolutions, the overshooting was
damped out and the computed deflections were believable. When
the load was set to zero after eight rotor revolutions, the rotor
oscillations dyed out with nearly the frequency of the first mode
within the next four impeller revolutions.

Another illustration of the impeller deflections is shown in Fig.
10. The presentation of the deflections in � direction versus the
deflections in 
 direction for the seventh impeller revolution after
applying the load gives the calculated orbit curves which are de-
scribed by the impeller when it is attacked by the hydrodynamic
forces shown in Fig. 8.

The arrows indicate the starting positions of the impeller. The
orbits rotate in clockwise direction as the impeller does. For an
impeller position where no deflection in � direction has been de-
tected, the deflections in positive 
 direction are nearly the same
for all operating points, while the deflections for negative 
 direc-
tions increase strongly with the flow rate. For the overload condi-

tion the maximum deflections exceed �s= ±0.2 mm.
To reflect the impact of the impeller rotating speed on the rotor

deflections, the computed orbit curves are represented for several
speeds of rotation in Fig. 11. Similar to Fig. 10 the shape of the
curves reflects the functions of the stimulating forces and the or-
bits are rotating in clockwise direction. The deflections increase
strongly with the rotor speed as the hydrodynamic forces do �see
Fig. 4�. All investigated operating points should be the operating
points of best efficiency at the associated pump characteristic for a
constant rotor speed. The deflections for the impeller speed of
rotation n=2950 min−1 exceed the amount of �s= ±0.8 mm
which is much too high for the pump. Such strong oscillations of
the impeller produce strong stresses for the shaft of the pump. So
this pump is only allowed to be operated with a maximum rotor
speed of n=1450 min−1.

Fig. 8 Hydrodynamic forces obtained by numerical simulation
for nominal speed of rotation

Fig. 9 Computed deflections due to hydrodynamic forces for
four operating points „nominal speed of rotation…

Fig. 10 Calculated impeller orbit curves
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3 Experimental Investigation

3.1 Test Facility. To verify the computed deflections of the
impeller by experimental methods, a test stand is necessary. To
accomplish the tests very practical, the before numerical investi-
gated commercial single-blade sewage water pump has been cho-
sen for the experimental investigations. A volume model of the
complete test facility is shown in Fig. 12. The pump was horizon-
tally arranged and the supply head was about Hs= +1.5 m.

The pump was appointed in an open loop. The tank contained
about 8 m3 of pure industrial water. So the heating of the water
during the tests was negligible. The electric drive had been carried
out with variable speed of rotation and it was attached by flexible
bellow couplings to a torque meter and to the pump shaft. The
inner diameter of the pipes at the suction side and at the pressure
side was ds,p=100 mm. The volume flow rate was measured by an
inductive flow meter and the point of pump operation could be
adjusted by a control valve located behind the flow meter.

3.2 Instrumentation of the Pump. The pump, which had
been investigated numerically in advance, has been equipped with
several sensors. The pressure at the suction side �ps�, at the pump
discharge �pd� and inside the volute �pvol� was measured by piezo-
resistive sensors which had an accuracy of 0.5% FS. The accel-
erations at the pump casing in radial �arad� and in axial �aax�
direction were measured by small size integrated circuit piezo-
electric accelerometers employing a shear sensing element with a

ceramic crystal �14�. The sensitivity of the sensors was about
100 mV/g. The frequency range extended from 0.27 Hz to
10 kHz �±3 dB�. The sensors were attached to the outer side of
the pump casing at a smooth flat contact surface by stud mounts.
This fixing has been chosen because of its very rigid behavior. So
a comfortable transfer of the vibrations was possible.

Non-contact displacement sensors are utilized to measure dis-
tances or positions of any electrically conductive target. The test
principle is based on the electromagnetic induction and reaction.
According to Faraday’s induction law, the induced eddy current
flows in an electrical metal conductor, if the conductor is located
in a time changeable magnet field. The magnet field is generated
by an alternating current flowing in a wire coil. The eddy current
generates an opposite magnet field, which superimposes with the
exciting magnet field. As a consequence, the impedance of the
sensor coil changes. Due to the high insensitivity to water, dirt,
and interference fields, etc., sensors working on the eddy current
effect are eminently suitable for applications in harsh environ-
ments �see Wilde and Lai �15��. The here used proximity sensors
measured the deflections of the rotor in the 
 direction and in the
� direction at the same axial location where the calculations were
done before. They were performed with a mail screw thread with
small flank lead at the pump casing, so they could be mounted like
studs, and the adjustment of the zero values s0,
,� was very easy.
The sensor � was shifted by exactly 90 deg relative to the sensor

 in the direction of impeller rotation. The used arrangement of
the proximity sensors is shown in Fig. 13�a�.

For precise measurements the sensors were calibrated with ex-
actly the same material which was used for manufacturing the
pump impeller �gray cast iron�. The calibration of the sensors gave
a nearly linear relationship between the output signal and the dis-
tance of the sensor to the rotor. The linear measurement range
extended between 1 and 4 mm distance to the outer impeller suc-
tion diameter. For the measurements accomplished here only a
small part of this calibration curve was used. In Fig. 13�b� the
measured points and the developed calibration curve of the sen-
sors are shown. The behavior of the sensors was nearly linear.
When changing the distance between the sensor and the rotor by
�s=1 mm the calibration curve gives a voltage difference of

Fig. 11 Calculated rotor oscillations due to hydrodynamic
forces for different speeds of rotation

Fig. 12 CAD volume model of test facility for the single-blade
centrifugal pump

Fig. 13 „a… Application of proximity sensors, „b… sensor cali-
bration curve
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7.838 V. For the expected maximum rotor deflections of about
0.5 mm��s�1 mm this sensitivity of the sensors seemed to be
sufficient for the intended measurements. The sensors were at-
tached to the casing with a distance to the impeller of about
s0,
,�=1.7–1.9 mm for no impeller rotation. The surface at the
outer impeller suction diameter was properly machined in
advance.

The actual angular position of the rotor was indicated by an
additional inductive pulse sensor. When the trailing edge of the
blade passed the position of this sensor a voltage pulse of 4 V was
registered. This signal gives an additional information which is
used to determine the phasing of the impeller. All measurements
were accomplished by a PC driven electronic measurement data
recording system �16� and a data acquisition card for 16 channels
with an overall sample rate of 500 kSamples/s and a resolution of
12 bit. The analog signals were scanned with a frequency up to
10 kSamples/s per channel depending on the number of used
channels �17�. Addicted to the impeller speed of rotation the data
of up to 50 impeller revolutions were recorded per measurement
�18�.

3.3 Measured Rotor Oscillations Due to Hydrodynamic
Forces Alone. In Fig. 14 the measured raw signals of the proxim-
ity sensors are represented versus the time for the best efficiency
flow condition �Qb.e.p.=33.3 L/s� at nominal impeller speed of
rotation �n=1440 min−1�. Additionally the signal of the static
pressure in the casing and the voltage pulse of the passing impel-
ler trailing edge are plotted in this figure. It can be seen very
clearly that the pressure inside the volute and also the deflections
of the impeller are repeated permanently per impeller revolution.
For further processing all measured pressure signals and all sig-
nals of the proximity sensors were digitally filtered with a Butter-
worth low-pass filter using a limiting frequency of 100 Hz. As
shown, for example, for the vertical deflection of the impeller in
the zoom box, with the utilized filter parameters the measured
data persisted nearly unchanged except the very small oscillations
of the signals, which are introduced with high frequency and can
be identified as noise from the surroundings and is no mechanical
deflection of the impeller.

All measurements have been done by the same procedure: First
a measurement without water at a very small speed of impeller
rotation �“slow rotation”� has been accomplished. Thus the exist-
ing bearing clearances and the deviations from the roundness of
the outer impeller suction diameter were registered. After that a
measurement without water �“dry”� but with the actual speed of
rotation has been performed. The comparison of these two mea-
surements showed only very small differences at all speeds of
rotation. This provided evidence that the rotor was mechanically

balanced sufficiently.
Subsequently, the pump was operated with the actual speed of

rotation and with the actual volume flow rate �“wet”�. For these
cases the deflections of the rotor caused by the hydrodynamic
forces, as well as by possible mechanical rest unbalances and the
deviations from the roundness of the outer impeller suction diam-
eter, were measured. The actual deflections of the rotor then were
determined by substracting the measured values dry from the val-
ues wet. From this procedure positive and negative values of the
real rotor deflections arise. The so calculated actual deflections for
the 
 and the � coordinate can be plotted as functions of the
impeller turning angle � for all investigated speeds of impeller
rotation and all volume flow rates. By plotting the amounts of the
deflections at the same impeller turning angle for two associated
curves �for the abscissa the 
 value and for the ordinate the �
value� in a common diagram, an orbit curve of the shaft axis can
be determined for every operating point under investigation.
These orbit curves represent the deviations of the actual impeller
axis from the machine axis due to the hydrodynamic forces alone.
For the starting position of the impeller ��=0 deg� the curves start
in the second quadrant of the 
 ,�-coordinate system. In this quad-
rant the 
 deflections are negative and the � deflections are posi-
tive. Negative values of the measured deflections mean that the
distance between the sensor and the impeller is smaller than the
adjusted value s0 for no impeller rotation. This situation occurs for
an impeller position where the hydrodynamic force resulting from
the pressure field is acting against the positive 
 or � coordinate.
At the starting point of the impeller the force FR which is affecting
the pressure side of the impeller leads to the negative rotor deflec-
tion in 
 direction. As the attacking angle of the hydrodynamic
forces varies only little during one impeller revolution, the excit-
ing forces seem to rotate with the impeller. Depending on the
change in magnitude of the forces during an impeller revolution,
the orbit curves in the absolute coordinate system become nearly
circular or elliptic.

In Figs. 15�a�–15�c� the so measured orbit curves of the pump
rotor are represented for three speeds of impeller rotation and
several volume flow rates for each rotational speed. The results
make clear that for all speeds of rotation the deflections increase
with increasing volume flow rate. The largest deflections have
been measured for the highest and the smallest deflections for the
lowest speed of rotation. All curves show qualitatively the same
tendency as the calculations do �see also Figs. 9 and 10�. At the
starting position of the impeller ���0 deg� the impeller deflec-
tions appear in the second quadrant of the absolute coordinate
system for all speeds of rotation and all operating points. The
direction of rotation of the deflection vector for all investigated
operating points is in the clockwise direction.

For all operating points shown in Figs. 15�a�–15�c� the mea-
sured impeller deflections have nearly the same positive 
 value
for zero � deflection, which is not dependent on the flow rate for
a certain speed of impeller revolution. For all operating points a
constant deflection magnitude has been measured for an impeller
turning angle of about ��=180 deg. That means that the hydro-
dynamic forces have nearly the same amount at the impeller po-
sition ��180 deg for the same speed of rotation. This is due to
the pressure field, which is rotating with the impeller and which
gives similar hydrodynamic forces for all operating points. At this
impeller position the deflections in the 
 direction have a nearly
equal value and the deflections in � direction are about zero. This
result is comparable to the results of the numerical simulation in
Figs. 10 and 11. At an impeller position between ��300 and �
�330 deg the � deflections are again nearly zero and the 
 de-
flections increase strongly with increasing volume flow rate. This
was also the result of the numerical investigations presented in
Fig. 10. With increasing impeller turning angle all measured rotor
orbit curves rotate in a clockwise direction. The impeller is also
rotating in a clockwise direction. So the rotation of the shaft orbit
corresponds to the rotating direction of the impeller orbit.

Fig. 14 Measured raw signals of sensors for the operating
point: n=1440 min−1, Q=11 L/s
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3.4 Measurement of Vibration Accelerations. Beside the
oscillations of the rotor, the exciting hydrodynamic forces also
generate structural vibrations of the pump. The effects of the
stimulating forces can be shown very clearly by measuring the

vibration properties at the outside of the pump casing.
The axial accelerations for the measurements obtained in this

research in general are smaller than the radial ones. The maximum
amplitudes of the radial accelerations for an operating point close
to the point of best efficiency at nominal rotor speed �Q=35 L/s,
n=1440 min−1� are about arad= ±5 m/s2 and the axial accelera-
tions aax= ±2.5 m/s2.

In Figs. 16�a� and 16�b� the time signals of both acceleration
sensors are shown for about three impeller revolutions. The peaks
at every 41 ms show the voltage pulse indicating the passing
blade trailing edge. The low frequency amplitudes which appear
at the rotor turning frequency �f =24 Hz� are superposed by am-
plitudes which appear at higher frequencies. From the presenta-
tion of the radial accelerations some small amplitudes at a fre-
quency which is twice the rotors turning frequency can be found.
For the axial accelerations the rotor turning frequency is dominat-
ing the time signal.

In Figs. 17�a� and 17�b� the frequency spectra obtained by fast
Fourier transform are shown for several flow rates at the nominal
speed of impeller rotation. The amplitude spectra of the radial
accelerations show the first significant amplitude at the rotor turn-
ing frequency �f �24 Hz�. Small amplitudes appear at a fre-
quency twice the rotor turning frequency and at a frequency of
f =50 Hz which should be the supply frequency. The amplitudes
of the third mode are much smaller than at the rotor turning fre-
quency but they are noticeable anyway. For the fourth mode some
small amplitudes were also recognized but beyond this frequency
no significant amplitudes appear.

For the axial accelerations the situation is comparable to the
radial accelerations for the first three modes. The amplitudes are
strongest for the impeller turning frequency. At the second and
third harmonic frequency the amplitudes are much smaller for all
operating points. The supply frequency �f =50 Hz� can also be
seen in the spectra. At higher frequencies �fourth and higher
modes� no recognizable amplitudes can be found.

4 Comparison of Measurements to the Results of the
Numerical Simulations

The numerical investigations should be validated by the mea-
surements which were done at a commercial single-blade sewage

Fig. 15 „a… Rotor orbits for n=1000 min−1, „b… rotor orbits for
n=1250 min−1, „c… rotor orbits for n=1440 min−1

Fig. 16 „a… Radial accelerations at the pump casing, „b… axial
accelerations at the pump casing
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water pump. For a correct comparison of numerical and experi-
mental results it is important that the same conditions exist for the
measurements and for the simulation. So the numerical simulation
should cover all the flow features of the complete flow field in the
pump and the results should be exactly synchronized to the mea-
surements.

4.1 Hydrodynamic Forces Taking Impeller Side Chambers
Into Account. The results of the numerical simulations presented
in Fig. 4 did not take into account the fluid volume between the
outer side of the hub disk and the casing and between the outer
side of the shroud disk and the casing. By this method not all flow
features were included in the investigation. To show the influence
of the flow in these impeller side chambers on the hydrodynamic
forces, for three operating points at the nominal speed of rotation,
new numerical simulations including the flow in the impeller side
chambers have been done. In Fig. 18 the hydrodynamic forces,
which have been calculated with and without impeller side cham-
bers, are compared to each other. As the starting position of the
impeller for the calculations with and without impeller side cham-
bers was different, for this comparison the impeller positions in
the casing for both numerical examinations must be synchronized.
For Fig. 18 the calculated results were converted to the impeller
starting position which was present for the measurements. So the
calculated hydrodynamic forces without taking the impeller side
chambers into account are the same as before but the presentation

differs from that in Fig. 4. Now the forces appear in the second
and in the third quadrant of the relative coordinate system. As can
be taken from Fig. 18 the calculated forces, including the impeller
side chamber flow, also appear in the second and in the third
quadrant of that coordinate system and the shapes of the curves
for the forces with and without impeller side chambers for the
same flow rate are very similar. The variation of the forces during
one impeller revolution is somewhat smaller when taking the side
chambers into account. This holds for all three operating points
under investigation.

The flow between the outer sides of the disks and the pump
casing seems to have a damping effect on the pressure fluctuations
during the rotation of the impeller. Figure 18 shows that there is a
certain influence of the impeller side chamber flow on the main
flow and finally on the magnitudes of the hydrodynamic forces
and in particular on the attacking angle � of the flow forces,
which is changing by about ��=15 deg for all impeller positions
during one revolution.

4.2 Comparison of Measured and Calculated Rotor Orbit
Curves. In this chapter the measured impeller orbit curves are
compared to the curves which were obtained by numerical simu-
lation. The impeller deflections have been recalculated by the
method described in Sec. 2.4 using the hydrodynamic forces
which took the impeller side chambers into account. In Figs.
19�a�–19�c� the calculated rotor orbit curves for a part load oper-
ating point �Q=22 L/s�, for the design point �Q=33 L/s� and for
an overload operating point �Q=50 L/s� are compared to the
measured ones for the nominal rotating speed. As the calculations
have been done before establishing the test facility, at this time it
was believed that the maximum flow rate at the design speed of
rotation should be Q=50 L/s. After construction of the test stand
the maximum available discharge flow was only Qmax,exp.
=41 L/s which is compared to Qcalc.=50 L/s in Fig. 19�c�.

The comparison of these orbit curves shows that there is a good
qualitative conformity between the measurements and the compu-
tation results for all operating points under investigation. The
quantitative agreement is also very good for about half of the
impeller revolution. In the other half of the impeller revolution the
measurements provided stronger impeller deflections than the
simulations did. The maximum difference of the calculated deflec-
tion magnitudes from the measured ones is up to nearly 30% of
the measured values for all operating points during this part of
impeller revolution. The rotation of both the measured and the
calculated orbits are in a clockwise direction. The computed de-

Fig. 17 „a… Frequency spectra of radial accelerations „n
=1440 min−1

…, „b… frequency spectra of axial accelerations „n
=1440 min−1

…

Fig. 18 Influence of impeller side chamber flow on hydrody-
namic forces
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flections in � direction at the starting point of the impeller are
smaller than the measured values �see the arrows� for all operating
points.

The discrepancies between measurement and simulation begin
to emerge when the trailing edge of the blade approaches the
discharge socket of the pump. The reason may be a backlash of
the pressure in the pipe to the impeller. The high pressure in the
pipe comes back to the pump casing and acts at the blade suction
side of the impeller which is now opposite to the discharge socket.
This leads to strong deflections in the � direction which could not
be obtained by the numerical simulation. Because of the steady

boundary condition �P̄stat=const. � at the pump outlet this pressure
backlash did not exist during the simulation of the transient flow.
For the shown results in Figs. 19�a�–19�c� it can be stated that in
general the tendency of the numerical results was confirmed by
the experiments, but the measurements show strong deflections
for about half of an impeller revolution. Beside the above already
noted reason some more inducements for this deviation are imag-
inable:

�1� For the numerical calculation of rotor deflections the
lever arm of the forces has been chosen somewhat arbi-
trarily at half the blade height. The assumption that the
forces act at half the blade height makes the loading for
the structural analysis in some way inaccurate.

�2� The rotation of the rotor has not been considered during
the dynamic structural analysis. So the gyroscopic
forces were not included in this investigation.

�3� The measured rotor deflections were in the range of
about �s= ±0.3 mm depending on the operating condi-
tions. Such substantial deflections will have reactions on
the flow which were not considered in this contribution,
because of the utilized one way coupling between fluid
and structure simulation.

�4� The bending moments produced by asymmetric axial
forces have not been taken into account during the nu-
merical simulations.

�5� The roller bearings of the pump rotor had a certain
clearance. This also was not considered during the nu-
merical investigations.

5 Conclusions
The hydrodynamic forces in a single-blade sewage water pump

are decisive for strong impeller deflections. These rotor oscilla-
tions are transferred to the pump casing and to attached pipes and
to other equipment. There they can be recognized as vibrations
which are stressing all equipment components �pump seals and
bearings, pump shaft, pipe mounts� in a considerable way. Very
often the level of vibration amplitudes leads to a pump failure or
to damages at the pipes and their mountings.

The numerical and the experimental investigations in this paper
show that the pressure fluctuations inside the pump volute and
subsequently the resulting rotor oscillations are periodic with the
impeller rotation. The hydrodynamic forces during one impeller
revolution increase with increasing flow rate at a constant speed of
rotation. The rotor oscillations show the same behavior: The im-
peller deflections increase with increasing flow rate at constant
rotor speed. When varying the speed of rotation for constant flow
rate the strongest rotor oscillations were recognized at the highest
rotor speed, where also the pressure level is highest. The amounts
of the vibration amplitudes of the pump are a function of the
stimulating hydrodynamic forces. The frequency spectra of the
vibration accelerations measured at the outside of the pump casing
show strong amplitudes at the rotor turning frequency.

The comparison of measured and calculated results shows that
the determination of the rotor oscillations, which are evoked from
the exciting hydrodynamic forces, is possible by using commer-
cial numerical codes for the transient flow in the pump and for the
structure dynamics of the rotor. The coupling of the computation

Fig. 19 „a…–„c… Comparison of calculated and measured rotor
orbit curves for three flow rates
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methods for the fluid dynamics and for the structural dynamics
�FEM� must be closer the bigger the impeller deflections are. The
one way coupling which was used in this paper provided a good
qualitative agreement between measurements and calculation, but
only for half of the impeller revolution the quantitative agreement
is also good. The accuracy of the method can be improved by a
stronger coupling mechanism �two way coupling� between the
flow solution and the analysis of the structural dynamics. With a
data interchange between the alternating solutions of flow and
structural dynamics, the reaction of the rotor deflections on the
flow can be taken into consideration which will lead to more
sophisticated results.

The presented investigation suggests that it is possible in the
near future to make a statement about the vibration behavior of a
�sewage water� pump already during the design process. With the
usage of this information during the design procedure of a pump
the layout can be optimized regarding the pump vibration behav-
ior.

Nomenclature

Symbols
A  area
a  vibration acceleration
d  diameter
e  vector normal to a wall
F  force
f  frequency

H  delivery head
n  speed of rotation
p  pressure
Q  volume flow rate
s  rotor deflection
t  time

t .e.  trailing edge
u  velocity

x, y  coordinates in the rotating frame
y+  non-dimensional wall distance

Greek Letters
�  attacking angle
�  difference
�  angle of rotation
�  dynamic viscosity
�  angular velocity


 ,�  coordinates in the stationary frame

Subscripts
ax  axial

b.e.p.  best efficiency point �Q=33.3 L/s�
d  discharge
f  friction
n  normal to surface
p  pressure
R  rotor

rad  radial
s  suction

vol  volute
0  adjusted value

1, 2  mode

Abbreviations
CAD  computer aided design

deg  degrees
FEM  Finite element method

SST-model  Shear stress transport model
3D  three dimensional
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Effect of Surfactant Additives on
Centrifugal Pump Performance
Performance of a centrifugal pump when handling surfactant solutions was measured
experimentally. It was clarified that the pump efficiency with surfactant solutions was
higher than that with tap water and increased with an increase in surfactant concentra-
tion. The value of maximum flow rate also increased. The total pump head increased with
an increase in concentration, and the shaft power decreased with a decrease in the
impeller rotating speed. There was an optimal temperature, which maximizes the effi-
ciency. By combining the data for the piping section and for the pump efficiency, it is
possible to accurately predict the energy savings of the pumping power in the pipeline
system. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2201643�

Keywords: centrifugal pump, surfactant solution, drag reduction, pump efficiency

1 Introduction

The drag reduction of surfactant solutions has attracted consid-
erable attention from the point of view of energy conservation
because mechanical degradation does not occur and the drag re-
duction ratio is higher than in polymer solutions in certain con-
centration ranges �1,2�. Therefore, the surfactant was recently
added to the heating medium used in a city thermal energy supply
pipeline system, and field test research on the reduction of the
pumping power of the system was conducted �3,4�. In their inves-
tigations, a reduction in pumping power of about 30% was
achieved at normal flow rate.

For the long straight pipes, the effect of the drag reduction is
relatively predictable. However, the actual thermal energy supply
pipeline system can be very complex and may include many fit-
tings, valves, heat exchangers, pumps, etc. The flow conditions of
the system may also change depending on the thermal load to be
met. Therefore, the surfactant solutions should perform adequately
over the full range of changing system condition, and should pro-
vide drag reduction while not impairing system performance.

Many studies of the drag reducing surfactant solutions have
been conducted with respect to pressure loss in the pipeline �5,6�.
The maximum values of drag reduction can be estimated by Virk’s
asymptote �7�. His result predicts that a pump driving the flow
could be operated with only one-fifth of the original power in an
ideal case.

In addition to the positive effect of drag reduction, the negative
effect of significant heat transfer reduction is observed, due to the
change in flow behavior �8�. This heat transfer reduction is unac-
ceptable because a significant reduction of heat transfer may
lower the energy efficiency of district heating and cooling systems
even if there is conservation of energy from drag reduction.
Therefore, some studies aiming to improve the performance of the
heat exchanger have been carried out. Li et al. �9� reported that it
is possible to improve the performance of the heat exchanger by
disturbing the flow inside the heat exchanger using the mesh
screen. Their experimental results indicate that the problem of the
heat exchanger can be solved practically.

Few studies have been carried out on the pump performance
with surfactant solution, even though the pump is a very important
component of district heating and cooling systems, because of the
forming bubbles and complicated temperature dependence. Gasl-
jevic and Matthys �3� studied the effect of surfactant additives on
the pump performance. Test pumps concerned a single suction
centrifugal pump with 153 mm and 45 mm impellers both driven
at 3450 rpm. Test fluid was a solution of a cationic surfactant
�Ethoquad T13-50 by Akzo Chemical� with NaSal as counterion.
The concentrations varied from 2000 ppm to 4500 ppm. It was
found that the head-flow characteristics were unaffected for both
test pumps and that the power required by the pump was reduced
by up to 10% in some cases. They also clarified that cavitation
onset was delayed in some cases. However, they could not mea-
sure the shaft power of the pump and not clarify the effect of the
surfactant solutions on the pump efficiency.

On the other hand, the frictional resistance of an enclosed ro-
tating disk is closely related to the estimation of the performance
of a pump in general. Ogata and Watanabe �10� reported the drag
reduction due to surfactant solutions �Ethoquad O/12 by Lion�
with NaSal for an enclosed rotating disk by measuring the torque
acting on the disk. The maximum drag reduction ratio was �30%
in the Reynolds number range of Rew�3�105. This drag reduc-
tion effect indicates that the power loss of the pump can be de-
creased by using surfactant solution, so that the improvement of
the pump performance can also be expected. In addition, they
clarified that the amplitude of the circular vortex on a rotating disk
in surfactant solution was reduced and the flow direction on the
disk was turned outward to the circumferential direction compared
to that of tap water. Therefore, the surfactant solution can signifi-
cantly change the flow condition around the impeller in a pump.
As mentioned above, little research has been done about the effect
of surfactant solution on the pump performance systematically
�including pump efficiency, shaft power and total pump head�.
The effects of the diameter and rotational speed of an impeller and
the effects of concentration and temperature on the pump perfor-
mance are not known at present.

The purpose of this study is to clarify the centrifugal pump
performance when handling surfactant solution, experimentally, in
a closed-loop system. The effects of the concentration and tem-
perature of surfactant solution and the rotational speed of an im-
peller on pump performance were investigated from the viewpoint
of the practical application for district heating and cooling sys-
tems.
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2 Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
Figure 1 shows the experimental apparatus. The test pump is a

centrifugal pump having the specifications D1=80 mm and D2
=265 mm, and the specific speed ns=2�NQ1/2 / �gH�3/4=0.29 �in
SI units�.

The suction and discharge pressures were measured by using a
diaphragm-style pressure transducer, with a ±0.25% f.s. accuracy.
Flow rate was measured using an electromagnetic flow meter with
a ±0.075% ��0.3 m/s� and a ±0.25% ��0.3 m/s� accuracy,
which was calibrated with test fluids by means of the gravimetric
method at the low flow rate. The torque was measured using a
strain-gage-style torque pickup with a ±0.2% f.s. accuracy in-
stalled between the pump and the motor. The bearing and grand
torque loss is usually difficult to estimate. In this study, in order to
decrease the effect of the bearing and grand torque loss on the
measured value, this loss was estimated by measuring the torque
in the condition that the water was removed from the pump at
each rotational speed. The shaft power was calculated from the
torque data by deducting this bearing and gland torque. It can be
considered that the bearing and grand torque loss occupied for the
shaft power is very little. A frequency inverter was used to control
the impeller rotating speed, and the rotational speed was measured
directly using a digital tachometer.

A tank with volume of 1 m3 served as the reservoir for the
surfactant solution. To clarify the effect of the temperature of the
surfactant solution on the pump performance, a thermostat was
installed to control the temperature of the solution in the tank,
which was varied through heating by an electric heater. The tem-
perature fluctuation of test fluids in the tank was thus controlled
within ±1°C around the set value.

If a bubble is generated in the surfactant solutions under experi-
ment, it is difficult to accurately measure the pump performance.
Therefore, acrylic resin pipes were fitted on the suction and the
discharge pipe, so that the flow in the pipe could be observed. In

addition, the termination of the pipe was submerged in the tank in
order to prevent the inflow of bubbles to the pump.

The pump and loop were cleaned between two tests with dif-
ferent surfactant solutions by using the water, and the validity of
the data with water was confirmed before the several tests.

Test fluid was aqueous solutions of Oreyl-bishydroxyethyl-
methyl-ammonium �C18H35N�C2H4OH�2CH3Cl, trade name:
Ethoquad O/12� at concentrations of 200, 500, and 1000 ppm.
Sodium salicylate �NaSal.� was added as a counterion. The con-
centration ratio of sodium salicylate to Ethoquad O/12 was set at
1:1 in molar ratio. The Ethoquad O/12 and sodium salicylate were
dissolved separately, and the solutions were left to stand for 24 h
before the experiment. The temperatures of test fluids were T=6,
25, 40, and 60°C.

Measurement of the viscosity of the surfactant solutions was
carried out by capillary viscometers, and the data of 1000 ppm
solution are presented versus shear rate in Fig. 2. It can be seen
that the viscosity increased with decreasing solution temperature
and decreased with shear rate although tended to a constant value
in the high-shear-rate region. The viscosity differed with the type
of viscometer �11�, and the hysteresis of the viscosity occurred
�12�. Because the viscosity of surfactant solution was complicat-
edly dependent on many parameters, the Reynolds number was
calculated using the viscosity of tap water in this study �Rew�.

3 Experimental Results and Discussions
Figure 3 shows the experimental results for pump performance

in the case of N=1300 rpm and T=25°C. In Fig. 3�a�, it is shown
that the pump total head with the surfactant solution increases
compared to that of tap water over the entire flow rate range and
increases with an increase in the surfactant concentration. Figure
3�b� shows there is only a slight difference between the shaft
power with surfactant solution and that of tap water in the 200 and
500 ppm solutions. However, in the case of the 1000 ppm solu-
tion, the shaft power significantly decreases. In Fig. 3�c�, it is
shown that the pump efficiency with surfactant solution increases
in comparison to that with tap water, and increases with the in-
crease of the surfactant concentration. The maximum flow rate
with the surfactant solution increases and the value of the flow
rate that shows maximum pump efficiency with surfactant solu-
tion also increases in comparison to that of tap water.

Figure 4 shows the effect of the surfactant concentration on the
pump total head. In this figure, an increased ratio of the pump
total head IH is defined as follows:

IH =
HS − HN

HN
� 100�%� �1�

where HN and HS are the pump total head of tap water and sur-
factant, respectively. Figure 4 shows that the pump total head with
the surfactant solution increases with an increase in the surfactant
concentration clearly.

Fig. 1 „a… Experimental apparatus and „b… cross section of test
pump

Fig. 2 Apparent viscosity of surfactant solutions
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As is well known, the pressure loss of the turbulent flow in a
circular pipe is decreased with surfactant solution. Zakin and
Chang �1� reported that the drag reduction for pressure loss due to
surfactant solution occurred in the Reynolds number range of
Re�2300 and that the drag reduction ratio increased with the
increase in the surfactant concentration and temperature. The sur-
factant solution used in this study exhibits the drag reduction ef-
fect up to T=60°C. With respect to the frictional resistance of the
rotating disk, the drag reduction with surfactant solution occurred
Rew�3�105 and the drag reduction ratio increased with the in-
crease in the surfactant concentration and temperature. After the
maximum value of the drag reduction is reached, the drag reduc-
tion gradually decreases �10�.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the total head and the
system head curve of the pump, in the cases of both tap water and
surfactant solution. Because of the drag reduction of pressure loss
mentioned above, the system head curve of the pump with surfac-
tant solution is decreased compared to that with tap water �from H
to H��. In addition, the pump head increases with surfactant solu-
tion as seen in Fig. 3�a�. Therefore, the operating point A for tap
water is moved to a new operating point A� for surfactant solution
in the high flow side.

Assuming that the drag reduction occurs only in the straight
piping section and follows the Virk’s MDRA �7�, we can estimate
the reduction of pressure loss ��H� and the increase of flow rate
��Q�. As a result of this estimation, at the flow rate of maximum
efficiency point in the case of the pipeline system in this experi-
ment �at the conditions of 1300 rpm, 1000 ppm, and T=40°C�,
�H and �Q were calculated to be about 8% and 4%, respectively.
Of course, �H and �Q will increase in the large-scale system with
a longer piping section because the system head curve becomes
lower due to drag reduction with surfactant solution.

Figure 6 shows the effect of the rotational speed of an impeller
on the pump performance. In Fig. 6, �, �, and � are the flow
coefficient, head coefficient, and power coefficient, respectively.
These dimensionless coefficients are defined as follows:

� =
Q

�D2
3N�

�2�

� =
H

�D2
2N2�

�3�

� =
P

�	D2
5N3�

�4�

where Q, H, P, and N are the flow rate, pump total head, shaft
power, and rotational speed of an impeller, respectively.

In Fig. 6�a�, it is seen that the head coefficient of surfactant
solutions increases and this has no evident correlationship with
rotational speed may be because the speed variation
�1000–1300 rpm� is too small to be detachable. However, as
shown in Fig. 6�b�, the power coefficient of surfactant solution is
dependent on the rotational speed, unlike the case of tap water,
and the power coefficient decreases with the decrease in rotational

Fig. 3 Pump performance curve at 1300 rpm: „a… Pump head,
„b… shaft power, and „c… pump efficiency

Fig. 4 Effect of surfactant concentration on total pump head
at 1300 rpm

Fig. 5 Pumping operation point with surfactant solution
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speed. It is shown that the pump efficiency of surfactant solution
increases with decreasing rotational speed in Fig. 6�c�.

Considering that the surfactant solution causes the drag reduc-
tion in pipe flow, it can be considered that the head coefficient
increases because of the reduction in the friction loss of the im-
peller and pump casing with surfactant solution. In addition, the
surfactant solution reduces the frictional resistance of a rotating
disk �14�, so that the power coefficient decreases by using the
surfactant solution. Therefore, it can be considered that the hy-
draulic loss of the pump was reduced by the use of surfactant
solution.

The frictional resistance of a rotating disk is a factor of the shaft
power loss, so that the experimental value of the shaft power
depends on the Reynolds number Rew, based on the impeller ra-
dius. Figure 7 shows the effect of the Reynolds number Rew on
the reduction ratio of shaft power K defined as follows:

K =
��PS − PN��

PN
� 100�%� �5�

where PN and PS are the shaft powers of tap water and surfactant
solution at maximum efficiency point of 200 ppm, respectively. In
Fig. 7, the Reynolds number was calculated based on the radius
and angular velocity of an impeller.

Figure 7 shows that the reduction ratio of shaft power increases
as the Reynolds number increases up to Rew=2�106, above
which it decreases gradually. This tendency is similar to the be-
havior for the frictional resistance of a disk in surfactant solution
�10�. Therefore, it can be considered that the reduction of a disk
friction is a large factor for the reduction effect of the shaft power.

In order to clarify the effect of drag reduction for the frictional
resistance of the disk on the pump efficiency, it seems necessary
to estimate the percentage of the frictional resistance of the disk
occupied for the shaft power. We calculated the ratio of disk fric-
tion loss to shaft power at a maximum efficiency point in Rew
=2.2�106 �N=1300 rpm� by using the equation of Daily and
Nece �13� for the disk friction. The conditions of calculation are
region IV �13�, smooth disk, and the value of the moment coeffi-
cient Cm=0.0018. As a result, �17% was obtained as the percent-
age of the frictional resistance of the disk occupied for the shaft
power. On the other hand, the effect of drag reduction for the
friction resistance of the disk on the pump efficiency was calcu-
lated by using the drag reduction obtained experimentally for the
disk in 200 ppm surfactant solution �10�. Because there was no
result for the frictional resistance of the rotating disk at higher
concentration, the result of 200 ppm solution was chosen for this
calculation. As a result of calculation, the pump efficiency in-
creased �1% for the drag reduction of the disk in 200 ppm solu-
tion. In a similar manner, the percentage of improvement was
found to be �2% by using the equation of Pfleiderer �15� for the
disk friction calculation.

Finally, to estimate the degree of increase of the pump effi-
ciency due to the use of the surfactant solution, the experimental
result was rearranged in terms of the increase ratio of the pump
efficiency E, defined as follows:

E =

S − 
N


N
� 100�%� �6�

where 
N and 
S are the pump efficiencies of tap water and sur-
factant solution at the maximum efficiency point, respectively.

Figure 8 shows the effect of the surfactant concentration on the
increase ratio of the pump efficiency E for the 1300 rpm. It is
clarified that the pump efficiency with the surfactant solution in-
creases with the increase in the surfactant concentration. Figure 9
shows the relationship between temperature and the increase ratio
of the pump efficiency E for the 1300 rpm. This figure shows the
pump efficiency increase with the gradual increase in the surfac-
tant temperature, and has a maximum value at T=40 °C. The
maximum percentages of the increase of pump efficiency are
about 4, 7, and 13% in 200, 500, and 1000 ppm solutions, respec-
tively.

The efficiency of the pump is a product of external mechanical
efficiency, disk friction efficiency, hydraulic efficiency, and volu-
metric efficiency. With respect to the disk friction efficiency, it
was clarified that this loss was decreased by the use of the surfac-

Fig. 6 Effect of rotational speed on pump performance: „a…
Head coefficient „b… power coefficient, and „c… pump efficiency

Fig. 7 Effect of Reynolds number on power coefficient
„200 ppm…
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tant solution because of the drag reduction for the rotating disk
friction. Concerning the hydraulic efficiency, the experimental re-
sults in this study show that the hydraulic loss was reduced and
head increased by the use of the surfactant solution. However,
there are many unclear points concerning the hydraulic loss. Ad-
ditionally, there are no data for volumetric efficiency. In order to
clarify the pump performance in greater detail, it is necessary to
examine the flow inside a pump by using both a flow visualization
technique and also advanced future research including turbulence
and shear flow stress.

4 Conclusions
The effect of surfactant additives on centrifugal pump perfor-

mance was investigated experimentally. It was clarified that the
total pump head of surfactant solution increased and the shaft
power of surfactant solution decreased, comparing to those of tap
water. The pump efficiency with surfactant solutions is increased
in comparison to that with tap water. Additionally, the maximum
flow rate of the pump also increased with the use of surfactant
solutions. The pump efficiency of surfactant solutions increased
with an increase in surfactant concentration. The surfactant tem-
perature affected the pump performance, and it was clarified that
there was an optimum temperature, which maximized the pump
efficiency. The variation of pump performance with rotational
speed in the presence of surfactant solutions shows apparently
unexpected tendency, which requires more investigation before
making a sound clear conclusion.
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Nomenclature
d � diameter of test pipe �m�

D2 � diameter of impeller �m�
H � total pump head �m�

Ha � actual pump head �m�
N � rotational speed of an impeller �rpm�
P � shaft power �W�
Q � volumetric flow rate �m3/s�

Re � Reynolds number based on pipe diameter
= �4	Q� / ���d�

Rew � Reynolds number based on impeller radius
= �D2

2	� / �4��
T � temperature of test fluid �°C�
� � flow coefficient
�̇ � shear rate �1/s�

 � pump efficiency �%�
� � viscosity of test solution �Pa s�
	 � density of test solution �kg/m3�
� � power coefficient
 � angular velocity of impeller �rad/s�
� � head coefficient
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RANS Simulation of Ducted
Marine Propulsor Flow Including
Subvisual Cavitation and Acoustic
Modeling
High-fidelity Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) simulations are presented for the
ducted marine propulsor P5206, including verification and validation (V&V) using avail-
able experimental fluid dynamics data, and subvisual cavitation, and acoustics analysis
using the modified Rayleigh-Plesset equation along the bubble trajectories with a far-
field form of the acoustic pressure for a collapsing spherical bubble. CFDSHIP-IOWA is used
with the blended k−� /k−� turbulence model and extensions for a relative rotating co-
ordinate system and overset grids. The intervals of V&V analysis for thrust, torque, and
profile averaged radial velocity just downstream of rotor tip are reasonable in compari-
son with previous results. The flow pattern displays the interaction and merging of the
tip-leakage and trailing edge vortices. In the interaction region, multiple peaks and
vorticity are smaller, whereas in the merging region, there is better agreement with the
experiment. The tip-leakage vortex core position, size, circulation, and cavitation pat-
terns for �i=5 also show good agreement with the experiment, although the vortex core
size is larger and the circulation in the interaction region is smaller. The simulations
indicate globally minimum Cp=−�i=−8.8 on the suction side of the rotor tip at 84%
chord from the leading edge and locally minimum Cp=−6.4 in the tip-leakage vortex at
8% chord downstream of the trailing edge, whereas EFD indicates �i=11 and the loca-
tion in the tip-leakage vortex core 50% chord downstream of the trailing edge. Subvisual
cavitation and acoustics analysis show that bubble dynamics may partly explain these
discrepancies. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2201697�

1 Introduction
The performance of a ducted marine propulsor is influenced by

a number of parameters, including tip geometry and gap, blade
loading, and boundary layer inflow. Cavitation inception occurs in
the tip-leakage vortex core downstream of the rotor trailing edge.
Since small bubbles, or nuclei, respond to the local pressure field
as they convect through the propulsor, prediction of cavitation
inception requires high fidelity resolution of the pressure and as-
sociated flow features such as tip-leakage and trailing edge vorti-
ces, blade and duct boundary layers, and turbulence. Analysis of
bubble dynamics is also important for prediction of cavitation
inception since small micro bubbles grow and collapse as they
translate and interact. Recent experiments by Judge et al. �1� re-
lated to tip-leakage vortex cavitation for the ducted rotor P5206
have quantified some of the flow physics responsible for cavita-
tion inception.

The design of marine propulsor is largely based on potential
flow theory in combination with experimental testing. While po-
tential flow theory offers a quick way to obtain insight into the
global performance characteristics of a propeller such as thrust
and torque, it has substantial shortcomings resulting from the as-
sumption of inviscid flow. Important effects like boundary layer
separation due to pressure gradients at off design conditions can-
not be included in this method. Empirical assumptions about the
drag have to be introduced in order to include some of the effects

of viscosity. However, the influence of other viscous effect and
turbulence on the performance cannot be modeled in the inviscid
methods.

As a result, RANS simulation of marine propulsors is receiving
increased attention. RANS computations for marine propellers
with practical geometry have been reported �2,3�. The detailed
flow at the tip vortex and prediction of trends for various tip
geometries is shown �4–6� and the capability of RANS to predict
four-quadrant performance �i.e., ahead, backing, crash-ahead, and
crash-back� has been studied including detailed analysis of the
resulting flow field �7�. All these RANS simulations are performed
on open water propellers and used structured grid systems. Each
group showed reasonably good agreement with the experimental
measurements. The reason for discrepancies between experiment
and computation are typically cited to be low grid resolution and
overpredicting the eddy viscosity in the vortex core. Recently,
Brewer �8� shows a RANS solution of the ducted rotor P5206. He
used an unstructured, unsteady RANS code named U

2
NCLE with

the one-equation turbulence model and approximately 3.5 million
nodes for whole three blades �360 deg� computational domain.

Some researchers started predicting the traveling bubble cavi-
tation for relatively simple flows and tip vortex flow �9–12�. They
use the Rayleigh-Plesset �R-P� equation describing the evolution
of a spherical bubble in a given pressure field assuming that the
bubble follows a streamline or a motion equation for the trajec-
tory. More complex bubble flow interactions are also examined
for relatively simple flows. Hsiao and Chahine �13,14� simulate
bubble/vortex interactions using combined Navier-Stokes simula-
tions of the flow with a Chimera moving grid scheme to capture
nonspherical bubble dynamics.

The objective of the current study is high fidelity RANS simu-
lations for the ducted rotor P5206, including verification studies
based on assessment iterative and grid convergence, validation
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studies using available benchmark experimental fluid dynamics
data and uncertainties, and subvisual cavitation �SVC� and acous-
tics studies using the modified Rayleigh-Plesset equation along
the bubble trajectories along with far-field form of the acoustic
pressure for a collapsing spherical bubble.

2 Computational Method for RANS
The three-dimensional incompressible RANS code, CFDSHIP-

IOWA �15� is used in the current study. This code has been verified
and validated for a range of applications for ship hydrodynamics
�16,17�. The main change compared with the previous version is
the ability to handle the general overset grid and the Cartesian
relative rotating frame formulation for marine propulsor applica-
tion.

The unsteady three-dimensional RANS and continuity equa-
tions for the incompressible fluid are written in nondimensional
form

�Ui

�xi
= 0 �1�

�Ui

�t
+ Uj

�Ui

�xj
= −

�p̂

�xi
+

1

Re

�2Ui

�xj�xj
−

�

�xj
uiuj �2�

where Ui= �U ,V ,W� are the Reynolds-averaged velocity compo-
nents, xi= �x ,y ,z� are the Cartesian coordinate systems, p̂= �p
− p0� /�U0

2 is the piezometric pressure, uiuj are the Reynolds
stresses, and Re=U0D /� is the Reynolds number. All equations
are nondimensionalized by the reference velocity U0, characteris-
tic length D �usually the propeller diameter�, reference pressure
p0, and density �.

For the marine propulsor flow, the current study adopts a rela-
tive frame formulation. Currently, relative-frame motion in Carte-
sian coordinates is restricted to steady rotation about the x-axis,
which is the axis of propeller rotation. For these simple cases, the
acceleration term on the left hand side of the momentum equation
is replaced with the following expression

DU

Dt
=

DU�

Dt
+ � 0

− �x
2y� − 2�xW�

− �x
2z� − 2�xV�

� �3�

where �x� ,y� ,z�� and �U� ,V� ,W�� are the coordinates and veloc-
ity components in the relative frame. In addition to modifying the
acceleration terms, the initial and boundary conditions must be
transformed into the relative frame. This results in a large solid-
body rotation of the free-stream velocity. Although this is the
usual approach to formulating relative-frame codes, an alternative
approach is used here which has the benefits of removing the
solid-body rotation, moving most of the noninertial terms from the
source term to the convective terms, and simplifying calculation
of vorticity and wall-shear stress, such that the same algorithms
may be used for either reference frame. The continuity and mo-
mentum equations in the relative rotating frame are as follows

�U

�x�
+

�V

�y�
+

�W

�z�
= 0 �4�

�U

�t
+ U

�U

�x�
+ �V − �xz��

�U

�y�
+ �W − �xy��

�U

�z�

=
�p̂

�x�
+

1

Re

�2U

�xj�xj
−

�

�xj�
uuj �5�

�V

�t
+ U

�V

�x�
+ �V − �xz��

�V

�y�
+ �W − �xy��

�V

�z�

= −
�p̂

dy�
+

1

Re

�2V

�xj��xj�
−

�

�xj�
�uj − �xW �6�

�W

�t
+ U

�W

�x�
+ �V − �xz��

�W

�y�
+ �W − �xy��

�W

�z�

= −
�p̂

�z�
+

1

Re

�2W

�xj��xj�
−

�

�xj�
wuj + �xV �7�

The governing equations are discretized based on finite differ-
ences with a blended k−w /k−� �BKW� turbulence model �18� for
turbulence closure. The idea behind the BKW model is to retain
the robust and accurate formulation of the k−� model �19� in the
near wall region, and to take the advantage of the freestream
turbulence independency of k−� models �20� in the outer part of
the boundary layer. The physical domain is discretized in gener-
alized curvilinear coordinate and transformed into an orthogonal
computational domain. Overset grids are implemented using
PEGASUS 5.1 �21�. All the equations use second-order differenc-
ing: upwind for the convection terms and central differences for
the diffusion terms. The temporal terms are discretized with first-
order backward differences. Continuity is enforced by solving a
pressure Poisson equation resulting from a PISO algorithm �22�.
ADI linear solvers are used in all algebraic equations. The details
of the computational methods are shown in Paterson et al. �15�.

3 Subvisual Cavitation and Acoustic Modeling
In the current study, a modified R-P equation is coupled with a

bubble motion equation to understand the dynamics of traveling
SVC and acoustic noise induced from collapsing small bubbles.
The governing equation can be normalized by the characteristic
length �D� and the free-stream velocity �U0�. The governing equa-
tion of the bubble dynamics is slightly modified from the original
R-P equation �23� by adding surface tension and viscous damping
as follows

R
d2R

dt2 +
3

2
�dR

dt
�2

= −
�

2
− P −

4

Re R
�dR

dt
� −

2

WeR
+ pG0�R0

R
�3k

�8�

where R is the bubble radius, R0 is the initial bubble size, pG0 is
the initial pressure of the gas in a bubble, and k is the gas poly-
tropic constant. The dimensionless pressure P �same as RANS
solution�, the Weber number We, the Reynolds number Re, and
the cavitation number � are defined as follows

P =
p − p0

�U0
2 , � =

p0 − p�

1/2�U0
2 , We =

�U0
2D

S
, Re =

U0D

�
�9�

The initial bubble size R0 can be given as the assumed nuclei size.
When the initial bubble size is fixed, the initial steady state con-
dition �dR /dt=0 and P=0� gives the initial pressure of the gas in
a bubble

pG0 =
�

2
+

2

WeR0
�10�

The bubble motion equation described by Johnson and Hsieh
�24� is used to describe the bubble trajectory

dub

dt
= − 3 � P +

3

4

CD

R
�u − ub�	u − ub	 +

3

R
�u − ub�Ṙ �11�

where ub is the bubble velocity vector, u is the fluid velocity
vector, and the drag coefficient CD is given by an empirical equa-
tion �25�

CD =
24

Reb
�1 + 0.197 Reb

0.63 + 2.6 � 10−4 Reb
1.38� �12�

where the bubble Reynolds number is defined as

Reb =
2R	u − ub	

�
�13�
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The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. �11� is due to the
pressure gradient in the fluid surrounding the bubble. The second
term is the drag force. The last term is the force due to the bubble
volume variation. In this equation, the Basset term, buoyancy ef-
fects, and the Magnus effect due to the bubble spin are neglected.
The Basset term is a history term, which takes into account the
effect of the deviation in flow pattern. Maxey and Riley �26� have
presented order of magnitude estimates for various forces acting
in the bubble. They conclude that once the motion is established,
the Basset history term is only of the second order when com-
pared to the other forces. In this study, since the bubble is released
with the same initial velocity as its surrounding liquid, the Basset
term can be neglected.

The radiated acoustic pressure pa, from the single spherical
bubble is given as its far field form �27�. The equation also can be
written in normalized form with the same nondimensional param-
eters used in the other governing equations

pa =
�

4�R

d2V

dt2 �14�

where R is the distance from the bubble center to the point of
measurement.

A fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme is applied to integrate the
nondimensionalized R-P Eq. �8� and the bubble motion Eq. �11� in
time. The flow field from the solution for the RANS equations
provides the ambient pressure and velocities local to the bubble.
The numerical solution of the RANS equations, however, can only
offer the result at grid points. To obtain the values of pressure and
velocities at any specified point in the computation domain, it is
necessary to interpolate the values from the solution at the grid
points. A three-dimensional linear interpolation scheme is applied
in the present study.

In a practical computation, it is not easy to determine the initial
bubble position that leads the bubble along its trajectory to the
minimum pressure location. Initial positions are tested by releas-
ing bubbles at many prescribed points on the y−z plane in front of
the propulsor �x /D=−0.2�. These prescribed points are estab-
lished based on trial and error. Inverse tracking of the streamlines
from the minimum pressure location can offer an appropriate ma-
trix of points. More than 100 points tried to find the release points
to lead the bubble to the minimum pressure location.

A numerical stability problem occurs with relatively large time
steps. This numerical instability mostly comes from the process of
the bubble collapsing and rebounding. In order to capture the
bubble rebounding correctly and get numerical stability, the time
step �t is chosen in the range of 10−2–10−4 	s, which is depen-
dent on the initial bubble size and cavitation number. Another
assumption is added to retain numerical stability along the total

bubble trajectory. Even though a bubble collapses, the nuclei re-
main in same size in the physical sense. The bubble radius is reset
to the initial bubble size when the bubble collapses numerically
�R
0�.

4 Ducted Marine Propulsor P5206 and EFD Valida-
tion Data

The model propeller P5206 is a three bladed rotor in a cylin-
drical duct. All experimental measurements were made in the
36-in. water tunnel at the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Card-
erock Division �NSWCCD�. The tunnel is a recirculating design
with interchangeable test sections. The 36-in. diameter, open jet
test section was used for these tests. Figure 1 shows a schematic
of the experimental setup of the ducted rotor at the 36-in. water
tunnel. This configuration produces an inner duct diameter of
0.8636 m �34 in.�, which is the largest propeller operated in the
36-in. water tunnel.

The measured flow conditions are given in Table 1. The oper-
ating advance coefficient J was selected to produce a typical tip-
leakage vortex. Laser Doppler velocimetry �LDV� was taken up-
stream and downstream of the rotor and circumferentially
averaged flow data was provided at upstream x /D=−0.179, and
downstream x /D=−0.37 of the rotor, shown in Fig. 1, where x
=0 corresponds to the center of the 12-in. long propeller hub.
LDV measurements were made intensively along the tip-leakage
vortex at 103 different x−r planes, which cover up to S=1.6. The
planes for comparison are selected at S=1.02, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4,
and 1.5, defined as

S =
R�

C
+ 1 �15�

where R is the radius of rotor and C is the chord length of the
blade tip. S=1 indicates the trailing edge of the blade tip. Figure 2
shows the schematic view of these planes.

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the experiments

Table 1 Measured flow conditions

N J
U0

�m/s� KT KQ Re

500 0.983 6.965 0.31 0.056 6�106

Fig. 2 Comparison planes in the S coordinate system
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5 Computational Grids and Boundary Conditions
The difficulty to construct the structured grid system of a

ducted marine propulsor is due to high pitch angle of the blade
and tip gap between the blade tip and the duct. The conventional
H-type grid, which passes through the passage of pressure side
and suction side of the propeller and is mostly used in RANS
simulation of open water propellers, has a limitation to make a
high-resolution grid in the region of the tip gap and expected
leakage vortex area. In order to avoid the above problems, the
overset grid method is adopted to achieve high resolution for the
tip-gap and the leakage-vortex area. GRIDGEN software is used
to generate the grid system. The whole grid system is composed
of three structured grid blocks: the tunnel passage and blade and
refined grids on the leakage vortex area. The H-type tunnel pas-
sage grid in Fig. 3�a� is generated through a passage including
single blade geometry. The grid points on the side plane of the
passage are kept periodic to apply the periodic boundary condi-
tions, which means that when the periodic plane rotates to another
periodic plane all the grid points should exactly match each other.
The O-type blade grid in Fig. 3�b� is generated from the blade
surface by the hyperbolic grid expansion option in GRIDGEN.
The H-type refined grid in Fig. 3�c� covers the experimental mea-
surement plane from S=0.8 to 1.6, where S is defined in Eq. �15�.
The numbers of grid points for coarse, medium, and fine grids are
261,936, 933,495, and 2,053,982 points, respectively.

The following boundary conditions are used as shown in Fig. 4:
the inlet plane SI; the exit plane SE; the polar periodic plane SPP;
the axis pole boundary SP; the no-slip plane SNS; the rotating
no-slip plane SRNS; and the multiblock interface plane SMB.

On the inlet plane SI, the actual tunnel flow is not fully devel-
oped so that the boundary layer of the tunnel wall is increasing
after the contraction part of the water tunnel. In order to match the
measured thickness of the boundary layer at x /D=−0.179, the
position of the inlet plane is adjusted at x /D=−1.49, which is
achieved through several simulations of the tunnel block grids.
The center point of this plane is used for the reference pressure by
setting its value to zero. On the exit plane SE at x /D=1.5, the first
derivatives of all physical variables are set to zero. The internal
flow usually needs special treatment of the boundary conditions to
ensure mass conservation. The flux difference between the inlet
and exit plane is corrected at the exit plane. This treatment im-
proves the convergence of the global solution. On the polar peri-
odic plane SPP, since the Cartesian coordinate system is used, V
and W velocity components are converted to the cylindrical coor-
dinate velocity component, Vr and V�, in order to apply the polar
periodic boundary condition. On the axis pole boundary SP, this
boundary covers the singular line along the x-axis after the fair-

water up to the exit plane. On the no-slip plane SNS, NSWCCD
36-in. water tunnel is open jet type, but it is simplified as closed
circular tunnel. So, the duct is extended downstream with constant
radius. The no-slip boundary covers the extended tunnel wall,
fairwater, and propeller shaft except for the rotating hub. On the
rotating no-slip plane SRNS �−0.179
x /D
0.179�, the rotating
no-slip boundary condition is applied to the blade surface and the
rotating part of propeller hub. On the multiblock interface plane
SMB, linear interpolation is used for the values of the physical
variables. The boundaries related with the grid overlapping are
interpolated or blanked out after the successful run of PEGASUS.

6 Verification and Validation Analysis
Verification and validation �V&V� procedures for estimation of

simulation errors and uncertainties are described in detail in Stern
et al. �28�. The present study exactly followed this procedure for
V&V analysis.

6.1 Verification and Validation of Integral Variables. The
thrust and torque are used for the integral variables in the V&V
procedure. Table 2 shows the grid convergence for the thrust co-
efficient �KT� and the torque coefficients �KQ�. It also shows the
change in solution. With the two solution changes ��� known, it is

Fig. 3 The grid system: „a… the tunnel passage grid, „b… the
blade grid, and „c… the refined grid in the leakage vortex area

Fig. 4 Schematic view of the boundary conditions for the
ducted marine propulsor P5206: „a… tunnel passage blocks,
„b… blade blocks, and „c… refined blocks

Table 2 The grid convergence of integral variables

Coarse
�S3�

Medium
�S2�

Fine
�S1�

Data
�D�

KT
0.2830 0.2870 0.2895 0.31
8.7% 7.4% 6.6%

� −0.0040 −0.0025

KQ
0.05385 0.05460 0.05498 0.056
3.8% 2.5% 1.8%

� −0.00075 −0.00038
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possible to calculate the grid convergence ratio and give informa-
tion about the convergence condition. The current study displayed
monotonic convergence.

The simulation numerical uncertainty USN, validation uncer-
tainty UV=
UD

2 +USN
2 , comparison error E=D−S, and estimated

UD are shown in Table 3. For KT, 	E	�UV such that KT is not
validated at the 	E	=6.6%D interval. For KQ, 	E	
UV, such that
KQ is validated at the 	UV	=2.3%D interval.

6.2 Verification and Validation of a Point Variable. The
radial velocity Vr along the horizontal-cut line from 0.07
x /D


0.12 at r /D=0.494 in the plane S=1.02 shown in Fig. 5 is
selected as a point variable. This horizontal-cut line passes
through the center of the tip-leakage vortex core in the axial di-
rection. The plane S=1.02 corresponds to the plane just after the
trailing edge of the blade shown in Fig. 2. The grid convergence
for the radial velocity along the horizontal-cut is shown in Fig. 6,
including comparison with experimental data. The simulation re-
sults do not capture the gradient or magnitude of the tip-leakage
vortex. A second peak is also observed in the data, which, as will
be discussed later, corresponds to the trailing edge vortex.

The profile-averaged validation results for the radial velocity
profile are given in Table 4. Values are normalized with the maxi-
mum value for the radial velocity profile in the data �Vr max
=1.5�. The data uncertainty for LDV measurement of the mean
velocity is 2–5% of the maximum velocity �29� and so it is as-
sumed UD=3.7%Vr max. In Table 4, 	E	
UV such that the solu-
tion is validated globally at the 	UV	=4.5%Vr max interval.

Distributions of �E , ±UV� along the horizontal-cut line are also
computed and showed in Fig. 7. The lack of validation is mainly
due to under prediction of the radial velocity gradient and magni-
tude near the vortex core in the simulation.

7 Analysis of Propulsor Flow and Tip-Leakage Vortex
The propulsor flow is very sensitive to the inflow coming into

the propulsor blade rows. Especially, the boundary layer thickness
affects significantly the performance of the propulsor such as
thrust and torque. Additional effort is needed to calibrate the in-
flow such that the numerical simulation represents the experimen-
tal flow conditions. Calibration is performed by systematically
adjusting the inlet position in order to get the same boundary layer
thickness at the measured inflow condition, x /D=−0.179 shown
in Fig. 1. As mentioned in Sec. 5, the axial inflow position x /D

Table 3 Validation of integral variables

E
�%D�

UV

�%D�
UD

�%D�
USN

�%D�

KT
6.6 3.3 2.2 2.4

KQ
1.8 2.3 2.2 0.74

Fig. 5 Cross plane velocity vectors and tangential velocity
contours at S=1.02: „a… computation and „b… experiment

Fig. 6 The grid convergence of radial velocity profile along the
horizontal-cut line

Table 4 The profile-averaged validation of a point variable
„Vr max=1.5…

E
%Vrmax

UV

%Vrmax

UD

�Vrmax

USN

%Vrmax

3.9 4.5 3.7 2.6
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=−1.49 gives the same boundary layer thickness with the experi-
mental data. Figure 8 shows the matched axial velocity profile
with the experimental measurements.

Comparisons of circumferentially averaged velocities for the
outflow are made with the experimental measurements. Figure 9
shows the circumferentially averaged axial velocity profile includ-
ing the experimental data measured at x /D=0.37. This position
corresponds to the axial location just after the duct trailing edge.
The computed profiles are in overall good agreement with the
experimental data. The simulated axial velocity shows a little big-
ger acceleration near the hub region. The discrepancy near the
duct region is due to the existence of the duct wall in the simula-
tion modeling. On the contrary, the experimental flow is an open
jet after the duct trailing edge.

Figure 10 shows the pressure distribution on the surface of the
blade and hub. The denoted P in this figure is nondimensionalized
by �U0

2 such that it can be converted to CP by multiplying by 2.
The minimum pressure on the blade surface is obtained on the

suction side of blade tip at 84% of the tip chord length �S
=0.84� with a value P=−4.4. Typically cavitation inception num-
ber �i=−CP min is used as a rough estimate of the cavitation in-
ception. The current results give the cavitation inception number
�i=8.8. However, the cavitation inception bubble is experimen-
tally observed to occur downstream of half the tip chord length
�S=1.5� along the tip-leakage vortex with the value of cavitation
inception number �i=11. Figure 11 shows the pressure distribu-
tion of the duct surface. The effects of the pressure variation of the
blade tip and the tip-leakage vortex are significant on the duct
surface. Low pressure along the tip-leakage vortex is clearly
shown. In order to capture the flow structure of the tip-leakage
vortex, ribbon tracing is performed along the tip-leakage vortex
and the trailing edge vortex. Figure 12 shows how the corotating
tip-leakage and trailing edge vortices interact �S=1.02� and merge
S�1.02 with low pressure, especially along the tip-leakage vortex
core.

Cross flow velocity vectors �U ,Vr� in the x−r plane and con-
tours of the tangential velocity in the rotor rotation direction VT

Fig. 7 The comparison error and validation uncertainty

Fig. 8 Comparison of the axial velocity profile at x /D=−0.179

Fig. 9 Comparison of the axial velocity profile at x /D=0.37

Fig. 10 Pressure on the surface of blade and hub
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are compared. The streamlines are traced to capture the shape of
the vortex and the vortex core center. At the plane S=1.02, which
corresponds to just downstream of the rotor tip, both results show
the blade wake and the interaction between the tip-leakage and the
trailing edge vortices �Fig. 5�. The computational result does not
show clearly the vortical vector near the tip trailing edge �the
trailing edge vortex will be shown clearly by vorticity contours in
the following�. The overall shape of the vortex is distorted by the
effect of the interaction of the two vortices. Streamlines in the
computation are more diffusive than the experiment. Both results
show faster vortex core velocity in the contours of VT than the
surroundings. The position of the vortex core is well matched with
the experiment.

The axial vorticity is computed with both computational and
experimental results in Fig. 13. At the plane S=1.02, the existence
of the trailing edge vortex is clearly shown in the computational
result, which was not shown with the cross plane vectors in Fig. 5.
The experiment shows two peak values at the center of each vor-
tex core and another peak value between the tip-leakage vortex
and the trailing edge vortex. The RANS computation only shows
a peak value of vorticity at the center of the trailing edge vortex.
The peak value between the tip-leakage vortex and the tailing
edge vortex in the experiment seems to be related to the vortex
interaction. RANS solution does not catch the vortex interaction
accurately in this plane.

After the plane of the vortex interaction �S�1.02�, the two

Fig. 11 Pressure on the duct surface

Fig. 12 The flow structure of tip-leakage and trailing-edge vortices
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vortices merge along the tip-leakage vortex near S=1.1. The vor-
tex strength temporally increases just after merging after which it
decreases. The detailed comparisons at other S planes are not
shown in the current paper, but it can be found in Ref. �30� in-
cluding comparisons of the vortical velocity profiles at the vertical
and horizontal cut lines shown in Fig. 5.

The position of the vortex core is compared with experimental
data and other computational results �8� in Fig. 14. The symbols
for the experiment and the current computation indicate each S
plane �1.02–1.5� in sequential order. The symbols for Brewer’s
computation represent the S values of 1.03, 1.07, 1.17, and 1.23,
respectively. The computed results show the good agreement ex-
cept for S�1.3. From S�1.3, the position of the vortex core in
the current computation is shifted to the axial flow direction com-
pared to the experiment. Brewer’s �8� result is overall shifted to-
ward upstream compared to the experiment.

In order to compare the global characteristic of the tip-leakage
vortex, the vortex core size and the circulation is computed. The
vortex shape is not symmetric and so the core size is obtained in
an averaged sense as follows

ac�S� =
� j=1

N
aj��t max,� j�

N
�16�

where aj is the distance from the vortex core to the location of
maximum tangential velocity �tmax in the given radial direction
� j =2�j /N. N is taken as 36.

The computed values are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The vortex
core size in the computation is bigger than in the experiment and
the circulation shows good agreement with the experiment except
at the plane S=1.02, where the vortex interaction occurs.

Figure 17 shows the pressure coefficient CP along the vortex
core computed from the current RANS solution and the computa-
tional solution by Brewer �8�. The current study gives much lower
level of the pressure coefficient than Brewer’s result. The mini-
mum pressure coefficient is obtained at S=1.08 with value CP
=−6.4. This value is higher than the coefficient of blade minimum
pressure �CP=−8.8� and even much higher than experimental
cavitation inception number ��i=11�. Therefore, based on the cur-

Fig. 13 Vorticity contours at S=1.02: „a… computation and „b…
experiment

Fig. 14 The position of tip-leakage vortex core

Fig. 15 Vortex core size
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rent RANS solution, low pressure in the vortex core region does
not affect the cavitation inception based on �i=−Cp min=6.4.

Even though the experimental data for the pressure along the
tip-leakage vortex is not provided, a rough comparison is possible
from the photo of the tip-leakage vortex cavitation taken in the
experiment. Figure 18�a� shows the photo taken at 18 psi tunnel
pressure. The tunnel pressure given the cavitation number through
a simple calculation using the definition of cavitation number. The
computed cavitation number is �=5.0 from the definition of cavi-
tation number in Eq. �9�. Under the assumption that a region with
CP
−� is cavitating, Figure 17 shows the isosurface of CP
=−5.0. Comparison shows very similar cavitating region. The re-
sults of the comparison being so positive lead to the conclusion
that the pressure distribution in Fig. 17 is a good prediction of the
distribution within the cavitation zone.

8 SVC and Acoustics
In the experiment �1�, the cavitation inception occurs at �i

=11 and the location of cavitation inception bubble is observed at

S=1.5, whereas in the RANS results �i=8.8 at S=0.84. The
RANS results also show a local minimum CP=−6.4 in the tip-
leakage vortex core at S=1.08. Two possible explanations are sug-
gested to explain these discrepancies.

For the first explanation, we can presume that the resolution of
RANS solution is still not good enough to predict the real mini-
mum pressure. If this is an actual problem, it is obvious that finer
grids, better turbulence models, and modeling improvements like
LES/DNS for improved vortex interaction simulations are re-
quired. For another explanation, the bubble dynamics model is
applied to cavitation inception problem of the ducted rotor P5206.

Three different cavitation numbers, �=8.7, 8.6, and 8.5 near
cavitation inception based on the RANS solution, are selected for
the numerical simulation of SVC with three different initial
bubble sizes, R0=10, 50, and 100 	m. These values are chosen
from the nuclei distribution in the actual medium size water tunnel
�31� shown in Fig. 19. The smaller nuclei �
20 	m� have high

Fig. 16 Circulation

Fig. 17 Pressure along the tip-leakage vortex

Fig. 18 Numerical cavitation inception

Fig. 19 Cavitation comparison with experiment: „a… experi-
ment and „b… computation
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values of number density, but 100 	m size nuclei also have about
50,000 nuclei/m3. A bubble diameter of 1 mm is assumed as a
visible size. Since the hydroacoutic pressure is normalized by the
same parameters ��U0

2� as the hydrodynamic pressure, a value of
0.1 is assumed as detectable noise level. �very dependent on sen-
sor used for the measurement�. Neppiras �32� and Young �33�
categorized two types of SVC: stable and transient. For stable
cavitation, a bubble oscillates, often nonlinearly, around some
equilibrium size. On the other hand, transient cavitation generally
exists in finite cycles. During this cycle, the bubble expands to at
least double and then collapses violently.

All computed results are summarized in Table 5–8 which in-
clude by the maximum bubble size, the position of the maximum
bubble, the type of subvisual cavitation, and the hydroacoustic
noise level, respectively. Based on the results of the bubble dy-
namics simulation, the cavitation inception is first captured at the
cavitation number �=8.7 with initial bubble size R0=100 	m and
the inception bubble is found near the blade tip. However, simu-
lated visual time, i.e., R�0.5 mm, is very short �less than
0.05 ms� because only the first bubble crest is regarded as visible
such that this event is likely captured in visual observation. Other
cases with initial bubble size R0=10 	m and R0=50 	m do not
show the visible size of bubble response in this cavitation number
�=8.7. The next possible inception case is the cavitation number
�=8.6 with the initial bubble size R0=100 	m �Fig. 20�. The
visible size bubble is oscillating with high frequency �f
=12.5 kHz, time period between events is 0.08 ms� downstream
of the tip-leakage vortex until it reaches 65% of tip chord length
�S=1.65�. This case can explain the experimental observation of
the cavitation inception bubble. However, the inception bubble is
not exactly located at S=1.5. The inception bubble can be cap-
tured in the range of 0.85
S
1.65. Other initial bubble sizes
�R0=10 	m and R0=50 	m� also do not show visible events for
this cavitation number �=8.6.

The microbubbles in the real water tunnel exist in the fluctuat-
ing pressure field. Since the RANS solution only gives the mean
value of the unsteady pressure fluctuation, the effect of this kind
of fluctuation should be considered in the bubble dynamics model.
In the current study, the following model is added to see the dif-
ference of bubble response with and without turbulence fluctua-

tions as discussed earlier. The following fluctuation model is su-
perimposed on the pressure field of the RANS solution

p��x,t� = pamp� sin �t �17�
where the amplitude of the pressure fluctuation is obtained from
the turbulent kinetic energy in the RANS solution as follows �34�

pamp� = 0.47k �18�
In order to investigate the turbulent fluctuation effect on cavitation
inception, i.e., the possibility of an earlier cavitation inception due
to the turbulent fluctuations, the case at the cavitation number �
=8.7 with initial bubble size R0=100 	m, which is barely re-
garded as cavitation inception, is selected. The simulation with the

Table 5 Maximum bubble size

R0=10 	m
�mm�

R0=50 	m
�mm�

R0=100 	m
�mm�

�=8.7 0.05 0.33 0.51
�visible�

�=86 0.23 0.44 0.72
�visible�

�=8.5 0.40 0.58
�visible�

0.96
�visible�

Table 6 The position of maximum bubble in S coordinate

R0=10 	m R0=50 	m R0=100 	m

�=8.7 S
0.9 S
0.9 S
0.9
�=8.6 S
0.9 S
0.9 S=1.65
�=8.5 S
0.9 S
0.9 S=1.01

Table 7 Type of subvisual cavitation

R0=10 	m R0=50 	m R0=100 	m

�=8.7 Stable Stable Stable
�=8.6 Transient Transient Stable
�=8.5 Transient Transient Both

Table 8 Hydroacoustic noise level

R0=10 	m R0=50 	m R0=100 	m

�=8.7 Nondetectable Detectable Detectable
�=8.6 Nondetectable Detectable Detectable
�=8.5 Non detectable Detectable Detectable

Fig. 20 Number of nuclei in a unit volume for the medium size
water tunnel
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fluctuation model at the frequency 10, 30, and 50 kHz are per-
formed. These frequencies are selected from the equation of
bubble natural frequency based on the range of bubble size in the
result of simulation without fluctuation model. Unfortunately,
even though the bubble response is not identical with the case of
nonfluctuation model, the overall shape of the response was al-
most same. Detail results are shown in Ref. �30�. The pressure
fluctuation outside of the resident time �time in −CP��� does not
have much affect on the cavity dynamics.

We can conclude that cavitation inception is caused from the
largest nuclei, which also have enough number of nuclei for cavi-
tation events to occur. �For the current simulation, R0=100 	m is
regarded as the largest nuclei size.� The resident time in −CP
�� decides the dynamics of bubble response. As the resident time
becomes longer, maximum bubble size increases and then bubble
reaches maximum bubble size and collapses �typical transient
cavitation�. Short resident time makes subvisual cavitation stable.
Figure 21 shows a summary of the numerical investigation of
cavitation inception. As we concluded, the response of the largest
nuclei is the most possible reason for the downstream observation
of the cavitation inception bubble. However, the smaller nuclei
�R0�10 	m� have 20 times the number density as compared to
the large nuclei �R0=100 	m�. Since the response of the smaller
bubble continues downstream with 2–5 times of the initial bubble
size, the coalescence of these bubbles can be a possible reason for
the downstream observation of the cavitation inception bubble.

9 Summary and Conclusions
High-fidelity RANS CFD simulations are presented for the

ducted marine propulsor P5206, including verification studies
based on assessment of iterative and grid convergence, validation
studies using available benchmark EFD data, and SVC and acous-
tics analysis using the modified Rayleigh-Plesset equation along

the bubble trajectories along with far-field form of acoustic pres-
sure for a collapsing spherical bubble. The general-purpose, par-
allel, unsteady RANS code CFDSHIP-IOWA is used with the BKW
turbulence model and extensions for a relative rotating coordinate
system and the Chimera overset grid method. Intervals of verifi-
cation for thrust, torque, and profile averaged radial velocity are
2.4, 0.74, and 2.6%D, respectively, which are reasonable in com-
parison with previous results for open water propellers and a sur-
face combatant. Thrust is not validated since comparison error E
=7%D and validation uncertainty UV=3%D, but torque is vali-
dated at 2%D interval. Just downstream of the rotor tip, the av-
erage radial velocity is validated at 5%Vrmax interval, but magni-
tude and gradients in the vortex cores are underpredicted. The
flow pattern displays interaction �just downstream of the rotor tip�
and merging �after 10% chord length downstream of the rotor tip�
of the tip-leakage and the trailing edge vortices. In the interaction
region, multiple peaks and magnitude of vorticity are underpre-
dicted. The tip-leakage vortex core position, size, and circulation
show good agreement with the experimental data, although size of
the vortex is overpredicted and circulation in the interaction re-
gion is underpredicted. For cavitation number �=5 and assuming
Cp
−5 as the cavitation condition for the simulations, experi-
mental and RANS simulated cavitation patterns show good agree-
ment. The simulations indicate globally minimum Cp=−�i=−8.8
on the suction side of the blade tip at 84% chord from the leading
edge and locally minimum Cp=−6.4 in the tip-leakage vortex at
8% chord downstream of the trailing edge, which implies cavita-
tion inception number �i=8.8 and the location on the blade near
the tip trailing edge. The experiment indicated �i=11 and location
in tip-leakage vortex core 50% chord downstream of the trailing
edge. SVC and acoustics studies indicate that bubble dynamics
may partly explain discrepancy, especially if coalescence consid-
ered; however, no question that finer grid, anisotropic turbulence
models, and modeling improvements for improved vortex interac-
tion simulations are required.
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Phase Distribution in the Cap
Bubble Regime in a Duct
The lateral phase distribution in the cap-bubbly regime was analyzed with a three-
dimensional three-field two-fluid computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model based on
the turbulence model for bubbly flows developed by Lopez de Bertodano et al. [1994,
“Phase Distribution in Bubbly Two-Phase Flow in Vertical Ducts,” Int. J. Multiphase
Flow, 20(5), pp. 805–818]. The turbulent diffusion of the bubbles is the dominant phase
distribution mechanism. A new analytic result is presented to support the development of
the model for the bubble induced turbulent diffusion force. New experimental data ob-
tained by Sun et al. [2005, “Interfacial Structure in an Air-Water Planar Bubble Jet,”
Exp. Fluids, 38(4), pp. 426–439] with the state-of-the-art four-sensor miniature conduc-
tivity probe in a vertical duct is used to validate the three-field two-fluid model CFD
simulations. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2201626�

Introduction

The formulation of the turbulent constitutive relations is a nec-
essary condition for the development of a computational fluid dy-
namics �CFD� two-fluid model. The constitutive relations may be
divided into two categories. The first is the formulation of the
models for the two-phase Reynolds stresses. An early attempt at
this for bubbly flows was the work of Sato et al. �1� that proposed
the superposition of bubble induced and shear induced turbulence
based on an eddy viscocity model. This was followed by the for-
mulation of a two phase turbulent kinetic energy transport equa-
tion that was consistent with the two-fluid model averaging tech-
nique, obtained by Kataoka and Serizawa �2�. Lopez de Bertodano
et al. �3� used this equation to extend the idea of superposition to
the k-� model.

The second category, and the object of this work, is modeling
the transport of the dispersed phase. Previous work �e.g., Lopez de
Bertodano et al. �4�� was focused on the interfacial forces of drag,
lift and virtual mass. However, there is another effect which is
important over a wide class of industrial applications: the disper-
sion of the bubbles by the turbulent eddies of the continuous
phase. In the past this was modeled either using a “convection-
diffusion” continuity equation for the dispersed phase �e.g., Batch-
elor and Townsend �5�� or by a Lagrangian treatment �e.g., Sun
and Faeth �6�� which tracks each bubble and where each bubble is
subjected to a random interfacial force representing the effect of
the eddies. However, neither of these methods is consistent with
the two-fluid model because, in the first case, the two-fluid model
continuity equation does not contain a diffusion term and, in the
second case, the two-fluid model is Eulerian. This problem was
solved for particle flows by Reeks �7,8� who used the probability
distribution function of the dispersed phase �i.e., a Boltzmann-
equation� to average the momentum equation. The result of this
analysis is a rigorously derived averaged turbulent diffusion force.
This force was recently applied to a turbulent bubbly jet with
small bubbles �i.e., 1 mm diameter� by Lopez de Bertodano et al.
�9�. However, the application of this force to industrial flows �i.e.,
larger bubbles� requires specific two-phase flow experimental data
to calibrate the model due to the uncertainties of the flow around

large bubbles. In particular, it is necessary to measure the void
distribution and the interfacial area concentration in flows with a
mixture of big and small bubbles.

A recent advance in two-phase flow instrumentation offers this
capability: the state-of-the-art miniaturized four-sensor conductiv-
ity probe developed by Kim et al. �10� is designed to obtain the
interfacial area concentration in complex two-phase flow situa-
tions. In particular, this probe can differentiate between small and
large bubbles and it therefore offers a unique opportunity to per-
form further developments of the multidimensional two-fluid
model.

The two-fluid CFD model presented in this paper is not fully
predictive because the bubble sizes for the two bubble fields must
be assigned values obtained from the experiment. However, the
two-group interfacial area transport model for confined upward
flow developed by Sun et al. �11� offers the capabilty to predict
the bubble sizes in the cap-bubbly regime. Therefore, the long
term objective of the present work is to develop a three-field two-
fluid CFD model that is compatible with the model of Sun �i.e.,
two bubble fields� so that these two models may be coupled in the
future.

Experiment

Measurements. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the
experimental facility including a two-phase mixing section, test
section, upper plenum, water reservoir, water and air delivery sys-
tems, and instrumentation. The facility was operated at the atmo-
spheric pressure. The de-mineralized water was supplied by a cen-
trifugal pump while the air was delivered by an air compressor
with a large storage tank.

The 200 mm�10 mm acrylic test section provided an effective
apparatus for flow visualization. Six local measurement ports for
the conductivity probes were installed in the side at different el-
evations along the test section. The z /Dh values from Port 1 to
Port 6 were 8.0, 34.8, 61.5, 88.2, 115.0, and 141.7, respectively.
At each port, a conductivity probe can be installed and traversed
in both directions in the cross section of the test section to obtain
local data. In the current study, only Ports 2, 3 and 6 were used
and the local measurements at a total of 60 points were made in a
quarter of the cross sectional area of the test section.

The air-water two-phase mixture was generated by a specially
designed two-phase mixing apparatus. Six porous sparger units
were installed, three on each side of the duct-width, to generate
bubbles of near-uniform size through pores with a mean size of
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10 �m. In the current experiments, only the center two sparger
units were used to generate a center-peaked void profile at the
inlet, similar to a planar bubble jet �Sun et al. �12��.

In the experiments, the state-of-the-art miniaturized four-sensor
conductivity probe developed by Kim et al. �10� was used to
acquire the local data. The configuration of the newly designed
four-sensor conductivity probe is shown in Fig. 2. The significant
reduction in the cross-sectional area of the probe and the sharply
tapered tips of its sensors can effectively minimize both the num-
ber of missing bubbles and the deformation of passing bubble
interfaces. Another significant feature of the probe is that it ac-
commodates a built-in double-sensor probe in the four-sensor con-
figuration, rendering it applicable to a wide range of two-phase
flow regimes spanning over bubbly, cap, slug, and churn-turbulent
flows.

The improved design of the four-sensor probe allows one to
identify and separate the acquired signals into those of two groups
of bubbles and to observe how they develop along the flow field

even when flow regime transition occurs �Kim et al. �10��. This
categorization process is important in view of interfacial transport,
because it allows one to study the transport phenomena of differ-
ent types of bubbles independently. In the present experiments,
spherical and distorted bubbles are categorized as small bubbles
while the cap and churn-turbulent bubbles were categorized as cap
bubbles �Fig. 3�.

In identifying bubble types, the maximum distorted bubble
limit, Db,max, was used as the criterion for group boundary. The
bubbles with a chord length smaller than Db,max were categorized
as small bubbles. Here Db,max was given by �Ishii and Zuber �13��

Db,max = 4��/g�� �1�

which is approximately 10 mm for air-water flow at atmospheric
pressure.

The conductivity probe data were obtained with a sampling
frequency of 12 kHz over a period of 120 s, yielding at least 3000
small bubble samples and ensuring measurement accuracy within
±10%. Where the bubble population was small near the boundary
between the bubble jet and continuous liquid, the sampling time
was increased to maximize the number of bubble samples to ob-
tain reasonable statistics.

The data were obtained at jL=0.946 m/s and jG=0.095, 0.19
and 0.38 m/s. In all these cases large cap or churn-turbulent
bubbles, which may be considered as deformed cap bubbles, were
encountered. The void distribution of the cap bubbles has a Gauss-
ian shape with the peak at the center of the test section. Figures
4–6 present the data obtained at the centerline in the gap direction
at different elevations for a flow condition of jL=0.946 m/s and
jG=0.19 m/s, including the void fraction, interfacial area concen-
tration, and bubble velocity for both groups of bubbles. In the
plots, x=0 is the centerline of the test section in the width direc-
tion. The data clearly demonstrate the development of the flow
structures as the flow evolves. Further details of the experiment
have been published by Sun et al. �12�.

Bubble Sizes. The actual histogram of the bubble diameter in
the experiment varies with different flow conditions. For the small
bubble group, the histogram of bubble size is narrowly distrib-
uted, around 2–6 mm for all the gas flows, while for cap bubbles,
it can vary considerably for different gas flows, from 10 mm up
�Sun et al. �12��. The clear separation of the bubble sizes shown in
Fig. 3 is a remarkable characteristic of the present data.

For the current experiment, the cap bubbles were essentially
two dimensional in terms of shape and motion. Theoretically, two
length scales might be required to characterize the cap and churn-

Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental loop

Fig. 2 Schematic of the miniaturized four-sensor conductivity
probe

Fig. 3 „a… Flow structure visualization „z /D=35…, „b… flow
structure visualization „z /D=142…
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turbulent bubbles, such as the chord length and the length in the
transverse direction �width direction�. However, for the current
local conductivity probe, due to the localization of the informa-
tion, it would be difficult to instantaneously retrieve global infor-
mation for the bubbles beyond where the sensors are located. On
the other hand, in the cap bubbly and churn-turbulent regimes,
large bubbles, i.e., cap and churn-turbulent bubbles, had relatively
large size, both in the main flow direction and the transverse di-
rection; while the small bubbles, i.e., the spherical and distorted
bubbles, were usually less than 6 mm in the current air-water
atmospheric pressure condition. Therefore, in the bubble catego-
rization process, a single-length scale criterion was considered to
be acceptable. Consequently, in identifying the bubble types, the
maximum size of distorted bubbles, Dd,max in Eq. �1�, was used as
the criterion of group boundary. This is approximately 10 mm for
air-water flow at atmospheric pressure and 20°C temperature con-
dition. Experiments have shown that bubbles with a size larger
than Dd,max will become cap bubble in shape.

Model

Two-Fluid Model (Three Fields). For adiabatic flows, the en-
semble averaged two-fluid model equations �Ishii and Hibiki �14��
governing the motion of each phase have the following form:

Mass conservation:

�

�t
�k�k + � · �k�k�̄�k = 0 �2�

where �k stands for the local void fraction of phase k, �k is the
density and �̄�k is the averaged velocity.

Fig. 5 „a… Small bubble interfacial area concentration along
the centerline in the width direction „jL=0.946 and jG
=0.19 m/s…, „b… cap bubble interfacial area concentration along
the centerline in the width direction „jL=0.946 and jG
=0.19 m/s…

Fig. 4 „a… Small bubble void fraction along the centerline in
the width direction „jL=0.946 and jG=0.19 m/s…, „b… cap bubble
void fraction along the centerline in the width direction „jL
=0.946 and jG=0.19 m/s…

Fig. 6 „a… Small bubble velocity along the centerline in the
width direction „jL=0.946 and jG=0.19 m/s…, „b… cap bubble ve-
locity along the centerline in the width direction „jL=0.946 and
jG=0.19 m/s…
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Momentum conservation:

�

�t
�k�k�̄�k + � · �k�k�̄�k�̄�k = − �k � pk + � · �k�	=k + 	=k

Re� + �k�kg� + M� ki

�3�

where 	=k
Re represents turbulent Reynolds stresses. M� ki is the inter-

facial momentum transfer �i.e., interfacial forces per unit volume�.
The two-fluid model has been extended to three fields: liquid con-
tinuous �k=1�, cap bubbles �k=2� and small bubbles �k=3�.

The interfacial momentum transfer force comprises force terms
due to drag, turbulent diffusion, virtual mass, lift and a wall force

M� ki = M� ki
D + M� ki

TD + M� ki
VM + M� ki

L + M� ki
W �4�

Other forces like the Basset force are also present but are assumed
to be negligible. The drag force of phase k is given by

Mk
D = −

3

4
�k�1

CDk

Dbk
��̄�Rk��̄�Rk �5�

where the drag coefficient, CDk, is given by Gaudin’s correlation
�15� for bubbles in tap water. Dbk is the Sauter mean diameter and
the relative velocity is given by �̄�Rk= �̄�k− �̄�1. Gaudin’s correlation
is chosen because it covers the full range including small and cap
bubbles.

The model for the turbulent diffusion force considers the drag
of the bubble induced turbulent eddies on the transport of the
bubbles and it is discussed in detail in the following section. Al-
though the virtual mass force is very small for this problem, the
model is included because it stabilizes the numerical scheme. The
lift force is negligible for cap bubbles, which are the main focus
of this study. The lift force was not used for the small bubbles
either for reasons that are discussed in the results section. The
wall force model accounts for the effect of the surface tension
which keeps the centers of the bubbles that touch the wall at a
bubble radius distance. This force is important when the lift force
is present, but since the lift force was not used in this case, neither
was the wall force.

Turbulent Diffusion Force. Physically, turbulent diffusion is
the result of the fluctuating component of the forces acting on the
bubbles. In the simplest case the turbulent diffusion force at a
point is the ensemble average of the fluctuating component of the
drag force on all the bubbles whose trajectories intersect this
point. As mentioned in the introduction, the kinetic equation, simi-
lar to Boltzmann’s equation, obtained by Reeks �7,8� describes the
evolution of the probability density function of the bubbles in
phase space, �x� ,�� , t�, and so it has the information of the bubble
trajectories in it. The Eulerian two-fluid momentum equation for
the bubbles is obtained from the ensemble averaged first moment
of the kinetic equation. For the case of bubbles in homogeneous
turbulence, the diffusion force model of Reeks is

M� d
TD = − ��d + CVM�c�
= T · �� �6�

where the subscripts “d” and “c” correspond to the dispersed and
continuous phases. 
= T is a phase space diffusion tensor whose
components are memory integrals along particle trajectories �7�.

Bubble Induced Turbulent Diffusion Force. The following
analysis provides a rigorous derivation to relate M� d

TD to the diffu-
sivity of the bubbles. Once this relationship is established it is
possible to obtain a correlation for M� d

TD using the diffusivity cor-
relation for bubbly flows of Sato et al. �1�. In particular, the rela-
tionship between the two-fluid model Eqs. �2� and �3� and a gra-
dient diffusion model for the dispersed phase, i.e.

�

�t
�̄ + � · �̄�̄�d = � · vd � �̄ �7�

will be derived. In the process a useful relationship between the

two-fluid model and the turbulent diffusivity, �d, will be obtained.
One may start with the two-fluid model momentum equation

for the dispersed phase �3�

�

�t
��d�̄�d + � · ��d�̄�d�̄�d = − � � p + � · ���	=d + 	=d

Re�� + ��dg� + M� d
D

+ M� d
TD + M� d

VM �8�

where the last two terms of Eq. �5� have been neglected. Further-
more, for steady quasi-developed flow in a duct the left-hand side
of Eq. �8� and the virtual mass force may be neglected. If �d
��c the viscous and Reynolds stresses of the dispersed phase are
negligible too. Then

0 = − � � p + ��dg� + M� d
D + M� d

TD �9�

or

0 = − � � p + ��dg� −
��d�

	d
��̄�d − �̄�c� − ��d
= T · �� �10�

where the second to last term on the right-hand side represents the
drag and ��d=�d+CVM�c includes the effect of the added mass.
The time constant of the bubbles is derived from the equation of
motion of a single bubble as

	d =
4

3

��d + �cCVM�
�cCD

Db

�R
�11�

where �R= ��̄�R� is the rms relative velocity between dispersed and
continuous phases. Assuming a hydrostatic pressure gradient �i.e.,
�p= �1−���cg� � the momentum Eq. �10� may be rewritten after
some rearrangement as

�̄�d = �̄�c −
�c

�d�
	d�1 − ��g� − 	d
= T ·

1

�
� � �12�

where the second term on the right-hand side is the rise velocity of
a bubble and the third term is the drift velocity due to turbulent
diffusion. Finally, inserting Eq. �12� into Eq. �2� results in

�

�t
�̄ + � · ���̄�c + �̄�R� = − � · 	d
= T · �� �13�

which is equivalent to Eq. �7� with the average gas velocity given
by �̄�c+ �̄�R and a diffusivity expressed as

�dij = 	d
ij
T �14�

so that the bubble induced component of the turbulent diffusion
force is

M� d
TD = − ��d + CVM�c�
= T · �� = −

1

	d
��d + CVM�c��d � �

�15�

The correlation for bubbly flow of Sato et al. �1� may now be used

vd = CDB�Db�R �16�

Finally, inserting Eqs. �16� and �11� into Eq. �15� results in the
model for the bubble induced turbulent diffusion force

MBI
TD =

3

4
CDBCD�c��R

2 � � �17�

Equation �15� shows that the model depends on the turbulent dif-
fusivity and time constant of the bubbles, and Eq. �17� shows that
these two quantities are related to the well known coefficients of
other models. When Eq. �17� was inserted into the momentum
equation for the cap bubbles �Eqs. �3� and �4�� the CFD calcula-
tions showed that the model did not reproduce the Gaussian shape
of the cap bubble distribution data. This problem was overcome
by the following modification to Eq. �17� for the cap bubbles
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MBI2
TD =

3

4
CDB2CD2�c��2��R2

2 � �2 �18�

where ��2� is the cross section average of the volume fraction of
the cap bubbles. Because the cap bubbles are constrained by the
walls and cannot move in the direction parallel to the short axis of
the test section, the diffusive force was not implemented in this
direction.

The turbulent diffusion of the small bubbles induced by the
turbulence of the cap bubbles may be obtained by a similar pro-
cedure if the time constant of the small bubbles �Eq. �11�� is used
to characterize the response of the bubbles, but the diffusivity of
the cap bubbles �Eq. �16�� is used to characterize the turbulent
eddies that induce the motion. This results in

MBI3
TD =

3

4
CDB3CD3�1

Db2

Db3
��2��R2�R3 � �3 �19�

The diffusivity of the cap bubbles induced by the turbulence of the
small bubbles is negligible because the corresponding eddies are
too small.

Furthermore, cap bubble induced turbulence turns out to be the
predominant mechanism for the bubble dispersion because the
liquid superficial velocity is relatively low �i.e., Re	23,000� so
the effect of shear induced turbulence is negligible. This is in
effect a “separate effect” test of Eqs. �18� and �19� in a duct.

Reynolds Stresses. The closure for the Reynolds stresses in the
momentum Eq. �3� is based on the two-phase k-� model devel-
oped by Lopez de Bertodano et al. �3� and Lance and Lopez de
Bertodano �16�. This model assumes that the shear induced and
bubble induced turbulent stresses are added together

	=k
Re = �	=k

Re�SI + �	=k
Re�BI �20�

which implies that the kinetic energy of the liquid phase turbu-
lence is

k2 = kSI + kBI �21�

The bubble induced turbulent kinetic energy is given by

kBI = 1/2�2CVM2�R2
2 �22�

where �2 is the void fraction of the cap bubbles and it is assumed
that the bubble induced turbulence of the small bubbles is negli-
gible. The resulting expression for the diffusivity of momentum of
the liquid phase is

�t1 = C�

kSI
2

�SI
+ CDB1�2Db�R2 �23�

where the first term on the right-hand side corresponds to the
k-� model for the shear induced diffusivity and the second term
corresponds to Sato’s model �1� for the bubble induced diffusivity
due to the cap bubbles. The bubble induced diffusivity due to the
small bubbles is considerably smaller and has been neglected. The
coefficient C�=0.09 is the standard value according to the k-�
model. However, the coefficient CDB1 will be adjusted to fit the
velocity data. It is important to note that the k-� model transport
equations for the liquid phase are solved together with the conti-
nuity and momentum Eqs. �2� and �3�. The standard coefficients
of the k-� model are left untouched.

Because the test section is so narrow and the cap bubbles are so
big, the axes of the large bubble induced vortices are preferen-
tially oriented in the direction of the short axis of the cross sec-
tion. Therefore, the bubble induced component of the diffusivity,
which is dominant in the central part of the duct, is not isotropic.
To account for this anisotropy in the flow, it is assumed that the
axes of the large eddies are oriented in the direction of the small
axis, so the bubble induced turbulent diffusivity of momentum
�i.e., Sato’s model� is not implemented in the direction parallel to
the short axis of the test section.

CFD Results
The two-fluid CFD model was validated with the experimental

data of Sun et al. �12�. A quadrant of the rectangular cross section
was considered. This 5 mm�100 mm domain is divided into 30
nodes along the long axis �x direction� and ten nodes along the
short axis �y direction�. There are 162 nodes along the axial di-
rection �z direction� which is 2700 mm long. The corresponding
node size is 3.3 mm�0.5 mm�16.7 mm. The computations
were performed with the FLUENT 6.1.22 code employing an elliptic
solution technique. A second order upwind scheme was used. A
convergence test shown in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b� indicates that the
void fraction distribution varies by a negligible amount when a
15�5�81 mesh is compared with the 30�10�162 mesh, and
the velocity distributions are very close except at the edge of the
test section.

Of the three gas flow rates measured by Sun et al. �12� the one
used for the comparisons was the intermediate case, jG
=0.19 m/s. The case with jG=0.095 m/s was discarded because
the volume fraction of the cap bubbles varies substantially along
the length of the test section, from ��2�=0.012 at the inlet to
��2�=0.003 at the exit, but the CFD model does not account for
bubble breakup and coalescence. However, the volume fraction of
the cap bubbles for the case with jG=0.19 m/s remains fairly
uniform, from ��2�=0.040 at the inlet to ��2�=0.045 at the exit.
The case with jG=0.38 m/s is also uniform, but it was impossible
to obtain a steady solution. A Rayleigh instability appears as
shown in Fig. 8. This instability is not a numerical phenomenon
but a physical one, due to the inflection in the axial velocity pro-
file along the x direction �Schlichting �17�� which is caused by the
cap bubble buoyancy because the cap bubbles remain near the

Fig. 7 „a… Numerical convergence test: volume fraction, „b…
numerical convergence test: velocity
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center of the duct. This shows that the steady state scheme used in
the present calculations cannot be applied to all cases and that for
the high gas flow instance the CFD scheme must reflect the un-
steady nature of the two-phase flow.

The basic strategy of the present calculations is to adjust the
three coefficients, CDB1, CDB2 and CDB3 in Eqs. �23�, �18�, and
�19�, respectively, to match the measured profiles of velocity and
volume fractions of the cap bubbles and the small bubbles. All
other coefficients in the CFD model are obtained from published
correlations or models, and are left untouched.

Figure 9 is a comparison of the data with the CFD model profile
of the field 2 bubbles �i.e., cap bubbles� along the long axis of the
cross section �x direction� at z /D=35 and 142. The average field 2
bubble size measurement was �Db2�=15 mm. Gaudin’s correla-
tion �15� yields CD2=3.0 for this bubble size. This results in a

relative velocity of 0.33 m/s. Inserting these values and CDB3
=0.63 into Eq. �18� produces a reasonable match. This value for
CDB is practically the same obtained by Sato et al. �1� for bubbly
flow.

Figure 10 shows the comparison of the void fraction distribu-
tion for the small bubbles. The average field 3 bubble size mea-
surement was �Db3�=3.5 mm. Gaudin’s correlation �15� yields
CD3=2.0 for this bubble size. This results in a relative velocity of
0.18 m/s. Inserting these values and CDB3=2.1 into Eq. �19� pro-
duces reasonable agreement at z /D=35. However, the distribution
of the data at z /D=142 does not exhibit a Gaussian shape, in
contrast to the CFD distribution. One possible reason for this dis-
crepancy is that the small bubbles also experience a lift force

M3i
L = CL��l��3 − �1� � �� � �1� �24�

According to Tomiyama et al. �18� CL=0.288 for bubbles smaller
than 4.5 mm. Figures 11 and 12 show the results of the distribu-
tion of small bubbles for calculations including the lift force
model, Eq. �24�, with various values of CL. None of the profiles
match the experimental data very well. At the exit the inflection in
the data around x=3 cm is not reproduced and at z /D=35 the lift
force moves the maximum concentration away from the center, in
contrast with the data. Furthermore, the measured void fraction
distributions in the y direction �i.e., the short axis direction� are
practically uniform instead of showing the characteristic peak near
the wall produced by lift. Based on these considerations it was
decided to neglect the lift force. Although the reason for this as-

Fig. 8 Contour plots of volume fraction of the cap bubbles „a…
jG=0.19 m/s, „b… jG=0.19 m/s, aspect ratio not to scale

Fig. 9 Comparison of cap bubble phase distribution

Fig. 10 Comparison of small bubble phase distribution

Fig. 11 Comparison of small bubble phase distribution, in-
cluding lift „z /D=142…
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sumption cannot be stated with assurance at the present time, it
may be related to the high levels of turbulence produced in the
wakes of the cap bubbles. Other data where the level of turbulence
is very high also shows a diminished effect of lift �e.g., the data
for jL=5 m/s of Serizawa et al. �19��. Furthermore, there is an-
other force on the small bubbles as they are pushed aside along
the x direction by the faster moving cap bubbles that tend to
concentrate in the center of the duct �see Fig. 4�. This force, which
has not been modeled in this paper, could explain the discrepancy
in Fig. 10.

It is important to reiterate that the void fraction distributions in
the direction of the short axis of the cross section �y direction� are
generally uniform, except very near the wall where the void frac-
tion goes to zero. Therefore, it is impossible to test the validity of
the bubble diffusion coefficients, CDB2 and CDB3, in this direction.
However, it is expected that the bubble induced turbulent diffu-
sion forces are smaller in the direction of the short axis because of
the high aspect ratio of the test section which “squeezes” the cap
bubbles and constrains the motion of the large eddies around
them. In fact, it was necessary to arbitrarily reduce the turbulent
diffusion force in this direction because otherwise the solution
diverged. This reduction was performed for the sole purpose of
obtaining a converged solution while preserving a uniform distri-
bution in the direction of the short axis.

Figures 13 and 14 show the velocity distribution of the cap
bubbles and the small bubbles, and though there is some agree-

ment between calculations and data, there are also some signifi-
cant differences. These results were obtained with CDB1=2.1 in
Eq. �23� which is the same as the value used for the transport of
the small bubbles �i.e., CDB1=CDB3�. This implies that the turbu-
lent transports of the small bubbles and the momentum induced by
the cap bubbles are similar, which is reasonable.

Figure 13 shows a jump in the data of the cap bubble velocity
beyond x=7 cm at z /D=142. Furthermore, the measured cap ve-
locity at that position is lower than the measured velocity of the
small bubbles, which is the opposite of the rest of the measure-
ments. To explain this difference between the data and the model
it is noted that there are practically no cap bubbles in that region
as can be observed from the void fraction profile for cap bubbles
shown in Fig. 4�b�. The signal processing program for the con-
ductivity probe was designed in a way such that as long as a cap
bubble is detected, a velocity value for that cap bubble will be
calculated based on the probe spacing and time delay for the cap
bubble interface between two probe sensors. And the cap bubble
velocity output by the program is an averaged value over all the
cap bubbles detected by the probe at that location. In the experi-
ments, there were not enough cap bubble samples to obtain a
statistically sound data at locations beyond x=7 cm even though
the sampling time was increased considerably. Furthermore, most
of the measurements beyond x=7 cm correspond to the edge of
the cap bubbles and this introduces additional errors. For example,
the interfacial velocity is measured in a direction close to but not
exactly equal to the flow direction because the two sensors are
offset by a sensor diameter in the x direction since the two sensors
are placed next to each other. Therefore, at the edge of the cap
bubbles, there will be an error involved because there will be an
artificial time delay when the curved interface encounters the sec-
ond sensor that is not exactly aligned with the front sensor along
the flow direction. This error is amplified by the fact that the
orientation of the interface at the edge of the cap bubble is almost
tangential to the flow direction.

Figures 13 and 14 also show that the slopes of the calculated
velocity profiles are higher than the data �i.e., the calculated ve-
locities in the center of the channel are higher�. This is because of
the model assumption that there is no bubble induced diffusivity
of momentum in the direction of the minor axis of the cross sec-
tion. Including this effect would slow down the flow near the
center of the duct where the cap bubbles are concentrated, so this
disagreement could be easily fixed by adjusting the bubble in-
duced diffusivity of momentum in the y direction. However, this
adjustment would add one more constant to the model and would
only be applicable to the geometry of this specific test section.

Fig. 12 Comparison of small bubble phase distribution, in-
cluding lift „z /D=35…

Fig. 13 Comparison of cap bubble velocity distribution

Fig. 14 Comparison of small bubble velocity distribution
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Conclusions
Detailed local data for an air-water planar bubbly jet in a rect-

angular test section were obtained to benchmark the two-fluid
CFD model in a flow condition containing deformed large cap
bubbles and small bubbles together. The experiment was per-
formed in a narrow duct with a cross-sectional area of aspect ratio
of 20. Advanced four-sensor conductivity probes were placed
along the test section to measure the development of the local
two-phase parameters, such as the void fraction, bubble velocity,
and interfacial area concentration. To accommodate the differ-
ences between the small spherical/distorted bubbles and the large
cap bubbles due to the shape, size, and motion, the detected
bubbles were categorized into two groups.

The comparisons between the experimental data and the three-
field two-fluid CFD model demonstrate that the behavior of the
large cap bubbles can be captured by a new turbulent diffusion
force model. However, the small bubble distribution cannot be
correctly predicted because the present turbulent diffusion force
model is developed for homogeneous turbulence, and it does not
include the effect of the flow around a cap bubble which pushes
the small bubbles to the side. Furthermore, the present steady
CFD model could not be applied to the highest gas flow data �i.e.,
jG=0.38 m/s� because of a Rayleigh instability in the solution.

In spite of these shortcomings, it is believed the present model
is an evolutionary step toward the prediction of complex multidi-
mensional two-phase flows of industrial interest.
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Bubble Effect on the Structures
of Weakly Turbulent Couette
Taylor Flow
In industrial applications, rotating flows have been recognized to enhance mixing and
transfer properties. Moreover, bubbly flows are also used to improve transfers. Therefore,
it is interesting to study the effects of the dispersed phase on the structure of a Couette
Taylor flow. Experiments are conducted for the quasi-periodic �Ta=780� and the weakly
turbulent �Ta=1000� flow regimes. Bubbles (0.035 times as small as the gap) are gener-
ated by agitation of the upper free surface (ventilated flow). Larger bubbles (0.15 times
as small as the gap) are generated by injection at the bottom of the apparatus and by
applying a pressure drop (gaseous-cavitating flow). Void fraction, bubble size, and ve-
locity, as well as axial and azimuthal velocity components of the liquid are investigated.
The bubble location in the gap clearly depends on the bubble size. For ��0.1%, there is
evidence of bubble-induced modifications of axial transfers and wall shear stress, the
observed trends being different according to the bubble location in the gap.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2201641�

Introduction
Flows induced by rotation of the inner of two concentric cylin-

ders are the basis of numerous chemical, biomedical, and nuclear
applications. Because of the presence of Taylor vortices, the mix-
ing is enhanced and depends on the quality of the exchange be-
tween these vortices. This particular flow is also relevant for phase
separation technology. Indeed, because of the centrifugal effect,
any foreign material, solid or gas, will be ejected toward the outer
or inner part of the vortices respectively.

It is then necessary to investigate how a gas-liquid bubbly flow
behaves in a concentric annulus whose shearing force is induced
by the rotation of the inner cylinder, for various flow regimes from
laminar to turbulent flow, according to the Taylor number Ta.

Shiomi et al. �1� analyzed the bubbles arrangement in a turbu-
lent Couette Taylor flow for 3000�Ta�25000. The bubbly flow
was obtained by injection of a gas liquid mixture �bubbles size
equal to 1/5 of the gap� at the bottom of the apparatus. According
to respective gas-liquid axial volumetric fluxes, they observe dif-
ferent flow patterns: dispersed bubbly flow, ring form and spiral
flow. Atkhen et al. �2� also conducted experiment in a two phase
air-water turbulent Couette Taylor with a superimposed axial flux.
In this experiment, for 2000�Ta�13000, bubbles were gener-
ated by the agitation of the upper free surface �ventilation�. The
authors observed that air bubbles remained in the outflow regions
near the inner cylinder and behave as tracers of the flow. For very
high Taylor numbers the axial wave length is reduced by 20% due
to the axial flux.

For lower Taylor numbers in the wavy vortex flow regime
�86�Ta�200�, Djeridi et al. �3� conducted experiments in a bub-
bly Couette Taylor flow without superimposed axial flux. Bubbles
were generated by ventilation and size was 1/5 of the gap. For
this flow regime, air bubbles generated by the overturning break-
ing waves at the free surface are driven from the upper to the
deepest vortices and captured by the Taylor vortices. There is no
significant effect of the bubbles on the liquid flow patterns. For
this particular state of the flow, Djeridi et al. �4� obtained similar

results with vapor bubbles generated in the core of the Taylor
vortices by decreasing the pressure �cavitation�. But for larger
Taylor numbers �320�Ta�600� in the wavy vortex flow and in
the modulated wavy vortex flow, for bubbles of the same size, the
authors observed a change in bubble arrangement. Bubbles were
located in the outflow regions, near the inner cylinder wall. These
particular bubble locations are expected to be responsible for ob-
served modifications in the primary instabilities. Indeed, ventila-
tion, and cavitation lead to a significant growth in the axial wave
length �45% and 25%, respectively� and a premature change in the
second instability’s wave number.

This nonexhaustive overview shows the discrepancy with the
previous results according to the regime of the Couette Taylor
flow. This gives rise to the following questions: Do the bubble
induced effects depend on the bubble size and their localization in
the gap rather than on the flow regime? To furnish some elements
of response and complete a general background, experiments were
conducted in a bubbly Couette Taylor flow for different bubble
size and for unstudied flow regimes. Bubbles of different size are
generated either by ventilation or by injection and pressure drop
�gaseous-cavitation�. Experiments were conducted at Ta=780 and
Ta=1000, corresponding to quasi-periodic and weakly turbulent
flows. In these conditions, what does the bubble arrangement look
like and are there any effects of the bubble on the flow patterns?
Particular attention is paid to the transition between the two re-
gimes studied. To have a good insight into the bubbly flow pat-
terns, it is necessary to locally quantify the void fraction, bubble
size, and velocity. Consequently, a large experimental apparatus
was especially built, in order to introduce optical probes. Detailed
information about the liquid flow properties is given by laser dop-
pler velocimetry measurements �LDV� and visualizations. To our
knowledge, these are the first measurements of the dispersed
phase characteristics achieved in a bubbly Couette Taylor flow.

Bubble-induced effects are evident from comparison between
the single phase flow and bubbly flow patterns. The present paper
is organized as follows: The experimental setup and measuring
technics are described first. Results concerning the dispersed
phase are then presented for the ventilated and gaseous-cavitating
flows, respectively, and discussed afterward. An overview of the
liquid flow properties is then given for ventilated and gaseous-
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cavitation conditions, respectively. Bubble-induced effects are
then discussed according to the bubble size, by comparing the
ventilated and gaseous-cavitating flow patterns.

Experimental Details

Apparatus. The experiments were conducted in a vertical cir-
cular Couette apparatus having an inner rotating cylinder of
200 mm radius Ri, an outer fixed cylinder of 220 mm radius Ro.
The characteristics of the apparatus are defined by the radius ratio
�=Ri /Ro=0.91, the clearance ratio d /Ri=0.1 and the aspect ratio
�=L /d=44.3, the height of the gap L being 886 mm. The general
schematic of the apparatus is given in Fig. 1. The gap is filled with
a mixture of glycerol and water and the rotating angular velocity
is denominated �i. The Taylor number Ta=��i

2Rid
3 /v2 can be

varied by changing the velocity of the inner cylinder or the vis-
cosity of the fluid �. The relative uncertainty in the Taylor number
is due to the geometric dimensions, the viscosity and the rota-

tional velocity uncertainties. The Taylor number can be estimated
with an accuracy of 0.8%. Particular attention was paid to observ-
ing the same start up procedures and limiting the acceleration of
the inner cylinder, in order to ensure the same flow state.

In the Couette Taylor flow, the transition from laminar to tur-
bulent flow occurs throughout a sequence of well-defined insta-
bilities. For all configurations, the critical Taylor numbers corre-
sponding to the three first instabilities and to the weakly turbulent
flow are given in Table 1.

In order to obtain a two phase Couette Taylor flow for different
bubble sizes, the dispersed phase was either generated by the agi-
tation of the free surface �submillimetric bubbles�, or generated
both by upward injection and pressure drop �millimetric bubbles�.
Because of its design, the bottom of the flow domain is a fixed
wall and the top is a free surface.

For the ventilated flow, the natural ventilation is obtained with
sufficiently high rotation speed �i=2.45 rps corresponding to
Ta=750 for a mixture water glycerol of 80%. Bubbles are gener-
ated at the crest of the overturning breaking wave and driven into
the liquid.

For the cavitating flow, a mixture of water-glycerol 65% is used
in order to avoid ventilation. The averaged pressure, Pe, is de-
creased by using a vacuum pump and measured with a sensor of
an absolute accuracy of 200 Pa. A special airtight box on the top
of the apparatus was built in order to integrate the pressure sensor,
optical probes and associated traverse system, necessary for the
bubbly flow measurements. In the gap, a local pressure decrease is
encountered both in the Taylor vortices due to vorticity and, near
the inner cylinder, due to the rotation of the cylinder. Because of
the height of the water column in the gap, and because the local
pressure decrease for the present experimental device is not suf-
ficient, it was not possible to obtain millimetric bubbles with cavi-
tation of the mixture nuclei content. Therefore millimetric bubbles
are injected in the middle of the gap, through a tube of diameter
200 �m and length 5 cm. This tube discharges in a cavity at the
bottom of the apparatus. In this framework, it is more judicious to
speak about gaseous cavitation—the sensitivity of the bubble size
to the local pressure being quite insignificant �around one-tenth of
a millimeter�. Pressure drop is used here preferentially to inject
bubbles through the tube and accelerate their migration from the
bottom to the top of the gap. Special care was taken in order to
have the same leak rate for a same Ta.

The phase arrangement and flow pattern are described in details
for Ta=780 and 1000 both for the ventilated and cavitating flows.
For this apparatus setup, Ta=780 corresponds to a quasi-periodic
flow, whereas Ta=1000 corresponds to a weakly turbulent flow. It
is therefore interesting to analyze how bubbles of different size

Fig. 1 General schematic of the apparatus

Table 1 Critical Taylor numbers „� is the axial wavelength ncells is the number of Taylor vortices in the gap, m, and f0 are the wave
number and the celerity of the azimuthal wave, f� is an incommensurable frequency…

Critical Reynolds number Flow regimes Flow characteristics Typical frequencies

43.3	Ta�49.6 Taylor vortex flow �TVF� 
=2d ncells=44
49.6	Ta�260 Wavy vortex flow �WVF� 
=2.5d mf0, f0

m=3–9 for Ta�69
ncells=35 mf0=3.5�i, f0=0.39�i

260	Ta	700 Modulated wavy vortex flow �MWVF� m=4 mf0=1.55�i

=3.1d f�=0.45�i

nCells=29 f1�=mf0− f�
f2�=mf0+ f�

700	Ta	850 Quasi-periodic flow m=4 mf0=1.55�i

=3.1d broadband spectrum of
ncells=29 frequencies f�=0.44�i

f i�=mf0− f� and
f2�=mf0+ f�

Ta�860 to 1200 Weakly turbulent flow 
=3.1d Disappearance of mf0
ncells=29 broadband spectrum of

frequency f�=0.44�i
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�obtained by ventilation or gaseous-cavitation� and different local-
ization in the flow can influence the state of the flow, in the tran-
sition to turbulence.

Measurements. The main focus of this study is placed on the
modification of the flow structures due to the presence of the
bubbles. To compare the single phase flow patterns to those ob-
served in the ventilated or cavitating flow, an investigation of the
liquid velocity fields and characteristic frequencies is made. A
two-component, three-beam, LDV Dantec system was used to
measure azimuthal and axial velocities. The system was operated
in backscattering mode and coupled with two Dantec enhanced
burst spectrum analyzers. The liquid was seeded with micron-size
Iriodine® particles. The largest dimension of the measuring vol-
ume in the radial direction corresponded to 1/25 of the gap. Be-
cause of the refractive index variation and the geometry of the
interface of the outer cylinder, the deviation of the laser beams is
systematically recalculated to determine the focal position of the
measuring volume. A remote mechanical positioning system, with
a minimum translation step of 10 �m allowed measuring the ve-
locity field in the �x ,z� plane for a nondimensional radial position
x, defined as x=r /d− �Ri+Ro� /2d. The positioning accuracy of the
measuring volume in the gap is defined as 1.6%.

Measurements in radial and axial directions of the azimuthal
and axial liquid velocity components were performed for the Tay-
lor number range Ta=750–1200. Very good visibility of the sig-
nal was achieved with a very high signal-to-noise ratio. The time
histories were registered with a data rate of 2500 points per
5–35 s. This corresponds to a sample frequency of 70–500 Hz
and is sufficient to obtain the mean and RMS values of the axial
and azimuthal velocity components. The uncertainty in the mea-
surements of the mean and root-mean-square �rms� values is esti-
mated to be 1%.

A spectral analysis was performed on a time series of signals
using a sample and hold interpolation method before applying a
fast Fourier transform algorithm. This classical post-treatment is
used for randomly sampled signals, to remove the difficulty
caused by the nonequidistant successive time stepping obtained by
the LDV measurements. Spectra were performed with a maximum
data rate of 300 Hz, for a measurement time of 470 s. The spectral
resolution �f was 0.01 Hz.

A special dual fiber-optic probe was designed for this experi-
ment by RBI Industry. The immerged part of the probe is made of
a bent tube of 2 mm dia. The bent part of the tube is 0.6 mm large
and 12 mm long. Each fiber has a cone-shaped tip of 10 �m. The
distance between the two tips is 1.5 mm in the azimuthal direction
of the flow. The probe is connected to an electronic system pro-
viding an output voltage signal between 0 and 10 V. The spatial
resolution of the probe is estimated following the results of Carte-
lier �5�. The latency length is expected to be 420 �m. This is the
critical size of the bubbles to ensure a good detection.

The sampling frequency is 20 kHz for the cavitating flow and
40 kHz for the ventilated flow. With these frequencies, the relative
void fraction uncertainty is ±6% and ±12% for cavitating and
ventilated conditions, respectively. The mean bubble velocity in
the azimuthal direction is determined with a relative accuracy of
±7% for both flows. For the cavitating flow, bubble chord length
can be determined with a relative uncertainty of ±13%, whereas,
for the ventilated flows, the bubbles are too small to have a good
estimation of their chord length and size.

Bubbles were detected by using a double threshold of the out-
put voltage. The low threshold enables to detect the beginning of
the dewetting process. It is calculated by making the same addi-
tional charge on the averaged voltage, so that the passage due to
bubbles could be distinguished from noise. The high threshold
enables the detection of the beginning of the rewetting process. It
is calculated for each bubble and corresponds to a percentage of
the maximum tension observed in each bubble.

Whenever the output voltage was greater than the threshold

levels, the gas characteristic function was set to 1, otherwise to 0.
The characteristic transit time, ttrans, of the bubbles between the
two tips was deduced from the maximum cross-correlation func-
tion of the two gas characteristic functions. Two interfaces were
deemed to correspond to the same bubble if their time delay is
found in the range ��1−c1�ttrans : �1+c2�ttrans�, according to Gabil-
let et al. �6�. The bubble velocity was determined for each bubble
detected on both tips of the probe. The chord length of a bubble is
the length of the bubble viewed by the tip and is deduced from the
bubble velocity and its residence time on the upstream tip. The
mean bubble velocity was deduced from the average velocity
weighted by the chord length of each bubble. The chord length
distribution is used to determine the bubble size distribution, fol-
lowing the inverse method developed by Clark and Turton �7�.
Bubbles located near the walls of the apparatus can be elongated
in the azimuthal direction by the shear flow, leading to ellipsoidal
bubbles. In this case, the inverse method makes it possible to
obtain the large axis distribution of ellipsoidal bubbles; otherwise,
the diameter distribution of spherical bubbles is found. As an ex-
ample, the bubble distribution obtained for Ta=1000 in cavitating
flow can be seen in Fig. 2.

The measurement time �50 s and 25 s for the cavitating and
ventilated conditions, respectively� was limited by the number of
samples that can be recorded by the data-acquisition device �1
�106�. For each value of void fraction and mean bubble velocity
that is displayed in the figures, errors corresponding to the repro-
ducibility of the measurement, due to the measurement time, are
also indicated.

The dual fiber-optic probe is moved in the radial and axial
directions by a mechanical traverse system of absolute accuracy
±0.3 �m. The probe can be immersed down 6–8 Taylor vortices
under the upper free surface. For the Taylor range investigated,
the effect of the intrusion of the probe on the instabilities was
investigated. There is a slight increase of the axial wavelength of
4% in the upper part of the flow, above the probe. For the lower
part of the flow, there is no significant effect of intrusion of the
probe on the axial and radial mean velocities. For both parts of the
flow �above and under the probe�, spectra are similar with and
without the intrusion of the probe. Nevertheless, the liquid flow
patterns were investigated without the intrusion of the probe.

Fig. 2 Bubble size distribution for Ta=1000 in the vortices
core „calculation is performed for 273 bubbles…
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Characteristics of the Dispersed Phase
The arrangement of the bubbly phase in the gap obtained by

vizualization, as well as void fraction profiles are presented for
ventilated and cavitating flows. The localization of the dispersed
phase is obviously different according to the size of the bubble,
either in ventilated flow or in cavitating flow. Physical interpreta-
tion is further given.

Characteristics of Bubbly Phase in Ventilated Flow. For the
ventilated flow, bubbles produced by the agitation of the free sur-
face are driven into the gap, by “jumping” from vortex to vortex.
As anticipated by Atkhen et al. �2� with a superimposed axial
flow, bubbles are arranged as strings of individual spherical
bubbles localized in the outflow regions near the inner cylinder.
After waiting for at least 30 min, the flow reaches a steady state in
which the string spacing and the void fraction do not seem to
change with time. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 3 for Ta

=780 and 1000.
The string spacing is identified as the axial wave length. As in

single phase flow, the wavelength is homogeneous in the gap.
However, it is increased in the entire gap by 5% and 7% in ven-
tilated flow for Ta=780 and 1000, respectively, by comparison to
the single phase flow. Although the bubble size was of the same
order as the resolution of the optical probe, chord length inversion
enables a rough approximation. By this way, bubble mean diam-
eter dB is estimated to be, approximately, 700 �m �0.035d�.

Figure 4 shows the radial distribution of the void fraction mea-
sured in the outflow region for Ta=780 and Ta=1000, two wave-
lengths below the free surface �z /d=6.51 for Ta=780 and z /d
=6.63 for Ta=1000�. Measurements started at 2.5 mm �x=
−0.375� from the inner cylinder’s wall, exhibit an increase in the
void fraction near the inner cylinder. The void fraction obviously
increases with �i and Ta. Indeed, ventilation is more pronounced
when increasing �i leading to more bubbles captured in the gap.
Ten bubbles per second and 30 bubbles per second are detected in
the outflow region for �i=2.45 and 3.07 rps, respectively, two
wavelengths below the free surface. For the Ta range studied, the
bubble size is quite independent of the inner cylinder’s velocity.
Although there is no stratification of the axial wavelength in the
gap, there is obviously an axial stratification of the void fraction.
This stratification was qualified in the four first strings below the
free surface. It seems that the void fraction in the outflow region
expands almost exponentially with the axial wave length. ��i
�
=Ae−ik
, approximately, for both Ta with k=7 m−1. i denotes the
number of the bubble string �i=1 is the string right below the free
surface�.

Characteristics of Bubbly Phase in Gaseous-Cavitating
Flow. For the gaseous-cavitating flow, bubble arrangement is
characterized by strings of individual bubbles partly localized in
the outflow regions near the inner cylinder and partly localized in
one in two Taylor vortex cores. This arrangement is shown in Fig.
5 for Ta=1000. The flow pattern is then characterized by a num-
ber of strings ns and their localization in the gap. Note that ns is

representative of the averaged axial wave length 
̄ in the gap

Fig. 3 Visualization of the bubble arrangement for ventilated
flow: „a… �i=2.45 rps „Ta=780…, „b… �i=3.07 rps „Ta=1000…

Fig. 4 Radial profiles of void fraction for ventilated flow: � :�i=2.45 rps „Ta=780…, �: �i
=3.07 rps „Ta=1000…, x=r /d− „Ri+R0… /2d
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deduced from L / �nS+0.5�. This number of strings is observed in
the outflow region. It can be seen that ns evolves with the pressure
decrease as it is summarized in the regime diagram in the coordi-
nates �Pe, Ta� presented in Fig. 6. When decreasing the pressure,
there are more bubbles spread out into more strings. A similar
trend is encountered when increasing Ta for a constant pressure.
ns=14 corresponds to the gap entirely filled by bubble strings.
Decreasing the pressure, new strings appear at the bottom of the
gap and a linear stratification of the axial wave length is observed.
Each new string leads to a new stratification. This organization of
the flow corresponds to a particular regime called the transitional
stage. At this stage, stabilizing the pressure leads to a reorganiza-
tion of the flow with an homogeneous axial wave length. The
duration of this reorganization is called transitional time and de-
pends on Ta and ns. Table 2 summarizes the value of the axial
wave length for different states of the bubbly flow �homogeneous
and stratified�. 
max and 
min represent the axial wavelength ob-
served at the bottom and top of the gap, respectively. 
max can
reach 4.25d at the bottom of the apparatus. This value corresponds
to the maximum stretching of the Taylor vortices that can be ob-

served in turbulent flow.
The void fraction measured in the core of a Taylor vortex in the

third string below the free surface is also given in Table 2. For a
given Taylor number, the void fraction increases with the increase
of ns. For �core�0.1%, there is a change in the length of the
Taylor vortices and, hence, in the flow pattern. Stabilization of the
flow �i.e., the disappearance of stratification� is accompanied with
a decrease in void fraction.

The spatial void fraction distribution has been characterized
only for ns=15 at Ta=780 and ns=16 at Ta=1000, where the
transitional time is sufficient to investigate the stratified flow. Ra-
dial measurements started at 2.5 mm �x=−0.375� from the inner
cylinder’s wall were performed in the core of the Taylor vortex

Fig. 5 Visualization of the bubble arrangement for cavitating
flow at Ta=1000: „a… nS=14, homogeneous, „b… nS=16, strati-
fied, and „c… nS=16, homogeneous

Fig. 6 Evolution of the bubble strings number in cavitating flow: �: 3 strings, �: 8 strings, �: 14 strings, Ã: 15
strings, *: 16 strings, �: 17 strings

Table 2 Cavitating flow patterns

Ta Flow pattern 
max 
min �core �%�

780 Single phase 3.1d 3.1d 0
780 nS=14

�homogeneous�
3.1d 3.1d 0.08

780 nS=14
�stratified�

4.25d 2.75d 0.1

780 nS=15
�stratified�

4.25d 2.4d 0.35

780 nS=15
�homogeneous�

2.85d 2.85d 0.12

1000 Single phase 3.1d 3.1d 0
1000 nS=14

�homogeneous�
3.1d 3.1d 0.05

1000 nS=14
�stratified�

4.25d 2.75d 0.26

1000 nS=15
�stratified�

4.25d 2.4d 0.36

1000 nS=16
�stratified�

4.25d 2.15d 0.75

1000 nS=16
�homogeneous�

2.68d 2.68d 0.3
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and in the outflow regions. Figures 7 and 8 display the radial
distribution in the third string below the free surface, for Ta
=780 and Ta=1000, respectively. In the core of the Taylor vorti-
ces, bubbles are rather located at about 5.6 mm �x=−0.22� from
the inner cylinder. In the outflow, the void fraction slightly in-
creases near the inner cylinder. This increase is expected to be
more pronounced in the region closer to the wall, where the probe

is unable to take the measurements. What is surprising, is the void
fraction peak observed in the outflow region for the homogeneous
flow at Ta=1000 as observed in the core of the vortices. This
denotes an important axial oscillation of the Taylor vortices, and
bubbles captured in the core contribute to the void fraction mea-
sured in a static region, corresponding to a time-averaged outflow
region. As stratification is known to inhibit movement in the same

Fig. 7 Radial profiles of void fraction for cavitating flow in the 3rd bubble strings „Ta=780… ,x=r /d− „Ri+R0… /2d:
�: core ns=15 stratified, �: outflow ns=15 stratified, �: core ns=15 homogeneous, �: outflow ns=15
homogeneous

Fig. 8 Radial profiles of void fraction for cavitating flow in the third bubble stings „Ta=1000… ,x=r /d− „Ri
+R0… /2d: �: core ns=16 stratified, �: outflow ns=16 stratified, �: core ns=16 homogeneous, �: outflow ns=16
homogeneous
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direction, the vortex axial oscillation is more pronounced in the
case of homogeneous flow than in the case of axial stratified flow.
To investigate a possible axial stratification of the void fraction in
the core of the Taylor vortices, axial measurements of the void
fraction were performed in the core for the first three bubble
strings below the free surface. Measurements exhibit an inverse
axial stratification of the void fraction, which evolves linearly
with the axial distance, the void fraction being more important at
the top of the gap. The stratification is all the more important as
the Taylor number increases �d� /dz=−0.1% /
 for Ta=780 and
d� /dz=−0.5% /
 for Ta=1000�. Axial stratification was also in-
vestigated in the outflow regions near the inner cylinder. In this
region of the flow, the void fraction is maximum at the top of the
gap and decreases linearly with the axial distance, the rate of
expansion being four times as small as in the core of the Taylor
vortices. This lets suppose that the void fraction is more important
in the outflow region than in the core of the Taylor vortices at the
bottom of the gap and, conversely, at the top of the gap. When the
flow is stabilized �i.e., the axial wavelength is homogeneous�, no
axial void fraction stratification is encountered either in the vorti-
ces cores or in the outflow regions.

The bubble size can be confidently obtained in the core of the
Taylor vortices. In the third string, bubble mean diameter dB is
estimated to be 3.1 mm ��0.15d�. In the outflow region, bubbles
are ellipsoidal bubbles. The determination of the bubble size is
very biased because bubbles are localized very close to the inner
cylinder wall where the probe is unable to measure. Nevertheless,
the bubble size distribution can be deduced from image process-
ing. The average large axis 1B, in the azimutal direction, is
around 6 mm �1B�0.3d�, larger than the bubble diameter in the
core of the Taylor vortices, and the average small axis 1xB is
around 2.6 mm �1xB�0.13d�. No noticeable stratification of the
bubble size is found for the first three bubble strings below the
free surface, the expected global stratification between the bottom
and the top of the gap due to hydrostatic pressure being less than
one-tenth of a millimeter. As a summary, the bubble size is homo-
geneous, independent of both the Ta number and the state of the
flow �stratified and homogeneous�.

Discussion About Bubble Arrangement in the Flow. To un-
derstand the localization of the bubbles, it is necessary to under-
line the role of the predominant forces acting on the bubbles. For
the ventilated flow, small bubbles �size 0.035d� are located in the
outflow regions near the inner cylinder. A good explanation was
given by Atkhen et al. �2� for the ventilated flow with superim-
posed axial flux. Indeed, if the terminal velocity of the bubbles,
obtained by the equilibrium between the buoyancy and the drag
force, is lower than the downward velocity fluctuation, they can
be captured in the separatrix regions. If the drag due to both the
radial mean and fluctuating velocities compensates the centrifugal
acceleration of the flow at the separatrix, an equilibrium position
can be found. This condition is realized in the outflow separatrix
and not in the inflow separatrix. As far as larger bubbles are con-
sidered, no real equilibrium position is found in the outflow sepa-
ratrix, bubbles are either agglomerated near the inner cylinder in
the outflow regions or captured in the core of the Taylor vortices.
Indeed, for the cavitating wavy vortex flow studied by Djeridi et
al. �4�, for Ta�307, bubbles are found in the Taylor vortices, with
alternative distance between two bubble rings of 1.2d and 0.8d.
For this particular flow, for Ta�307 or above a critical bubble
size of 0.3d, equilibrium positions no longer exist in the core of
the vortices. This corresponds to a migration of the bubbles to-
wards the inner cylinder in the outflow region.

For the cavitating Couette Taylor flow presently studied, for
quasi-periodic and weakly turbulent flows conditions, bubbles of
mean size 0.15d are localized in one in two Taylor vortex cores.
Bubbles are captured in these particular vortices, for which rota-
tion induces lift and drag forces opposed to the buoyancy force.

As expected from �2� or �4�, smaller bubbles or larger bubbles are
not captured by the Taylor vortices and migrate into the outflow
region, near the inner cylinder.

In single phase flow, at Ta=700, the modulation of frequency f�
becomes chaotic and as energetic as the azimutal wave of fre-
quency mf0. Beyond Ta=700, for the quasi-periodic flow, the
azimutal wave is expected to yield some of its energy to the cha-
otic modulation, until the azimutal wave switches off �Table 1� at
Ta=850. It is then interesting to determine which one of the two
waves play a determinant role in the bubbles capture by the vor-
tices. To have a better understanding, spectra of the gas character-
istic function are determined in the core of the vortices. Spectra,
up to 20 Hz, are deduced from subsampling the auto-correlation
of the gas characteristic function, measured with the upstream
probe of the dual fiber-optic probe. The spectrum presented in Fig.
9 for Ta=780 show a periodicity of the bubble arrangement at
frequency f�. This gives the evidence that bubbles follow the
more energetic wave of minor frequency to be captured by the
vortices.

Characteristics of Liquid Phase
To answer the above question relative to the bubbles effects on

the flow pattern, LDV measurements of the liquid phase in both
ventilated and cavitating flows have been performed and com-
pared to the single phase flow.

Characteristics of Liquid Phase in Ventilated Flow. For the
ventilated flow, the particular localization of the bubbles near the
inner cylinder in the outflow regions enables LDV measurements
elsewhere in the gap. Thus, to provide an accurate velocity mea-
surement of the liquid phase, spectra and axial profiles were in-
vestigated near the outer cylinder �x=0.25�. However, to compare
azimuthal velocity of bubbles and azimuthal velocity of the liquid,
radial profiles must be performed in the outflow regions. Then, the
contribution of the bubbles induces an error in the measurement of
the liquid azimuthal velocity. This error is �2%. Axial profiles of
the dimensionless axial velocity �WLd /�� are plotted in Fig. 10 for
Ta=1000. Profiles confirm a slight increase of the axial wave-
length for the ventilated flow, by comparison to the single phase
flow, depending on the inner cylinder’s velocity and thus on the
void fraction. The same value of the Taylor vortices expansion is
obtained with LDV as with visualization of the gaseous phase in
the gap, leading to 
=3.26d and 
=3.32d for Ta=780 and Ta
=1000, respectively, instead of 3.1d in single phase flow. Never-
theless, no significant change is found in the value of the axial
velocity at x=0.25, assuming that the vorticity is slightly de-
creased in ventilated flow. Figure 11 shows both the radial profiles
of the liquid mean azimuthal velocity in single phase and venti-
lated flow for Ta=1000. The velocity is normalized by Vi
=2�Ri�i.To compare to the azimuthal velocity of the bubbles vB,
radial profiles obtained with optical probe are superimposed. It
can be noted that near the inner cylinder, bubbles move a little
slower than the liquid. For Ta=1000, the drift velocity vL−vB can
reach 10% of the liquid velocity. For Ta=780, it is 7% of the
liquid velocity. Concerning the comparison between the single
phase and ventilated flow, there is a small deceleration of the
liquid azimuthal velocity �4% and 6% for Ta=780 and 1000, re-
spectively�. This is due to momentum exchange, which is ex-
pected to increase with � ,dB, and �vL−vB�. Note that the comple-
mentary spectral analysis of the axial velocity performed in single
phase flow and in ventilated flow shows that the spectra are simi-
lar for both quasi-periodic flow �Ta=780� and weakly turbulent
flow �Ta=1000�. Thus, there is no influence of the bubbles on the
transition to weakly turbulent flow.

Characteristics of Liquid Phase in Gaseous-Cavitating
Flow. To quantify the bubble effect on the flow patterns in cavi-
tating flow, mean velocity components of the liquid and spectra
obtained in cavitating flow are compared to those obtained in
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single phase flow. As for the ventilated flow, axial profiles and
spectra of axial velocity were measured near the outer cylinder
�x=0.25� where no bubbles can contribute to the LDV signal. For
the measurement of radial profiles of azimuthal velocity per-
formed in the core of the Taylor vortices, the bubble-induced error
is not as disadvantageous as in the outflow region. However, for
the measurement of radial profiles of azimuthal velocity per-
formed in the outflow regions, the bubble induced error remains
small ��1% �.

In the case of cavitating stratified flow, the Taylor vortices tend

to shift axially with time. Therefore, axial profiles and radial pro-
files of velocity components are only investigated in the case
when the flow is homogeneous. The axial profile of mean axial
velocity plotted in Fig. 12 for Ta=1000 �nS=16�, shows clearly
that the axial wave length is reduced with the vapor phase, by
comparison to the single phase flow. The axial wave length values
investigated by LDV are in agreement with the values obtained by
the visualizations and reported in Table 2. In homogeneous cavi-
tating flow, there is both a flattening of the Taylor vortices
��
 /
single phase=−8.5% at Ta=780,nS=15 and −15.5% at Ta

Fig. 9 Spectrum of the gas characteristic function obtained at Ta=780 for
cavitating homogeneous flow „nS=15…

Fig. 10 Comparison between single phase flow and ventilated flow axial profiles of axial velocity for �i
=3.07 rps „Ta=1000… :−−�−−:single phase, −−�−−: ventilated
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=1000,nS=16� and a decrease of the tangential velocity
��wL /wsingle phase=−2% at Ta=780, nS=15 and −11.5% at Ta
=1000, nS=16�. This trend is more pronounced in the Taylor vor-
tices where bubbles are captured and reinforced when both Ta and
the void fraction increase. Globally, when combining reduction of
both size and tangential velocity of the vortices, it seems that the

vorticity slightly increases with the vapour phase for both Ta.
A squeezing of the Taylor vortices was also observed by Atkhen

et al. �2� in weakly and high turbulent Couette Taylor flow with a
superimposed axial flow. Indeed, according to their measure-
ments, at Ta=1000, the axial wavelength is reduced by 20% for a
volumetric flux of the liquid corresponding to JL=0.034 m/s �i.e.,

Fig. 11 Radial profiles of azimuthal velocity in the outflow region of both the liquid phase and the bubbles for
Ta=1000,x=r /d− „Ri+R0… /2d :�: single phase, �: ventilated, Ã: bubbles

Fig. 12 Axial profiles of axial velocity for Ta=1000. Comparison between single phase flow and homogeneous
cavitating flow „nS=16… :−−�−−:single phase, −−�−−:ns=16 homogeneous
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JL /Vi=0.044Vi�. Because of the difference between the inertia of
vapor and liquid, the same volumetric flux of vapor would lead to
less important modification of the flow patterns. This gives rise to
the question: Is there any influence of the transitional axial flow
superimposed during the stratification stage on the axial reduction
in wavelength observed in cavitating homogeneous flow? The su-
perficial velocity JG due to the axial volumetric flux was roughly
estimated as 1/ ���Ro

2−Rt
2���Ri

Ro��r��L / td�2�rdr, with td the time
necessary for the bubbles to migrate from the bottom to the top of
the apparatus. From the radial profile of void fraction measured in
the third string below the free surface of the stratified flow at
Ta=1000, we obtain JG equal to 0.006 mm/s �i.e., 3�10−6Vi�.
Compared to �2�, this value is too small to ensure a modification
of the flow patterns. Same conclusion is drawn, by comparison
with Shiomi et al.�1�. Indeed, they underline, that there is no sig-
nificant influence of a two-phase axial flux on the axial wave-
length for a superficial velocity �i.e., liquid+gas� �0.35Vi, from
Ta=3000 up to 25000. Thus, the squeezing of the Taylor vortices
is likely to be due to the bubbles effect, in terms of momentum
exchange and not to the superimposed gas flux during pressure
drop. In Figs. 13 and 14, radial profiles of mean azimuthal veloc-
ity measured both in the core of the vortices and in the outflow
region are presented together with profiles of mean bubble veloc-
ity for Ta=780 �nS=15� and Ta=1000�nS=16�, respectively. For
the homogeneous flow, the vapor moves at the velocity of the
liquid in the middle of the gap. The drift velocity is particularly
important in the outflow region near the inner cylinder. It is re-
sponsible for the elongation of the bubbles, observed in this re-
gion of the flow. At x=−0.375, the drift velocity can reach 40%
and 27% of the liquid velocity for Ta=780 and 1000, respectively.
This drift velocity is expected to increase in the region closer to
the wall, where the probe is unable to take measurements. In the
core of the vortices, the drift velocity is small, in agreement with
the spherical shape of the bubbles. Figures 13 and 14 also display
the radial profiles of mean azimuthal velocity measured in single
phase flow. It can be seen that homogeneous cavitation has no
significant influence on the azimuthal mean velocity in the core of

the vortices. In the outflow region, however, there is a decrease in
liquid velocity near the inner cylinder �4% and 7% for Ta=780
and 1000, respectively� that results from the momentum ex-
changes between the phases. This deceleration of the liquid de-
pends on the Ta number and thus increases with the void fraction.
It leads to a flattening of the radial velocity profiles, characteristic
of bubbly flows in general. The flattening of the azimuthal veloc-
ity profiles and the deceleration of the liquid in the outflow re-
gions are expected to be more pronounced in the case of stratified
cavitating flow for which the void fraction is augmented by com-
parison to the homogeneous flow. Spectra of the liquid axial ve-
locity performed in the outflow region are presented in Figs. 15
and 16, respectively, for Ta=780 and Ta=1000. In these figures,
the spectrum obtained in single phase flow is superimposed with
the spectrum obtained in stratified cavitating flow. Spectra ob-
tained in homogeneous flow are unchanged by comparison to
single phase flow �and thus are not displayed in the figures�. Note
that it was carefully checked that spectra were the same for the
different axial positions of the outflow regions. For Ta=780, in
single phase flow, incommensurable rays of frequency �f� and
mf0� are observed, corresponding to the quasi-periodic flow with
an azimuthal wave number m=4. For the cavitating stratified flow
�nS=15�, as evidence, there is a premature disappearance of the
azimuthal wave, corresponding to a premature appearance of the
weakly turbulent flow. For the cavitating homogeneous flow, the
spectrum recovers the same shape as in single phase flow, assum-
ing that the premature change in turbulence development is tran-
sitional, in agreement either with a stratification state of the flow
or with a void fraction in the outflow region larger than 0.1%.

For Ta=1000, as expected in Table 1 for the single phase
weakly turbulent flow, the azimuthal wave of frequency mf0 has
disappeared. The same result is encountered in both the cavitating
stratified flow and in the cavitating homogeneous flow �nS=16�.
Spectra analysis shows that the distribution of fluctuating energy
is modified by the presence of the bubbles in quasi-periodic flow
for cavitating stratified flow conditions. To explain this, it can be
worth comparing the bubble size and the length scale of energy

Fig. 13 Radial profiles of azimuthal velocity of both the liquid phase and the bubbles for cavitating homogeneous
flow at Ta=780 „nS=15… ,x=r /d− „Ri+Ro… /2d: �: single phase outflow, � :ns=15 homogeneous, outflow, -: bubbles
outflow, �: single phase core, �: ns=15 homogeneous, core, +: bubbles core
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containing eddies. The length scale of azimuthal wave can be
deduced from the ratio: l0=Wrms/mf0 and the one of the modula-
tion from the ratio l�=Wrms/ f�, where Wrms is the rms value of
axial velocity component in the outflow region. This yields to

length scales of 5 mm and 16 mm, respectively. This rough esti-
mation shows that the bubble size in the outflow region is of the
same order as the azimuthal wavelength scale, as it is suggested
by the premature disappearance of this wave at Ta=780. Accord-

Fig. 14 Radial profiles of azimuthal velocity of both the liquid phase and the bubbles for cavitating homogeneous
flow at Ta=1000„nS=16… ,x=r /d− „Ri+Ro… /2d :�: single phase outflow, � :ns=16 homogeneous outflow, �:
bubbles outflow, �: single phase core, � :ns=16 homogeneous core, Ã: bubbles core

Fig. 15 Comparison of the spectra obtained at Ta=780: dotted line, single phase flow; solid line, cavitating
stratified flow „nS=15…
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ing to Cognet �8�, azimuthal waves, in single phase Couette Tay-
lor flow, are due to the significant radial jet localized in the out-
flow region. Therefore, it can be supposed that when bubbles of
same size as the azimuthal wave characteristic length interfere
with this jet, azimuthal waves are affected. Fluctuating kinetic
energy of the azimuthal wave is thus transferred to the chaotic
structures characterized by f�. Indeed, kinetic energy of frequency
f� is promoted by the capture of the bubbles and the bubble ar-
rangement in the core of the vortices following the waves associ-
ated with this frequency, as mentioned before. Let us now evalu-
ate the turbulent fluctuations produced by the wake of the bubbles,
i.e., pseudo-turbulence. In the outflow jet, taking into account the
bubble small axis distribution, the characteristic frequency of fluc-
tuations in the wake of ellipsoïdal bubbles can be estimated based
on a Strouhal number �fBlxB /UL,outflow���fBlxB /WL� around
0.13. It leads to bubble frequencies approximately equal to 12 Hz
��7�i�, out of order by comparison to characteristic frequencies
of the flow �f� and mf0�. Moreover, according to Lance and Ba-
taille �9� in grid turbulence flow, the void fraction must be supe-
rior than 1% to have spectra affected by pseudo-turbulence. This
condition is obviously not satisfied. The bubble induced fluctuat-
ing motion is thus clearly due to bubble capture in the vortices.

Discussion About Bubble-Induced Effects on the Flow
Pattern: Comparison Between Ventilated and Gaseous-
Cavitating Flows

This study provides the evidence that the ventilated and cavi-
tating Couette Taylor flows, characterized by different bubble size,
do not have the same features in the range 780	Ta	1000. For
the ventilated flow, there is no influence of the bubbles on the
spectra of axial velocity. Bubbles, localized in the outflow region,
are considered too small �dB /d=0.035� to interfere with turbulent
structures and bring about a premature transition to turbulence.
Nevertheless, there is a slight increase in axial wave length. In
Djeridi et al. �4�, it is conjectured that migration of bubbles �dB

�0.3d� from the cores of the vortices into the outflow regions
leads to an augmentation in the axial wavelength. It is now clear

that this bubble location in the outflow, whatever their size, is
responsible for the vortices’ size modification. This stretching of
the Taylor vortices is consistent with an increase of the axial mo-
mentum transfer between the Taylor vortices �10�. The boundary
region is known to act as a barrier to exchanges; thus, bubbles can
act as an intermediary to transfer momentum between the vortices.
For the homogeneous cavitating flow, Taylor vortices are
squeezed. In the present study, it seems that bubbles, mostly
trapped in the core of the vortices, are responsible for a decrease
of the vortex size and an increase of the vorticity. This is in agree-
ment with Gopalan and Katz �11�. They give the evidence that, for
certain combinations of vortex strengths and bubble diameters, a
few entrained bubbles at very low void fraction can reduce the
core size of laminar, transitional, and turbulent vortices. Accord-
ing to the bubble location in the vortex core and the ratio between
momentum exchange due to the bubble buoyancy effect and to the
bubble pressure gradient effect given by gdB

3 /G2, the distortion
can be null, marginal, or severe. G represents the vortex strength.
In our case, the increase in vorticity is about 6%, assuming that
the distortion is called “marginal” distortion. In �11�, marginal
distortion is observed for bubble distance from the center of the
vortex between 0.4R and 0.45R,with R the vortex radius. This is
typically the case for the radial bubble location �0.44R�. For the
axial bubble location, we obtain a little more �0.54R�. We also
obtain gdB

3 /G2 larger than prescribed by �11�. Estimations give
4 .10−3 and 3.10−3 for Ta=780 and Ta=1000, respectively. Nev-
ertheless, comparisons to �11� are difficult because the distortion
of the vortices seems also to be linked to the bubble number and
their residence time, for bubbles agglomerated in the vortex.

Taking into account that bubble location directly influences the
size of the vortices, thus, a predominant flattening of the Taylor
cells is observed when the void fraction in the core of the cells is
more significant than the void fraction near the inner cylinder in
the outflow region �top of the gap in stratified flow and homoge-
neous flow�. In return, a predominant growth of the Taylor cells is
observed when the void fraction near the inner cylinder in the
outflow region is more significant than the void fraction in the
core of the cells �bottom of the gap in stratified flow�. In single

Fig. 16 Comparison of the spectra obtained at Ta=1000: dotted line, single phase flow; solid line, cavitating
stratified flow „nS=16…
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phase flow, the axial wavelength growth is related to the increase
in the wall shear stress �8�. Therefore, same arguments relative to
the “bubble-induced wall shear stress” can be advanced to explain
the growth of the Taylor cells length observed in ventilated flow
and stratified cavitating flow.

For both ventilated and cavitating flows, bubbles move slower
than the liquid in the azimuthal direction. The azimuthal drift
velocity is reinforced in the region where the liquid is accelerated
and, thus, particularly in the outflow region, near the inner cylin-
der. This results in a deceleration of the fluid in the azimuthal
direction near the inner cylinder in the outflow region and a flat-
tening of the azimuthal velocity radial profiles. This corresponds
to an increase of the velocity gradient at the inner cylinder, lead-
ing to an increase of the wall shear stress at the inner cylinder.
This increase of the local wall shear stress, which is expected to
expand with the void fraction is called bubble-induced wall shear
stress. It is not directly due to buoyancy effect, but rather due to
modification of liquid velocity profiles near the wall, as a result of
momentum transfer between gas and liquid phases. When consid-
ering the volume occupied by the bubbles � multiplied by the drift
velocity, there is a ratio of 0.4 and 0.14 between cavitating homo-
geneous flow and ventilated flow, for Ta=780 and 1000, respec-
tively. Thus, the momentum exchange between bubbles and liquid
is greater in ventilated flow than in cavitating flow, letting suppose
that bubble-induced wall shear stress is greater in ventilated flow
than in cavitating flow. Therefore, radial transport of fluid azi-
muthal momentum from near the inner wall outward �12� and
axial momentum transfer are prominent in ventilated flow. The
reason why transfers are promoted in ventilated flow is that the
bubble quantity and, thus, the void fraction in the outflow region
near the inner cylinder are more important, regardless of the
bubble size. In Djeridi et al. �4�, the bubble-induced wall shear
stress was expected to be responsible for the premature transition
between the second and third instability. In the present experi-
ment, it cannot explain the premature transition to weakly turbu-
lent flow, observed for the stratified cavitating flow. This prema-
ture transition must not be considered here as an advance in the
transition to turbulence. Two reasons can be invoked: First of all,
millimetric bubbles present in the outflow region in cavitating
flow interfere with the azimuthal wave. Secondly, millimetric
bubbles to be captured by the Taylor vortices in cavitating flow
reinforces the modulation f� at the cost of the azimutal wave.

Conclusion
The bubbly Couette Taylor flow was investigated for the quasi-

periodic and weakly turbulent regimes. Bubbles of different size
were generated either by natural ventilation �dB=0.03d� or by
injection and pressure drop �gaseous cavitation dB=0.15d�. For
��0.1%, bubble-induced modifications of the flow patterns are
evident, depending on the bubble location in the gap and their
size. For the ventilated flow, submillimetric bubbles are localized
in the outflow regions near the inner cylinder. For the cavitating
flow, millimetric bubbles are localized both in the outflow regions
near the inner cylinder and in one in two Taylor vortex cores.

While injecting and decreasing the pressure, the flow is axially
stratified, the wavelength being increased at the bottom of the gap
and decreased at the top. When the pressure is stabilized, the flow
reorganizes to have an homogeneous axial wavelength. For a pref-
erential bubble arrangement in the outflow region near the inner
cylinder, there is a stretching of the Taylor vortices. As a conse-
quence of their drift velocity, bubbles localized in the outflow
region are responsible for an increase of the wall shear stress at
the inner cylinder. Stretching is thus due to bubble-induced wall
shear stress. For a preferential arrangement of bubbles in the Tay-
lor vortices obtained either at the top of the gap for stratified
cavitating flow or in the entire gap for the homogeneous flow,
there is a squeezing of the vortices that increases with the void
fraction. Squeezing is due to an increase of vorticity of the liquid
in order to capture the bubbles. In the case of stratified cavitating
flow, a premature transition from quasi-periodic flow to weakly
turbulent flow is observed. This is not attributed to advanced tran-
sition to turbulence but to interference in the outflow region be-
tween millimetric bubbles and the azimuthal wave, the length
scale of which is of the same order.

As a conclusion, bubbles localized near a wall in a Couette
Taylor flow, and in two-phase flows, in general, are expected to
improve transfers, whereas bubbles captured by Taylor vortices,
are expected to reduce transfers.
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Eulerian-Eulerian Modeling of
Disperse Two-Phase Flow in a
Gas-Liquid Cylindrical Cyclone
This work presents a three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) study of a
two-phase flow field in a gas-liquid cylindrical cyclone (GLCC) using CFX4.3™, a com-
mercial code based on the finite volume method. The numerical analysis was made for
air-water mixtures at near atmospheric conditions, while both liquid and gas flow rates
were changed. The two-phase flow behavior is modeled using an Eulerian-Eulerian ap-
proach, considering both phases as an interpenetrating continuum. This method com-
puted the inter-phase phenomena by including a source term in the momentum equation
to consider the drag between the liquid and gas phases. The gas phase is modeled as a
bimodal bubble size distribution to allow for the presence of free- and entrapment gas,
simultaneously. The results (free surface shape and liquid angular velocity) show a rea-
sonable match with experimental data. The CFD technique here proposed demonstrates
to satisfactorily reproduce angular velocities of the phases and their spatial distribution
inside the GLCC. Computed results also proved to be useful in forecasting bubble and
droplet trajectories, from which gas carry under (GCU) and liquid carry over might be
estimated. Nevertheless, moderate differences found between the computed GCU and
experimental measurements suggest that new adjustments may be done to the numerical
model to improve its accuracy. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2201623�

Introduction
During the last two decades, large efforts have been dedicated

to research aiming to the development of multiphase flow com-
pact separators. Today, compact separators are widely used in the
industry and particularly in the oil production process, where ex-
pensive, heavy and bulky static separators have been traditionally
used. The gas-liquid cylindrical cyclone �GLCC�, patented by the
University of Tulsa in 1994, is one of these compact devices,
developed to separate gas-liquid streams. The GLCC consists on a
tangential pipeline connected to the vertical cylindrical body. The
incoming multiphase stream runs into the cylindrical body
through the tangential pipeline, which is also inclined 30 deg
downward. The gas-liquid mixture enters the separator and a first
separation stage occurs. If the incoming flow velocity is too low,
the gravity dominates the inertia and the mixture falls down pro-
moting the stratification or static-like separation of phases. If the
flow enters the GLCC body with a mid-high velocity, then a swirl-
ing motion begins promoting an inertia-dominated separation pro-
cess. The centripetal/centrifugal and buoyancy forces drive the gas
toward the body centerline and upward to the top, while impelling
the liquid toward the wall and bottom of the cylindrical body �see
Fig. 1�. The swirling motion of the mixture at the entrance is
enhanced by a nozzle. However, the excessive inflow velocity
may decrease the separator performance since it also promotes the
turbulent mixing of the phases.

The GLCC efficiency is determined by the quality of the outlet

streams, i.e., if only gas flows through the top exit and only liquid
flows through the bottom exit, then the separator efficiency is
100%. The gas carry under �GCU� and liquid carry over are also
practical indexes to compute the GLCC efficiency of separation
for each exit stream.

During regular operation, inside the GLCC a bubble, slug,
churn or annular flow pattern is established above the injection
section, while a vortex sets in underneath. The gas phase accom-
modates in the vortex core, whereas the liquid phase occupies its
periphery �1�. At the present time, it is estimated that there are
around 600 GLCC units installed worldwide. Nevertheless, it is
still not widely used because of the lack of models that accurately
predict its performance. Current models are hardly close yet in
predicting the complex transport phenomena occurring inside the
separator.

Recent research aiming to predict the GLCC performance has
been based on computationae fluid dynamics �CFDE� modeling,
since this approach allows a deeper understanding of the detailed
hydrodynamics inside the separator. Numerical results have led to
the development of mechanistic models. The accurate prediction
of the vortex inside the separator, which affects the GCU, is the
main focus of most of the precedent research. In 1997, Erdal et al.
�2� performed CFD simulations, using CFX™, to reproduce the
tangential velocity measured in a reduced-scale GLCC by Farchi
�3�.

In their work, Erdal et al. �2�, performed single- and two-phase
flow simulations using the k-� turbulence model. Single-phase
simulations were carried out to compare the flow fields computed
from the almost inexpensive axis-symmetrical simulation and the
memory/time consuming three-dimensional �3D� simulation.
From these simulations, they found insignificant differences and
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therefore performed the two-phase simulations using an axis-
symmetrical geometry. However, when comparing to experiments,
Erdal et al. �2� found similar tendencies, but over-prediction of the
decay of the swirling strength. More recently, Motta et al. �4�
compared the prediction capabilities of two CFD codes: CFX™
and TU-CFD™. Both codes are based on the finite volume method,
but CFX™ uses the semi-implicit method for pressure linked equa-
tion corrected �SIMPLEC�, while TU-CFD uses SIMPLER, as their
pressure-computation algorithm. Furthermore, CFX™ results were
obtained using the standard k-� and the multi-fluid models, while
TU-CFD computations employed the zero equation/mixing length
and drift-flux models, for turbulence and inter-phase interaction,
respectively. For the comparison, Motta et al. �4� used an axis-
symmetric model to reproduce experimental data from Farchi �3�.
Both numerical codes performed quite similarly, but CFX™ results
were closer to experimental data. Erdal et al. �5� compared mul-
tiphase models available in CFX™ �homogeneous and multi-fluid�
using an axis-symmetrical model of a laboratory-scale GLCC. The
k-� model was employed in this study. Numerical results were
compared with visualization experiments. The authors concluded
that both models might predict the free surface shape with accu-
racy, noticing, in general, a good agreement between experimental
and numerical results.

Erdal et al. �6� studied the trajectories of small bubbles under-
neath the GLCC injection section and the influence of them on
GCU. Single-phase, two-phase and bubble trajectory simulations
were carried out by them using an axis-symmetrical computa-
tional model of a laboratory-scale GLCC. In their work, the nu-
merical results were validated with visualization experiments. Re-
sults showed that the bubble trajectories and GCU are
significantly affected by turbulence dispersion.

Finally, Erdal and Shirazi �7� carried out local velocity mea-
surements in a laboratory model of the GLCC using laser Doppler
velocimetry. The tests were conducted with single-phase liquid
flow only. Experimental data were compared with flow fields ob-
tained from three-dimensional simulations. Additionally, the per-
formance of two turbulence models was studied. Numerical re-
sults qualitatively agreed with experimental data, but failed to
accurately predict the vortex wavelength and velocities profile.

As it is shown, most of the previous numerical works on the
GLCC have been limited to simplified models to tackle the high
computational cost of a full �3D� simulation. Nevertheless, the
complexity of the transport phenomena inside the GLCC limits
the obtained results from properly predicting the efficiency of this
device. The main objective of the present study is to further the
CFD analyses of the GLCC by performing a more accurate mul-
tiphase and three-dimensional simulation of the flow field using
the finite volume method including the multi-fluid model and the
Eulerian-Eulerian approach for continuous-disperse two-phase
flow. Two-phase experiments on a laboratory-scale GLCC are also
performed and the data are compared with computational results.

FLow Field Simulation

Single-Phase Flow Simulation. The flow field simulations
were performed using CFX4.3™. This code is based on the finite
volume method and uses SIMPLEC as pressure-coupling algorithm.
The k-� model has been used to compute the turbulent transport.
Figure 2 depicts the main dimensions of the separator under study.

The mesh refinement analysis was performed by comparison of
the angular velocity along a vertical line located at 3/8D from the
central axis. Meshes of 37,000, 63,000 and 122,000 elements were
compared. A mean difference of 1.2% and a maximum difference
of 1.9% was encountered between the 63,000 and 122,000 ele-
ment mesh results, normalized by the inlet angular velocity. Ac-
cording to those results, the intermediate mesh with 63,000 ele-
ments was adopted for the rest of the study. Details of the selected
mesh are displayed in Fig. 3. After the mesh sensitibity analysis
was carried out, the computed results, in terms of angular veloci-
ties, were compared with experimental data.

Simulations were performed with turbulence k-� and low Rey-
nolds k-� models. No significant differences in the angular veloci-
ties were found between results from both models. Higher order
upwind differencing scheme was used for the convective term in

Fig. 1 Gas-liquid cylindrical cyclone

Fig. 2 Dimensions of the GLCC model

Fig. 3 „a… Surface mesh at separator midsection highlighting
element agglomeration around the injection point; „b… typical
transversal section of the volumetric mesh in the separator
body
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the momentum equation. Details about this scheme can be found
in Ref. �8,9�. Lower order difference schemes, such as upwind and
hybrid, over-predicted the vortex dissipation along the separator
body.

The experimental angular velocity of the gas-liquid mixture
was measured by means of a paddlewheel meter at several loca-
tions below the nozzle section. The values reported correspond to
the temporal average over a long enough interval. The computed
numerical angular velocity was determined by averaging the local
angular velocities at the four coplanar points shown in Fig. 4, with
respect to the separator axis. Because the paddlewheel axis coin-
cides with separator one, the proposed calculation of the angular
velocity is a reasonable approximation, even though the vortex
core does not coincide with the separator axis. The comparison
between computational and experimental mean angular velocities
is shown in Fig. 5, demonstrating a reasonable agreement. How-
ever, the computed swirling decay appears slightly deeper than in
the experiments. Indeed, the average relative error in Fig. 5 is
13%, while the maximum relative error is 27%.

Figure 6 shows a three-dimensional view of the computed zero
axial-velocity surface, also named the capturing surface, for the
liquid single-phase simulation. Inside the volume bounded by this
surface, the axial velocity is upward, while outside, it is down-
ward. Mechanistic models assume that any bubble capable of
reaching this zone can be separated. This result suggests that the
flow inside of separator is three dimensional instead of axial sym-
metric.

Two-Phase Flow Model. Two-phase flow simulations were
carried out using the CFX4.3™ multi-fluid model. This model con-
siders each phase as an interpenetrating continuum. This means
that, each phase is present in each control volume. The volume
fraction of a phase represents the fraction of the control volume
that is occupied by this phase. Two types of phase may be defined:
continuous and disperse phase. There is one solution field for each
phase separately. Transported quantities interact by means of
inter-phase transfer terms. The multi-fluid model is implemented
using the inter-phase slip algorithm of Spalding. For each phase
the continuity �1�, momentum �2�, k �3� and � �4� transport equa-
tions are solved �8�

� · �r���U�� = 0 �1�

��U�

�t
+ � · �r����U� � U� − ����U� + ��U��T���

= r��B − �p�� + �
�=1

NP

c��
�d��U� − U�� �2�

� · �r����U�k� − �� +
�T�

�k
� � k��� +

�

�t
�r���k�� = r�Sk�

�3�

� · �r����U��� − �� +
�T�

��
� � ���� +

�

�t
�r������ = r�S��

�4�

The subindexes � and � denote the different phases present in
the domain. The inter-phase momentum transfer is only possible
between the disperse phases and the continuous phase; only one
continuous phase may be defined. The disperse phases might be
present in the form of bubbles, drops or spherical solids. In gen-
eral, the coefficient of inter-phase momentum transport is defined
as follows �8�

c��
�d� =

3

4

CD

d
r����U� − U�� �5�

Ihme correlation is used for the calculation of the bubble drag
coefficient �Eq. �6�� along with Gidaspow volume fraction correc-
tion �power coefficient of 1.6�. This correction prevents viscous
drag misestimating at control volumes where disperse fraction is
closer to 1 �8�.

CD =
24

Re
+ 5.48 Re−0.573 + 0.36 �6�

Fig. 4 Coplanar sampling points for determining the computa-
tional mean angular velocity Fig. 5 Comparison of computational and experimental mean

angular velocity for single-phase flow. Q1=7.8Ã10−4 m3/s, Q2
=15.7Ã10−4 m3/s and Q3=23.0Ã10−4 m3/s.

Fig. 6 Computed capturing surface for single phase flow. Q3
=7.8Ã10−3 m3/s.
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To calculate the turbulent viscosity and the source terms of the
turbulence parameters equations, the following customary expres-
sions are used �8�

�T = C��
k2

�
�7�

Sk� = P� + G� − ���� �8�

S�� =
��

k�

	C1��P� + C3� max�G�,0�� − C2�����
 �9�

The equations of continuity, momentum and turbulent proper-
ties are solved in iterative way through the semi-implicit method
for pressure linked equation corrected �SIMPLEC� of Patankar and
Spalding �8�.

Two-Phase Flow Simulation. The experiments were carried
out with air-water mixtures. The mean pressure inside the separa-
tor was held at 17.7 psia during the tests. Water was assumed to
be the continuum phase and two bubble diameters were consid-
ered for air, as the disperse phase. The bubble diameter of the
disperse phase corresponding to free air was 500 �m, while the
bubble diameter of the disperse phase corresponding to entrap-
ment air was 150 �m. The bubble diameter chosen for free gas
ensures that there is no free gas drag on the separator bottom for
any of the operation condition studied. The selection of the bubble
diameter for entrapment air was based on forces balance. In fact,
this is smallest value possible which ensures equilibrium between
drag and buoyancy forces for the minimum flow rate studied.

Boundary Conditions. A homogeneous gas-liquid mixture in-
flow was considered with the specific volume fraction for liquid
�rl� and gas �rg� in the stream. The entrapment gas volume frac-
tion �reg� was taken equal to the liquid volume fraction �rl�, under
the assumption that it might be approximated as the highest GCU
volume fraction. The free-gas volume fraction “rfg” was obtained
as “rg-reg.” The free-gas bubble diameter was chosen relatively
larger than the entrapment gas bubble diameter in order to facili-
tate its buoyant release from the liquid continuous phase. In fact,
free-gas migration starts occurring even along the inlet pipe, caus-
ing the stratification between free-gas and the mixture of liquid
and entrapment gas approaching the nozzle.

During the experiments the liquid level inside separator was
maintained at 1.15 m above the separator bottom �0.1 m under the
nozzle� regulating control valves. An equivalent pressure differ-

ence between gas and liquid exits was set in the simulations.
These pressure boundary conditions ensure the proper location of
the vortex free surface avoiding the necessity to fix flow rate and
phase volume fractions at these outlets.

Liquid flow rates �ql� of: 0.0073, 0.011 y 0.0147 m3/s; and gas
flow rates �qg� of: 0.023, 0.047 y 0.07 sm3/s were prescribed in
the simulations. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the vortex free surface
for several liquid flow rates. The lengths of the shown vortices
correspond to the average of the maximum and minimum values
registered in movies. The recording time of theses movies was
15 s. During this period of time between 15 and 35 fluctuations in
the vortex length typically were observed. The magnitude of the
fluctuations in the vortex length was 1.5 separator diameters
�0.105 m�.

Tables 1 and 2 show the results obtained for the flow angular
velocity at 0.35 m above the injection point at different gas and

Fig. 7 Comparison of simulated and experimental free
surface for qg=0.047 sm3/s. Left: ql=0.0073 m3/s; right: ql
=0.011 m3/s.

Fig. 8 Comparison of simulated and experimental free surface
for qg=0.047 sm3/s and ql=0.0143 m3/s
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liquid flow rates.
The results show a maximum deviation around 17.6% between

simulations and experiments with an average of 11% over the
total sample.

The simulated free surface, presented in Figs. 7 and 8, is ob-
tained by choosing the surface at which volume fraction rg=rl
=0.5. A satisfactory match between experimental and numerical
results is shown; in fact, vortex shape and length are quite similar.

Figure 9 shows the capturing surface for qg=0.047 sm3/s and
ql=0.011 m3/s. This image scale was reduced 50% vertically for
visual proposes. Such as in the single-phase flow, this surface
presents a notorious 3D shape. It disagrees with the axis-
symmetric and mechanistic models assumption as was previously
mentioned.

Figure 10 depicts the volume fraction plot at the mid-
longitudinal plane of the separator. This result coincides with the
visualization done during the corresponding experiment and indi-
cates that the proposed numerical model reproduces the perfor-
mance of the experimental model appreciably well. It may be also

observed that the entrapment gas is removed from the liquid
within the vortex, while free gas, originally separated from the
stream right before the entrance as mentioned, remains out of the
liquid within the separator body.

Table 3 presents simulation and experimental results for differ-
ent phase volume fractions at separator outlets for liquid and gas
flow rates of ql=0.011 m3/s and qg=0.047 sm3/s, respectively.

As can be noticed in Table 3, the magnitude of measurements
of the gas void fraction at the bottom stream �GCU� are compa-
rable to the error associated with entire modeling process, which
considers the contribution of all possible error sources. The dif-
ferences between the computational and the experimental results
might be considered within uncertainties.

Concluding Remarks
Three-dimensional simulations of the flow field inside a gas-

liquid cylindrical cyclone GLCC separator have been carried out.
Both single-phase �water� and two-phase �air-water� flows have
been simulated using the finite volume method.

The obtained numerical results, in terms of vortex free surface,
agree satisfactorily with images of validation experiments. Also,
the mean angular velocities calculated from simulations show a
reasonable match with experimental data.

The simulations showed a helical cone as a capturing surface
instead of an axial symmetric paraboloid. This kind of symmetry,
which is commonly assumed, might lead to important modeling
errors. Hence almost any existing model is based on the capturing
surface shape; the results show the necessity of further studies in
order to establish the influence of the flow symmetry over the
separation capability.

Because the experiments were carried out with air and water,
the gas void fraction at liquid exit measured experimentally is
smaller than the simulation results. The differences in these results
are within the numerical and experimental uncertainties.

Table 2 Mean angular velocity for different liquid flow rates
and qg=0.047 sm3/s

ql

�sm3/s�

Angular velocity �rps�

Error
�%�Exp Sim

0.00074 8.15 9.48 16.3
0.00110 10.87 12.46 14.6
0.00147 14.24 14.86 4.3

Table 3 Liquid and gas volume fraction for two-phase flow
with ql=0.011 m3/s and qg=0.047 sm3/s

Leg
Volume
fraction Exp Sim

Liquid rg
0.00005 0.007

rl
0.9995 0.993

Gas rg
1 0.9923

rl
0 0.0077

Table 1 Mean angular velocity for different gas flow rates and
ql=0.011 m3/s

qg

�sm3/s�

Angular velocity �rps�

Error
�%�Exp Sim

0.0024 9.64 9.76 1.2
0.0047 10.87 12.46 14.6
0.0071 11.63 13.68 17.6

Fig. 9 Three-dimensional view of the capturing surface for
qg=0.047 sm3/s, ql=0.011 m3/s

Fig. 10 Volume fractions at mid-longitudinal plane of GLCC
for qg=0.047 sm3/s and ql=0.011 m3/s
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Nomenclature
GLCC � gas liquid cylindrical cyclonic

� � dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy
k � turbulent kinetic energy

U � velocity vector
Sk � term of generation of turbulent kinetic energy
r � volume fraction

G � Production of turbulent kinetic energy due to
the external forces

NP � number phases
q � volumetric flow rate, m3/s
� � fluid density, kg/m3

� � fluid viscosity, Pa s
C � constant empiric
t � time, s

m3/s � cubic meters per second
sm3/s � cubic meters per second at standard conditions
Scm/s � cubic meters per second at standard conditions.

rps � revolutions per second

Subscripts
� ,� � phases

p � phase
D � drag

1,2,3 � index to constant different
eg � entrapment gas
fg � free gas
g � gas
l � liquid

Superscripts
T � transpose tensor
d � Drag
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Natural and Forced Conjugate
Heat Transfer in Complex
Geometries on Cartesian
Adapted Grids
The Cartesian incompressible RANS solver with immersed boundaries, IBRANS, recently
developed at Stanford, has been extended to include conjugate heat transfer modeling
and used for the simulation of the electrical motor of an automotive engine cooling fan
system. Such applications are particularly challenging, as they involve very complex
geometries with tight tolerances and rotating parts. The new conjugate heat transfer
capability of IBRANS has been verified on natural and forced convection flows. The former
involves flows in enclosures around a sphere and electronic chips. The latter focuses on
heated cylinders for Reynolds numbers covering flow regimes ranging for a steady lami-
nar flow to unsteady turbulent flows. Excellent agreement is achieved with similar simu-
lations with a conventional body-fitted solver (FLUENT 6.1) using equivalent turbulent
models. First three-dimensional simulations of the flow and heat transfer within the
complete electrical motor are presented. The numerical predictions of the pressure drop
through the motor as a function of flow rate agree very well with the measured data over
the complete operating range. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2201625�

1 Introduction
In the design process of new automotive engine cooling fan

systems, one increasingly important problem is the interaction of
the fan system with a tighter and hotter underhood environment.
This creates aerodynamic and acoustic constraints on the fan sys-
tem but also large thermal loads on the electrical motor driving the
fan system. The aerothermal management within the fan system
requires detailed conjugate heat transfer �CHT� analysis within the
electrical motor.

The conventional computational fluid dynamic �CFD� approach
based on body-fitted grids provides such capabilities but several
outstanding issues emerge. First, the computer aided design
�CAD� to CFD transfer of such large geometrical models requires
user intervention even when direct interfaces between the CAD
and the grid generation software are available. Surfaces represen-
tation has very different meanings in CAD and CFD environ-
ments. In the former, they are the end product and they serve as
basis for manufacturing. The surfaces are typically converted to a
set of points to drive a Computer Aided Manufacturing �CAM�
machine or to a set of triangles for rapid-prototyping manufactur-
ing. The distribution of the output points �or the size of the tri-
angles� is typically based on surface curvature and it is directly
controlled by the user in the CAD system. In a CFD environment,
the surface representation is only a starting point and it is used as
a support for the surface mesh generation procedure. Once this
surface mesh is obtained, the volume mesh is built to allow for a
CFD solution. There are several constraints on the surface mesh
that make the direct use of CAD surfaces nearly impossible; the
most important is the quality of the mesh elements. Usually, the
CAD model is broken into several smaller components and sur-
face meshes are generated in patches enforcing quality constaints.
The volume meshes are also typically built in subdomains. There-
fore, the grid generation for a complex geometry, such as an elec-
tric motor, is extremely time consuming and requires very skilled

users. As quoted by Péniguel in �1�: “This step is representing
sometimes more than 80% of the time devoted to a study.” More-
over, in a typical design cycle several parametric studies must be
carried out to evaluate the effect of various design solutions. This
can hardly be done within typical time constraints due to the grid
reconstruction step required for each new simulation. Current in-
dustrial practice is to use simplified model problems and to ex-
trapolate the results to build several initial prototypes that are
consequently tested. However, such procedures can hardly yield
an optimized system and can be still very costly.

In the present study, an innovative approach based on the im-
mersed boundary technique is proposed to overcome most of the
above simulation obstacles. The method is based on the use of
Cartesian grids nonconforming with the physical boundaries.
Body forces are then added at the interface to enforce the bound-
ary constraints. This recently developed approach will be de-
scribed after stating the present industrial context and simulation
background in the next section. Particular emphasis will be put on
the grid generation and the extension of the flow solver to conju-
gate heat transfer problems. Verification examples focused on
natural and forced convection at various flow regimes are then
shown. The extension to the complete electrical motor is then
tackled and the first milestone results are shown.

2 Design Background
The increasing need of flat fan systems in automotive engine

cooling modules often leads to the use of compact electric engine
cooling �EEC� motors as shown in Fig. 1. These compact motors
should have the same efficiency as earlier designs with reduced
volume and then increased heat dissipation density. Using high
magnetic characteristic materials and high thermal insulation class
materials would achieve this goal. Unfortunately, EEC motors are
very cost sensitive products, and compromise need to be found
between cost and performance. Improving heat transfer inside an
EEC motor is an important way to meet these challenges, which
should lead to reduced temperatures of critical parts of the motor.
Reliability is then increased and high power density in the elec-
trical motor is no longer compromised by motor life consider-
ation. In �2�, Hong et al. focused on the interaction between motor
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temperature and airflow inside the EEC motor. Theoretically, the
thermal analysis of these electric motors includes:

• heat source analysis
• airflow and conjugate heat transfer �CHT� analysis

Both numerical analysis and experimental validation were car-
ried out in �2� to establish a robust and practical methodology for
thermal analysis of EEC motors. The turnaround of the three-
dimensional simulations involved in the second step �the CHT
analysis� limited the possibility of varying the geometrical param-
eters of these EEC motors and did not allow mapping its complete
flow performances quickly. To achieve such simulations several
hurdles had to be overcome. First, to simulate the inside of an
electrical motor, one has to deal with an extreme geometrical
complexity similar to the underhood environment of a vehicle. An
electrical motor consists of about a hundred parts with thirty mov-
ing components and a wide range of clearances between these
parts. The generation of the grid �Fig. 6 in Ref. �2�� required
further simplification of the original CAD models. For instance,
the crimping teeth, the screws and nuts were removed. In addition,
the conjugate heat transfer analysis requires the meshing of both
the fluid and solid regions. Overall, the complete CAD prepara-
tion and mesh generation required several months. The resulting
numerical model had several millions nodes, which required sev-
eral CPU days on a SGI Octane workstation. This makes a quick
design or a quick adaptation to a particular thermal issue currently
impossible.

3 Immersed Boundary Method
The present computational approach, namely IBRANS, is based

on a simple, widely available description for geometrical compo-
nents, the stereo-lithography �STL� format. In this context any
three-dimensional surface is represented by a collection of tri-
angles. These models are the same as those used for rapid proto-
typing and no constraints are imposed on the surface triangulation

�other than being a sufficiently accurate representation of the ge-
ometry�. In particular, highly irregular and skewed triangles can
be successfully handled. The relation between the underlying Car-
tesian grid and the STL surface is constructed using a ray-tracing
algorithm; this allows to tag the computational cells that are cut
by the immersed surface interface and identify the fluid and solid
cells as volumes that are completely outside and inside the STL
surface, respectively. Our immersed boundary �IB� method uses
interpolants to reconstruct the behavior of the solution in the
neighborhood of the embedded surfaces so that the boundary con-
ditions are enforced at the physical location, as opposed to the
closest Cartesian location as in the stairstep approach used, for
instance, in the commercial Cartesian RANS solver UH3D �3,4�.
Note that the current approach is also different from some of the
earlier versions of the IB methods where the governing equations
are modified by adding forcing terms designed to enforce the
boundary conditions. A detailed discussion of the differences be-
tween various IB approaches can be found in Refs. �5–7�; here we
only describe the most important aspects focusing on the applica-
tion of the technique for heat transfer calculation �see next sec-
tion�.

The approach is based on the solution of the RANS equations for
an incompressible fluid using a SIMPLE approach �8,9�. The fluid
cells are treated without any modifications while in the solid and
the interface cells a special treatment is introduced. In the solid
cells the velocity is set to zero, whereas in the interface cells a
reconstruction is used to bridge the solution in the fluid cells and
the desired no-slip boundary condition on the STL surface. The
interpolant used is in the form

� = a1n2 + a2n + a3t1 + a4nt1 + a5nt2 + a6t1 + a7t2 + a8 �1�

where � represents any independent variable �i.e., the velocity
components�, n, t1 and t2 are the normal and tangential directions
to the surface and the ai are the unknown interpolation coeffi-
cients. These coefficients are determined by imposing the bound-
ary condition and the values of � in the fluid cells surrounding the
interface. Equation �1� can be rewritten in a form that explicitly
shows the fluid cells contributions

�p = �
nb

bnb�nb + bbc�bc �2�

The reconstruction Eq. �2� allows for an implicit treatment of the
interface value �p thus it does not introduce any stability con-
straint.

It is worth mentioning that Eq. �1� requires the determination of
eight coefficients, therefore seven fluid values and one boundary
condition. In general, only nearest neighbors of the interface
cell—cells that share at least one node—are used. If the specific
conformation of the STL surface does not allow the use of enough
neighbors, the interpolant is simplified by eliminating the qua-
dratic terms.

The current approach uses the Boussinesq approximation to
close the RANS equations. The eddy viscosity is computed using
simple one- or two-equation turbulence models; the models are
described in detail in �10�. The one-equation model is the Spalart-
Allmaras model �11�, whereas the two-equation model is a trans-
formation of the k-� model developed by Wilcox �12�; in the
present appraoch, the variable g defined as g=1/��� is used
instead of �. The complete set of model damping functions, clo-
sure coefficients and auxiliary relationships for both turbulence
models can be found in Ref. �10�. Both models are characterized
by simple homogeneous wall boundary conditions for all the tur-
bulent scalars and therefore the same reconstruction operators
used for the velocity components are used.

A note of caution is related to the treatment of the pressure. In
the current approach, the pressure equation is solved everywhere
in the domain, including inside solid regions. This is done to
simplify the solution of the elliptic equations without requiring a
reconstruction of the pressure field. The pressure field is clearly

Fig. 1 Automotive engine cooling electrical motor
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used only in the fluid cells. Note that for no-slip boundary condi-
tions this treatment is completely equivalent to imposing a Neu-
mann condition on the pressure.

To increase the grid resolution and, therefore, the accuracy, the
Cartesian cells are successively refined locally thus introducing
hanging nodes. The procedure is anisotropic such that each cell
can be subdivided in two, four or eight subcells; the grid refine-
ment approach is described in detail in �13�. In summary, once the
interface cells are identified, their size is compared to the desired
normal and tangential resolution at the STL surface. If necessary,
the cells are split in one or more directions and the tagging pro-
cedure applied again. An additional refinement procedure is ap-
plied to avoid jumps in cell size larger than one-to-eight; this
smoothing also limits the number of neighbors for each cell at 24
�four per cell side�. The advantages of the anisotropic grid refine-
ments can be clearly seen in Fig. 2 where the necessary number of
cells to achieve a given resolution around an elliptic profile is
plotted. It is clear that the more alignment between the STL sur-
faces and the Cartesian direction, the more the anisotropic grid
refinement is effective. The latter capability has first been vali-
dated on an actual turbine blade with its internal cooling passage
�14�. The application of the present procedure to the complex

geometry of an electric motor is presented in Fig. 3 with two
cutting planes through the mesh. The left plot cuts through the
motor stack at midspan of the motor case; the right plot goes
through the motor front plate behind the drive plate.

4 Conjugate Heat Transfer
In a previous work �15�, Iaccarino et al. showed that the heat

transfer in heated ribbed passages is significantly modified when
the heat conduction through the passage walls is accounted for.
This motivates the need for solid/fluid CHT analysis.

As mentioned before, in the present IBRANS solver, a Cartesian
grid nonconforming to the boundaries is used. The availability of
a grid throughout the computational domain, including the inside
of the solid embedded region, allows for a CHT calculation to be
carried out naturally. The energy equation is solved in the entire
domain consisting of the fluid plus the solid, in the form

�T

�t
+ ui

�T

�xi
=

�

�xj
��k + kt�

�T

�xj
� + ST �3�

where k is the thermal conductivity, kt the turbulent diffusivity
modeled here using a simple gradient diffusion hypothesis, kt

Fig. 2 Anisotropic grid refinement

Fig. 3 Cartesian grid planes through the electrical motor
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=�tSct, with the eddy viscosity based on either the one- or the
two-equation model and Sct, the turbulent Prandtl number equal to
0.9. The source term ST represents any user-specified volumetric
source term present in the solid �representing heating due, for
example, to electric currents�. When natural convection is negli-
gible with respect to forced convection, the energy Eq. �3� is
decoupled from the momentum equation and can be solved sepa-
rately. On the other hand, in buoyancy driven flows, the equations
are linked and, in general, it is not possible to use the incompress-
ible formulation due to the changes in density. In the present ap-
proach, the simple Boussinesq hypothesis is used to model the
buoyancy force in the momentum equations. The additional
source term in the momentum equation is in the form

Sui
= ��� − �ref�gi �4�

where gi represents the gravity vector, � and �ref the local density
and a reference density, and, � is the expansion ratio of the fluid
considered.

Appropriate material properties are considered for each solid
and the fluid in the system, and �eventually� source terms are
added locally in the solid regions. The energy equation is solved,
similarly to the turbulence equations, segregated from the mean
flow. The only other aspect to consider is the treatment of the
interface cells, which correspond to the solid/fluid interfaces.
From an IB point of view the reconstruction procedure �Eq. �1��
must be applied on both sides of the interfaces. In physical terms,
the interface temperature is not known but the continuity of both
temperature, Tw, and heat flux, �w, must be enforced

	Tw,s = Tw,f

�w,s = �s
 �T

�n
�

w,s
= � f
 �T

�n
�

w,f
= �w,f � �5�

where the subscripts s and f refer to the solid and fluid side of the
interface. In the present approach, a linear interpolation procedure
is used on both sides of the interface; this together with the con-
ditions �5� allows to obtain the temperature in the interface cells.

	
Tf = a1n + a2t1 + a3t2 + a4

Ts = b1n + b2t1 + b3t2 + b4

�T

�nf
= a1

�T

�ns
= b1

� �6�

The present reconstruction requires three cells on each side of the
interface.

5 Verification of the IBRANS Solver
The RANS solver IBRANS has already been applied to several test

cases to evaluate its accuracy. The flow in a wavy-wall channel at
a Reynolds number ReH=11,000 was reported in �5�, together
with the challenging piston/cylinder assembly. The flow around
road vehicles has then been recently tackled to study the unsteady
dynamics of the wake and the modification induced by drag re-
duction devices �5,6�. The verification of the conjugate heat trans-
fer capability in the immersed boundary code on adapted Carte-
sian grids is presently achieved by comparing with reference
body-fitted simulations obtained with FLUENT 6.1 on several simple
natural and forced convection problems described below.

5.1 Natural Convection Within Enclosures. The first verifi-
cation of the natural convection conjugate heat transfer capability
in IBRANS has been performed by studying the flow around a
heated sphere in a simple cubic enclosure �Fig. 4�. The cavity has
a 2 m side and the sphere has a 1 m diameter and is centered
within the cavity. No slip at a fixed temperature of 300 K is as-
sumed on the cavity walls. No slip with coupled thermal condi-
tions are imposed on the sphere with equal temperature and heat

flux in the fluid and solid. The heat load is specified uniformly in
the sphere to 100 W/m3. The flow is assumed laminar and a
steady state simulation is searched. Second order discretization is
applied to both momentum and energy equations. The grid reso-
lution is set to 0.05 m in the cavity and to 0.025 m on the sphere
surface. Figure 5 compares the body-fitted unstructured grid with
the corresponding Cartesian mesh in a plane cutting through the
center of the sphere. The adapted Cartesian grid has about two
times less cells. The convergence is also faster on this grid. The
resulting temperature fields for both methods are compared in Fig.
6 in the same plane as the grid. Very similar diffusion of tempera-
ture to the top of the cavity is found with both codes.

The second verification of the natural convection conjugate heat
transfer capability in IBRANS is close to a typical electronic pro-
cess. Two hot components within a mold are placed in an isother-
mal cavity. This last test case can also be seen as representative of
the heat transfer within the sealed volume containing the power
electronics of the electronized motor shown in Fig. 1. The result-
ing CHT analysis would then help properly designing its heat sink
with fins. The cavity has a 0.25 m	0.2 m	0.25 m dimension.
The mold has a 0.1 m	0.05 m	0.025 m dimension and is
placed in the bottom corner of the cavity as shown in Fig. 7. The
two hot spots have much smaller thicknesses. No slip at a fixed
temperature of 300 K is assumed on the cavity walls. No slip with
coupled thermal conditions are imposed on the mold with equal
temperature and heat flux in the fluid and solid. The two compo-
nents do not see any airflow and therefore only conduction and
heat transfer are computed locally. The heat load is specified uni-
formly in the two hot spots: 6.81	107 W/m3 for the larger one

Fig. 4 Heated sphere in enclosure. Topology.

Fig. 5 Heated sphere in enclosure. Grid. Left: body fitted „FLU-

ENT…. Right: IB Cartesian with local grid refinement.
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and 5.12	107 W/m3 for the smaller one. The flow is assumed
laminar and a steady state simulation is searched. Second order
discretization is applied to both momentum and energy equations.
The grid resolution is set to 0.06 m in the cavity and to 10−4 m on
the much smaller components. Figure 8 compares the body-fitted
unstructured grid with the corresponding Cartesian mesh in a
plane cutting through the center of the mold. The adapted Carte-
sian grid has about 20% less cells. The convergence is again faster
on this grid. The resulting temperature fields for both methods are
compared in Fig. 9 in the same plane as the grid. Figure 10 shows
the temperature contours on the mold surface looking at the bot-
tom of the mold where the hot chips are. In both cases, the IB
temperature field matches the FLUENT one closely.

5.2 Heated Cylinders in Cross Flow. The verification of the
forced convection conjugate heat transfer capability in IBRANS has

been performed by studying the flow around a heated cylinder at
various Reynolds numbers based on the cylinder diameter, ReD.
The cases selected correspond to three main flow regimes
�16–18�: at ReD=23, the flow is two dimensional, laminar and
steady; at ReD=120, the flow is two-dimensional, laminar and
unsteady �counterrotating two-dimensional vortices are shed be-
hind the cylinder�; at ReD=3900, the flow is three dimensional,
turbulent and unsteady.

Figures 11–14 present the results of the heated cylinder at
ReD=23. Figure 11 compares the body-fitted unstructured grid
with the corresponding Cartesian mesh. Figure 12 then compares
temperature fields of the FLUENT simulation with that of the cor-
responding IBRANS simulation. A constant point heat source is
applied in the cylinder near its center, for all simulations. How-
ever, two different thermal conductivities of the cylinder are con-
sidered to represent extreme conditions of solid conductivity. In
the first case �Figs. 11�a� and 11�b��, the cylinder conductivity ks
nearly matches the fluid conductivity ks: kskf. The diffusion of
temperature within the solid material is clearly evidenced. Figure

Fig. 6 Heated sphere in enclosure. Temperature contours.
Left: body fitted „FLUENT…. Right: IB Cartesian.

Fig. 7 Electronic mold in enclosure. Topology.

Fig. 8 Electronic mold in enclosure. Grid. Left: body fitted
„FLUENT…. Right: IB Cartesian with local grid refinement.

Fig. 9 Electronic mold in enclosure. Temperature contours in
plane cutting through the cavity. Left: body fitted „FLUENT….
Right: IB Cartesian.

Fig. 10 Electronic mold in enclosure. Temperature contours
on mold surface. Left: body fitted „FLUENT…. Right: IB Cartesian.

Fig. 11 Heated cylinder. Grid. Left: body fitted „FLUENT…. Right:
IB Cartesian with local grid refinement.
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13 shows the velocity and temperature profiles along the center-
line of the computational domain. Within the cylinder the tem-
perature gradient is clearly seen and a maximum temperature of
about 700 K is reached. In the second case �Figs. 11�c� and 11�d��,
the solid conductivity is much higher than the fluid one: ks
kf.
The hot spot produced by the point heat source has now been fully
conducted to the cylinder surface �complete temperature diffusion
within the solid material�. Figure 14 again shows the velocity and
temperature profiles along the centerline of the computational do-
main. Compared to the above case, the velocity profiles are simi-
lar, as the effect of temperature on the fluid properties is not
accounted for here. On the contrary, the temperature is now con-
stant within the cylinder, equal to a larger maximum temperature
of about 1000 K. In both cases similar heat convection is ob-
served in the cylinder wake as the Reynolds number is not
changed and the fluid properties are not affected by the local
temperature. The comparison between the two cases clearly shows

the different role of conduction within the cylinder. Overall, the
IB temperature contours compare very well with the correspond-
ing body-fitted ones. Similarly, the velocity and temperature pro-
files obtained with IBRANS do not show any significant difference
with the FLUENT body-fitted results.

Similar results are obtained at the other Reynolds numbers. For
both ReD=120 and ReD=3900, the temperature contours follow
the vortex shedding pattern leaving the cylinder in a very similar
way between IBRANS and FLUENT. Figure 15 stresses that for the
turbulent case �ReD=3900�, the periodic variation of the lift coef-
ficient is almost identical between the body-fitted simulation with
FLUENT and the Cartesian grid one with IBRANS, yielding similar
Strouhal number and mean lift coefficient. Similar results are
found on the drag coefficient. They also compare favorably with
the existing experimental data for this well documented turbulent
case �16–18�.

6 Present Realistic 3D Model
The next step has been to tackle the complete electronized EEC

motor shown in Fig. 1. The CAD transfer of the latest version of
this motor, termed V6+, was successful without any modification
and simplification of the industrial model meant for prototypes. To
simulate the flow through the motor V6+, a box has been drawn
around the motor and a wall has been put around the motor to
force the flow through the motor. Figure 16 shows the resulting
computational domain and topology. A uniform air stream is im-
posed on the left of the box to create airflow through the back
plate of the motor. Three different velocities have been considered
1, 2 and 4 m/s, which cover the motor operating range on the fan
system. This range can be found by separate CFD simulations,
which couple the main flow through the fan and the internal flow
under the fan hub through the motor modeled as a porous medium
�19�. To remove the numerical difficulty associated with the wir-
ing rotating closely to the magnets with a very narrow rotor-stator
interface, only the 0 rpm case is presently considered �cold run�.

A first qualitative verification of the flow field has been
achieved by comparing the air paths at the design condition
�2 m/s�, with the previous body-fitted STAR-CD simulations in a
similar EEC motor described in �2�. Figure 17 shows the results of
this cold run through the motor in two different planes: in the
middle of the wiring and collector on the left and close to the
brush card on the right. As expected, the larger flow rate is
achieved in the motor stack or around the collector where the
larger air gaps are present to cool the copper wiring. Similarly the
large gaps between the magnets allow a greater flow rate than the
tiny gap between these magnetic poles and the rotor, which is kept

Fig. 12 Heated cylinder Re=23. Temperature contours. Top:
body fitted „FLUENT…. Bottom: IB Cartesian.

Fig. 13 Heated cylinder „kf=ks… Re=23. Mid-line velocity and temperature.
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as small as possible to create the maximum electromagnetic flux
and optimize the motor efficiency. The holes made in the brush
card also bring maximum airflow around the hottest components,
the brushes and the selfs.

To quantitatively verify the IBRANS predictions the motor flow
characteristics have been compared to available measured data.
The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 18. The setup con-
sists of a flowmeter which forces a known flow rate through the
motor. Two pressure taps close to venting holes in the front and
back plates of the motor provide the pressure drop through the
motor. The influence of the selected venting holes in the back and
front plates has been shown to be negligible. More details can be
found in Ref. �19�. Figure 19 shows the pressure drop through the
electrical motor as a function of the flow rate. Two sets of data,
termed V5 and V6+ in Fig. 19, correspond to two different pro-
totypes of the same motor with slight differences on the brush
card �minor design modifications� and heat sink. None of them
should affect the flow paths significantly. Yet some scatter in the
tolerance of assembly is expected at this prototype stage. There-
fore, these two curves provide a good estimate of the combined
experimental uncertainty and process scattering on the motor flow
characteristics. The IBRANS results �solid square symbols� lay in

between these two curves and therefore provide sufficient practi-
cal accuracy over the whole operating range.

7 Conclusions
The use of a Cartesian RANS solver for fluid and heat transfer

problem in realistic, industrial configuration is presented. The ap-
proach is based on the use of the immersed boundary technique to
represent the geometry on a non-body conformal grid. The major
advantage is the ability to handle complex geometries defined in a
CAD environment without the need for surface mesh generation.

A solid/fluid heat transfer module has been implemented and
verified by several simple test cases for both natural and forced
convection. The former deals with flows in enclosures around a
sphere and electronic components. The latter copes with “classi-

Fig. 14 Heated cylinder „kf™ks… Re=23. Mid-line velocity and temperature.

Fig. 15 Heated cylinder Re=3900. Lift coefficient.
Fig. 16 IBRANS simulation domain for the electrical motor
„blue: wall; grey: EEC motor…
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cal” flows around heated cylinders. Both heat transfer problems
are relevant to the industrial issues encountered in electrical mo-
tors. In fact, the natural convection heat transfer is found in the
electronic box that might drive the speed of these machines and in
sealed motors. The forced convection is also always present
around the motor by the airflow created by the driven fan and

inside the motor when it is open. All results are compared to
body-fitted calculations over a range of Reynolds numbers and for
different solid/fluid thermal conductivity. The consistency be-
tween the two methods is remarkable showing the feasibility of
solving conjugate heat transfer problem with a non-body-fitted
mesh.

Preliminary simulations of a complete electric motor consisting
of about a 100 different CAD parts have also been carried out. An
adaptively refined mesh was automatically generated and flow cal-
culations performed over a range of flow rates. Comparison to
experimental integral measurements �pressure drop versus flow
rate� also demonstrated the sufficient accuracy of the present ap-
proach and the capability of handling extremely complicated ge-
ometry in a fully automatic fashion. The whole simulation process
with the IB method took less than one day compared to the six
months needed for the corresponding body-fitted simulation.
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A Kriging-based method for the parametrization of the response surface spanned by
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1 Introduction
Validation and assessment of data obtained using numerical

simulation are recognized as crucial steps in the development of
reliable computational fluid dynamics �CFD� tools for engineering
and academic research purposes. The importance of certification
and validation strategies is now so large that some international
agreements on the validation process for numerical data have been
proposed �1–8�. Some best practice rules and guidelines for nu-
merical models verification/validation/certification have been
identified, which are now considered as mandatory steps before a
physical model or a numerical scheme can be considered as fully
assessed.

Despite a growing effort being devoted to the development of
safe validation methodologies, both practical and theoretical prob-
lems arise when designing the validation process in terms of com-
parison between numerical results and wind-tunnel data. The first
problem is the availability of sufficiently detailed reference data-
bases, usually obtained through wind-tunnel experiments. The
second problem, which is the one mainly addressed in the present
paper, deals with the uncertainty in the definition of the validation
cases.

The case of the turbulent statistically two-dimensional flow
around a clean wing profile is retained as an illustration of this
problem in the present paper. In such a configuration, it is well
known that most wind-tunnel experiments suffer some secondary
effects because of the limited spatial extent of the wind tunnel.
The flow around the model is not fully identical to the flow around
the same profile in an unbounded space, and wind-tunnel data
must be corrected to mimic the corresponding free-flight flow. In
the present work, the compressible turbulent flow around the RAE
2822 wing profile is selected. This flow is well known since it was
selected as a validation case by the 16 partners of the EUROVAL
European project �1� and by AGARD �2�. Significant outputs of
the EUROVAL project dealing with this test case are corrected
values of the Mach number and the angle of attack to achieve
equivalent free-flight conditions: it is recommended that numeri-

cal simulations must be carried out using these corrected values
�9�, which are not equal to those of the experimental configura-
tion.

Therefore, the important question of the evaluation of these
corrected values arise, since these new values are the key to the
validation process. Since they are not fully determined by theory,
the corrections can be interpreted as uncertain values in the nu-
merical simulations. The optimal corrections can be defined as
those that lead to the best overall agreement between a given set
of numerical simulations and the wind-tunnel data. A direct con-
sequence is that optimal corrected values are not strictly indepen-
dent of the set of computations that will be assessed using them. A
crucial problem is therefore to develop a general strategy to com-
pute these optimal corrections.

The present paper aims at presenting a strategy for generating
the response surface of numerical tools, i.e., for describing the
space of the solutions spanned by the numerical method, the tur-
bulence model, and some configurational parameters �Mach num-
ber, angle of attack� based on the Kriging approach �10�. The
Kriging method is first used to estimate unknown solutions that
have not been computed by interpolation in the uncertain param-
eter space, and, in a second step, optimal corrections for wind-
tunnel data are derived in an automatic way. The optimality is
guaranteed, since the global extrema can be found. This system-
atic approach is to be compared to the usual approach, in which
corrections are found in a heuristic way.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 displays the gov-
erning equations, including the turbulence models and the main
features of the numerical method. The kriging method and the
present implementation with local refinement in the uncertain pa-
rameter space are presented in Sec. 3. The application to the se-
lected case is presented in Sec. 4. Conclusions are given in Sec. 5.

2 Governing Equations and Flow Solver

2.1 Physical Model. The governing equations are the 3D
Navier-Stokes equations, which describe the conservation of
mass, momentum, and energy of a viscous Newtonian fluid flow.
Using Cartesian coordinates, these equations can be expressed in a
conservative form as follows:
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�W

�t
+ � . F = 0 �1�

The state vector W and the flux F=Fe−Fv decomposed in an
inviscid and a viscous part, which are expressed as follows:

W = ��,�U,�E�T

Fe = ��U,�U � U + pI�,U��E + p��T

Fv = �0,�� ,�� . U − q�T �2�

where � is the density, U the velocity, p the pressure, and E the
total energy. For a Newtonian fluid, the shear stress tensor �� is
given by

�� = ���U + ��U�T� + � � . UI� �3�

with � the dynamic viscosity and � the second coefficient of
viscosity. The Stokes assumption reduces the Lamé’s relation to
2�+3�=0. The heat flux q is given by Fourier’s law

q = − KT � T �4�

with T the temperature and KT the thermal conductivity coeffi-
cient. The dynamic viscosity � is given by the Sutherland’s for-
mulas

� = �0� T

T0
�3/2T0 + Cs

T + Cs
�5�

where �0 is the dynamic viscosity at the reference temperature T0
and the constant Cs equals to 110.3 K. With a constant Prandtl
number, the heat conductivity can be written as KT=�Cp /Pr with
Cp the specific heat at constant pressure and Pr=0.72 for air. For
a caloric perfect gas, the state equation is given by p=�RT, where
the gas constant R is equal to 287 J /kgK for air.

2.2 Numerical Method. The present study is carried out us-
ing the ELSA code developed at ONERA and CERFACS �11�. The
ELSA code solves the three-dimensional �3D� compressible
Navier-Stokes equations using a cell-centered finite-volume
method. Integrating Eq. �1� over a domain � and applying
Green’s divergence theorem yield the following integral form:

�
�

�U

�t
dv +�

��

F . ndS = 0 �6�

with n the outward normal of the boundary �� of the control
volume �. The separated time/space discretization process leads
to the following delta form:

A�Un+1 = −
�t

	�	
R�Un� �7�

where the residual R comes from the space discretization and
depends on the conservative variable field Un. The Jacobian ma-
trix A comes from the implicit time discretization and �Un+1

=Un+1−Un corresponds to the field correction also called the time
increment.

In this paper, a standard multigrid �12� method combined with a
local time stepping is used in order to accelerate the convergence
to steady solutions. The classical second-order central scheme of
Jameson �13� is used for spatial discretization and a LU-SSOR
implicit method �14� for solving the time integration system �7�.

2.3 Turbulence Modeling. Several turbulence models have
been used for the present study, which are described below.

2.3.1 A One-Equation Turbulence Model: Spalart-Allmaras
Model. Using the Spalart-Allmaras model �15�, one has to solve
the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations and a transport
equation for the eddy viscosity. Here, the eddy viscosity and the
molecular viscosity are respectively noted �t and �. The Reynolds

stresses are given by −uiuj =2�tSij where Sij =1/2���Ui /�xj�
+ ��Uj /�xi�� and �̃ is the working variable, which obeys to the
transport equation:

���̃

�t
+ � . �U��̃� = Cb1�1 − f t2�S̃��̃ +

Cb2

�
� ��̃ . ��̃

+ � . 
 1

�
�� + ��̃� � �̃� − �C	1f	 −

Cb1


2 f t2��
�̃2

d2

�8�

where the dynamic eddy viscosity �t is obtained by the formulas

�t = ��̃fv1; fv1 =
�3

�3 + Cv1
3 ; � =

��̃

�
�9�

Here, S is the magnitude of the vorticity,

S̃ = S +
�̃


2d2 fv2; fv2 = 1 −
�

1 + �fv1
�10�

and d is the distance to the closest wall.
The function f	 is

f	 = g� 1 + C	3

6

g6 + C	3

6 �1/6

; g = r + C	2�r6 − r�; r =
�̃

S̃
2d2

�11�

For large r, f	 reaches a constant; thus, large values of r can be
truncated to ten or so. The function f t2 is

f t2 = Ct3
exp�− Ct4

�2� �12�

The constants are

Cb1 = 0.1355; Cb2 = 0.622; � =
2

3
; 
 = 0.41

C	1 =
Cb1


2 +
1 + Cb2

�
; C	2 = 0.3; C	3 = 2; Cv1 = 7.1

Ct3
= 1.1; Ct4

= 2

Turbulent heat transfer obeys a turbulent Prandtl number equal to
0.09.

2.3.2 Two-Equations Turbulence Models: k− �̃, k−	, k− l.
Other turbulence models considered in the present study belong to
the two-equations model family. Following Deniau �16�, all the
classical two-equations models can be cast into the following for-
mulation:

��k

�t
+ � . 
U�k − �� +

�t

�k
� � k� = P − �C0g�,k� − D

��

�t
+ � . 
U� − �� +

�t

�
� � � =

C1

T
P − �C2f2



T
+ E

�13�

In Eq. �13�, the variable  corresponds to quantities �̃, 	, or l,
respectively, the isotropic modeled dissipation rate, the specific
dissipation rate, and the characteristic length; k is the turbulence
kinetic energy; and g� ,k� is a function depending only on  and
k. These quantities permit to evaluate a turbulence characteristic
time scale T

• Jones-Launder �17� k− �̃ model: T=k / �̃
• Wilcox �18� k−	 model: T=1/	
• Smith �19� k− l model: T= l /�k

All these models are based on the Boussinesq assumption. P rep-
resents the term of k production and do not need additional clo-
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sure hypothesis. D is a complementary term of dissipation that
appears in some models �k− �̃ and k− l, for example�, and E is a
term that plays a major role in the buffer region of boundary
layers. One obtains the following expressions:

P = �� :�U

�� = �t��U + �UT −
2

3
� . U� −

2

3
�kI�

�t = �C�f�kT

In Eqs. �14� and �13�, the coefficients C�, C0, C1, C2, �k, and �

are constants. f2 and f� are damping functions, which depend on
the turbulence models.

The Jones-Launder k− �̃ model equations are given by the fol-
lowing system:

��k

�t
+ � . 
U�k − �� +

�t

�k
� � k� = P − ��̃ − D

���̃

�t
+ � . 
U��̃ − �� +

�t

��
� � �̃� = C�1

f�

�̃

k
P − C�2

f2�
�̃2

k
+ E

�14�
with the following formulations:

�t = �C�f�

k2

�̃
; f� = exp
 − 2.5

�1 + Rt/50�� ; Rt =
k2

��̃

D = 2����k� . ���k�

E = 2
��t

�
����U��:����U��

f2 = 1 − 0.3 exp�− Rt
2�

Concerning the coefficients, C�=0.09, C�1
=1.55, C�2

=2, �k=1.0,
and ��=1.3.

The Wilcox k−	 model equations are given by

��k

�t
+ � . ��kU� − � . 
�� +

�t

�k
� � k� = P − �k�	k

��	

�t
+ � . ��	U� − � . 
�� +

�t

�	
� � 	� =

�		

k
P − �	�	2

�15�

with the eddy viscosity �t=�k /	 and the closure coefficients �k
=2.0, �	=2.0, �k=0.09, �	=0.075, and �	=0.5.

In the case of the k− l turbulence model proposed by Smith
�19�, the following transport equations are considered:

��k

�t
+ � . ��kU� − � . 
�� +

�t

�k
� � k�

= P −
��2k�3/2

B1l
− D

��l

�t
+ � . ��lU� − � . 
�� +

�t

�l
� � l�

= �2 − E2�
��2k

B1

1 − � l


d
�2� + �l � . U −

�t

�ll
��l . �l�� l


d
�2

+ 2
�t

�lk
��l . �k� �16�

where P and D have been defined above and d is the distance to
the wall. To complete system �16�, we add the following formu-
lations:

�t = ��f�; � =
��2kl

�B1
1/3

f� = �C1
4f* + C2

2�2 + �4

C1
4 + C2

2�2 + �4 �1/4

; f* = exp
− 50� l


d
�2�

C1 = 25.5; C2 = 2.

The constants are 
=0.41, �k=�l=1.43, B1=18, and E2=1.2.

3 Response Surface Building Using the Kriging
Method

3.1 What is Kriging? Spline interpolation �20� was originally
developped for image processing. In GIS �geographic information
system�, it is mainly used in visualization of spatial data, where
the appearance of interpolated surface is important. In geology
and geomorphology, on the other hand, a different interpolation
method referred to as kriging is widely used. This method was
developed by a South African geologist G. Krige �10� in 1951.
Since then, it has been extended to many fields of application,
including agriculture, human geography �21�, epidemiology �22�,
biostatistics, or archeology.

Kriging predictors are called optimal since they are statistically
unbiased �e.g., on the average, the predicted value and the true
value coincide� and they minimize prediction mean-squared error
�see Eq. �23�, a measure of uncertainly, or variability in the pre-
dicted values.

3.2 Principle of the Method. Kriging uses the covariogram
�23�, a function of the distance and direction separating two loca-
tions in the uncertain parameter space, to quantify the spatial au-
tocorrelation in the data. The covariogram is then used to define
the weights that determine the contribution of each data point to
the prediction of new values at the unsampled locations in the
space spanned by uncertain parameters.

The main statistical assumption underlying Kriging, called here
assumption A1, is that statistical properties �such as mean, vari-
ance, covariance, etc.� do not depend on the exact spatial loca-
tions; thus, the mean and variance of a variable at one location is
equal to the mean and variance at another location. Also, the cor-
relation between any two locations depends only on the vector
that separates them and not on their exact locations. When data
cannot be assumed to satisfy this assumption, detrending tech-
niques are used. Assumption A1 is very important since it pro-
vides a way to obtain replication from a single set of correlated
data and allows us to estimate important parameters and make
valid statistical inference.

3.3 Different Types of Kriging. Simple, ordinary, and uni-
versal Kriging predicators are all linear predicators, meaning that
prediction at any location is obtained as a weighted average of
neighboring data. The difference between these three models is in
the assumption about the mean value of the variable under study:
simple Kriging requires a known mean value as input to the
model, while ordinary Kriging assumes a constant, but unknown
mean, and estimates the mean value as a constant in the searching
neighborhood �assumption A2�. Thus, these two approaches
model a spatial surface as deviations from a constant mean �as-
suming that the expectation of surface function is constant�, where
the deviations are spatially correlated �application to steady prob-
lems�. Universal Kriging models local means as a sum of low-
order polynomial functions of the spatial coordinates and then
estimate the coefficients in this model. This type of model is ap-
propriate when there are heterogeneity in the expectation of sur-
face function �application to unsteady problems�.

In the following, only ordinary Kriging will be considered. In
fact, simple Kriging implies that functions to be estimated have a
known mean, which is not true in the present application. And,
universal kriging is not justified in the context of our applications,
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since we are only here interested in steady flow simulations.

3.4 Mathematical Formulation. As seen above, the principle
of Kriging method is to estimate, on a study region noted S, the
attribute value of a surface function F at a location xp= �x ,y�,
where we do not know the true value

F̃�xp� = 
i=1

n

Wi�xp�F�xi� �17�

where F̃�xp� is the estimator function and �x ,y� are the coordi-
nates in the two-dimensional parameter space. Region S contains
n data values F�xi�, i=1, . . . ,n, and the Kriging approach consists
of interpolating the value at a certain location by a weighted sum-
mation �Wi�x� weight functions� of the values surrounding sample
points. The problem is how to determine the weight function,
which is the main issue in Kriging approach.

Assumption A1 implies that the covariance C of the surface
function F of two locations �xi ,xj� is given by a function of only
the distance between these locations

C�F�xi�,F�xj�� = C�	xi − xj	� �18�

where C is defined by the following formulation �assumption A2�:

C�x1,x2� = E��F�x1� − ���F�x2� − ��� �19�

Covariances are usually represented as a matrix called the cova-
riance matrix

C =�
�2 C�	x1 − x2	� ¯ C�	x1 − xn	�

C�	x2 − x1	� �2
¯ C�	x2 − xn	�

] ] � ]

C�	xn − x1	� C�	xn − x2	� ¯ �2 = C�0�
� �20�

Similarly, for plain explanation, covariance vector c is introduced

c�xp� =�
C�	xp − x1	�
C�	xp − x2	�

]

C�	xp − xn	�
� �21�

In order to optimize the estimator function, one has to choose the
weight functions Wi�x� �i=1, . . . ,n�, which minimize the variance
of estimator functions represented here by the mean-square error
�MSE�

�

�W�xp�
MSEF̂�xp� = 0 �22�

where MSE is defined by the following formula:

MSE�F̂�xp�� = E�F̂�xp� − F�x�p�2

= E�F̂�xp��2 + E�F�xp��2 − 2E�F�xp�F̂�xp��

= 
i=1

n


j=1

n

wj�xp�wi�xp�C�	xi − xj	� + �2

− 2
i=1

n

wi�xp�C�	xp − xi	�

= WT�xp�CW�xp� + �2 − 2WT�xp�c�xp� �23�

The result is

W�xp� = C−1c�xp� �24�

In ordinary Kriging, the sum of weight functions Wi�xp� is equal
to 1 at any location in S


i=1

n

Wi�xp� = 1 �25�

To enforce this constraint, a Lagrange multiplier ��xp� is intro-
duced. The original problem �22� with constrain, �25� is then re-
written as

�

�W�xp�
MSEF̂�xp� + WT�xp�I��xp� = 0 �26�

where I is the identity operator, leading to

W+�xp� = C+
−1c+�xp� �27�

where

W+�xp� =�
w1�xp�
w2�xp�

]

wn�xp�
��xp�

� �28�

C+ =�
�2 C�	x1 − x2	� ¯ C�	x1 − xn	� 1

C�	x2 − x1	� �2
¯ C�	x2 − xn	� 1

] ] � ] 1

C�	xn − x1	� C�	xn − x2	� ¯ �2 = C�0� 1

1 1 ¯ 1 0
�

�29�

and

c+�x� =�
C�	x − x1	�
C�	x − x2	�

]

C�	x − xn	�
1

� �30�

In ordinary Kriging, a covariogram function is arbitrarily chosen
from typical theoretical functions or estimated from the observed
data. Here, to estimate the surface function, the following model
covariogram is used:

C�h� = 20 exp�−
3h

100
� �31�

This surrogate expression for the covariogram is commonly used
in cases in which the exact correlations are not known �24�, since
it yields the definition of a nonoscillatory interpolation procedure.
The linear system �27� �inversion of matrix C for each xp� is
solved using the mathematical library of LAPACK �Linear Algebra
Package�.

3.5 Kriging Computational Suite. In this work, the Kriging
method has been implemented in a Kriging Computational Suite,
which is coupled with the ELSA solver. This suite �see Fig. 1� is
divided into four stages:

1. definition of the following data

�a� range of variation of the uncertain parameters
�b� sampling in the selected subspace for uncertain

parameters

2. CFD computations with ELSA

�a� realization of the simulations for each sampling point
in the uncertain parameter space.

3. data processing
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�a� computations of the values taken at sampling points
by the function to be interpolated

�b� creation of data files for Kriging method

4. Kriging method

�a� reconstruction of the surface function
�b� computation of the mean-square error of Kriging

method
�c� visualization of the surface function
�d� determination of the zone to be refined in the uncer-

tain parameter space and return to the first stage

Within this multiresolution framework in the uncertain parameter
space, the Kriging surface response is built using all data con-
tained at all levels. It is worth noting that the present implemen-
tation is nonintrusive, since it does not require any modification of
the basic CFD tool: the coupling between the Kriging tool and the
CFD solver is performed via data file transfers. Another important
feature is the capability of using a multiresolution approach in the
uncertain parameter space to minimize the error in the response
surface interpolation. In the present work, a local grid refinement
in the uncertain parameter space is used.

4 Application to CFD/Wind-Tunnel Comparison for
RAE2822 Profile

4.1 Definition of Test Case. The proposed methodology for
identification of optimal wind-tunnel data corrections is illustrated
here considering the two-dimensionnal, steady, turbulent, com-
pressible flow around the RAE2822 wing profile. This case has
been extensively used for validation of Navier-Stokes codes ap-
plied to transonic airfoil flow since it was retained as an interna-
tional test case by AGARD �2� and within the EUROVAL project
�1�. A large number of simulations with different flow parameters
and turbulence models have been carried out. These simulations
are related to numerous experimental work available in the
literature.

In the work, the case investigated experimentaly by Cook et al.
�2� is retained. These case is referred as Case 9 in the EUROVAL
project and corresponds to the following experimental parameters:

M� = 0.730, � = 3.19, Re = 6.5 � 106 �32�

where M�, �, and Re are the freestream Mach number, the angle
of attack, and the chord-based Reynolds number, respectively. The
transition of turbulence flow takes place at xt=x /c=0.03 on both
the upper and lower sides of the airfoil. In fact, transition trips
were used in the experiments, and the transition location is pre-
scribed in the simulations.

In the EUROVAL �1� validation project, empirically derived
wind-tunnel corrections are applied to the above-mentioned flow
parameters �32� and the values referred to as mandatory flow pa-
rameters for Case 9 are the following:

M� = 0.734, � = 2.79, Re = 6.5 � 106 �33�

These corrected values were obtained searching for the values that
yield the best overall agreement between experimental values of
the drag and the lift and those computed by ten research groups
using different numerical methods, turbulence models, and com-
putational grids. The targeted values of the aerodynamic forces are

Cd = 0.0168, Cl = 0.803 �34�

Following the work of EUROVAL, we propose here to use the
Kriging method in order to find the optimal optimized corrected
values of Mach� and � for which four classical turbulence models
�Spalart-Allmaras �15�, Jones-Launder �18�, Wilcox �19�, and
Smith �20�� will be in the best agreement with the experimental
results �34�. The sensitivity with respect to the location where
transition to turbulence is prescribed �xt values� will also be in-
vestigated.

4.2 Reference Simulations. Before searching for the optimal
corrected values, some reference simulations have been carried
out using the four selected turbulence models described above for
uncorrected values of the freestream Mach number and the angle
of attack. All the reference simulations have been carried out on
the same computational grid. The mesh is a C-mesh made of two
blocks defined 177�65 points �see Fig. 2�, which corresponds to

Fig. 1 Kriging computational suite

Fig. 2 View of the computational grid
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a fine space discretization. It extends ten chord lengths in front, on
the upper and lower side, as well as downstream of the trailing
edge. There are 258 cells located on the airfoil’s surface.

Figure 3 displays the Mach number contours computed using
the Spalart-Allmaras model �15�: this flow is characterized by a
supersonic zone with a shock on the upper surface. Pressure co-
efficient distributions on the airfoil are also plotted for all turbu-
lence models in Fig. 3. It can be noted that computations are in
good agreement with experimental data with only a few discrep-
ancies, in particular, concerning the shock location. The corre-
sponding values of drag and lift coefficients and relative errors are
given in Table 1.

4.3 Kriging Interpolation, Cost Function Definition, and
Optimal Corrections. In order to compute optimal corrected val-
ues of control parameters, it is necessary to define a cost function
to be minimized. It is chosen here to use a multiobjective cost
function, which combines the relative errors computed on both lift
and drag coefficients using the four selected turbulence models.
The computed corrections will be expected to be robust, meaning
that they should lead to an improvement of computational data
and/or wind-tunnel data for a wide class of numerical models.

The mathematical expression of the cost function used in this
study is

Fcost = �Cdm − Cd exp

Cd exp
� + �Clm − Cl exp

Cl exp
� �35�

where Cd exp and Cl exp are experimental values of the drag and lift
coefficients, respectively, and

Cdm =
1

4
�Cd�k − �̃� + Cd�k − 	� + Cd�k − l� + Cd�SA�� �36�

Clm =
1

4
�Cl�k − �̃� + Cl�k − 	� + Cl�k − l� + Cl�SA�� �37�

where Cdm �model� �resp. Clm �model�� refers to he value of the
drag coefficient �resp. the lift coefficient� computed using the tur-
bulence model named model.

The construction of the surface response of the cost function
defined above in the two-dimensional space spanned by the
freestream Mach number and the angle of attack is first addressed.
These two parameters are considered as uncertain parameters. All
other parameters, both numerical and physical ones, such as the
prescribed location of transition to turbulence, numerical viscos-
ity, parameters, etc., are kept unchanged with respect to the refer-
ence simulations.

For the sake of physical consistency, it is assumed that correc-
tions to be imposed to wind-tunnel parameters must correspond to
small relative variations in order to prevent any bifurcation of the
solution �e.g., relaminarization, shock disappearance, etc.�. The
allowed ranges of variation of these two parameters are

2.5 deg � � � 3.35 deg, 0.725 � M� � 0.74 �38�
The grid in the uncertain parameter space spanned by these values
is shown in Fig. 4. The basic uniform grid corresponds to the
black circles, while the local refined grid used to improve the

Fig. 3 Flow around the RAE2822 wing, Mach number contours
for Spalart-Allmaras and -Cp stations.

Table 1 Drag and lift coefficients and relative errors in refer-
ence simulations „without corrected values of the Mach num-
ber and the angle of attack…

Results Cd Cl

�Cd
�%�

�Cl
�%�

Spalart-Allmaras’ model �15� 0.01629 0.7510 3.03 6.26
Wilcox’s model �19� 0.01720 0.7833 2.38 2.45
Smith’s model �20� 0.01537 0.8371 8.51 4.25

Jones-Launder’s model �18� 0.01828 0.7582 8.81 5.58
Experimental data 0.0168 0.803

Fig. 4 Location of sampling points in the „M� ,�… plane for
building of the response surface via Kriging interpolation.
Black circles: first grid level; white triangle: second grid level.
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accuracy of the response surface corresponds to the white triangle.
The local refinement region was defined to improve the accuracy
around the global minimum of the surface response computed on
the first grid level.

The surface response of the cost function computed using the
coarse grid resolution in the �M� ,�� plane is shown in Fig. 5, and
the one computed using the locally refined grid is presented in
Fig. 6. The global minimum of the cost function is found at M�

=0.737 and �=2.84 using the coarse resolution-based response
surface, while it is found at M�=0.737 and �=2.91 using the
locally refined grid. These values are not identical to the ones
proposed in the EUROVAL project, but are close to them.

The response surface build using the Kriging estimator can also
be used to gain insight into the sensitivity of the solution with
respect to some computational parameter. To illustrate this point,
the sensitivity of the results and the dependency of the optimal
corrections for the freestream Mach number with respect to an-
other partially arbitrary parameter, namely, the location where the
transition to turbulence is imposed in the computation, xt, is in-
vestigated. The uncertainty domain considered here is defined as

0.725 � M� � 0.74, 2.40 � xt � 4.17 �39�
As in the previous case, a two-level grid resolution is used to
build the response surface. The response surfaces built using the
coarse grid resolution and the locally refined fine grid are shown
in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. The optimal values found on the two
surfaces are the same: M�=0.737 and xt=2.7�10−2, revealing
that the previous optimal value of the freestream Mach number
can be kept unchanged.

New simulations using the corrected values computed using the

Kriging-based response surface, M�=0.737 and �=2.91, have
been carried out to check that these new parameters yield an ef-
fective improvement in the prediction of drag and lift. All other
parameters are kept unchanged with respect to the reference simu-
lations. The computed values and the associated relative errors are
displayed in Table 2. By comparison to Table 1, it is observed that
all values but one �lift coefficient predicted using the Smith’s
model� are improved using the corrected parameters, showing the
efficiency of the method.

5 Conclusion
A Kriging-based method for the parametrization of the surface

response spanned by uncertain parameters in CFD calculations is
proposed. It was shown using the case of the flow around a two-
dimensional wing that this method is efficient. The most interest-
ing features of the proposed method is that it is nonintrusive �i.e.,
it does not involve any modification of the basic CFD tool� and
that it was coupled with a multiresolution approach in the uncer-
tain parameter space to increase the accuracy.

It was shown that such a tool makes it possible to compute
optimal corrections for wind-tunnel parameters to recover free-
flight conditions. Here, the optimality is associated to the fact that
the proposed corrections lead to best overall agreement for a ag-
gregated cost function, which includes both drag and lift but also
a relevant set of turbulence models. The new corrected values are
observed to yield a significant improvement in the prediction of
both drag and lift in almost all cases.

The use of the Kriging-based response surface to evaluate the
sensitivity of the solution was also illustrated, considering the

Fig. 5 Surface function of the cost function in the „M� ,�…
plane: coarse resolution sampling Fig. 6 Surface function of the cost function in the „M� ,�…

plane: locally refined resolution
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location where the transition to turbulence is prescribed as an
uncertain parameter. The present surrogate modeling approach is
fully general, in the sense that it does not rely on any assumptions
about the nature of the uncertain parameters and the features of
the computational model.

A last comment is that the Kriging approach can easily be ap-
plied to discontinuous function or function with strong gradients
in the uncertain parameter space using the local approach imple-

mentation, i.e., by limiting the interpolation to closest sampling
points. Since it does not rely on any explicit decomposition on a
polynomial basis, the implementation of multiresolution-based
Kriging computational suites is easy.
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The flow of viscoplastic liquids is studied via a finite element stabilized method. Fluids,
such as some food products, blood, mud, and polymer solutions, exhibit viscoplastic
behavior. In order to approximate this class of liquids, a mechanical model, based on the
principles of power expended and mass conservation, is exploited with the Papanastasiou
approximation for Casson equation employed to model viscoplasticity. The approxima-
tion for the nonlinear set of partial differential equations is performed, using a stabilized
finite element methodology. A Galerkin least-squares strategy is employed to avoid the
well-known difficulties of the classical Galerkin method in isochoric flows. It circumvents
the Babuška-Brezzi condition and handles the asymmetry of the advective operator in
high advective flows. Some two-dimensional (2D) viscoplastic flows through a 4:1 planar
expansion, for a range of Casson �0�Ca�10� and Reynolds �0�Re�50� numbers,
have been investigated, paying special attention to the characterization of vortex length
and unyielded regions. The numerical results show the arising of regions of unyielded
material throughout the flow, strongly affecting the vortex structure, which is reduced
with the increase of the Casson number even in flows with considerable
inertia. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2201633�
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1 Introduction
The analysis of non-Newtonian flows has always been a chal-

lenge in fluid mechanics research. In the last three decades, with
the improvement of numerical techniques and digital computers,
numerical simulation of non-Newtonian fluid flow has risen as a
vast and powerful research field, with a large range of engineering
applications ��1,2�, and references therein�. Prediction of fluid be-
havior and detailed flow visualization in complex geometry,
mostly not accomplishable in experimental analysis, has increased
the interest in this area.

The numerical simulation of non-Newtonian fluid flows in-
volves the approximation of the motion equations coupled to spe-
cific rheological models. The generalized Newtonian rheological
model �3,4� was introduced as a modification of the classical
Newtonian constitutive equation in order to accommodate experi-
mental deviations that are observed in the linear Newtonian be-
havior. This class of constitutive equation is based on the concept
of an apparent shear rate-dependent viscosity, adjusting the com-
monly observed phenomena of shear-thinning �pseudoplasticity�
or shear-thickening �4�. Although these models do not describe
normal stress differences or time-dependent elastic effects, they
have been used to predict the behavior of a large scope of indus-
trial materials. Some of them—called viscoplastic models—may
also predict a yield stress for the material, i.e., the fluid only
deforms/flows when the applied stress lies beyond this yield
stress. They usually present shear-thinning behavior as well �5,6�.
�In fact, the yield stress is a model for the behavior of some
structured liquids that present deep changes in their mechanical

properties inside a small range of stress, as pointed out in �6�, and
references therein.� Casson has proposed a classical model of vis-
coplastic behavior in �7�.

From the theoretical point of view, generalized Newtonian
models represent the mechanical behavior of materials subjected
to steady-state pure shear flows. In practice, however, they have
successfully been used in many engineering applications to model
non steady-state or non pure shear flows �4�. This may be ex-
plained by the fact that, in many industrial applications, shear-
thinning and viscoplasticity represent the most relevant non-
Newtonian features when predicting the kinematics and dynamics
of the fluid flow. Examples of materials exhibiting these features
are molten chocolate �8�, xanthan gum solutions �9�, ketchup �10�,
and blood �11�.

Several authors have studied flows of viscoplastic materials in-
side axisymmetric and planar channels. Pak et al. �12� observed
experimentally that the reattachment length, for purely viscous
fluids, was almost the same as in Newtonian fluids. Abdali et al.
�13� approximated, via finite element method, the contraction and
exit flows of Bingham fluids through axisymmetric and planar
channels, capturing yielded and unyielded material regions. Pham
and Mitsoulis �14� studied entry and exit flows of Casson fluids
employing Papanastasiou modified equation �5� and a finite ele-
ment methodology. Vradis and Ötüngen �15� used a finite-
difference scheme to simulate the Bingham flow through a 1:2
sudden expansion, concluding that the flow was strongly depen-
dent on the yield stress, but weakly dependent on the power-law
index. Jay et al. �16� investigated viscoplastic flows in an axisym-
metric 4:1 expansion, employing the model of Herschel-Bulkley
and performing numerical and experimental comparisons. Reis
and Naccache �17� simulated viscoplastic flows through contrac-
tions via a finite volume method, with the plasticity behavior
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modeled by the Carreau equation subjected to a very high low-
shear-rate viscosity. Neofytou and Drikakis �18� investigated the
flows of three different fluid models �Casson, Quemada, and
power law� in a sudden expansion channel. More recently, Mit-
soulis and Huilgol �19� simulated entry flows of Bingham plastics
in expansions by a finite element method, computing the vortex
size and intensity, as well as the entrance correction, as functions
of the material yield stress.

The classical Galerkin method for incompressible fluids suffers
from two major difficulties. First, the need to satisfy the Babuška-
Brezzi condition �20� in order to employ a compatible combina-
tion of velocity and pressure subspaces. Second, the inherent in-
stability of central difference schemes in the approximation of
advective dominated flows �21�. The Galerkin least-squares �GLS�
method, introduced for Stokes equations in �22�, has been devel-
oped to enhance the stability of the original Galerkin method, by
adding mesh-dependent terms to the Galerkin formulation, which
are functions of the residuals of Euler-Lagrange equations evalu-
ated elementwise. Since the residuals of the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tions are satisfied by the exact solutions, consistency is preserved
in these methods. This methodology was also extended to incom-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations in �23�, preserving the capabil-
ity to circumvent Babuška-Brezzi condition and to generate stable
approximations even for highly advective flows.

In the context of generalized Newtonian flows, some stabilized
methods have already been proposed. Karam Filho et al. �24�
present a stabilized formulation for a modified power-law equa-
tion that may accommodate mild advective flows. Perić and
Slijepčević �25� employed a GLS scheme in the approximation of
flows of Bingham materials, based on a Newton-backward Euler
algorithm. Maniatty et al. �26� presented a stabilized mixed
method for the calculation of viscoplastic flows employing a
Petrov-Galerkin formulation, investigating the three-dimensional
flow through a metal extruder.

This paper performs the stabilized finite element approximation
of isochoric viscoplastic flows through a 4:1 planar expansion,
also taking into account inertial effects. The employed mechanical
model is based on the principle of power expended �27�, and the
principle of mass conservation, in a variational sense. In order to
model the extra-stress tensor of a viscoplastic material, the Casson
equation �7� has been employed, with the von Mises criteria �28�
smoothed by Papanastasiou approximation �5�. A Newton-like al-
gorithm for the solution of the resulting nonlinear algebraic sys-
tem is also presented. Numerical results show the good stabiliza-
tion features of the employed method even for flows subjected to
high inertial effects and material nonlinearity.

2 Some Notation

The problems considered herein are defined on a bounded do-
main � � Rnsd=2,3 with a polygonal or polyhedral boundary �,
formed by the union of �g �the portion of � where Dirichlet con-
ditions are imposed� and �h �the portion subjected to Neumann

boundary conditions�. A partition Ch of �̄ into elements is per-
formed in the usual way: no overlapping is allowed between any

two elements, the union of all element domains �K reproduces �̄
and a combination of triangles and quadrilaterals for the two-
dimensional case can be accommodated. Quasi-uniformity is not
assumed. Also, Rk and Rl denote the polynomial spaces of degree
k and l, respectively �20�.

As usual, L2���, L0
2���, H1���, and H0

1��� stand for Hilbert
and Sobolev functional spaces, respectively, as follows:

L2��� =�q��
�

q2d� � ��
L0

2��� =�q � L2�����
�

qd� = 0�
�1�

H1��� = 	v � L2�����v/�xi � L2���, i = 1,nsd


H0
1��� = 	v � L2�����v/�xi � L2����v = 0 on �g, i = 1,nsd


with C0��� representing the space of continuous functions in �.

3 Mechanical Model
The mechanical modeling presented herein concerns a material

body B for which its flow is defined by the triple velocity, mass
density, and stress tensor fields, �v ,� ,T�, and the associated sys-
tem of contact and body forces, �t�n� , f�.

3.1 Principle of Mass Conservation. The mass of a me-
chanical body B does not change with time. Making use of the
Reynolds transport theorem �29� and assuming an incompressible
fluid model, a variational mass principle for an isochoric motion
may be stated as

�
�

q div vd� = 0 " q � L2��� �2�

where � denotes a region of B with boundary �, v a virtual
velocity field of the flow, and L2���, defined by Eq. �1�, accounts
for the functional space of the pressure field.

3.2 Principle of Power Expended (PPE) [27]. This dynamic
principle is equivalent to the laws of conservation of momentum,
formulated in a variational sense. Note that the PPE has the ad-
vantage of establishing a variational formulation for mechanical
problems, which allows a natural and intuitive introduction of
variational methods in fluid mechanics. The PPE asserts that, for
any material volume � of a configuration Bt of body B at the time
t, with H1���nsd denoting the space of virtual velocities associated
to �:

�i� The power expended on � by body forces f and surface
forces t�n� is equal to the stress power plus the rate of change of
kinetic energy

�
�

�f · vd� +�
�

t�n� · vd� =�
�

T · Dd� +�
�

�v̇ · vd�

�3�
"v � H1���nsd

where T stands for a second-order symmetric tensor.
�ii� For every rigid displacement of body B, at each time t,

v� . , t� has the form of an infinitesimal rigid displacement of B and
admits the representation

v�x,t� = W�t��x − x0� + v�x0,t� �4�

with x and x0 representing usual position vectors in relation to an
inertial frame of reference and W the vorticity skew-symmetric
tensor �27�, it follows that

�
�

T · Dd� = 0 " v � H1���nsd �5�
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4 Finite Element Approximation
In this section, a Galerkin least-squares �GLS� formulation �see,

for instance, �22,23�� for isochoric flows of generalized Newton-
ian fluids is presented. Enunciating the principle of power ex-
pended, Eqs. �3�–�5�, to this class of liquids and imposing the
principle of mass conservation, Eq. �2�, a dimensionless varia-
tional formulation for the model defined by Eqs. �2�–�5� runs as

�
�

�grad u�u · vd� −�
�

p div vd�

+�
�

2 Re−1 �*��̇*�D�u� · D�v�d� −�
�

q div ud�

=�
�

Fr−2f · vd� +�
�h

th · vd�h " �v,q� � H1���nsd

	 L2��� �6�

where v and u are, respectively, the virtual and admissible veloc-
ity fields, p the pressure one, Re the Reynolds number, Fr the
Froude number, D the rate of strain tensor, ���̇� the fluid apparent
viscosity �4�, q the pressure weighting function, f the body force,
and th the surface one. Furthermore, the flow characteristic veloc-
ity u0, length L, viscosity �0, and force f have been employed to
normalize Eq. �6� in the following way:

x =
x

L
; u =

u

u0
; p =

pL

�u0
2 ; Fr =

u0

�Lf
; f =

f

f
; �*��̇*� =

���̇�
�0

�7�
The usual functional spaces for fluid dynamics were employed

to define the finite element subspaces for velocity �Vh and Vg
h� and

pressure �Ph� fields, over a partition Ch of the closed problem

domain �̄ parametrized by a characteristic mesh size h �20�

Ph = 	p � C0��� � L0
2����p�K� � Rl��K�, �K � Ch


Vh = 	v � H0
1���nsd�v�K� � Rk��K�nsd, �K � Ch
 �8�

Vg
h = 	v � H1���nsd�v�K� � Rk��K�nsd, �K � Ch, v = ug on �g


Based on Eqs. �8�, a Galerkin least-squares formulation for the
nonlinear variational principle defined by Eq. �6� may be stated
as: Find the pair �uh , ph�	Vg

h · Ph, such as

B�uh:uh,ph;v:uh,q� = F�v:uh,q�, " �v,q� � Vh 	 Ph �9�

where

B�u:u,p;v:u,q� =�
�

�grad u�u · vd�

+�
�

2 Re−1 �*��̇*�D�u� · D�v�d�

−�
�

p div vd� −�
�

q div ud�

+ �
�K�Ch

�
�K

	�grad u�u + grad p

− 2 Re−1 div��*��̇*�D�u��
 · 	
�ReK���grad v�u

− 2 Re−1 div��*��̇*�D�v�� − grad q�
d�K �10�

and

F�v:u,q� =�
�

Fr−2f · vd� +�
�

t · vd�

+ �
�K�Ch

�
�K

Fr−2f · �
�ReK�	�grad v�u

− 2 Re−1 div��*��̇*�D�v�� − grad q
�d�K �11�

with the terms within the sums of Eqs. �10� and �11� evaluated
elementwise and its stability parameter 
 being the same as in
Franca and Frey �23�, for the linear Newtonian fluid


�ReK� =
hK

2�u�p
��ReK� with ��ReK� = �ReK, 0 � ReK � 1

1, ReK � 1
�

�12�

where hK stands for the K-element size, ReK the grid Reynolds
number and the � . �p the p-norm on Rnsd.

4.1 Nonlinear Strategy. When the shape functions for uh and
ph are introduced in the GLS formulation, Eqs. �9�–�12�, an alge-
braic residual set of equation is yielded in the form:

R�U� = 0 �13�

where U is the vector of degrees of freedom of uh and ph, and
R�U� is given by the set of matrices

R�U� = N�u�u + N
��*��̇*�,u�u + �K��*��̇*�� + K
��*��̇*�,u��u

+ �G + G
��*��̇*�,u��p + GTu − F − F
��*��̇*�,u� �14�

In Eq. �14�, matrices �K� and �G� are, respectively, originated
by the diffusive and pressure terms of Eqs. �10� and �11�, and
N�u�, GT, F by the advective, incompressibility and body force
ones. �The N�u�
, �K�
, �G�
, N�u�
, and F
 in Eq. �14� are gen-
erated by the least-squares terms of Eqs. �10� and �11�.� To solve
system �13� and �14�, we have implemented a quasi-Newton
method �see for instance, Dalquist and Bjorck �30��, where the
Jacobian matrix was updated only at each two or three iterations.

Algorithm.
I. Estimate vector U0 and set the number of iterations �n� to

update Jacobian matrix J�U�.
II. Set i=0, j=0,=10−7.
III. If i−int�i /n�� i=0, then j= i.
IV. Solve for incremental vector ai+1:

J�U j�ai+1 = − R�Ui� �15�

where R�U� is given by Eq. �14� and J�U� defined by

J�U� = N�u� +
�N�u�

�u
u + N
��*��̇*�,u� +

�N
��*��̇*�,u�
�u

u

+ K��*��̇*�� + K
��*��̇*�,u� +
�K
��*��̇*�,u�

�u
u + G

+
�G
��*��̇*�,u�

�u
p + G
��*��̇*�,u� + GT −

�F
��*��̇*�,u�
�u

�16�

IV. Compute vector Ui+1:

Ui+1 = Ui + ai+1 �17�

V. Compute �R�Ui���. If �R�Ui����, then do i= i+1 and go to
step III; otherwise, store solution Ui+1 and exit from the
algorithm.

Remark. As initial solution estimates, null velocity and pressure
fields were employed in the algorithm. In order to improve algo-
rithm convergence, we implemented a continuation method �30�
on advective terms of Eqs. �13� and �14�.
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5 Numerical Results
In this section, the Galerkin least-squares approximation �Eqs.

�9�–�12�� for two-dimensional steady-state flows of viscoplastic
fluids was performed. In all numerical simulations, a pair of bi-
linear Lagrangean interpolations was employed to approximate
velocity and pressure fields. All computations were carried out by
a finite element code for nonlinear fluids under development in the
Laboratory of Computational and Applied Fluid Mechanics
�LAMAC� of the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul.

5.1 Code Validation. As a check for the computational
implementation of the GLS formulation defined by Eqs. �9�–�12�,
two distinct classes of nonlinear flows have been approximated.
First, we performed the simulation of Newtonian flows subjected
to high advective transport of momentum. The lid-driven cavity
problem was built in the usual manner �see, for instance, Franca
and Frey �23� for details of the problem statement�. The velocity
boundary conditions were impermeability and nonslip at cavity
walls except the upper one, on which a horizontal velocity u0 was
prescribed. In the Reynolds definition, the zero-shear-rate viscos-
ity �0 was taken as the flow characteristic viscosity and the char-
acteristic length was set as one. The Reynolds number was inves-
tigated for values from 400 to 5000, although the latter one is no
more within the flow laminar regime.

The velocity and pressure computations were compared to the
results presented in Hannani et al. �31� and their references. These
authors compiled the performance of various finite element meth-
ods for the lid-driven cavity benchmark, employing regular
meshes of 30	30, 32	32, 45	45, and 80	80 Q1 /Q1 elements.
In the present work, the results obtained employing an 80	80
mesh were very close to those presented in �31�, as depicted in
Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�, for velocity and pressure transversal profiles,
respectively, in the middle of the cavity and Re=400. As indicated
in these figures, the results for the coarser mesh of 20	20 Q1 /Q1
elements shown to be a little overdiffusive.

The code capability to deal with material nonlinearity was also
checked via the approximation of viscoplastic flows in a lid-
driven cavity, as proposed by Mitsoulis and Zisis �32�. The mate-
rial model employed was the modified Bingham equation �5�

� = �0 +

0

�̇
�1 − exp�− m�̇�� �18�

for which 
0 stands for the extra stress tensor and the Bingham
number is defined as

Bi =

0L

�0u0
�19�

The Reynolds number was assumed negligible, and results were
obtained for the Bingham number varying from zero �Newtonian
fluid� to 200, employing a 80	80 Q1 /Q1 finite element mesh.
The parameter m in Eq. �18� was taken equal to 200 as suggested
in Mitsoulis and Zisis �32� in order to reproduce the Bingham
model. Streamlines, yielded zones, vortex size, as well as its eye
position, were successfully compared to �32�. Figure 2�a� shows
the position of the eye of the vortex versus Bingham number and,
in Fig. 2�b�, the material unyielded zones are depicted for Bi
=50. As it may be noticed, in the regions subjected to low shear
stress �the two black zones of Fig. 2�b��, the material remains
unyielded, with its yield stress not being reached in both regions.
In the upper black region, the material underwent a rigid body
motion while, in the lower one, the material remained stagnated,
as it may be observed in the streamlines of Fig. 2�c�. In this figure,
the clockwise motion imposed by velocity boundary conditions is
illustrated by the streamline labels.

Remark. The nonsmoothness of yield contours in Fig. 2�b� is
due to the stress post-processing. As the velocity gradient compo-
nents are smooth �piecewise constant functions� on each element
interior but discontinuous across each element boundary, the bi-

linear shape functions, employed in the stress post-processing,
were only able to generate the steplike pattern illustrated in Fig.
2�b�. �It is worth noting that a similar pattern was also presented
by Mitsoulis and Zisis �32�.�

5.2 Planar Expansion of Viscoplastic Flows. In this section,
Galerkin least-squares approximations �Eqs. �9�–�12�� have been
performed for flows of viscoplastic fluids through a 4:1 planar
expansion �see Fig. 3 for the problem statement�. As velocity
boundary conditions, we have imposed impermeability and no-
slip at expansion walls, a flat horizontal profile at channel inlet
and free traction at its exit. �Because of computational tasks, only
half domain has been considered. At symmetry line, the vertical
velocity and the transversal gradient of the horizontal velocity
were set as zero.�

In order to model the fluid viscoplastic behavior, a widely em-
ployed constitutive equation, the Casson equation �7�, was used

�1/2 = �0
1/2 +  
0

�̇
�1/2

for ���2 � 
0

�20�
�̇ = 0 for ���2 � 
0

Fig. 1 Lid-driven cavity flow, for Re=400: „a… velocity and „b…
pressure profiles
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with 
 denoting the extra stress tensor, �=T− pI.
Furthermore, aiming to circumvent the discontinuity of the

shear stress magnitude inherent from the von Mises criterion, Pa-
panastasiou �5� proposed a modification for viscoplastic models
that, when applied to the Casson equation �7�, results into the
following modified Casson dimensionless viscosity,

��*�1/2 = 1 + Ca

�̇* �1/2

	1 − exp�− �m�̇*�1/2�
 �21�

where

�*��̇*� =
���̇�
�0

; �̇* =
�̇

u0/L
; Ca =


0L

�0u0
�22�

and Ca is denoted as Casson number. Equation �21� is valid to
both yielded and unyielded regions of the flow, and the exponent
m controls the smoothness of its function. For m�100, this equa-
tion mimics the original Casson model �14�. �In our computation,
we have set m=200 in Eq. �21�.� The results shown herein were
obtained using a finite element mesh of 6200 Q1 /Q1 elements. In
order to guarantee fully developed flow upstream and downstream
the expansion, an appropriate channel length has been selected.
The values of Reynolds number were equal to 1, 10, and 50, and
the Casson number �Eq. �22�� varied between 0 �Newtonian fluid�
and 10.

Flows of viscoplastic materials inside ducts are known to form
a plug flow region due to the low shear stresses far from the walls
�28�. In the particular case of flows through expansions, the low
shear stresses in their corners may form plastic �unyielded� re-
gions, a phenomenon which is more severe for higher values of
Casson number ��14–16��. In order to illustrate that behavior, the
arising and position of unyielded zones were verified applying the
von Mises criterion �28� to the stress post-processing. Figures
4�a�–4�d� show a detail of the growth of the unyielded zones with
the increasing of Casson number �Ca=0.1, 1, 3, and 10�. Similar
behavior was observed for the other investigated Reynolds num-
bers and, for this reason, these results were omitted.

The unyielded zone in the corner of the expansion may become
an obstacle to the vortex development. Based on the performed
computations, it was possible to note that the vortex arising is
subjected to sufficient high values of Reynolds number combined
with low Casson ones. For low Reynolds flows, namely, Re=1
and Re=10, with the results for the latter depicted in Figs. 4, the
vortex was mild even for the Newtonian fluid �Ca=0� and, for
viscoplastic ones, a stagnant region was generated in the corner of
the expansion for Casson numbers equal to 1, 3, and 10, respec-

Fig. 2 The lid-driven cavity flow of a Bingham liquid, for Bi
=50: „a… eye of the vortex position, „b… unyielded zones and
extra-stress contours, and „c… flow streamlines

Fig. 3 Planar 4:1 expansion: problem statement

Fig. 4 Details of unyielded zones „in black…, Re=10: „a… Ca
=0.1, „b… Ca=1, „c… Ca=3, and „d… Ca=10
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tively, Figures 4�b�–4�d�. For Re=50, if the Casson number is
sufficiently small, as in Figs. 5�b� and 5�c�, a Newtonian-like vor-
tex still appears. However, for higher values of Casson number, as
in Figs. 5�d�–5�f�, the vortex enhancement with the increase of the
Reynolds number was counterbalance by the rigid zone enhance-
ment, which opposes the vortex growth. The topology of this rigid
zone may be a good explanation for the distinct vortex shapes in
viscoplastic and Newtonian flows.

In Fig. 6, one may note the growth of the unyielded zone. First,
for small values of Casson number �Figs. 6�a�–6�c��, there is the
formation of two distinct unyielded portions, one at the expansion
corner and another, at the upper wall, in the stagnation point be-
tween the vortex and the main flow. Following, with the increase
of the Casson number �as illustrated in Figs. 6�d� and 6�e��, these
two regions grow until an unique unyielded rigid zone is formed.
�Find, in Fig. 7, the stress and streamline contours for this latter
case, namely, Ca=1.5 and Re=50.� This phenomenon was first
observed by Jay et al. �16� in their numerical investigation using a
Herschel-Bulkley model in axisymmetric flows—a phenomenon
also experimentally confirmed by the authors employing a visco-
plastic material.

In Fig. 8, the dimensionless reattachment length, d=dr /L, is
plotted versus the Casson number for two different meshes, in
order to test the mesh independence of the results presented in
Figs. 4–7. As it may be observed, for Casson numbers greater than
2.5, the vortex structure has become so small that a reattachment
length could hardly be perceptive. This feature is due to the al-
ready discussed vortex spacing from the expansion corner with
the increase of the unyielded zone.

6 Concluding Remarks
This paper exploited a continuum mechanical model for gener-

alized Newtonian flows that suits even advective-dominated and
geometrically complex flows. A Galerkin least-squares formula-
tion for that model was able to achieve stable and physical real-
istic results for flows of a viscoplastic fluid, modeled by the Cas-
son constitutive equation, through a 4:1 planar expansion. The

arising of unyielded regions in the material seems to strongly
affect its flow pattern, specially concerning its vortex structure.
This one is plainly reduced with the increase of the Casson num-
ber even for flows in which the inertia effects may not be ne-
glected.

Fig. 5 Detail of viscoplastic flow streamlines, Re=50: „a… Ca
=0, „b… Ca=0.1, „c… Ca=0.4, „d… Ca=0.8, „e… Ca=1 and „f… Ca
=1.5

Fig. 6 Structure of the unyielded zone „detail…, Re=50: „a… Ca
=0.1, „b… Ca=0.4, „c… Ca=0.8, „d… Ca=1, and „e… Ca=1.5

Fig. 7 Extra stress and streamlines contours „detail…, for Re
=50 and Ca=1.5
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Nomenclature
a � incremental vector
B � mechanical body
B � GLS functional

Bi � Bingham number
C0 � space of continuous functions
Ca � Casson number
Ch � finite element partition
D � strain rate tensor
d � reattachment length

div � divergence operator
dr � reattachment length
F � GLS functional
F � momentum load vector

Fr � Froude number
f � body force
f � characteristic body force

G � incompressibility matrix
grad � gradient operator

H1 � Sobolev functional space
hK � element size

I � identity tensor
int�i� � value of i truncated to an integer

J � Jacobian matrix
K � momentum diffusive matrix
L � characteristic length

L2 � Hilbert functional space
m � Papanastasiou’s approximation parameter
N � momentum advective matrix
n � unit vector
P � pressure functional space
p � pressure field
q � pressure variation function
R � residual vector
R � set of real numbers

Re � Reynolds number
Rk � polynomial functional space of degree k
T � stress tensor
t � stress vector
t � time instant

U � vector of degrees of freedom
u � admissible velocity field

u0 � characteristic velocity

V � velocity functional space
v � virtual velocity field

W � vorticity tensor
x � position vector

� . �p � p-norm on Rnsd

Greek Symbols
 � maximum error
�̇ � magnitude of tensor D
� � domain boundary
� � fluid viscosity

�0 � characteristic viscosity
� � mass density

 � GLS stability parameter


0 � yield stress
� � problem domain

�K � element domain
� � upwind function

Subscripts
g � Dirichlet boundary condition
h � Neumann boundary condition
K � finite element

 � GLS stabilized matix

Superscripts
h � finite element approximation

nsd � number of space dimension
* � dimensionless
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Robust Volume-Based Approach
for the Turbulent Mixing Efficiency
This paper considers the mixture fraction which is often used to quantify the turbulent
mixing efficiency in fluid engineering devices. We contrast a volume-based approach,
where the mixture fraction is quantified directly using the volume bounded by the inter-
face between mixed versus pure fluid, to a surface-based approach that requires area
integrals of all mixed-fluid interfaces. Experimentally, we investigate the resolution-scale
robustness of the volume-based approach compared to the small-scale sensitivity of the
surface-based approach. The difference in robustness between these approaches has im-
plications for examining, modeling, and optimizing the turbulent mixing efficiency.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2201628�

1 Introduction
In a variety of engineering devices involving turbulent mixing,

improved design and performance often require knowledge of the
turbulent mixture fraction which is sometimes also known as the
mixing efficiency �1–15�. Examples of engineering applications
include fluid-injection systems for mass transfer and/or heat trans-
fer, combustors for vehicle propulsion, signature-reduction meth-
ods for transport vehicles, directed fluid-projection systems, inter-
nal film cooling for turbomachinery, external film cooling for
high-speed flight, and aero-optical systems for directed-energy
propagation �16–21�. Optimization of the mixing efficiency, as
well as knowledge of its dependence on flow geometry and on
flow/fluid parameters such as Reynolds number, Mach number,
and Schmidt number, are needed in such applications �1�. Mixing
reduction, for example, is typically needed for film-cooling appli-
cations while mixing enhancement is generally needed for
signature-reduction or combustion applications. In addition, with
the increasing use of computational simulations of turbulent mix-
ing, accurate physical modeling of the mixing efficiency is desired
from large-eddy simulations of large-Reynolds-number mixing for
various applications �2�. Quantified as the volume fraction of
mixed fluid, the mixing efficiency is directly related to the geo-
metrical properties of the mixed-fluid interfaces �4,9�. In particu-
lar, much emphasis has been placed in previous works on the
interfacial area-volume ratio �4,6� as a means to model the mixing
efficiency.

Practical and basic questions remain unresolved regarding the
turbulent mixing efficiency. How does the mixing efficiency vary
with increasing Reynolds number? What is its limiting behavior,
i.e., at large Reynolds numbers? What are the compressibility ef-
fects on the mixing efficiency? How does the mixing efficiency
depend on the flow geometry? While previous work has provided
some answers to such questions �4,13�, challenges remain with
regard to the examination, modeling, and optimization of the mix-
ing efficiency which need to be resolved in order to improve the

prediction and performance of devices which rely on, or involve,
mixing �4�. In particular, to extrapolate results from laboratory-
scale Reynolds numbers to the larger Reynolds numbers typical in
various mixing applications, it will help to be able to identify the
dominant contributions to the mixing efficiency. This provides a
helpful prospect for optimizing mixing-enhancement or mixing-
reduction techniques. Enhancement/reduction techniques typically
rely on increasing or decreasing the growth rate, respectively. Be-
yond this, further enhancement or reduction require other means
to modify the mixing efficiency.

Previous efforts to examine the mixing efficiency have prima-
rily focused on evaluating the surface area of the mixed-fluid in-
terfaces �3,4,6–13�, even though the definition of the mixing effi-
ciency is directly as a volume fraction. Because these interfaces
can be highly convoluted and exhibit complex geometrical struc-
ture over a wide range of scales, it is challenging to accurately
capture their surface area �4,22–24� especially at large Reynolds
numbers. Also, it is known that flow conditions above the mixing
transition are needed in order to observe mixing behavior that is
representative of fully developed turbulent mixing and therefore
that can be extrapolated to larger Reynolds numbers �3,4,25�. The
mixing transition is equivalent to the transition to fully developed
turbulence. It requires a Reynolds number of at least Re
�10,000 to occur. This corresponds to a separation between the
larger scales, whose dynamics are directly determined by the
energy-containing vortices, and the smaller scales which are di-
rectly affected by viscosity �25�. As a result of the presence of
additional smaller scales above the mixing transition, methods
based on direct examination of the interfacial surface area have
practical limitations. There exist alternative experimental ap-
proaches, e.g., based on chemical reactions, that overcome some
of these limitations �13,26,27�, but without relating the mixing
efficiency to the interfacial behavior of the flow.

In the present work, we contrast a volume-based approach to
the traditional surface-based approach to the mixing efficiency.
Recently, a volume-based methodology �15,28� utilizing directly
the definition of the mixing efficiency as a volume fraction has
been considered based on the properties of the outer interface
between pure fluid and mixed fluid. In the volume-based ap-
proach, in contrast to the surface-based approach, one examines
directly the volume of the region of fluid bounded by the outer
interface. In the recent work �28�, the robustness to resolution
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scale was reported for spatial two-dimensional data only and with-
out a comparison to the surface-based approach. In the present
work, we report results for three-dimensional space-time data
combined with Taylor’s hypothesis in order to compare the
resolution-scale robustness of the volume-based approach to the
small-scale sensitivity of the surface-based approach. In Sec. 2,
the theoretical ideas are described with a focus on geometrical
relations between volume-based and surface-based interfacial
quantities. Depending on the application, knowledge of either or
both of these types of quantities may be necessary. For the par-
ticular case of the mixing efficiency, we consider theoretical as-
pects of the differences in interfacial properties for the volume-
based versus surface-based approaches. In Sec. 3, the
experimental flow facility and imaging technique are described
that were utilized to conduct direct imaging of turbulent fluid
interfaces at fully developed flow conditions, with resolution over
a wide range of scales. A specially constructed large-scale flow
facility was operated, combined with laser-induced fluorescence
digital-imaging techniques, in order to provide sufficient flow size
and attain whole-field high resolution. Examples of visualizations
of resolution-scale effects on the outer interfaces are presented. In
Sec. 4, quantitative results contrasting the volume-based versus
surface-based approaches are presented. A comparison of scalar-
threshold effects is made between the interfacial surface area, the
probability density of mixed fluid, and the strain-limited diffusion
thickness of the interfaces. Resolution-scale effects are examined
on the probability of finding pure fluid, the volume of mixed fluid
bounded by the outer interface, and the dynamic behavior of the
mixing efficiency. While the main focus of this paper is on the
effects of modifying the resolution with regard to robustness and
sensitivity, the effects of modifying the flow geometry are exam-
ined in the companion technical brief �29�. In Sec. 5, implications
are discussed in the context of examining, modeling, and optimiz-
ing the mixing efficiency.

2 Theoretical Considerations
As in a large body of preceding work on turbulent mixing

�1–15�, we consider the mixture fraction or volume fraction of
mixed fluid as a measure of the mixing efficiency which we de-
note as �m. The turbulent mixing efficiency can be expected in
general to be a function of Reynolds number Re, Mach number
M, Schmidt number Sc, flow geometry, and other parameters

�m � �m�Re,M,Sc, flow geometry, . . . � �1�
with

�m =�
mixed

p�c�dc = 1 −�
pure

p�c�dc �2�

where p�c� denotes the probability density of concentration c, and
the mixing efficiency is in the range

0 � �m � 1 �3�
The integrals in Eq. �2� are continuous integrals since the concen-
tration is a continuous variable as well. The first integral in Eq. �2�
is over the region of mixed fluid and the second integral is over
the region of pure fluid. In practice, this requires particular care to
ensure that one has properly identified the mixed fluid as opposed
to pure fluid �8�. Adopting a normalized range of concentration
values 0�c�1, with pure fluids corresponding to c=0 and c=1,
the mixed fluid has values in the range 0�c�1. As long as the
fluids are miscible, diffusion even in competition with straining
ensures the existence of a range of mixed-fluid concentration val-
ues. For miscible fluids, the Schmidt number Sc=� /D is finite and
0��m�1. Here � is the kinematic viscosity and D is the molecu-
lar diffusivity. The upper limiting value of the mixing efficiency,
�m=1 can be expected to be, most likely, unattainable in practice
even at large Re where Re=UL /� is the Reynolds number, even
with flow control �1�. This is because the outer interface, that

separates pure fluid from mixed fluid, is highly convoluted at large
Reynolds numbers �23�. Since the mixing efficiency is essentially
the amount of mixed fluid normalized by the maximum extent of
the turbulent flow region under consideration, the irregular struc-
ture of the convoluted outer interfaces prevents the limiting value
�m=1 from being attained. One can appreciate that the mixing
efficiency �m can be examined as a dynamic quantity, i.e., as a
function of time, or as an ensemble-averaged quantity for given
flow conditions. It can be noted that there are other measures of
the mixing efficiency also in use in the literature �30–32�. Previ-
ously employed equivalent terminologies for the mixing effi-
ciency, quantified as the volume fraction of mixed fluid, are mix-
ture fraction �2�, mixed-fluid fraction �6�, and mixedness �3�.

In the interest of developing ideas useful for engineering de-
vices operating in large-Reynolds-number flow regimes, a useful
starting point is to appreciate that a minimum Reynolds number of
Re�10,000 is necessary for the mixing behavior to be fully de-
veloped �25�. Turbulent mixing and mixed-fluid interfaces exhibit
strong qualitative differences across the mixing transition �25�
which corresponds physically to the transition to fully developed
turbulence. In particular, mixing of pure fluid is initiated near the
unsteady large-scale flow boundaries above the mixing transition
�15� in contrast to mixing behavior below the transition where
unmixed fluid can often be found in the interior. It is useful to
consider the entire range of scales as consisting of the upper or
energy-containing range of scales and the remaining lower range
of scales, i.e.,

�LT � � � L versus �min � � � �LT �4�

respectively. The intermediate scale �LT is the Liepmann-Taylor
scale �25�

�LT = ��L/U�1/2 � ��/�̄�1/2u� � L Re−1/2 �5�

which separates those scales at ���LT that are directly affected
by the large scales and the smaller scales at ���LT which are
either inertial scales or viscous scales. In the present notation, U is
a characteristic large-scale flow speed or shear, L is a characteris-
tic spatial large scale, � is the kinematic viscosity, �̄ is the energy
dissipation rate per unit mass, and u� is the root-mean-square
�rms.� streamwise velocity-component fluctuation. In Eq. �4�, the
minimum scale �min depends on the Schmidt number Sc�� /D as
well as Reynolds number Re�UL /�, where D is the species dif-
fusivity. For example, for Sc�1 which is applicable to gas-phase
mixing, the smallest scale is the Kolmogorov scale �K�LRe−3/4,
i.e., �min=�K. For Sc	1, which is applicable to liquid-phase mix-
ing, the Batchelor scale �B�LRe−3/4Sc−1/2 determines the small-
est scale. Considering the large scale L as fixed in size, as well as
a given Schmidt number Sc, we see that increasing the Reynolds
number will widen the upper range faster than the lower range.
This is because the Liepmann-Taylor scale �LT�LRe−1/2 de-
creases more slowly than the Kolmogorov scale �K�LRe−3/4 or
the Batchelor scale �B�LRe−3/4Sc−1/2, with increasing Reynolds
number.

Examples of quantitative visualizations above the mixing tran-
sition are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 in gas-phase and liquid-phase
flows, respectively. The visualization in Fig. 1 is in a large-
Reynolds-number gas-phase separated turbulent shear layer. The
visualization in Fig. 2 is in a moderate-Reynolds-number liquid-
phase turbulent jet. In the context of the mixing efficiency, a key
interface is the outer interface which separates mixed fluid from
pure fluid. Previous works on turbulent mixing in various flow
geometries have examined various aspects of the outer interface
both experimentally and computationally �15,33,34�. As is evident
in the images in Figs. 1 and 2, and as also suggested by several
previous investigations �15,34�, the outer interface is a relatively
thin interface as a result of the fluid-dynamic small-scale strain
rate limiting the local extent of molecular diffusion. A good dis-
cussion of the physical mechanisms responsible for the sharpness
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of the outer interface can be found in earlier works �34,35�. The
outer interface is unsteady and its location traces the extent of the
mixed-fluid region.

As indicated in the schematic in Fig. 3, mixed-fluid interfaces
generated by turbulent mixing can be considered as the regions of
fluid corresponding to each differential range of concentration,
i.e.,

�c,c + dc	 �6�

Closely related to the fluid interfaces are the isosurfaces of the
concentration field, i.e.,

c�x,t� = const. �7�

Although the isosurfaces have zero thickness mathematically, the
interfaces have a finite physical thickness for miscible fluids. This
is the strain-limited diffusion thickness which results from a bal-
ance between molecular diffusion and the local fluid-dynamic
strain rate. For an interface corresponding to a differential concen-
tration dc, this thickness is hdc and is determined by the inverse
magnitude of the local concentration gradient, i.e.,

h�x,t� =
1


�c

= � �c

�n
�−1

�8�

Thus h is the local interfacial thickness per unit c. The concentra-
tion gradient �c is normal to the c interface everywhere along it,
with n denoting distance along the local normal to the interface.
The interfacial thickness is illustrated schematically in Fig. 3.

The volume Vc�c� physically occupied by the c-threshold fluid
interface, i.e., the volume of interfacial fluid, can be expressed as

Vc�c�
Vref

=
A�c�
Vref

h̄�c�
dc
 �9�

where Vref is a reference volume defined by the ensemble-
averaged maximum boundaries of the turbulent region of interest.
The transverse extent of the reference region, for example, corre-
sponds to the visual thickness as used in previous works �36�. The
two key quantities that enter are the interfacial area-volume ratio

A�c� /Vref and the physical thickness h̄�c� averaged along the sur-
face Sc of each interface, i.e.

A�c�
Vref

, and, h̄�c� = �� �c

�n
�−1

c

=
1

A�c� � �
Sc

� �c

�n
�−1

dSc

�10�

We can distinguish between the volume Vc�c� of interfacial fluid
and the volume V�c� of fluid residing in the interior of the inter-
faces, which are related as

Fig. 1 This experimental visualization shows an example of
the sharpness of outer interface between mixed fluid and pure
fluid in a gas-phase turbulent separated shear layer at a Rey-
nolds number of ReÈ106, freestream Mach number of MÈ0.9,
and Schmidt number of ScÈ1, recorded at a test-section pres-
sure of È3 atm. The image was recorded in the UC Irvine
variable-pressure aero-optics facility using visible laser-
induced fluorescence of acetone vapor seeded in air, excited
by ultraviolet Nd:yttrium–aluminum–garnet laser illumination.
The freestream is on the upper side of the image and is flowing
from left to right. Ambient gas initially at rest is present below
the shear layer. The sharpness of the outer interface is due, in
part, to the local strain from eddies near the interface.

Fig. 2 High-resolution quantitative visualization of a turbulent
outer interface derived from space-time È10003 measurements
of the concentration field in a fully developed liquid-phase jet.
The Reynolds number is ReÈ20,000 and the Schmidt number
is ScÈ2000 so that the flow conditions are above the mixing
transition. The measurements were recorded in the UC Irvine
large-scale water tank facility using visible laser-induced fluo-
rescence of dilute disodium fluorescein seeded in water, ex-
cited by argon-ion laser illumination. This space-time visualiza-
tion captures the dynamics of the outer interface with the time
axis in the vertical direction. The full transverse spatial extent
of the interfaces is captured including the small scales. The
interface shown corresponds to a concentration threshold of
c /c1=1, cf. Figs. 11 and 12.

Fig. 3 Schematic illustrating the local physical thickness hdc
of a mixed-fluid interface associated with the differential range
of concentration values ˆc ,c+dc‰, with the two surfaces shown
corresponding to the c and c+dc isosurfaces. The region in
between the two isosurfaces corresponds to the interfacial
fluid.
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Vc�c� = 
dV�c�
 �11�

The absolute values in Eq. �11� are needed since the geometrical
quantities cannot be negative, while the differentials dc or dV�c�
can be positive or negative depending on the definition of the c
values corresponding to the pure fluids. Combining Eqs. �9� and
�11�, we have

A�c� =
Vc�c�

h̄�c�
dc

=

1

h̄�c�
�dV�c�

dc
� �12�

where it is assumed that V�c� is differentiable. Inversely

V�c� =�c

A�c��h̄�c��
dc�
 �13�

where the lower integration limit can be the maximum or mini-
mum concentration value which again depends on the choice of c
values associated with the pure fluids.

Closely related to the interfacial area-volume ratio is the
concentration-field probability density function p�c� which is fun-
damentally and practically crucial because it reflects scalar-
threshold effects on mixing and especially on the geometrical
structure of the mixed-fluid interfaces. How is the probability den-
sity p�c� related to the geometrical properties of the interfaces?
The most direct relation is in terms of the volume Vc�c� of inter-
facial fluid, i.e., as the volume fraction of fluid occupied by the c
interface

p�c�
dc
 =
Vc�c�
Vref

�14�

cf. Eq. �9�. In addition, the probability density p�c� of finding
c-concentration fluid is intimately related to both the interfacial
surface area A�c� and the volume V�c� enclosed by the interfaces.
To relate p�c� to the surface area A�c�, the average interfacial

thickness h̄�c� is needed, i.e.,

p�c� =
A�c�
Vref

h̄�c� �15�

In other words, the interfacial interpretation of p�c� in terms of the
surface area requires knowledge of the interfacial-thickness prop-
erties. In contrast, the relation of p�c� to the volume V�c� enclosed
by the interfaces does not require knowledge of the interfacial
thickness. Interpreted as the volume fraction of fluid residing in
the interior of the interfaces, p�c� can be written as

p�c� �
1

Vref
�dV�c�

dc
� �16�

Comparing Eqs. �12� and �13�, which are inverses of each other,
we can appreciate that the volume V�c� enclosed by any given
internal interface can be expected to be weakly sensitive to the
small scales, as opposed to the surface area A�c� which is known
to be sensitive to the small scales. This is intuitively clear as can
be appreciated using the schematics in Figs. 4 and 5, which show
a highly wrinkled surface and a smooth surface, respectively, that
enclose nearly the same volume but with greatly different surface
areas. The general observation of robustness of the volume in
contrast to sensitivity of the surface area is analogous to the com-
parison between the derivative of a noisy signal and its integral:
while the derivative of the signal is highly sensitive to the small
scales, the integral is weakly sensitive to the small scales. We can
make two key general observations therefore:

i. Surface area A�c� of interfaces: The surface area, as a
derivative of the volume V�c�, is highly sensitive to small-
scale features and also to noise if present.

ii. Volume V�c� enclosed by interfaces: The volume, as an
integral of the area A�c�, is weakly sensitive to small-scale
features or to noise if present.

Returning to the mixing efficiency �m, it can be appreciated
that it can be expressed in several ways that are equivalent theo-
retically

Fig. 4 In this schematic, a highly wrinkled surface is shown to
illustrate that small-scale features of turbulent mixed-fluid in-
terfaces can be expected to introduce pronounced sensitivity
of the surface area to those features. In contrast, the volume
enclosed by such interfaces can be expected to be weakly sen-
sitive to the small-scale features. This robustness of the vol-
ume to small-scale features, as opposed to the sensitivity of
the surface area to those features, provides a useful ingredient
to facilitate practical studies of the mixture fraction.

Fig. 5 The smooth surface shown in this schematic has been
chosen to have a similar large-scale shape to the highly
wrinkled surface in Fig. 4. Whereas the area of the smooth sur-
face can be expected to be substantially lower than the area of
the highly wrinkled surface, the volumes enclosed can be ex-
pected to be nearly the same since they are dominated by the
large-scale features. In the context of mixing and mixed-fluid
interfaces, this distinction can be utilized and applied to the
average as well as dynamic behavior of the mixture fraction.
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�m =�
mixed

p�c�dc =�
mixed

A�c�
Vref

h̄�c�dc =�
mixed


dV�c�

Vref

=
Vmixed

Vref

�17�
where the integrals are over the region of mixed fluid. Consider-
ing Eqs. �9� and �17�, it is apparent that two alternative ap-
proaches are possible in principle in order to examine the mixing
efficiency in terms of interfacial properties.

One approach, which is the traditional surface-based approach,
is to require knowledge of the area A�c� of all mixed-fluid inter-
faces, i.e., the internal interfaces and the outer interface, as well as

of the mean thickness h̄�c� of all mixed-fluid interfaces. A diffi-
culty with the surface-based approach, however, is that the surface
area A�c� is highly sensitive to the small scales as discussed above
in the context of Eq. �12�. Experimental and numerical studies, in
addition, have suggested that the surface area of turbulent inter-
faces is actually dominated by the small scales �34,37,38�. The
mean interfacial thickness is also sensitive to the small scales
since it is a gradient-based quantity and also because of the inter-
mittency of turbulent mixing �5�. Thus, modeling and descriptions
of the mixing efficiency using the surface-based approach �4� are
possible in principle but can be expected to be highly sensitive to
resolution limitations.

The second approach, which has been termed the volume-based
approach, �28� is directly based on the volume Vmixed of the
mixed-fluid region bounded by the outer interfaces. This volume
can be expected to be dominated by the large scales, i.e., to be
weakly sensitive to the small scales, especially above the mixing
transition. This is because of the strong large-scale vorticity/
concentration correlations that occur above the transition, as op-
posed to below the transition, as indicated by recent work �15,28�.
Furthermore, the volume-based approach does not require knowl-
edge of the concentration-threshold dependence, since it only re-
quires outer-interface information. Thus, in contrast to the surface-
based approach, one can anticipate robustness to resolution-scale
effects by using the volume-based approach.

Recalling the upper and lower ranges of interfacial scales, as in
the discussion above for Eq. �4�, one can anticipate therefore that
the volume will be dominated by the upper scales, whereas the
surface area will be dominated by the lower scales. Especially
when resolution effects are present, the anticipated robustness of
the volume-based approach is helpful. We examine these ideas
below on the basis of high-resolution measurements above the
mixing transition recorded in a large-scale flow facility.

3 Experimental Facility and Flow Imaging
In the present work, we utilize high-resolution measurements of

the concentration field in fully developed liquid-phase turbulent
jets recorded in the large-scale octagonal-tank flow facility at UC
Irvine. A schematic of the flow-imaging geometry is shown in Fig.
6 and a photograph of the facility is shown in Fig. 7. The facility
has an internal diameter of 1.83 m �6 ft� and an internal height of
2.74 m �9 ft�. It has extensive optical access with eight vertical
rectangular windows of size 0.61 m by 2.13 m �2 ft by 7 ft� each
as well as a horizontal circular window of diameter 0.61 m �2 ft�
on the bottom face of the tank. The facility consists of structural
steel and glass that can support up to 8 tons or 2000 gallons of
water when the tank is fully filled. The reasons for the choice of a
large-scale facility are threefold. First, a large facility enables
higher Reynolds numbers to be achieved. Second, the small scales
are more amenable to resolution using laser scattering techniques
because the latter typically require a minimum laser-sheet thick-
ness for two-dimensional or higher-dimensional imaging. Third,
the temporal framing rates needed for imaging of the dynamics of
the interfaces are relatively lower because of the large size of the
facility.

The flow geometry chosen to create the high-resolution experi-
mental database is the round jet as indicated in Fig. 6. Although
this flow geometry has been studied much in the past, various
questions remain open such as the degree to which the mixed-fluid
interfaces are convoluted and the behavior of the mixing effi-
ciency �1,5,13,23,39�. The facility is operated in a blow-down
manner to produce a momentum-dominated jet growing vertically
downwards as indicated in the schematic. End-wall and sidewall
effects are minimized by conducting the flow imaging at approxi-
mately half way down the total height of the facility. The flow
parameters are chosen in order to ensure flow conditions above
the mixing transition yet maintain high resolution. The Reynolds
number is Re�20,000 and the Schmidt number of Sc�2000. The
imaging location corresponds to the far field of the jet, at a down-
stream location of �500 nozzle diameters. Because the measure-
ments are in the far field, there is no unmixed jet fluid present at
the imaging station used and thus the only interface between pure
fluid and mixed fluid is the interface between pure ambient fluid
and jet fluid.

The experimental procedure and flow-imaging technique have
been described before �15� and only a brief mention will be made
here. The octagonal tank is filled with filtered water prior to each
experiment. The plenum fluid needed for the jet is prepared as a
solution of disodium fluorescein dye premixed at a molecular
level with water of the same temperature as of the water in the
tank. Low concentration of the dye is utilized in order to ensure
negligible laser power attenuation through the fluid during the

Fig. 6 Schematic of the large-scale water tank facility at UC
Irvine, in which various flow configurations can be examined.
The flow geometry examined in the present work is the round
turbulent jet, as indicated in the schematic. A liquid-phase jet is
issued vertically from the top and grows downwards. Imaging
of the concentration field of the jet is conducted in the similar-
ity plane normal to the jet axis, at a downstream location of
È500 nozzle diameters. This is in the far field of the jet and
corresponds to a physical location approximately halfway
down the tank in order to avoid end-wall and sidewall effects.
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flow imaging. The jet is operated such that a steady jet-exit veloc-
ity is attained for the duration of the flow imaging. The linear
full-angle growth rate of the resulting jet is �24 deg in agreement
with previous studies. A plane slicing the jet normal to the flow
centerline is illuminated with an argon-ion laser sheet. The laser-
induced fluorescence from the concentration field in that plane is
recorded with a charge-coupled-device camera of resolution
�1000
1000. In each experiment, a set of �1000 such two-
dimensional images is continuously recorded at a framing rate
which matches the passage frequency of the outer interface as
described in earlier studies �15�. The data are normalized and
calibrated pixel by pixel using uniform-concentration images re-
corded after each experiment by mixing completely a known
amount of dye into the entire water tank. This produces three-
dimensional �1000
1000
1000 space-time concentration-field
data.

Because turbulent mixing and mixed-fluid interfaces are known
to exhibit strong qualitative differences across the mixing transi-
tion, �3,25� it is helpful to examine the behavior above the mixing
transition as discussed above in Sec. 2, if one is interested in
developing descriptions and physical-modeling methodologies
that are useful at large Reynolds numbers. Since the minimum
Reynolds number at which this can occur, based on the large-scale
extent of the flow, is Re�10,000 as stated above in Sec. 2, the
Reynolds number chosen for the experiments in this study is Re
�20,000 so that the observed behavior is relevant also for larger-
Reynolds-number conditions. The choice of Re�20,000 in the
present study ensures flow conditions corresponding to fully de-
veloped turbulent mixing.

The mixed-fluid interfaces, extracted from the concentration-
field database, exhibit dynamics consistent with the behavior of
interfaces in other flows above the mixing transition �5,25�. Visu-

alizations of mixed-fluid interfaces, or scalar isosurfaces, in vari-
ous turbulent flows indicate that there are strong qualitative dif-
ferences across the mixing transition. Previous work has indicated
that the internal structure of turbulent mixing, e.g., the behavior of
scalar isosurfaces at thresholds corresponding to the interior of the
flow, changes qualitatively across the mixing transition �8,10,40�.
One of the most striking and well-known differences, at least for
incompressible-flow conditions or low-compressibility conditions,
is that there are large-scale well-mixed regions above the transi-
tion. In contrast, below the transition, the interior of the large-
scale regions is not well mixed �40�. A consequence of this is that
pure fluid is rarely found in the interior of the large-scale regions
above the transition. The large-scale facility enables the trading of
flow velocity for size while maintaining flow conditions above the
mixing transition. This permits the effective use of high-spatial-
resolution imaging to capture the full range of outer-interface fea-
tures at fully developed conditions.

Examples of resolution-scale effects on the outer interfaces are
shown in Figs. 8–10. The full-resolution concentration field was
utilized to derive the �10003 outer interface in Fig. 10. The
reduced-resolution interfaces, in Figs. 8 and 9, were generated by
successively coarse graining the full-resolution concentration
field. The interface shown in Fig. 9 is at a reduced resolution of
�2563 and the interface in Fig. 8 is at a reduced resolution of
�323. As expected, the large-scale interfacial features persist dur-
ing the coarse graining but the small-scale interfacial behavior
changes substantially.

In the visualizations in Figs. 8–10, a concentration interface is
extracted each time from the three-dimensional space-time mea-
surements recorded in the similarity plane of the flow. As with all
cases of identifying or extracting interfaces from measured or
computed data, a practical question concerns the choice of thresh-
old �34�. In the data presently employed, the signal-to-noise ratio
is sufficiently high to permit identification of interfaces at the
lowest threshold above the noise floor such that their maximum
spatial extent is consistent with the accepted growth rate of turbu-
lent jets �15�. This scalar threshold is denoted as c1 and is utilized
to normalize the concentration values. We have verified indepen-
dently that concentration values below c1 are infected by noise

Fig. 7 Photograph of the water tank facility at UC Irvine. The
tank is octagonally shaped with an internal height of 2.74 m
„6 ft… and a diameter of 1.83 m „9 ft…. The capacity of the tank is
8 tons or 2000 gallons of water. The tank has extensive optical
access by way of eight vertical 0.61 m by 2.13 m „2 ft by 7 ft…
windows and one horizontal 0.61 m „2 ft… diameter window at
the base. The large size of the tank facilitates large-scale high-
resolution imaging of the concentration field while at the same
time enabling flow conditions above the mixing transition.

Fig. 8 Coarse-grained quantitative visualization of an outer in-
terface derived from three-dimensional space-time measure-
ments of the concentration field in a liquid-phase fully devel-
oped turbulent jet. This image corresponds to coarse graining
of the full-resolution È10003 data to a reduced resolution of
È323. Time varies horizontally and increases from left to right.
The flow conditions are above the mixing transition with a Rey-
nolds number of ReÈ20,000 and a Schmidt number of Sc
È2000.
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which, artificially, would correspond to transverse spatial scales
beyond the maximum extent of the flow. A discussion on guide-
lines for selecting accurate scalar thresholds to identify outer in-
terfaces is available in previous work �41�. The wide range of
scales captured at the present flow conditions, together with ap-
plication of Taylor’s hypothesis �15� to obtain the volume of the
mixed-fluid region, enable an examination of resolution-scale ef-
fects on the mixing efficiency.

4 Results on the Mixing Efficiency
To illustrate the challenges involved in the surface-based ap-

proach, a comparison between the probability density function of
the concentration field and the surface area of the mixed-fluid
interfaces is shown in Fig. 11. The reference volume Vref, in which
the probability density of concentration is normalized to unity,
was identified in terms of the maximum transverse extent of the

jet in agreement with the accepted growth rate of unforced jets.
Both the probability density of concentration and the interfacial
surface area, shown in Fig. 11, correspond to the high-resolution
scalar measurements of the turbulent jet. Nevertheless, it is evi-
dent that there is a notable deviation between the two curves, at
large scalar thresholds. This is likely attributable to insufficient
resolution of the internal interfaces corresponding to those thresh-
olds. In fact, the difference in the two curves in Fig. 11 is directly
due to the behavior of the interfacial thickness which is discussed
below and shown in Fig. 12. The results in Fig. 11 are for
ensemble-averaged statistics and, because they evaluated over a

Fig. 9 Coarse-grained visualization of a turbulent outer inter-
face at a resolution of È2563, derived from the same full-
resolution È10003 data as for Fig. 8. Additional smaller-scale
features are evident, as expected, compared to the È323

coarse-grained visualization in Fig. 8.

Fig. 10 Full-resolution È10003 quantitative visualization of a
turbulent outer interface corresponding to the coarse-grained
È2563 and È323 visualizations in Figs. 8 and 9. The full trans-
verse spatial extent of the interface is captured including the
small scales.

Fig. 11 Comparison between the probability density function
of the concentration field „solid curve with diamonds… and the
surface area of the mixed-fluid interfaces „dashed curve with
crosses…. Both curves correspond to the high-resolution scalar
measurements of the turbulent jet. Both quantities plotted are
normalized by their respective peak values, excluding the peak
value of the probability density of pure ambient fluid. The de-
viation between the two curves, at large scalar thresholds, is
attributable to insufficient resolution of the internal interfaces
corresponding to those thresholds.

Fig. 12 Dependence of the interfacial thickness as a function
of concentration threshold for the high-resolution measure-
ments of the turbulent jet. The high resolution „È10003

… is ad-
equate to capture the uniformity of the interfacial thickness for
the lower scalar thresholds or internal interfaces near the outer
regions of the jet. However, the È10003 resolution is inad-
equate at the higher scalar thresholds with deviations as large
as 30%, illustrating the sensitivity of the interfacial thickness to
the resolution.
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large number of realizations, the uncertainty is within the size of
the symbols shown in Fig. 11. For thresholds corresponding to the
outer interface or internal interfaces near the outer boundaries, the
resolution of the imaging technique and the size of the facility are
sufficient to ensure fully resolved behavior. However, for larger
thresholds corresponding to interfaces far in the interior of the
flow, the present experiments are under-resolved due to the higher
flow velocities near the jet centerline. While this is not a problem
for identifying the outer interface, which resides near the low-
speed large-scale boundaries of the flow, the consequence is that
there are significant resolution-scale effects on both the surface
area and the interfacial thickness. This is evident in Fig. 12 which
shows the measured dependence of the interfacial thickness as a
function of concentration threshold. The high resolution of
�10003 is able to capture the uniformity of the interfacial thick-
ness for the lower scalar thresholds or internal interfaces near the
outer regions of the jet. For mixing in fully developed turbulent
jets, it is known that the interfacial thickness is uniform and is not
a function of the scalar threshold �42�. In the behavior in Fig. 12,
the �10003 resolution is inadequate at the higher scalar thresholds
of c /c1�4, which correspond to under-resolved regions near the
center of the jet �15�. Deviations as large as 30% illustrate the
high sensitivity of the interfacial thickness to the resolution. Fur-
thermore, prior experimental evidence �24� at the same flow con-
ditions has shown that the interfacial surface area is highly sensi-
tive to resolution-scale effects. For example, the surface area of
the outer interfaces is under-estimated by �40% for a reduction in
resolution by a factor of 10 per dimension, i.e., from �1,0003 to
�1003. Both for the surface area and for the interfacial thickness,
therefore, there is significant sensitivity to resolution-scale effects.
Appreciating that in the surface-based approach the mixing effi-
ciency requires evaluating the surface area and interfacial thick-
ness over the entire range of mixed-fluid concentration thresholds,
cf. Eq. �17�, it is apparent that this does not offer a robust meth-
odology regarding resolution-scale effects.

To assess the resolution-scale effects on the volume-based ap-
proach, Fig. 13 is shown which depicts the dependence of the
volume fraction of mixed fluid on the resolution-scale cutoff. A
normalized resolution-scale cutoff is employed as �full /�res where
�res denotes the coarse-graining solution scale and �full denotes
the full-resolution scale of the experiments. Significant robustness
is evident in Fig. 13 for several reductions in resolution scale. For

example, for a resolution reduction of 1:10−1.5�30:1 per dimen-
sion, the mixing efficiency is captured by �10−0.014�96.8%, i.e.,

��m�30
30
30

��m�1000
1000
1000
� 96.8% �18�

In other words, there is only a �3.2% difference in the mixing
efficiency even though there is a substantial �303:1=27,000:1
reduction in three-dimensional concentration field information.
Thus, there is persistent robustness to resolution-scale effects in
utilizing the volume fraction of mixed fluid. We note that, for the
present flow conditions, the ensemble-averaged value of the mix-
ing efficiency evaluated at full resolution from the three-
dimensional space-time outer interfaces is

�m � 60.7% �19�

with an uncertainty estimated at less than ±0.05%. This uncer-
tainty estimate is based, indirectly, by the effect on �m of halving
the resolution using the resolution-dependence results in Fig. 13.
In other words, Fig. 13 indicates a rapid convergence as the ex-
perimental resolution is approached. Accepting, as an upper-
bound uncertainty estimate, that doubling the resolution would
have at most an effect of the same magnitude as halving the reso-
lution, we obtain an estimate of 0.1% in magnitude or ±0.05%.
The present result of �m�60.7% for the mixing efficiency is con-
sistent with the earlier reports derived from the evaluation of spa-
tial two-dimensional data �28�

The robustness to resolution-scale effects is due to the domi-
nance of the volume of fluid in the interior of the outer interface
by the large-scale features, as expected theoretically in the discus-
sions above in Sec. 2. Additional insight into this robustness can
be seen by examining the resolution-scale effect on the probability
of finding pure fluid as a function of distance from the flow cen-
terline. In the present volume-based approach, the mixing effi-
ciency can be evaluated directly in terms of information on the
pure fluid rather than on the mixed fluid. This is advantageous in
practice because pure fluid, at a given resolution scale, can be
identified without the ambiguities associated with discerning
mixed fluid �13,27�. The mixing efficiency �m can be expressed
directly �15� in terms of the probability Ppure�r� of finding pure
fluid at a distance r from the flow centerline

�m = 1 −�
0

1

Ppure�r��d�2r�

L
� �20�

Figure 14 shows the resolution-scale effect on the probability
Ppure�r� for the present flow conditions. The robustness of the
probability of finding pure fluid to resolution is evident by the
very weak effect of the coarse graining. As the area above each
curve, in Fig. 14, corresponds to �m, the observed robustness di-
rectly applies to the mixing efficiency. Therefore, the mixing ef-
ficiency can be obtained in the present volume-based approach by
identifying the pure fluid as an alternative to identifying the mixed
fluid. In practice, for under-resolved data at large Reynolds num-
bers, this is especially helpful because it is known from previous
studies that mixed fluid cannot be unambiguously identified from
under-resolved data �27�. In contrast, for sufficiently high signal-
to-noise ratio data, identification of pure fluid at scales at or above
the resolution scale does not have this limitation �28�.

An example of the dynamical behavior of the mixing efficiency
is shown in Fig. 15, for a time duration equivalent to the passage
time of a large-scale structure, by utilizing a temporal sequence of
consecutive two-dimensional spatial concentration-field images
normal to the jet centerline at the same flow conditions. The pro-
file corresponding to the full-resolution data is shown as a solid
curve. The dashed curve corresponds to the coarse-grained mixing
efficiency evaluated by reducing the data resolution by a factor of
10 per dimension. It is evident, in Fig. 15, that the coarse-grained
profile is able to capture and reproduce at a high accuracy the
dynamics of the full-resolution mixing efficiency. Both large-scale

Fig. 13 Resolution-scale effects on the mixing efficiency
evaluated directly in terms of the volume fraction of mixed
fluid. Robustness is evident for several reductions in resolu-
tion scale. For example, for a resolution reduction of 1:10−1.5

È30:1 per dimension the mixing efficiency is captured by
È10−0.014È97%. In other words, there is only a È3% difference
in the mixing efficiency even though there is a substantial
È303:1=27,000:1 reduction in three-dimensional concentra-
tion field information.
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and small-scale dynamics are captured with less than �2% differ-
ence. This demonstrates the robustness of the volume-based tech-
nique to resolution effects for evaluating the dynamical behavior
of the mixing efficiency. As discussed in the introduction �Sec. 1�,
much emphasis in previous works �4,6� has been placed on the

area-volume ratio of interfaces which is highly sensitive to the
small scales, as opposed to the present volume-based measures.
The present observations of robustness are due, in part, to the fact
that the outer interface is primarily confined near the unsteady
large-scale boundaries of the jet. This is due to strong large-scale
vorticity/concentration correlations above the mixing transition
�15�. Thus, it is the large scales of the outer interface, in the upper
range of scales or energy-containing range of scales, that provide
the dominant contribution to the mixing efficiency above the mix-
ing transition. Together with the present observations of robust-
ness, this has several practical implications.

Experimentally, the implication is that direct imaging of the
outer interface even at moderate resolution can be utilized at large
Reynolds numbers to capture the dominant behavior of the mixing
efficiency, because of the robustness to the small scales and thus
to noise. In addition, by identifying pure fluid rather than mixed
fluid, the limitations �27� with quantifying the local extent of mix-
ing in under-resolved measurements are reduced. Computation-
ally, the implication is that large-eddy simulations can be expected
to be able to capture the dominant behavior of the mixing effi-
ciency. For physical modeling, the implication is that knowledge
of the large scales of the outer interface is useful to quantify the
dominant behavior of the mixing efficiency including its limiting
behavior at the large Reynolds numbers of aeronautical applica-
tions. There are also implications regarding flow control. For a
given growth rate, one can investigate suppressing or increasing
the large-scale outer-interface fluctuations to enhance or reduce,
respectively, the mixing efficiency. In closed-loop active flow con-
trol studies, including for example systems for aero-optical beam
control �20,21,43�, the reduction in flow information needed can
reduce the bandwidth requirements.

In the context of large-eddy simulations, the robustness to small
scales has two implications regarding subgrid scale modeling for
the mixture fraction. For a given large-eddy simulation grid reso-
lution, only a weak dependence of the mixture fraction on the
particular subgrid scale model is expected, as long as the large-
scale dynamics are accurately computed �2�. Also, for a given
large-eddy simulation methodology, simulations with relatively
coarse grids can be expected to be able to capture the mixing
efficiency and its dynamics at relatively high accuracy. Regarding
the limiting behavior of the mixing efficiency at large Reynolds
numbers, which is needed in applications, the present findings
indicate that it can be physically modeled in terms of the large-
scale features of the outer interfaces and thus will be strongly
dependent on the flow geometry. For flow optimization �1�, this
indicates that modification of the large-scale features of the outer
interfaces can be effective in enhancing, or reducing, the mixing
efficiency.

5 Conclusions and Implications
We have investigated the resolution-scale robustness of the

volume-based approach for the turbulent mixing efficiency, with
comparisons to the small-scale sensitivity of the surface-based
approach. High-resolution three-dimensional space-time data of
concentration interfaces obtained experimentally using a flow fa-
cility especially designed for direct imaging of interfaces in fully-
developed turbulent flows have been utilized for this purpose. The
mixing efficiency is found to be very weakly sensitive to changes
in resolution. This means that the dominant interfacial contribu-
tions to the mixing efficiency are from the large-scale dynamic
features of the outer interface, i.e., the interface separating pure
fluid from mixed fluid. This finding is particularly useful for the
design of fluid-mixing devices and provides several benefits. First,
because the method relies on the volume enclosed by interfaces
which is dominated by the large scales, the method is weakly
sensitive to the small scales. Second, for the same reason, the
method can be expected to be weakly sensitive to noise in contrast
to surface-based methods. Third, the method relies on the identi-
fication of pure fluid rather than of the mixed fluid. While mixed

Fig. 14 Evaluation of resolution-scale effects on the probabil-
ity of finding pure fluid as a function of distance from the jet
centerline. The solid curve corresponds to the È10003 resolu-
tion. The dashed curve corresponds to a resolution reduced by
a factor of 10 per dimension, i.e., at a coarse-grained resolution
of È1003. The robustness of the probability of finding pure fluid
to resolution is evident by the very weak effect of the coarse
graining. As the area above each curve corresponds to the mix-
ing efficiency, this robustness directly applies to the mixing
efficiency as well and is evaluated further in Fig. 13.

Fig. 15 Dynamical behavior of the mixing efficiency and dem-
onstration of the robustness to resolution-scale effects. Solid
curve: mixing efficiency for full-resolution „È10003

… data.
Dashed curve: mixing efficiency for data coarse grained at ten
times lower resolution per dimension, i.e., at a reduced resolu-
tion of È1003. The robustness to coarse graining is evident
dynamically. Even though large excursions of the instanta-
neous value of the mixing efficiency are observed, the robust-
ness to resolution-scale effects persists dynamically.
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fluid cannot be unambiguously deduced from under-resolved im-
ages, pure fluid can be identified at or above the pixel scale even
for under-resolved images. These three reasons provide helpful
advantages for evaluating the mixing efficiency in fluid-
engineering devices.
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Nomenclature
A � interfacial surface area
c � fluid concentration
h � local interfacial thickness

h̄ � average thickness along interface
L � large scale
n � distance along interfacial normal
p � probability density of concentration

Ppure � probability of pure fluid
r � transverse distance from flow centerline

Re � Reynolds number
Sc � Schmidt number
Sc � surface associated with a concentration

interface
u� � streamwise root-mean-square velocity

fluctuation
V � volume of fluid bounded by concentration

interfaces
Vc � volume of interfacial fluid

Vmixed � volume of mixed-fluid region
Vpure � volume of pure-fluid region
Vref � normalizing volume
�m � mixing efficiency

�̄ � energy dissipation rate
� � interfacial scale

�K � kolmogorov scale
�B � batchelor scale

�LT � liepmann-Taylor scale
� � kinematic viscosity
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Flow geometry effects are examined on the turbulent mixing effi-
ciency quantified as the mixture fraction. Two different flow geom-
etries are compared at similar Reynolds numbers, Schmidt num-
bers, and growth rates, with fully developed turbulence
conditions. The two geometries are the round jet and the single-
stream planar shear layer. At the flow conditions examined, the jet
exhibits an ensemble-averaged mixing efficiency which is approxi-
mately double the value for the shear layer. This substantial dif-
ference is explained fluid mechanically in terms of the distinct
large-scale entrainment and mixing-initiation environments and is
therefore directly due to flow geometry effects.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2201696�

Introduction
A practical measure of the capability of a given flow configu-

ration, or flow geometry, to mix fluids is the mixing efficiency as
examined in the companion regular paper �1�. Knowledge of the
dependence of the mixing behavior on the flow geometry is very

useful for optimizing the performance in various fluid systems, by
mixing-efficiency enhancement or reduction, in applications rang-
ing from film cooling for turbomachinery to laser beam propaga-
tion through high-speed flows �2–6�. There are several different
definitions in use in the literature to quantify the mixing efficiency
�7–10�. In this work, we utilize the mixture fraction or volume
fraction of mixed fluid as a measure of the mixing efficiency with
the same definition as in various previous studies �5,7,8,11�. It is
helpful to recall that, with this definition, the mixing efficiency is
essentially the amount of mixed fluid normalized by the large
scale of the flow, with the large scale determined directly by the
growth rate �11�.

Previous studies have examined various aspects of mixing and
of the mixing efficiency, including effects of Reynolds number,
Schmidt number, and Mach number, as well as changes in
boundary/inflow conditions �3,5,12–17�. Because the mixing effi-
ciency, as a mixture fraction, is sensitive to the behavior of the
mixed-fluid interfaces which are highly irregular in turbulent
flows, several open questions remain. For example, it is not clear
what the limiting behavior of the mixing efficiency is at large
Reynolds numbers �5,15,17–19�. It is also not clear to what extent
the limiting behavior may depend on the flow geometry. For fluid-
engineering devices operating in flow regimes corresponding to
fully developed or large-Reynolds-number turbulence, it would be
useful to be able to physically model effects such as those of the
flow geometry.

In the present work, we consider two different flow geometries
and we examine the mixing efficiency on the basis of experimen-
tal data. The two flow geometries chosen are the single-stream
shear layer and the jet. While the shear layer has essentially two-
dimensional large-scale entraining vortices, the jet has three-
dimensional large-scale entraining vortices. At the flow conditions
examined in this work and the flow measurement location, these
two cases have similar Reynolds numbers, Schmidt numbers, and
growth rates in the far field of each flow in order to facilitate a
direct comparison of the mixing efficiency. A large difference in
the mixing efficiency is found between the two flow geometries,
with the jet having a mixing efficiency approximately twice that
of the single-stream shear layer at the flow conditions examined.
We attribute this large difference directly to flow-geometry effects
and we suggest a reason traceable to the different large-scale dy-
namics between the two flows examined. Implications for mixing-
efficiency modeling and optimization are discussed briefly in the
conclusions.

Theoretical Basis
As discussed in the companion paper �1�, the mixing efficiency

can be expressed in several theoretically equivalent ways, yet with
varying practical implementation advantages and disadvantages,
in terms of properties of the concentration field c�x , t� and of the
mixed-fluid interfaces which are associated with the isosurfaces of
concentration, i.e., c=const. Denoting the mixing efficiency by
�m, we have �5,7,8,11,20–22�
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�m =�
mixed

p�c�dc =�
mixed

A�c�
Vref

h̄�c�dc �1�

where p�c� is the probability density function of the concentration

field, A�c� is the surface area of the mixed-fluid interfaces, h̄�c� is
the mean interfacial thickness, V�c� is the volume of mixed fluid
bounded by the interfaces, and Vref is the total reference volume.
From a practical implementation point of view, it is advantageous
to express the mixing efficiency in terms of the volume of fluid
bounded by the outer interfaces �1,20,21�

�m =�
mixed

�dV�c��
Vref

=
Vmixed

Vref
= 1 −

Vpure

Vref
�2�

where V�c� is the volume of mixed fluid bounded by the interfaces
as a function of concentration threshold c, Vmixed is the total vol-
ume of mixed fluid, and Vpure is the total volume of pure fluid. By
pure fluid, we denote ambient pure fluid as well as any unmixed
fluid present in the reference region. Thus the pure fluid volume
includes the volume of each region of pure fluid that may be
present within the reference region. In the shear layer, there is
pure fluid always outside the layer on either side of the layer. In
the jet, there is pure fluid always outside the jet. It is also impor-
tant to consider any pure fluid present within the layer or within
the jet. This is where it is essential to appreciate that there is a
major qualitative difference below the mixing transition compared
to above the mixing transition �20�. Below the transition, pure
fluid is prevalent in several regions within the core of the turbu-
lent region �23,24�. Above the transition, however, pure fluid is
rarely found within the core of the turbulent region as has been
shown directly in high-resolution imaging experiments �20�. This
is, actually, the key reason for the observed increase in the mixing
efficiency across the transition, hence, the use of the term mixing
transition when this occurs. Thus, as long as the flow conditions
are above the mixing transition, pure fluid will be primarily found
outside the turbulent region. The flow conditions examined in the
present work are above the mixing transition. Regarding the
choice of the reference region, corresponding to the volume Vref,
the approach followed in this work is to define it in terms of the
ensemble-averaged outer boundaries of the turbulent mixing re-
gions. Thus the transverse extent of the reference region corre-
sponds to what is commonly termed as the visual thickness de-
fined as the average transverse extent of the turbulent mixing
region �25�.

The above relations, including the integral of the surface area
and interfacial thickness, are included here for completeness from
a theoretical point of view. Practically, the pure-fluid volume frac-
tion is the quantity that is most robust and most easily accessible
experimentally. Since the volume Vpure of the pure-fluid region is

Vpure = Vref − Vmixed �3�

the mixing efficiency must always be in the range

0 � �m � 1 �4�

where, for miscible fluids, one must have 0��m�1. The extents
to which a �forced� turbulent flow can approach the limiting val-
ues �m→1 or �m→0 are interesting open questions in flow op-
timization �26�. By flow optimization, we are referring to flow
control for the use of enhancement, reduction, or regularization of
the mixing efficiency. The integrations, in Eq. �2�, are carried out
over the region of mixed fluid. Care must be taken to identify,
therefore, the mixed fluid versus the pure fluid and, for this rea-
son, procedures for identifying the outer interface separating
mixed fluid from pure fluid have been described before in several
experimental and computational studies �12,20,21,27,28�. The
ensemble-averaged mixing efficiency �m can be expected in gen-
eral to exhibit dependence on various flow/fluid parameters in-
cluding the flow geometry, i.e.,

�m � �m�Re,Sc,M,BC/IC flow geometry, forcing� �5�
where Re, Sc, and M denote the Reynolds number, Schmidt num-
ber, and Mach number. The boundary/inflow conditions are de-
noted as BCs/ICs and the possibility of additional forcing such as
electromagnetic flow forcing is also indicated �26�.

Experiments and Flow Imaging
The experiments were conducted in the large-scale octagonal-

tank flow facility at UC Irvine. The facility and imaging technique
have been described before �20� and only a brief description will
be included here. The octagonal tank has a height of 2.74 m �9 ft�
and a diameter of 1.83 m �6 ft�. There is optical access on all
eight vertical sides by means of rectangular windows of size
0.61 m by 2.13 m �2 ft by 7 ft�. There is also circular window of
diameter 0.61 m �2 ft� on the bottom side of the tank. The facility
can be filled with up to 8 tons or 2000 gallons of water. The large
size of the facility, in combination with laser-induced fluorescence
and digital-imaging techniques, is useful for studies of mixed-
fluid interfaces above the mixing transition �21�, i.e., at Reynolds
numbers of Re�104, corresponding to fully developed turbulent
mixing. The imaging technique employed relies on premixing at a
molecular level pure water with dilute disodium fluorescein dye,
exciting the dyed water with a continuous-wave laser sheet, and
imaging the resulting fluorescence with a high-resolution charge-
coupled-device camera system �21�.

The two flow geometries compared in the present work are the
single-stream planar shear layer and the round jet. Schematics of
these flow geometries are shown in Fig. 1, where the single-
stream shear layer is indicated on the top part of the figure and the
round jet is indicated on the bottom part of the figure. To facilitate
the examination and comparison of the mixing efficiency for these
flow geometries, the flow imaging was conducted at the same
Reynolds number of Re�20,000 and the same Schmidt number
of Sc�2000 corresponding to liquid-phase fully developed turbu-
lent mixing. Flow imaging was conducted in both cases in the far
field, similarly to previous studies �15,21�, to ensure a linear
growth rate and self-similarity of the flow profile. In the round jet,
the Reynolds number does not vary with downstream distance in
the far field, whereas in the planar shear layer the Reynolds num-
ber increases linearly with downstream distance in the far field.
The Reynolds number for the jet is based on the nozzle exit flow
velocity of U0�8 m/s and the nozzle exit diameter of d0
�2.5 nm. The Reynolds number for the shear layer, at the imag-
ing location, is based on the large-scale characteristic velocity
difference of �U�10 cm/s and the large spatial transverse extent
or visual thickness of L�20 cm. A spatial resolution of �1000
�1000 was employed in the digital imaging to capture the upper
three decades of scales, i.e., those scales which span three decades
up to the largest transverse scales of the flow, which are useful to
capture the dominant behavior of the volume of the pure-fluid
region and therefore of the mixing efficiency �20,21�. Examples of
flow visualizations of the concentration field for both flow geom-
etries are shown in Fig. 2, where the top figure shows a stream-
wise slice of the single-stream shear layer and the bottom figure
shows a space-time visualization of a slice of the jet. The same
Schmidt number was achieved by utilizing the same disodium
fluorescein dye, at the same dilute concentration to avoid laser-
power attenuation, in pure water in each case. The images em-
ployed to examine flow geometry effects are in the far fields of
both flows which, for the present flow conditions, correspond to
behavior above the mixing transition. Thus pure fluid is rarely
present in the interior of the turbulent regions, as has been directly
shown in previous studies �20�. The robust outer fluid interface
method, discussed in the companion paper �1�, was applied to
determine the mixing efficiency for each flow geometry.
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Flow Geometry Effects
The present experiments and choice of flow conditions enable a

direct comparison of the mixing efficiency. In other words, with
regard to the general dependence of the mixing efficiency in Eq.
�5�, the present flow conditions are at a given Reynolds number
and Schmidt number with no flow forcing but with different
boundary/inflow conditions, i.e., the shear layer versus jet con-
figurations. Figure 3 shows examples of visualizations of the
mixed-fluid interfaces and high-gradient regions for the shear
layer �top� and for the jet �bottom�. The grey levels correspond to
the magnitude of the in-plane components of the concentration-
field gradient for each flow geometry, with darker regions denot-
ing higher-gradient locally thinner interfaces. In the single-stream
planar shear layer, the high-gradient regions are primarily located
near the unsteady outer interfaces separating mixed fluid from

pure fluid as is evident in Fig. 3 �top�. In contrast, in the round jet,
there are high-gradient regions interspersed throughout the inte-
rior of the jet as well as near the unsteady outer interfaces as is
evident in Fig. 3 �bottom�. These visualizations are consistent with
previous studies of the scalar dissipation rate �29�. The higher-
gradient regions are particularly significant because they are asso-
ciated with higher rates of mixing. For example, in the planar
shear-layer image in Fig. 3 �top�, the high-gradient regions near
the unsteady outer interfaces are primarily responsible for the ini-
tiation of the mixing of pure ambient fluid with already-mixed
fluid.

Figure 4 shows examples of the regions of mixed fluid, marked
with black, for a streamwise slice of the single-stream shear layer
in the top part of the figure and for a transverse slice of the jet in
the bottom part of the figure. The boundaries of the mixed-fluid
regions correspond to the outer interfaces separating mixed fluid,
shown as black, from pure fluid shown as white in Fig. 4. The
scalar threshold�s� employed to identify the boundaries between
pure fluid and mixed fluid were chosen as the values at 0.03% of
the pure fluid concentration�s� as was done in earlier work �20�.
This corresponds to the dynamic range of the imaged data which
is 300:1. It must be noted that, physically as well as theoretically,
it is well appreciated that the outer interfaces between pure fluid
and mixed fluid are relatively sharp as a result of the strain-rate
limited diffusion in the outer regions �28�. Thus, the outer bound-
aries between pure fluid and mixed fluid can be identified to
within the limitations of the dynamic range of the data. The mix-
ing efficiency was evaluated for the two flow geometries using the
volume-based approach developed in previous work �21�. For the
present study, two-dimensional image data at the �1000�1000

Fig. 1 Schematics of the two flow geometries examined and
compared presently: the single-stream planar shear layer „top…
and the round jet „bottom…

Fig. 2 Top: Example of an experimental high-resolution quan-
titative visualization of the spatial concentration field gener-
ated by a single-stream planar shear layer, showing a stream-
wise slice. While both the near field and far field are shown in
this visualization, the image data utilized to evaluate the mixing
efficiency are from the far field. Bottom: Example of an experi-
mental high-resolution quantitative visualization of the space-
time concentration far field of a round jet, with time increasing
from left to right and the vertical dimension corresponding to
transverse distance through the jet and containing the flow
centerline.
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resolution were utilized for both flow geometries. Therefore, in-
stead of the volume fraction, the area fraction was computed so
that

�m = 1 − Apure/Aref, �6�

cf. Eq. �2�. The mixing efficiency was then ensemble-averaged
over several realizations. The reference area Aref and outer-
interface scalar threshold were identified as described in recent
work �21� and in the companion paper �1�. This procedure was
repeated for both the single-stream shear layer and the jet, with
ensemble averages computed over several realizations at similar
values of the Reynolds number and Schmidt number as indicated
above.

For the round jet, the ensemble-averaged mixing efficiency is
found to be

�m,jet � 0.6 �7�
for the present conditions. In contrast, even though the Reynolds
numbers and Schmidt numbers are similar for the two distinct
flow geometries, the ensemble-averaged mixing efficiency for the
single-stream planar shear layer is found to be

�m,sl � 0.3 �8�
These two mixing efficiency values differ greatly. The difference
in the mixing efficiency is �100%, i.e., approximately a factor of
2, for the jet relative to the single-stream shear layer. The uncer-
tainty in evaluating the mixing efficiency, based on the robust
outer fluid interface method as discussed in the companion paper
�1�, is estimated to be of the order of �0.1% which is much

Fig. 3 Visualizations of the mixed-fluid interfaces and high-
gradient regions for the shear layer „top… in a streamwise slice,
and for the jet „bottom… in a transverse slice. The grey levels
correspond to the magnitude of the in-plane components of the
concentration-field gradient for each flow geometry, with
darker regions denoting higher-gradient locally thinner
interfaces.

Fig. 4 Examples of the regions of mixed fluid „black… in the
single-stream shear layer „top… and in the jet „bottom…. The
boundaries of the mixed-fluid regions correspond to the outer
interfaces separating mixed fluid shown in black from the pure
fluid„s… shown in white.
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smaller than the difference between the two mixing efficiency
values for the two flow geometries. It must be appreciated that,
while the mixing efficiency value for the shear layer corresponds
to streamwise images, the mixing efficiency value for the jet cor-
responds to transverse images. However, the mixing values are
each normalized by the appropriate reference region of fluid as
discussed above. Furthermore, both of the present values are con-
sistent with several previous experimental studies of the mixing
efficiency in shear layers �5,15,18� and in jets �7,14,20�.

The present findings suggest that the mixing efficiency for the
two flow geometries differs significantly, by �100%, even though
the Reynolds number and Schmidt number have similar values
between the two flows. Also, as pointed out above, the growth
rates are similar for these two flows. The growth rate is normal-
ized out, in any case, for the mixing efficiency since it is the
fraction of mixed fluid. The large difference in the mixing effi-
ciency, which in this case also implies a large difference in the
amount of mixed fluid since the growth rates are similar, must be
attributable to the difference in the mixing environment of the
large-scale vortical structures in the two flows. By mixing envi-
ronment, we are referring to the flow geometry of the regions
surrounding the large-scale entraining vortices and to the mixed or
unmixed state of the fluid in those regions. In the round jet, the
large-scale vortices continuously remix jet fluid that has already
been mixed upstream, in addition to entraining pure ambient fluid.
This is in stark contrast from the mixing environment of the shear-
layer geometry where the large-scale shear-layer vortices continu-
ously mix primarily pure fluids. Furthermore, previous studies of
the small-scale interfacial geometry have shown that such flows
exhibit similar properties for the area-volume ratio and the inter-
facial fractal-dimension behavior �5,27,30�. Therefore, the sub-
stantial difference in mixing efficiency reflects the large-scale ef-
fects, i.e., the three-dimensionality versus two-dimensionality of
the large-scale vortical structures in the jet versus the shear layer
in the context of their mixing environment. The present findings
are for incompressible flow conditions and provide a useful refer-
ence point for also examining effects of compressibility.

Conclusions and Implications
Flow-geometry effects have been examined on the mixing effi-

ciency quantified as the mixture fraction. The two flow geometries
considered are the single-stream planar shear layer and the round
jet, with measurements of the concentration field in the far field of
both flows. The flow conditions examined, in both geometries, are
at similar values of the Reynolds number and Schmidt number, as
well as for similar growth rates. For the round jet, the mixing
efficiency is found to be �m,jet�0.6. In contrast, for the single-
stream shear layer, the mixing efficiency is found to be �m,sl
�0.3. The large difference between these mixing efficiency val-
ues, which are each consistent with previous studies, are attribut-
able directly to the flow-geometry effects. Specifically, while the
large-scale jet vortices continuously remix jet fluid that has al-
ready been mixed upstream in addition to entraining and mixing
pure ambient fluid, the large-scale shear-layer vortices continu-
ously initiate mixing of pure fluids primarily. The implications of
these findings are that the design of the flow geometry can be
tailored to have direct effect for optimization of the mixing effi-
ciency, e.g., for enhancement or reduction, as it is the flow geom-
etry that can significantly affect the mixing-initiation environment
of the large-scale vortices and thereby the mixing efficiency.
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Nomenclature
A � interfacial surface area
c � fluid concentration

d0 � jet nozzle exit diameter

h̄ � average thickness along interface
L � large scale

M � Mach number
P � probability density of concentration

Re � Reynolds number
Sc � Schmidt number
U0 � jet nozzle exit velocity

�U � large-scale velocity difference
V � volume of fluid bounded by concentration

interfaces
Vmixed � volume of mixed-fluid region

Vpure � volume of pure-fluid region
Vref � normalizing volume
�m � turbulent mixing efficiency

�m,jet � jet turbulent mixing efficiency
�m,sl � shear layer mixing efficiency
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Introduction
Jets and fountains with reversing buoyancy occur in numerous

natural and man-made situations �1� including, for example, oxy-
gen jets directed into molten metal furnaces �2�, the overshoot
stage of a smokestack discharging into a stratified atmosphere �3�,
and underwater volcanic eruptions �4�. For simplicity, we assume
an upward directed jet or fountain with downward buoyancy as
shown in Fig. 1, although the results apply equally to downward
directed jets and fountains with upward buoyancy. The flow struc-
ture consists of a rising central core, surrounded by an annular
downward flow �5,6�, and under appropriate conditions includes
mixing �7,8� and phase mingling �9,10�. The primary parameter
governing this flow structure is the Richardson number �11�,
which is the ratio of negative buoyancy to inertial forces

Ri =
Dg��

� jU
2

where D is the vent diameter, � j is the jet fluid density, and �� is
the difference in density between the jet and surrounding fluids.
For turbulent flows, the characteristic jet velocity is the volumetric
flow rate divided by the cross-sectional area �U=UAve�. For lami-
nar flows, which have a higher total momentum for a similar
average velocity, the characteristic velocity is the root-mean-
square velocity �U=�2UAve� �6�. Apart from predicting the onset
of turbulence, the Reynolds number has no effect. Regardless of
the fluid pair selected, the maximum height �h—see Fig. 1� col-
lapses to a single curve �h /D= f�Ri�� �6�, and the flow transitions
through distinct regimes, which are a function of Ri �11�. At Ri
�1, negative buoyancy dominates and the jet forms a shallow and
stable penetration into the fluid above �Fig. 2�a��, characterized by
a nearly constant height with only slight fluctuations that result
from waves on the interface. At Ri�1, the flow oscillates in
height in a cycle that consists of the formation of a tall, steep,
walled fountain �Fig. 2�b�� followed by an asymmetric collapse
�Figs. 2�c� and 2�d��. Through dimensional analysis, the frequency
of this oscillation is predicted to follow a functional relationship
for Strouhal number

fD

U
= f�Dg��

�U2 ,
�UD

�
� or St = f�Ri,Re�

As shown below, the effect of the Reynolds number is again lim-
ited to establishing the onset of turbulence and determining the
appropriate characteristic velocity.

The purpose of this paper is to characterize the frequency and
amplitude of the oscillations in height, which produce a number of
important effects. For example, in the case of a subaqueous vol-
canic eruption, phase mingling between the rising magma and

water above can potentially cause cyclical phreatomagmatic ex-
plosions �12� that are significantly more violent than dry eruptions
�13,14� and account for a disproportionate number of fatalities
�15�.

Experiment
The data analyzed in this paper results from experiments per-

formed at The Johns Hopkins University during the period 1999–
2000. The experiments, described more fully in �11�, consisted of
directing a water fountain upward into diesel fuel �LSRD-4,
Specified Fuels and Chemicals of Channelview, Texas� and re-
cording the results on SVHS video. The Richardson number was
varied over four orders of magnitude using six different pipe di-
ameters ranging from 1.38 to 5.25 cm. A total of 125 different
flow rate and pipe diameter combinations were tested and re-
corded for 1-minute experiments. Silhouette photography was
performed by back illuminating through a diffuser screen. Rise
heights were measured in a frame-by-frame analysis �6,11�. The
maximum error based on pixel resolution was 2% of the measured
height.

Data and Results
Figures 3 and 4 summarize the magnitude and frequency of

oscillations in the rise height of the jet. Figure 3 shows the rela-
tionship between the Richardson number and amplitude of oscil-

lation ��hUpper−hLower� /hLower�100% �, where hUpper= h̄Max
+�hMax

�the average height at the top of the oscillations plus one
standard deviation�. The lower height is similarly defined, hLower

= h̄Min−�hMin
. At the high Richardson numbers associated with a

stable flow pattern �Ri�1.0�, the resulting fluctuation is small.
The percentage change in height is generally less than about 20%
and examination of the video recording indicates that the fluctua-
tions that are present result from waves that form on the interface.
As the Richardson number is decreased to the onset of an unstable
regime �Ri�1.0� the magnitude of the height fluctuation increases
reaching a maximum at about Ri=0.5. As the Richardson number
is further decreased, the jet continuously reforms as it collapses
and the resulting height fluctuations decrease in magnitude.

Figure 4 is a plot of St= f�Ri�. At Ri�1.0, the jet produces a
stable flow pattern that forms a smooth and nonoscillatory defor-
mation in the upper fluid. As Ri is decreased to Ri�1, there is a
transitional range that is intermittently stable or unstable. In this
range, the jet would form a stable pattern for periods of several
seconds up to about a minute, and then begin to oscillate. After a
period of unsteady oscillation, it would return to the stable flow
pattern. In this transitional range of Ri, it is not possible to quan-
tify St. At moderate Richardson numbers �0.1�Ri�1.0�, the flow
structure collapses and reforms in a cyclical pattern. Here the
Strouhal number is constant �St�0.16�. As the Richardson num-
ber is further decreased �Ri�0.1�, the flow remains unstable, but
changes to a pattern with a deep and continuously collapsing
fountain where instead of completely collapsing, it sheds finger-
like projections. The depth of penetration becomes more uniform,
although the entire flow pattern occasionally collapses without
any consistent frequency. For this reason it becomes more difficult
to quantify the Strouhal number at Ri�0.1.

Conclusions
A negatively buoyant jet will oscillate in height for Ri�1 with

a maximum fluctuation in height of 60%–90% based on the mini-
mum height, occurring at about Ri=0.5. The Strouhal number for
the oscillation is approximately St�0.16 for 0.1�Ri�1.0.
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Fig. 2 „a… Stable, nonoscillatory flow pattern above the transitional Richardson number „Ri
>1…. For „Ri<1… a cycle develops that starts with „b…, the formation of a tall unstable fountain,
which loses symmetry „c… and collapses „d…

Fig. 3 Amplitude of oscillation in height of a negatively buoy-
ant jet †„hUpper−hLower… /hLowerÃ100% ‡, where hUpper= h̄Max
+�hMax

„the average height at the top of the oscillations plus the
standard deviation in the upper height…. The lower height is
defined similarly hLower= h̄Min−�hMin

Fig. 4 Oscillation frequency of a negatively buoyant jet in
terms of a dimensionless Strouhal number „fD /U….

Fig. 1 „a… Negatively buoyant fountain discharging into a lighter fluid above; „b… Negatively
buoyant jet impinges on an interface with a lighter fluid
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The analytical model for the depth of correlation (measurement
depth) of a microscopic particle image velocimetry (micro-PIV)
experiment derived by Olsen and Adrian (Exp. Fluids, 29, pp.
S166–S174, 2000) has been modified to be applicable to experi-
ments using high numerical aperture optics. A series of measure-
ments are presented that experimentally quantify the depth of cor-
relation of micro-PIV velocity measurements which employ high
numerical aperture and magnification optics. These measurements
demonstrate that the modified analytical model is quite accurate
in estimating the depth of correlation in micro-PIV measurements
using this class of optics. Additionally, it was found that the
Gaussian particle approximation made in this model does not
significantly affect the model’s performance. It is also demon-
strated that this modified analytical model easily predicts the
depth of correlation when viewing into a medium of a different
index of refraction than the immersion medium.
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Introduction
Microscopic particle image velocimetry �micro-PIV� has

emerged as an important tool for measuring fluid velocity within
microfluidic devices. Micro-PIV utilizes volume illumination of
the entire depth of a microfluidic device and relies on microscope
optics to provide particle images from which velocity information
is extracted. Thus, the measurement depth, or depth of correlation,
of velocity measurements generated by a micro-PIV system is
dependent on the optics of the imaging system �1� and can be
influenced by the particle size, magnitude of Brownian motion
�2�, and the out-of-plane velocity component �3�. The character-

ization of the depth of correlation and its dependence on the im-
aging system, particle size, and flowfield thermodynamics and
fluid dynamics is therefore critical for both design of experiments
and for the interpretation of experimental results.

Olsen and Adrian �1� developed a simple model of the depth of
correlation which stated that the depth of correlation is based on
the optics of the imaging system and the physical characteristics
of the imaged particles. Experiments have already been performed
to verify this model for low-numerical aperture �NA� and low-
magnification applications �4�. The comparison of experimental
measurements to this analytical expression of the depth of corre-
lation was highly accurate for numerical aperture values of 0.4 or
less, the upper range of that work �note that NA=1/2f# if the
paraxial approximation is used, where f# is the focal number of
the imaging system�.

Often, micro-PIV experiments are performed using oil or water
immersion optics in order to increase the amount of light gathered
from the seed particles and increase the image resolution and
signal-to-noise ratio. It is at these conditions that some of the
assumptions made in the analytical model of the depth of corre-
lation come most into question. Namely, the model describes the
particle image as a Gaussian envelope whose diameter is deter-
mined by the convolution of the geometric particle with a diffrac-
tive term, and the optical system is approximated as a thin lens
system. Additionally, this model does not explicitly allow for the
use of immersion optics.

It is the intention of this report to investigate several important
concerns in order to confidently apply the estimate of the depth of
correlation to experiments incorporating high-NA and immersion
optics. First, the appropriateness of Gaussian particle and thin lens
approximations used in this model must be investigated at higher
NA and magnification than the earlier study. As the light-gathering
power and magnification of the optical system increases, the non-
Gaussian nature of the experimental particle images becomes
more apparent and could potentially lead to significant discrepan-
cies in the depth of correlation obtained by this model and an
actual experiment. Second, it must be determined how this model
may be used when an immersion objective lens is used for imag-
ing. Third, it has also been suggested that the effective NA of the
imaging system will be affected by imaging into a fluid of a dif-
ferent index of refraction than the immersion medium �i.e., look-
ing into a water-filled microchannel with an oil immersion
lens� �5�.

Analytical Solution of the Depth of Correlation
Olsen and Adrian �1� developed an analytical model to describe

the relative contribution of tracer particles to the resulting velocity
measurement in a micro-PIV experiment employing a cross-
correlation algorithm. This model describes an individual parti-
cle’s image as a Gaussian envelope, whose apparent diameter is a
convolution of the geometric particle image and the point re-
sponse function of a diffraction-limited lens measured at the first
dark ring of the Airy disk intensity distribution. The average rela-
tive contribution of a particle image pair to measured velocity as
determined from the displacement portion of the correlation func-
tion is captured in a quantity termed the weighting function.

The model, when all reasonable assumptions are applied, de-
fines the contribution of particles at a distance �z from the object
�focal� plane to the overall correlation function in the absence of
diffusion and out-of-plane motion as

W��z� = �M2dp
2 + 5.95�M + 1�2�2�1/2NA�2 +

M2�z2

�1/2NA�2�2

�1�

where dp is the particle diameter, NA is the numerical aperture of
the objective, M is the objective magnification, and � is the wave-
length of light collected. The assumptions necessary to obtain Eq.
�1� from Ref. �1�, Eq. �42� include uniform illumination through-
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out the interrogation volume, uniform weighting of the entire cor-
relation window in calculating the crosscorrelation, and that the
particle separation from the image plane is much smaller than the
working distance of the objective. The authors would also point
out that we have used the NA above in Eq. �1� rather than the f
number �f#�, as was used in the original publication �1�. This is
because the intensity distribution of the three-dimensional diffrac-
tion pattern of a point source imaged through a circular aperture is
determined from the converging spherical light wavefront passing
through the aperture, rather than the plane of the aperture itself
�6�. Therefore, the numerical aperture �sine of the light collection
half-angle in air� is the appropriate quantity rather than the f num-
ber �tangent of the light collection half-angle�. Olsen and Adrian’s
work dealt with standard macroscale PIV as well as the micro-
scale case, where f# is commonly used. For low-NA applications
�NA�0.4�, tan ��sin �, and does lead to significant error.

The depth of correlation is then defined as

zcorr = 2��1 − 	��
	�

� dp
2

4NA2 +
5.95�M + 1�2�2

16M2NA4 �
1/2

�2�

where � is the threshold weighting function value where particles
are no longer considered to contribute to the calculated velocity
�normally taken as 0.01�. The particle images are approximated as
Gaussian functions in order to attain this closed-form solution.
This analysis did not account for the presence of any immersion
medium between the objective and particles. Experiments have
already been performed to verify this model for low-NA and low-
magnification applications �4�. The comparison of experimental
measurements to this analytical expression of the depth of corre-
lation demonstrated that Eq. �1� was highly accurate for numerical
aperture values of 0.4 or less, the upper range of that work.

Because the depth of correlation equation �Eq. �2�� has been
developed without accounting for the presence of an immersion
medium �other than air� between the lens and the particles, this
model must be slightly modified to be extended to this case. Mein-
hart and Wereley �5� suggest that it is the angle of the light col-
lection cone that determines the nature of the particle image, and
not the numerical aperture directly. Since the numerical aperture
of a lens is defined as

NA = n0 sin � �3�

where � is the half-angle of the cone of light subtended by the
objective lens, and n0 is the index of refraction of the immersion
medium, this suggestion would be irrelevant for an air immersion
lens �n0=1.0�. If we replace the f# in Eqs. �1� and �2� with the
half-angle of the light collection cone and express it in terms of
the numerical aperture and index of refraction of the immersion
medium �Eq. �3��, the weighting function becomes

W��z� = �M2dp
2 + 5.95�M + 1�2�2�n0/2NA�2 +

M2�z2

�n0/2NA�2�−2

�4�
and the depth of correlation is defined as

zcorr = 2��1 − 	��
	�

� n0
2dp

2

4NA2 +
5.95�M + 1�2�2n0

4

16M2NA4 �
 1
2

�5�

It has also been suggested that the effective NA of the imaging
system will be affected by imaging into a fluid of a different index
of refraction than the immersion medium �i.e., looking into a
water-filled microchannel with an oil immersion lens� �5�.

Measurement of the Depth of Correlation
It has been demonstrated �4� that the weighting function of a

particle located at a fixed displacement from the focal plane is
directly proportional to the curvature of the correlation function at
the location that corresponds to the particle displacement between
the first and second images �the correlation peak�. This conclusion

was formed by recognizing that the contribution of a particle to
the weighting function is determined by its ability to move the
correlation peak, and not just its overall contribution to the corre-
lation function. In other words, an in-focus particle, which will
have a sharp, well defined correlation function, is more likely to
influence the estimate of the average displacement of a group of
particles in an interrogation volume than an out-of-focus particle,
which will have a broad, rounded correlation function. In order to
validate the analytical model �1�, the curvature about the peak of
the correlation function generated from particles at a known dis-
placement from the focal plane of the imaging system must be
measured experimentally.

This measurement cannot be performed in a typical micro-PIV
experiment, since the particles are positioned at random �and not
directly measurable� depths within the flow device. Therefore, all
measurements performed in this work were performed on images
of particles affixed to a microscope slide in a thin layer. The
separation from focus can thus be controlled directly by adjusting
the position of the slide in relation to the objective. In order to
extract the shape of the weighting function, a series of particle
image pairs are acquired at successive separations from the focal
plane, from positive �focus before the particles� to negative �focus
after the particles� separations. The weighting function is then
determined from measuring the curvature of the correlation func-
tion about its peak for each image pair at each separation.

Results and Discussion
Three separate experiments were performed to address the per-

formance of the analytical model of the depth of correlation �1�.
These experiments were performed using 1.0 �m fluorescent par-
ticles with a capacitance-voltage of 0.01, whose peak emission
occurred at 610 nm. First, the weighting function was determined
from “synthetic” particle images generated by convolving the
three-dimensional diffraction pattern of a point source with the
geometric image of a particle in the image plane. The weighting
function was calculated from these computer-generated particle
images using the technique described in the previous section. Fig-
ure 1 displays the weighting function determined from these syn-
thetic images along with the analytical solution for the weighting
function for an optical system with a magnification M =40, and
numerical aperture NA=1.25. This demonstrates quite excellent
agreement between the two methods. Therefore, even though the

Fig. 1 Comparison of the weighting function calculated using
three-dimensional diffraction pattern of a 1 �m particle image
and Eq. „4… for a M=40, NA=1.25 oil immersion lens
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three-dimensional diffraction pattern of a point source deviates
from a Gaussian shape, this difference does not appear to affect
the results. This occurs because the Gaussian and Lommel-
generated particle images do not significantly deviate in appear-
ance until the separation from focus is large enough that the par-
ticles are no longer significantly contributing to the weighting
function.

In order to verify the performance of the depth of correlation
model for high numerical aperture and magnification oil immer-
sion optics, experiments to measure the weighting function were
performed using 40�, NA 1.25 and 63�, NA 1.4 imaging optics.
The results of these experiments are displayed in Figs. 2 and 3,

along with the weighting function both with the proposed correc-
tion for oil immersion objectives �Eq. �4�� and without the correc-
tion �Eq. �1��. The particles in these cases are adsorbed onto a
glass substrate and imaged directly through the oil immersion me-
dium. These results demonstrate quite clearly that the light collec-
tion half-angle, and not the numerical aperture, is the appropriate
variable for use in determining the depth of correlation. If the
corrections in Eqs. �4� and �5� were not applied, the analytical
estimate of the depth of correlation would be significantly shal-
lower.

Figure 4 presents the weighting function derived from viewing
particles adsorbed onto a microscope slide through a thin layer
�50 �m thick� of water trapped between a coverslip and glass
slide, and viewed with a M =20, NA=0.7 oil immersion lens in
comparison to data taken through oil only. There appears to be
virtually no difference between the two datasets. It must be noted,
however, that the images appeared to be significantly dimmer
when viewing through the thin layer of water. These results agree
with previously reported results �4� that showed no measurable
difference in the weighting function between data taken with a
20�, NA=0.37 objective imaging particles through air and
through immersion oil. These results show that, while the image
quality and the measurement location are affected by the measure-
ment medium, the depth of correlation is not influenced and Eq.
�4� is applicable.

Conclusions
These results lead to three major conclusions.
�1� The Gaussian particle image assumption leads to minimal

error in the ability of the analytical model of the depth of corre-
lation to correctly capture the shape of the weighting function.
This occurs because the cross correlation of the three-dimensional
diffraction pattern generated by a particle only differs from that
generated by an approximate Gaussian particle image once the
particles are no longer significantly contributing to the weighting
function.

�2� If the collection angle is used rather than the numerical
aperture in the analytical model, the model correctly estimates the
weighting function and depth of correlation for micro-PIV using
oil immersion lenses.

�3� The shape of the weighting function and depth of correla-
tion for micro-PIV measurements do not seem to be changed
when observing into a differing index of refraction medium than

Fig. 2 Comparison of the weighting function from Eqs. „1… and
„4… to experimental data for M=40, NA=1.25 oil immersion
objective

Fig. 3 Comparison of the weighting function from Eqs. „1… and
„4… to experimental data for M=63, NA=1.4 oil immersion
objective

Fig. 4 Comparison of the weighting function from experimen-
tal data for M=20, NA=0.7 oil immersion objective viewing par-
ticles immersed in either water or oil
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the immersion medium of the objective. This was seen for both
the oil-water case �shown here� and for air-oil cases �shown pre-
viously�.
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Introduction
This technical brief presents experimental results for the drag

on a circular disk moving at terminal velocity through a viscous
fluid midway between parallel plane walls. The axis of the disk is
oriented perpendicularly to these walls. The notation is shown in
Fig. 1. A circular disk of diameter d and thickness t moves edge-
wise with a velocity U through a viscous fluid of density � and
viscosity � midway between two plane walls that are parallel to
the plane of the disk. The distance between the parallel walls is D.
Define the aspect ratio of the disk as A= t /d and the Reynolds
number as Re=d�U /�. I will assume that the flow is a Stokes
flow �Re�1� and that the disks are thin �A�1�.

In an infinite fluid, the drag on a disk of zero thickness moving
edgewise is the Stokes drag FS given by Overbeck �1�

FS = 16�Ud/3 �1�

For a finite fluid, the drag F is greater than FS due to the influence
of the boundaries. It is customary to use the symbol K for the ratio
F /FS, so K�1. The first-order boundary effect has been obtained
by Brenner �2�

KB
−1 = 1 − k

16

9�

d

D
�2�

where, for this geometry, k=1.004.
In the real experimental situation, the liquid is contained in a

rectangular glass tank as shown in Fig. 2. The disk is released
from rest just below the free surface of the liquid and falls in the
vertical plane toward the bottom of the tank. Measurements of the
velocity of the disk are made midway between the free surface
and the bottom of the tank. Because the flow is steady, FS /F
=U /US=K−1, where U is the velocity of the disk, and where

US =
3g

16�d
�m −

�t�d2

4
� �3�

In this expression m is the mass of the disk and g is the accelera-
tion due to gravity. This expression was obtained by equating the
Stokes drag FS given by Eq. �1� to the apparent weight of the disk
falling in the fluid. Thus, US is the velocity of a disk of zero
thickness in an unbounded fluid subject to the same drag mg
− ��d2t� /4�g as the experimental disk.

This work has been done to test the theoretical calculations of
Davis �3� who calculated the drag on thin rigid disks moving
steadily in a viscous fluid bounded by plane walls parallel to the
motion of the disk. Through private communication, Davis also
provided values of the dimensionless drag for values of d /D down
to 0.0333. The results of the present experiment will be compared
with the results of Davis’ theoretical calculations.

I report here observations of thin circular disks falling edgewise
midway between parallel plane walls in a rectangular tank filled

with silicone oil. The observations cover the range of parameters:
0.0025�A�0.0759, 0.1623�d /D�3.890, and 0.0048�Re
�0.11.

Experiment
Disks were released from rest in a silicone liquid contained in a

glass-walled tank of rectangular cross section. The tank was con-
structed with a rectangular base 61.7�31.45 cm2 �inside dimen-
sions� and was filled to a depth of 41 cm. The axis of the disk was
always oriented perpendicularly to the plane of the long sidewalls
of the tank. The distance between the long sidewalls D was ad-
justable. The dropping mechanism used to release the disks was a
tweezers mounted on a firm support above the tank. The disk was
held vertically in the fluid by the tweezers and was released by
opening the tweezers slowly with a screw mechanism. The disks
were centered between the sidewalls before release by visually
lining them up between vertical lines accurately drawn on the end
walls of the tank midway between the sidewalls. Disks released in
this way were observed to fall stably and vertically to the bottom
of the tank. All but very thin disks stood on edge midway between
the sidewalls when reaching the bottom. Disks purposely released
off center were unstable and wobbled back and forth between the
sidewalls while falling to the bottom. The velocity of the disks
was measured by the time of flight between two horizontal, fo-
cused laser beams separated by 5.00 cm, situated midway be-
tween the top and bottom surfaces of the fluid.

The temperature dependences of both the kinematic viscosity
and the fluid density were measured and used to correct the ve-
locities under the assumption that the product �U was constant.
All of the velocities were adjusted to a temperature of 22.00°C, at
which the kinematic viscosity was 41.40 cm2/s and the density
was 0.971 g/cm3. All measurements were made with the oil tem-
perature 22.00±1.08°C.

Fifty-six disks were made from aluminum, brass, and steel. The
disk thickness t ranged from 0.007 87 to 0.1567 cm, the diameter
d ranged from 1.265 to 4.991 cm, and the mass m ranged from
0.0766 to 6.295 g. The distance D between the parallel sidewalls
ranged from 1.28 to 7.81 cm.

The total experimental error in the measured values of the di-
mensionless drag K was calculated by assuming reasonable ex-
perimental errors in each of the measured quantities that contrib-
uted to the final error in K. The results of these calculations show
that the experimental error in K is less than 1.5% of K for all
measurements. The experimental results are presented in Fig. 3,
which shows a graph of the dimensionless drag K on the disks
versus the aspect ratio t /d. The error in each measurement is
smaller than the symbol size used to display the results. In addi-
tion, most of the data points are the result of several measure-
ments, the results of which were averaged. The technique used in
this experiment for measuring the drag on falling disks at a very
low Reynolds number has been thoroughly tested by measuring
the drag on falling spheres. For Reynolds numbers less than 0.15,
the dimensionless drag on spheres was measured to be within
0.50% of the value predicted by the analytical expression K=1
+ �3/16�Re of Oseen �4� for the drag, where K is the ratio of the
drag on the sphere to the Stokes drag.

Results
Roger used the beads-on-a-shell model �BOS� �5� to calculate

the dimensionless drag on cylinders with aspect ratios ranging
from 0.005 13 to 10.0 moving perpendicularly to their axes in an
infinite viscous fluid. These results were reported in Ref. �6� in
which the authors presented two empirical relationships that fit the
calculated points well. Because the BOS calculations for which
d /D=0 fit an equation of the form K=B�t /d�C, where B and C are
constants, it seemed reasonable that the experimental results of
this experiment, for which d /D is small, would fit a similar func-
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tion but where the constants B and C would depend on d /D. The
resulting empirical expression that fits the data is

K = A + B� t

d
�C

�4�

The functions A, B, and C in Eq. �4� depend on d /D as follows

A = 1 + a� d

D
�b

, B = � f + g
d

D
�2

, C = 1 − ke−p�d/D� �5�

The constants in Eq. �5� have values a=0.8160, b=1.0754, f
=1.0418, g=1.3312, k=0.2269, and p=1.51. This fit to the data is
shown in Fig. 3 as solid curves passing through the data points.

The data can now be extrapolated to find the dimensionless
drag on disks moving edgewise in an infinite fluid by setting
d /D=0 in Eqs. �4� and �5�. The results are shown in Fig. 3, where
the solid line for d /D=0 clearly passes through the three data
points calculated by Roger using the beads-on-a-shell calculation.

The dimensionless drag on infinitely thin disks moving midway
between parallel plane walls K0 can be found by letting t /d→0 in
Eqs. �4� and �5�. The result is

K0 = 1 + a� d

D
�b

�6�

where the constants a and b are given above. Figure 4 shows this
result and theoretical calculations of Davis �4� and Brenner �2�.
The experimental results, designated by open circles in Fig. 4,
agree very well with the calculations of Davis over the entire
range of experimental measurements. The first-order boundary ef-
fect of Brenner agrees with the experimental observations within
1% provided d /D�0.5. This is expected since this expression is a
first-order approximation and will only be valid if the distance to
the walls is large compared to the dimensions of the object. In a
private communication, Davis calculated an additional term to
Brenner’s expression. The result is

KDB
−1 = 1 − 0.5682� d

D
� + 0.2327� d

D
�3

�7�

and is shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 4. The Davis-Brenner
result as expressed in Eq. �7� agrees with the experimental obser-
vations within 1% if d /D�0.65.

I have assumed that the end walls, the free surface, and the
bottom wall are far enough away so that they do not influence the
dimensionless drag on the disk at the position where the drag is
measured midway between the free surface and the bottom wall.
This assumption was tested and shown to be valid for the experi-
mental parameters used by measuring the velocities of disks as a
function of position as they fell between the two sidewalls with a
photographic strobe technique described in previous papers by
Trahan and Hussey �7� and Trahan, Wehbeh, and Hussey �8�.
Also, the use of disks with twice the value of D but the same

Fig. 1 Notation

Fig. 2 Geometry of the real problem: a circular disk of thick-
ness t and diameter d falls vertically in a tank filled with vis-
cous liquid between sidewalls spaced a distance D apart

Fig. 3 Dimensionless drag vs the aspect ratio of the disks.
The symbols that are circles or squares represent the different
types of disk materials, the triangular symbols are the results
of the theoretical beads-on-a-shell calculations for disks in an
infinite fluid, and the solid lines follow the empirical fit to the
data.
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value of d /D gave the same values of K as a function of t /d,
showing that the effects of end walls and the distance to the bot-
tom and the top are negligible.

Conclusions
The results of measurements have been presented for the drag

on thin circular disks as they move edgewise midway between

two parallel plane boundaries at very low Reynolds number. An
empirical expression presented in Eqs. �4� and �5� has been de-
vised to accurately represent the results of this experiment. First,
the dimensionless drag was compared with the idealized case of a
disk of zero thickness. After empirical extrapolation to zero thick-
ness, the experimental results are in good agreement with the
theoretical prediction of Brenner �2� provided d /D is sufficiently
small, and in very good agreement with the calculations of Davis
�3�. When the experimental values are extrapolated to an infinite
fluid, the results are in good agreement with the beads-on-a-shell
calculations of Roger �Trahan, Hussey, and Roger �6� and Ui,
Hussey, and Roger �9��. Thus, this work confirms experimentally
the theoretical work of Davis �3� on infinitely thin disks falling
midway between parallel walls and agrees with the work of Rog-
er’s beads-on-a-shell calculations of the drag on disks of finite
thickness falling edgewise in infinite fluid. In addition, this work
extends the knowledge of the drag on disks to disks of finite
thickness moving midway between parallel plane walls.
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apart. The equation for K0 is Eq. „6…. It is an empirical equation
obtained from the experimental data.
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